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ABSTRACT 

This study focuses on the urban geography of the elderly by emphasizing the 

metropolitan linkages between the structural aging of populations and the way in which 

such change impacts on the locational dimensions in which elderly people live their lives. 

Two concepnial devices are used to integrate two seemingly separate issues. 

The Theory of the Third Age provides a concepnial framework to explore the urban 

social implications of aging, particularly through changes in the life coune and the 

potential for place-based cornmunities to contribute to individual self-fulfillment. The 

charactenstics and spatial manifestations of the Third Age in Canada are identified. 

Particular attention is given to intra-urban age segregation (voluntary and involuntary) as 

one geographical characteristic of a metropolitan Third Age. 

A second conceptual framework on the multidirnensional structure of place-based 

communities is welded to the idea of the Third Age. The concept of "comunity" in the 

Third Age is empirically tested in ternis of a set of behavioural, cognitive, and affective 

dimensions associated with place-based cornmunities. Seventeen dimensions of 

cornrnunity are empirically derived (PCA analysis) fiom a case study of 598 residents 

living in in-situ aging areas and age segregated retirement villages in Calgary, Alberta. 

Similarities and differences in the spatial manifestation of these cornrnunity dimensions 

in the two types of residential sening are identified. 

Since place-comrnunity may contribute to self-fiilfillment in the Third Age, Well- 

Being and Self-Acnialization is measured in the two residential contexts, and the 

relationship between the community dimensions and these indices is identified. Although 

place-based "comrnunity" does significantly contribute to or explain variations in Well- 

Being and Self-Actualization in the Third Age, the Level of explmation is weak, and is 

more important in retimnent villages. 



The study points to the potential for increased intra-urban social differentiation in 

the Third Age. Structural aging, involuntary and voluntary age segregation, and the 

differential experience and manifestation of community may be contributing to unequal 

intra-urban geographies of self-tùlfillment. Yet the fact that the role of place-based 

community is only partial is a cogent reminder that age segregation may not be a panacea 

to self-fulfihnent in the Third Age. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 
Western industriaiized societies are aging or "greying" in an unprecedented way. 

Laslett (1987, 1991) clairned that the structurai aging of the population-primarily as a 

result of declining fertility rates and increased li fe expectancies through tirne-represents 

one of the most profound sources of social structural change expenenced since the middle 

of this century. Not only are the nurnbers of seniors increasing rapidly, but they represent 

an increasing proportion of the population. As of 1980 seniors (aged 65 or more) 

represented 12% of the population of OECD countries (Gauthier 1991 ; OECD 1992). 

Furthemore, they are the fastest growing of al1 population age segments. By 2050 it is 

expected that seniors will represent 21% of the population in OECD countries (Gauthier 

1 99 1 ; OECD 1 992). In terms of contemporary social organization, the elderly represent a 

powemil force. Their impact is now being felt and debated within economic, social, 

cultural, and particularly, public policy contexts (Wames 1982, 1989; OECD 1992). They 

are no longer a force to be ignored (Dychtwaid 1990). In short, the aging of the 

population has resulted in a great deal of societal change. 

A secondary outcorne of this change bas been that the timing and sequencing of 

major life course events such as marriage, last child leaving home, and retirement, have 

been dramatically restmctured. Individuals are living healthier lifestyles. This, together 

with medical advances, also means that they are Iiving longer. in addition, they are 

retiring earlier. Many have an unprecedented degne of disposable time and wealth to 

pursue active and healthy retirement lifestyles. In fact "lifestyle" is now a key social 

demand associated with retirement. For some who retire early, retirement living may now 

be as long as that penod of life given over to working and rairing fami l ie ta  possibility 



which has really only emerged since the middle part of this century. To some extent, this 

way of life has received societal sanction-particularly through the numemus state and 

institutional rnechanisms which purport to guarantee at least a most basic degree of 

support following the cessation of work. The institutionalization of state pensions and the 

host of private and semi-private miployer pension schemes are testimony to this. The 

spatial implications and manifestations of aging are less well known, and so a greater 

understanding of the relationship between socieial aging and its impact on social and 

spatial organization is required. 

Although initial signs of the need for focused studies of the elderly were emerging in 

the late 1890s in Britain, particularly through the work of Charles Booth (1894). the 

systernatic study of îhe elderly, retirees, and early retirees, is relatively new. The 

academic deveiopment of social gerontology has really only occurred since the Second 

World War in North America and more recently in the United Kingdom (Warnes 1989). 

Furthermore. it is only in the last two or three decades that there has been a substantial 

increase in interest in this interdisciplinary field, accompanied by a considerably diverse 

literature. A more geographically oriented interest in the elderly was siower to develop. 

Human geographers have certainiy contributed to this burgeoning literature (see 

Golant 1984a. Warnes 1982, 1990), but it has been relatively recent. Zelinsky's (1966) 

initial plea for a geographical contribution to the study of the aged in a Norîh Amencan 

context went largely unanswered until the late 1970s (Warnes 1982). However, since the 

late 1970s, human geographers have become increasingly interested in the evolving 

interdisciplinary field of social gerontology. There are now numerous midies which attest 

to this fact. Geographers have generally contributed to the study of the elderly within four 

key areas: i) residential location and migration patterns; ii) locational access to services 

and facilities; iii) spatial activity and transportation patterns; and iv) people-environment 

relationships (Golant 1984a). Generally, most research within the fïrst three areas can be 

summarized as  dealing with a spatiai organization theme, whlst the fourth represents a 

second key theme of person-environment relationships(Rudzitis 1984). 



The thematic contributions in each of these areas have been sumrnarized in more 

detail by Golant (1984a) and Rudzitis (1984). Yet, despite these wide-ranging 

contributions by geographers to the study of the elderly, Warnes ( 1990) claimed that very 

few geographers have made successive contributions, and even fewer have made 

gerontological questions their principal interest. The result has been a limited contribution 

to theoiy. More specifically, Warnes (1990) recentiy identified three key research foci 

which were deficient in the geographical study of the elderly, and which have the greatest 

potential for a theoretical contribution within both human geography and social 

gerontology . These are: 

1. the long-tem and global evolution of demographic aging and its implications; 

2. locational dimensions in the circumstances of elderly people's lives; 

3. temporal change in the interactions between the geographical environment and 
elderly people. 

It does seem surprising that human geographers have not paid more attention to the 

specific realities of the long-term structural aging of populations-even though this is 

now recognized to be one of the most inf'luential forces of social change (Laslett 1991). 

Yet there is a strong intellectual history in human geography in which the linkages 

between social structure and changes in social structure have been central to the 

investigation. analysis. and theorizing about socio-spatial relationships (Johnston 1987; 

Cloke et al. 1991; Livingstone 1992). Many of the so-called ''structural" and 

bgsûucturalist" approaches within human geography have certainly not k e n  coherent-a 

diversity of approaches and meanings of structure have emerged within cultural, 

behavioural, and economic geography, for example (Gregory 1986). Structure has been 

treated or concepnialized in different ways, which have not always been made explicit. 

Davies (1983) has shown that it is crucial to distinguish between three meanings of 

structure: i) structure as t te einpirically recognizable patterns, regularities, and 

configurations of social life; ii) structure as the theoretical (not empirical) underlying 

principles or substrats of society, and iii) structure as a contextual or compositional 

effect-the influence of space or spatial patterns on behaviour or actions. 



The oveaight by human geogiaphers noted by Warnes (1990) above potentially 

stems fiom the fact that geographers may have been overly concerned with the second 

meaning of structure-searching for deep-seated and underlying causal mechanisms. 

typically situated within the mode of production, which influence or restrict individual 

behaviours and result in particular spatial manifestations. Many humanistic geographers 

have long rejected this detenninistic view of social structure, arguing instead that human 

geographies are produced by relatively unconstrained, knowledgeable, and capable 

human agents who find and entrench meanings, values, and personalities within the 

geographical environment. More recently, human geographers have greatly benefited 

From (and contributed to) advances in social theory advocating a middle ground between 

structure and human agency. The conceptualization of social structure and its links to 

behaviour, to space. and the recursive influence of structure and agency through space is 

now more fûlly recognized (Cloke e t  al. 1991). Furthemore the spatial or geographical 

dimension is now seen to be a critical factor in the constitution of societies. 

Perhaps a M e r  reason for the paucity of geographical work on demographic aging 

as an expression of social structural change is that age rnay not generally be conceived 

within the context of social structure. Following Blau (1974). Davies (1983) expiained 

that since "age" is a criteria on which social distinctions are made (it determines an 

individual's position relative to others) it may simply be a single parameter of a more 

complex dimension of social structure which represents particular "collectivities" of 

parameters which may Vary together. But the importance of age and aging reaches beyond 

the ascriptive distinctions of individuals, particularly when the focus is shified fiom "'age" 

to "age structures". Marshall (1987:M) defined "age structures" as the social contexts in 

which people live out their lives, so that age simct~.rre is but an example of social 

s t m u r e .  In essence, societal aghg within the context of age siructwes thetefore deais 

with the macro-scale social structure that provides the context for individual Iives and 

social interaction (Marshall 1987:45). Thus the 'tery tenor of social life is afTected by 

changing age structure" (Marshall 1987: 1). A specifically geographical approach to this 



kind of aging and change in social structure seems to have been neglected within a 

Canadian context. Furthemore, with respect to Warnes' (1 990) second cal1 for attention 

by geographers-the locational circumstances in the lives of elderly people-a focus on 

the demographic aging of the population and its links with social structure rnay have a 

direct bearing. In other words, analyses of tbis kind may partiaily define the arena within 

which to examine the dhensions associated with what Warnes (1990) has cdled the 

iocaI circumstances of etderiy people's lives. 

Human geographers have certainiy not ignored the spatial circumstances in which 

elderly people live their lives, since much previous work carried out within the key areas 

identified by Golant above (1984a) and the two major thematic areas identified by 

Rudzitis (1984) has included attention to the locational circurnstances of the elderly. To 

some extent al1 of these seemingly disparate areas deal with locational aspects of elderly 

people's lives, and the volume and range of work in this area has certainly been 

impressive (see Warnes IWO; Golant 1984a). However, Warnes' ( 1990) second 

recornmendation stems fiom the realization that in many such studies the focus has been 

on the spatial properties of a particular geographical phenornenon using the elderly as a 

specialized or example population segment, rather than on the investigation of the spatial 

properties of a gerontological problem. For this reason Warnes (1990:40,41) argues that 

there has been little acceptance of geographical work in this area by other social scientists 

wiih an interest in the elderly. It therefore seems that one of the major requirements for 

future research in human geography is to identify not only the spatial aspects of particular 

geographical issues in which the elderly serve as empirical examples, but to situate the 

elderly within geographic research in order to identify the locational dimensions in the 

circumstances of eider& people S /Nos. The emphasis on locational dimenrions may be of 

panicular importance, especially if these dimensions are integrally bound up with the 

structurai aging of the population and its linkages with social structural change. In 

particular, the way in which the cognitive and affective dimensions of elderly people's 

lives is spatially expressed and expenenced needs to be better understood. A deeper 



understanding of these kinds of locational dimensions may also be directly linked to 

temporal change. 

The third area in which Warnes (1990) sees a potential for geographers to make a 

theoretical contribution to the study of aging or to social gerontology more particularly, is 

in the temporal change in the interactions between the geographical environment and the 

elderly. This is a research area which has not ken well investigated by either geographers 

or social gerontologists. Warnes (1 990) claimed that particular attention now needs to be 

given to several components of temporal change, such as a g a  cohort, period, and 

differential swival effects. A particular difficulty in such work lies in the neceuity for 

longitudinal rather than cross-sectional studies, and the associated costs and limitations of 

longitudinal data. However. one of the major stimuli for such research m u t  corne from 

the recognition that societal changes have produced elderly persons which differ in two 

fundamental ways from those of the past-the elderly of today have unprecedented life 

expectancies; and the majority have an unprecedented degree of economic independence. 

Associated with these changes have been changes in education and family history, for 

example. which are neither understood in detail nor commonly recognized in studies of 

aging (Warnes 1990:42). In other words, there is the need to recognize and focus on 

temporal change within a "life course" perspective. since "neither the shared experiences 

nor the variations amongst those bom in a single period is a reliable guide to the life 

courses of those born in earlier or succeeding years" (Warnes l990:44). 

The three deficiencies and requirements outlined by Warnes (1 990) certainly span an 

enormous interdisciplinary subject area and will undoubtedly require extensive further 

work on the part of geographers and social gerontologists. More meaningfùl contributions 

CO theory will require a grrat deal of both empirical and conceptual work in this regard. 

However, Warnes (1990) has succinctly summarized the three major areas to which 

human geographers need to shitt their attention. The ihree areas are not necessarily 

mutually exclusive-in many ways they must be considered to be muhially inclusive and 

mutuaily reinforcing. This dissertation focuses primarîly on the fïrst two arcas and only 



deah with the third in a tangential way. It is one attempt to provide a re-oriented focus on 

the elderly in urban geography with the aim of making at least an incremental 

contribution to both human geography and social gerontology. 

1.2 Objectives and Oganization of the Dissertation. 

This study attempts to answer a number of key questions about the spatial attributes 

of the Third Age and the effect of the Third Age in residential environments. In short, the 

attempt is to siniate some of the locational dimensions of elderly people's lives within a 

spatial context of societal change and changing age structures fiom an urban geographic 

stance. A number of objectives provide the structure and organization of the dissertation. 

i) The first major objectivethe subject of Chapter Two-is to provide a foundation 

for the dissertation by focusing on the social implications of demographic aging, societal, 

and age structure change. It can be argued that the work of Lasiett (1 987,199 1 ), which 

has not to date included a specificdly geographical component, may be particularly 

fruithl for human geographers about to engage this topic. Laslett's (1987, 1991) 

denvation of the historical emergence of the Third Age (1987) and his conceptual 

development of the Theory of the Third Age (1 99 1) is used as a key organizing principle 

or conceptual framework which summarizes the demographic aging of the population, its 

potential for social structurai change, its role in the reconfiguration of the individual life 

course, and the potentially liberating qualities of our present social structurai condition. It 

must be emphasized that while many of the charactcnstics of the Third Age described in 

Chapter Two are taken directly from Laslett (1987,1991), a number are also based on this 

author's interpretations of some of the more intangible concepts embedded in his work. 

Nevertheless, like Laslett (1991), the terni Third Age is used in two contexts here-it 

serves as both a descriptor of the social structural condition of contemporary western 

societies, and it serves as a descriptor for individuals living and acting in what may now 

be defined as a unique and unprecedented phase of the life course-particularly those who 

are retired or those who are active and independent seniors (see Laslett 1991). 



ii) Laslett (1 987,1991) provided detailed data to demonstrate the emergence of the 

Third Age in Britain, and has claimed that there are now sixteen countries, including 

Canada, which exhibit the socid structural properties of the Third Age. Little detail was 

provided by Laslett for these other countries. Since Warnes (1990:29) claimed that 

"detailed investigations of the progress of age structure change in different countries or 

regions have been few", and that such studies relate to both the demographic aging and 

the temporal change requirements which he advocates, a specific and more detailed focus 

on the arriva1 and structure of the Third Age in Canada is certainly needed. Hence the 

second major objective is to provide this uniquely Canadiun focus on the demographic 

and social character of the Third Age, and thereby add to the limited body of work on 

Third Age societies. This is the subjcct of Chapter Three. 

iii) The third objective is to briefly identifl the geographicul mani/stutionî of the 

Third Age in Canada. Although the national profile is outlined in Chapter Three, Chapter 

Four demonstrates that the Third Age can be recognized at a number of different 

geographic scales. There are very minor regional variations in the relative weighting or 

composition of seniors in Canada, meaning that the seniors, or more generaily those in 

their Third Age, are not segregated within particular provinces or regions of the country 

(Norland 1994). It  is shown that the regional context is more properly considered in terms 

of the place-specific features of population age structure, in-situ aging, and retirement 

migration destinations. Chapter Four also emphasizes the fact that Third Age societies are 

highly urbanized and that a specifically urban focus on the geography of the Third Age is 

warranted (Haldernann and Wister 1994). The issue of scale is ais0 addressed. It is show 

that in tems of relative population age structures or proportional weighting of specific 

age segments, the selectivity of specific places is not clearly associated with urban scale. 

There is linle evidence to suggest that the elderly, or those in their Third Age, are 

particularly concentrated or influentid in the age structure profiles of any one scale of 

urban place in Canada. Rather, specifc places of v M y  al1 scaies of urban size have 

age structures which may show the manifestation of the Third Age. Despite the high 



degree of geographical scale variation in terms of the relative importance of the Third 

Age in selective urban centres, Chapter Four demonstrates that in an absolute context, the 

Third Age must be considered to be a metropolitan phenomenon. The majority of seniors, 

and the majority of al1 age segments which may be associated with Laslett's (1991) 

fourfold life course typology, reside in Canada's 25 metropolitan areas. Hence the 

majority of urban social and spatial relationships associated with the Third Age are iikely 

to occur within a metropolitan context. In other words, metropolitan areas rnay provide 

the key geographical or spatial context in which to explore the locational dimensions in 

the circumstances of elderly people's lives. Chapter Four presents additional grounds to 

support this ciaim, in the sense that the Third Age is also manifest at a second scale- 

within metropolitan areas. 

Canada's metropolitan areas are socially complex. Geographers who have measured 

and sumrnarized this intra-metropditan social complexity and examined the spatial 

properties of this complexity have s h o w  that the urban social structure of these areas can 

now be descnbed by eleven different dimensions or sources of variation (Davies and 

Murdie 1991 b). Yet it has been recognized that this urban social complexity is the spatial 

manifestation of broader social stmctures which have been acted on by spatial processes 

(Davies 1983. 1984). In other words, social structures do have a spatial imprint, 

particularly in large urban and metropolitan anas. Geographers who have snidied the 

elderly seem to have neglected the fact that these urban social structures may have been, 

at least indirectly, charting the spatial manifestations of the long-run demographic aging 

of populations and changing age structures as well as pointing to the some of the 

locational dimensions in which elderly people live their lives. The importance of age as a 

key component of social and spatial organization may have k e n  overlooked, since age 

has been shown to be linked to a number of sepamte dimensions of urban social variation. 

Since these dimensions are only denved when there is sufncient spatial differentiation or 

segregation in the manifestation of social structure. it also signds that age segregation 

within metropolitan areas may in fact be a fundamental spatial manifestation of the Third 



Age. There is a need to explore this possibility, but with more specific segregation 

measures which separate out the simultaneous links of age with other social attributes. 

A third scale at which the Third Age has recently begun to be manifest in Canada is 

in the fonn of small neighborhoods or retirement communities which are designed and 

built specifically for those in their Third Age. These purpose-built communities are 

examples of what Davies and Herbert (1993) called niche cornmunifies. They are 

indicative of a M e r  form of age segregation, and in many instances represent a fonn of 

voluntary age segregation and age exclusion. The popularity of these developments, and 

the increasing demand and development of these areas in Canadian cities suggests that 

age segregation may becorne a more entrenched geographical and social manifestation of 

the Third Age in the future. Chapter Four concludes with some preliminary speculation 

on the potential importance of segregation and place-based "community" within the 

context of the Third Age-particularly the role of segregation and community in terms of 

the realization of Third Age lifestyles. 

iv) Given that age segregation within metropolitan areas may be central to our 

understanding of the spatial manifestation of the Third Age. and this effect has bern 

previously demonstrated in a tangential way by urban geographers (Davies and Murdie 

199 1 a, 199 1 b), a fourth objective of the dissertation is to investigate the degree of; and 

change in, age segregation within Canadian menopolitan meus in a more precise w q .  

Most previous work on age segregation has focused only on what may be oficially 

defined seniors-typically the population over age 65. Yet there is a need to go beyond 

seniors only, and to explore the differential age segregation trends for other population 

segments which are an integral part of the broader age structure of the population. 

Chapter Five provides this cornparison for seniors as well as for the age segments which 

heuristically defme Laslett's (1991) four major life course phases. Chapter Five also 

seeks to answer a further question with respect to the spatial manifestation of the Third 

Age. A multivariate approach is used to determine the extent to which the Third Age-or 



those in their third phase of the life c o c v s ~ i s  responsible for al1 of the possible (Le. 

multi-segment) age segregation patterns which exist in Canadian metropolitan areas. 

V )  The geographical manifestation and segregation dynamics of the Third Age within 

metropolitan areas is indicative of the fact that the locational characteristics of those in 

their Third Age are increasingly defined by residential segregation in local community 

areas as result of in-sini aging, or by voluntary segregation in micro-communities such as 

retirement villages. Hence the concept of piuce-based conimuniîy may be exceptionally 

imponant in ternis of the realization of the Third Age. In fact, place-based "comrnunity" 

may be one of the geographical ways in which those in their Third Age are attempting to 

maximize their own seif-fiilfilIrnent and self-actualization-characteristics of this phase 

of the life course which are unprecedented (Laslett ! 991). The concept of "community" 

seerns especially important in voluntary segregated retirement villages. However, place- 

based bbcommunityT' must be considered to be more than a residential or tenitorid entity. 

It is now understood that "community" is multidimensional and complex, and that there 

are nurnerous domains and dimensions associated with community. In essence, 

community can now be conceptualized in ternis of Areal Content; Behaviour and 

Interaction; Conceptual Identity; Dynarnic; and Externality domains-each with a number 

of underlying dimensions (Davies 1992, 1995; Davies and Herbert 1993). To some extent 

the social (not only physical) characteristics of these "communities" have become 

commodifed: developers are selling the idea of maintenance freedom, social peea, social 

interaction, fnendships, and neighboring. Thus, the Behavioural and Conceptual Identity 

domains of cornmunity in particular seem to have become an important part in the 

definition of and cornmodification of comrnunity in the Third Age. The fifth major 

objective of  this dissertation-the subject of Chapter Six-is to ernpiricaily identi@ the 

Behavioural and Conceptual structure of comrnunity through a case study of Third Age 

residents in Calgary, Alberta, and to determine if there are differences in this structure in 

in-situ aging residential areas and voluntary segregated retirement villages. 



vi) Integral to the whole conceptualization of the Third Age is the fact that there is 

now an unprecedented potential for retirees and seniors to engage in self-fùlfilling and 

seif-actualizing activities. In fact Laslett (1991) sees this as one of the rnost liberating 

aspects of the present social structural condition, particularly if this can lead to a societal 

recognition of the value in such activity. Having seen that age segregation may be a key 

spatial manifestation of the Third Age and that then is possibly a search for or demand 

for "cornrnunity" within the Third Age (particularly in segregated environments), there is 

obviously a need to detemine the extent to which "community" contributes to individual 

self-fulfillment and self-actualization. One of the most obvious questions to arise fiom 

this is whether or not the social characteristics of cornmunity which are often being 

packaged and sold in retirement villages really do lend themselves to greater self- 

fulfillment and self-actualization, Hence the sixth objective is ro determine iJ and the 

exrent to which, the cognitive and aflective dimensionaiity or structure of communiiy 

(Chapter Six) contributes to serf-furfiIIment and self-actualizarion in the Third Age, and il 
rhere is a dzflerential impact for in-situ aging and vofuntary segregated residents. 

vii) The seventh and concluding objective (Chapter Eight) is to integrate the 

empiricaijindings and conclurions fiom this dissertation and to speculate on the role of 

segregation and place-based comrnunity (and the linkages between these), and the utility 

of an urban geographical approach to the study of broader gerontological kinds of issues 

such as aging and self-fulfillment. 



Chapter Two 

Conceptual Framework of the Third Age 

2.1 Introduction 

It seems that for centuries there has been an interest in trying to establish or define 

some sort of order out of the changing roles of human beings as they age. Much of this 

interest can likely be linked to the fact that age grading is a universal cultural 

phenornenon (Linton 1942), and often serves not only to define roles and behaviours, but 

to engender status on the basis of age. 

In the western world in particular, the notion of a He cycle punctuated by important 

events which define transitions fiom one stage to another, has been developed in 

nurnerous guises (see Linton 1942; Murphy 1987). Numerous typologies have emerged 

which attempt to define these critical stages of the life cycle and which events should 

determine transition fiom one stage to another. However, most are static in the sense that 

they do not make allowances for changing societal conditions which give rise to or 

modify the timing or sequencing of such events, or even the social rewards associated 

with age transitions. Furthexmore, most of these types of typologies do not make 

allowance for individual behavioural deviations fiom the nom. Given the increasing 

complexity and social heterogeneity of western societies, and the recognition that social 

structural change influences individual and collective behaviours just as such behaviour 

simultaneously reconstitutes social structures (Giddens I984), it has now been recognized 

that Me cycle typologies are limited. The development of life course typologies, which 

attempt to situate individual and historical time within a broader and dynamic societai 

context, have attempted to address some of these limitations. This chapter focuses on one 

specific Life course typology which situates the Me course within a dynamic context of 

social structural change, but which pays particular attention to one of the most signiscant 



forces of change which has occumd in the history of western civilization. This is the 

aging of the population and the emergence of an unpncedaited phase of the Me course- 

the Third Age. 

2.2 From Life Cycle Typologies to a Life Course Perspective 

The concept of the 'life course' and criticisrn of the 'Me-cycle' concept has received 

considerable attention in the sociological literature in the past NO decades (Bryman et al. 

1987; Cohen 1987; Hepworth 1987; Nissel 1987; Baird 1989; Sorensen et al. 1986; Back 

1980; Riley 1986; Meyer 1986; Hareven 1980,1982; Winsborough 1980; P e m  and 

Bielby 1980; Harris 1987; Murphy 1987; Dale 1987). 

The individual and family Me cycle concept itself is nothing new-there are 

numerous histoncal exarnples of attempts to define typologies which describe the 

'typical' stages through which individuals and families pas. One of the oldest and most 

commonly cited of these is Shakespean's famous seven-fold typology developed in A s  

You Like I f .  This male-specific typology envisaged seven stages through which males 

pass : 

1. baby 
2. schoolboy 
3. lover 
4. soldier 
5. justice 
6. reîired 
7. second childhood 

The cyclical culmination of Me, after a brief interlude of retirement, is a stage 

characterized by loss of bodily and mental function, and a rather unwelcome symbolic 

return to the f h t  stage in He. As Shakespeare put if an individual closed the cycle "Sans 

teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything" (Laslett 199 1 ; Murphy 1987). 

Numerous other individual and famiy life cycle typologies have emerged this 

century, many of which have been succinctly nimmarized by Murphy (1987). A number 

of these are illu-ted in Table 2-1 below. 



Table 2.1 Selected Examples of Life Cycb Typologies 

Rowntree 
(1 902) 

Sorokin (1930) 

Glick (1947) 

Fortes (1958) 

Wells and 
Gubar (1 966) 

(source: Murphy 1987) 

1. child 
2. young working adult living with parents 
3. bringing up own children 
4. children living at home but eaming 
5. labourer past work. 
1. married couple just starting independent existence 
2. couple with dependent children 
3. couple with at least one nondependent child 
4. children beqinning to leave home and al1 children depart 
1. first marriage 
2. birth of first child 
3. birth of last child 
4. marriage of first child 
5. marriage of last child 
6. death of one spouse 
7. death of remaining spouse 
1. expansion (marriage and childbeanng) 
2. dispersion or fission (children marrying) 
3. replacement (children take over family position and property) 
1. first two decades growing up and getting ready to have children 
2. next 25-30 years beanng and rearing children 
3. last 25-30 years aIone 6 with husband after children gone. 
1. Young single person, head aged less than 35, no children. 
2.  amil lies without children, head less than 35. 
3. Full nest 1, youngest child l e s  than 6. 
4. Full nest II, youngest child 6 or over, head less than 45. 
5. Full nest lil, head over 45; dependent children in household. 
6. Empty nest 1, no children at home, head over 45. 
7. Empty nest Il, head retires. 
8. Solitary suwivor in the labour force. 
9. Soiitary survivar, retired. 
1. Young single person, head ageâ Iess than 35, no children. 
2. Families without children, head less than 35. 
3. Childbearing families, oldest child les than 3. 
4. Pre-school phase, oldest chiId 3-5. 
5. School-age children, oldest child 6-12. 
6. Teenage children, oldest child 13-18. 
7. Launching phase, oldest child leaves home. 
8. Middle age, head over 45, no children. 
9. Ageing family, retirement to death 



Rownîree's (1 902) five-fold typology was clearly focused on the individual, although 

it should be empbasized that little hope of a fulfilling retirement seemed to be the case. 

By the 1930s the typologies generally shifted focus fiom the individual to the individual 

situated within a family context, as evidenced by Sorokin's typology. Given this husband- 

wife family orientation it is worth noting îhat such a typology exeludes a number of 

population segments, particdarly children and the elderly. Post-War typologies of 

individual and family life cycle stages adopted a more refined social scientific approach 

and attempted to enpirically define the stages from the aggregate of known event 

timings. For example, Glick's (1947) seven-fold family life cycle typology was based on 

the US census categones of major identifiable life events (see Murphy 1987). 

The timing of major life events, or critical role transitions, became more important in 

the definition of these typologies fiom the 1950s onwards. In addition, the evolutionary 

changes in these event timings through time became incorporated into some of the 

typologies as anthropologists in particdar began to adopt a 'developmental approach', 

focusing on how families develop and change through tirne (Murphy 1987). Thus Fortes' 

(1958) typology identified three major phases (see Murphy 1987) which dso included 

generational reproduction. 

Murphy (1987) argwd that the 1960s were a period of proliferation in the 

development of individual and famixy Me cycle concepts, with particuiar attention being 

given to the stages of familial expansion and contraction. Among these were Duvail's so- 

cailed universal sequences of famüy development-though his typology is given for 

females only; as weU as Duvall's (1977) nine category typology which was based on 

oldea child as the index or marker of change. It is worth noting that in this typology al1 

that seems to await the over-45 family without children at home is an aging family which 

enters retirement and awaits death! Wells and Gubar's (1966) nine category typology 

adopted the youngest child as the index or marker of change. Note that in this typology, 

there is WNally no allowance for simdtaneous retirement of both husband and wife. 



There is an implicit assumption that the household head (male) retires and dies, whila a 

solitary survivor (fernale) remains in the Labour force until a bnef retirement. 

By the 1970s these typologies (and the many others which were developed-see 

Murphy 1987) and the methodologies on which they were based came under increasing 

criticism. A major aiticism was the assumption of a stereotypical and linear progression 

through a sequence of stages in a predetemiined order. O'Rand and Krecker (1990:243) 

claimed that "the imducible properties of the life cycle ... were successive forms (stages), 

ineversible development (maturation), and the reproduction of fom (generation)". nius, 

most of these typologies did not allow for the increasing social complexity in which many 

individuals and families would not conform to the sequencing of events or even the linear 

progression of stages. In addition, social changes in the family, particularly the prevalence 

of divorce and the formation of non-traditional households rneant that many of these 

typologies were of lirnited use as descriptive or concepnial devices. In other words, 

deviation fiom some 'nom' couid not be adequately incorporated into these frameworks. 

Additional criticism focused on the temporal and ethnocentric limitations of many of 

these typologies. As Murphy (1987:36) notes, "the farnily life cycle mode1 as it is usually 

elaborated, refers to the family circumstances of white urban middle-class Amencans in 

the 1 950s and 1 960s-a particularly child oriented period ...". 
The most severe criticisms of Me cycle typologies centered around the theoretical 

limitations of these approaches, but particularly tne need to integrate broader social 

structural dynamics into life cycle change and life cycle conceptualizations at the same 

time that individual variations or deviations fiom some nom could be integrated. Both 

micro and macro perspectives needed to be integrated. The theoretical formulation of a 

life course as opposed to life cycle perspective, which attempts to integrate individuai, 

family, and historîcal or social tirne, was seen to overcome mauy of these limitations. 

Hareven (1980:lO) argued that the Me course consrnict overcame the shortcomings of 

both the Life cycle and the family cycle approach: 



It examines the synchronization of individual behavior with 
the collective behavior of the family unit, as each changes 
over time and in their interaction with external historical 
conditions. Its essence is the interaction between 
'individual the' ,  ' family tirne' and 'histoncal tirne'. . ..A 
Me course approach views a cohort as an age g r o p  moving 
through history whose social experience is influenced not 
only by conternporary conditions but also by its experience 
of earlier life course transitions (Hareven 1 980: 1 0, 1 3). 

In addition, the life coune approach was seen to move away nom the linear staging 

and cyclical nature of life cycle approaches to focus more on individual biographies and 

transition events which are temporally situated within a broader and dynamic historical 

and social context. The key issue here is that the long-run generational effects and 

reproduction effects implicit in the previous approaches, which are assumed to occur 

within a stable rather than a dynamic social system, have been challenged. For example, 

O ' R d  and Krecker (1990:241) claimed that life course conceptions "do not share the 

same intrinsic reference to generation or reproduction that transcends the single lifetime 

of an individual" whereas Cohen (1987:l) argued that the Life course approach "allows 

for more flexible biographical patterns within a continually changing social system". 

While the life course approach emphasizes the importance and uniqueness of 

individual biography in relation to social and historical the ,  this is not to say that there is 

no underlying commonality in the kinds of life course biographies which may exist. In 

fact, since the individual life course is structuraily embedded within the larger socio- 

histoncal context, similar structural opporniriities and constrainü are likely to produce 

some degree of commonality in the timing and sequencing of events. The role of the state 

is seen to be a major factor in contributing towards an underlying commonality in event 

sequencing. The state 'caccentuates transition events, age brackets, and life segments, and 

provides external rather than individually created order throughout the Life 

coune ...[t hereby contributing to] a differentiated structure of the Me coursey' (Mayer and 

Schoepflin 1989:203). In other words, at any given historical time there will be a certain 



degree of synchronicity of individual and collective biographies. Perun and Bielby (1 980) 

in fact see synchronicity as the fiindamentai regulatory mechenisn for the life course. 

the individual Me coune is a composite structure of 
multiple dimensions exhibithg a multiplicity of timetables, 
each comsponding to a particular dimension and 
movement through that dimension.. ... the fundamental 
regulatory mechrmisrn of the individual life course is 
synchronicity, that is the degree of coordination displayed 
by a multiplicity of timetables relative to each other at a 
given point in time .... the individual Ise course is also a 
whole structural unit interndly regulated according to the 
degree of synchmnicity displayed by its connituent 
dimensions 
(Perun and Bielby 1980: 101). 

At the same tirne, the life corne perspective sees the interplay between individual and 

social histoncal time as more than synchronîcity, for this synchronicity is dynamic. Perm 

and Bielby (1 980: 1 06) therefore claim that ?he social structure is responsive, particularly 

in times of social and historical change, to aggregate changes in developmental timetables 

as the individual is similarly responsive to changes in the social strucîure". The life 

course is thus dynamicaiiy modifïed by the prevailing social structurai conditions, and at 

the same thne individual and collective changes in life course biographies wiil eventually 

have a dyaamic feedback linkage to the social structure as a whole. This line of reasoning 

is very much congruent with developments in social theory thmughout the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  but 

panicularly with the structurationist approach of Giddens (1984). In fact, as already 

recognked by Harris (1987), the recursivity of the structure-agency dialectic articulated 

by Giddens seem to capture, in a theoretical conte- much of this dynamic link between 

individual biography and social structural change, so that in tems of the life course 

approach it is crucial to recognize that "...people both constiîute and are constituted by the 

socio-historical process" (Harris 1987:28). 

Compared to the array of typologies developed for individuai and family M e  cycle 

stages, there have been few proposais for a typology of life course phases. This is 

particularly related to the fact that the life course makes most static-categorical divisions 



of the life cycle redundant and indeed attempts to eliminste this way of looking at life 

events. More importantly, perhaps, is the fzt that because the life course approach is so 

broadly based, conceptually dernanding both micro and macro or individual and social 

structural perspectives, the development of simple typologies has proved difficult. A 

funher difficuity is obviously the ability to situate any such typology within a dynamic 

social structural fhmework. Recently, however, these limitatiom s e a n  to have been 

overcome by Laslen's (1 987,1991) formulation of the Theory of the Third Age. 

2.3 Laslett's Theory of the Third Age: 
Social Structural Change and the Life Course. 

Laslett (1 987; 1991) ha demonstrateci that a social stnicîural M e w o r k  can provide 

a useful starting point for the development of an htegrated life course typology. His 

Theory of the Third Age integrates social structure and individual biography. In terms of 

the former, one of the most profound changes in the social structure of industnalized 

societies over most of the past century has centered around the aging of the population, a 

change which has had, and will continue to have, profound individual, familial, 

economic, and political consequences. These changes, and the associated institutional 

settings which have evolved, have impacted on individual and collective biographies and 

have radically restructured the timing, sequencing, and indeed the synchronicity of many 

life course events, to such an extent that a new conceptualization of the life course is 

required, however broadly or heuristicaily defined. Thus, Laslett's Theory of the Third 

Age is based on both i) a new life course typolom and on ii) the social shucturarl 

condition which kas made such a typology possible. 

However, Laslett's schema or typology of the life course goes beyond simple 

typologicai description. It introduces cognitive, behavioural and psychosocial clues as to 

how this way of envisionhg the life course may act as a catalyst for individual and 

collective social action (human agency) in the reconstitution of society. More importantly, 

this may be conceived as a reconstitution of society which gives due weight to that 

population segment which is potentiaily having one of the most profound effects on our 



social structural condition-those in theu later stages of Me and those who have retbed 

fiom active employment. 

2.3.1 The Third Age as a Life Course Typology 

For the purposes of the 'Theory of the Third Age' Laslett (1 987; 1991) has 

operationalized this typology in ternis of four major Me course phases or 'Ages'. The 

characteristics of this division of the Me course, as interpreted by this author, are 

summarized in Figure 2.1. 

birth -24 -55-6 5 -85 death 
expansion compression expansion compression 

1 
I 

1 st AG€ 2nd AGE 3rd AGE 4th AGE 

dependence independence achievement dependence 
socialization matunîy fuifiIlment decrepitude 
immaturity responsibility post-employment death 
education child reanng self-actualization 

WlTHlN-AGE AND BEMEN-AGE HETEROGENEITY 

Figure 2.1 Characteristics of Laslett's Life Course Typology 

(source: interpreted by author from Laslett 1991) 

2.3.1.1 The First Age 

The First Age is the era of dependence, socialization, immatunty, and education. 

Clearly the First age begins at birth, and is initially characterized by babyhood, childhood, 

and initial instruction-a period of sociaiization, and for the most part, dependence on 

others. Despite the fact that in many countries sexual maturity may be achieved in the 



teen yean, and legal voting privileges granted at the age of eighteen, there is increasing 

evidence fiom historical studies of the family that the responsibilities associated with real 

maturity or adulthood are ody reached much tater in contemporary society. In essence 

this means there has been a histoncal expansion of this phase of the Me course. This is 

particularly linked to the fact that the educatiod process is considerably longer now than 

in the past, and the fact that many more young adults between the age of twenty and 

twenty-four are dependent on 0th- for continuing education. Most in this stage of life do 

not have independent control of their resources or much authority or control over others. 

For most, the Fkst Age is a period of ~e~absorption, and is rypically characterized by an 

inability of individuals to fWy anticipate what Laslett (1991) has termed their 'future 

selves'-to look forward and envisage a life plan linked to one's own self-direction. 

Unlike a typical life cycle approach it is impossible to specify the exact age at which this 

ability becomes manifest even for the majority of people. However, Laslett (1991) 

suggesu that by about the age of 24, the educational, socialization, and immaturity phase 

is completed for most of the population. This then marks a rough boundary betweem the 

transition fiom the First to the Second Age. 

2.3.1.2 The Second Age 

The Second Age may be broadly chanicterized as an era of independence, maturity, 

responsibility, and earning. This is typically a period when mon people start pursuing a 

caner, start a family, are able to attain and maintain some degree of power and authority 

over others, and enjoy di the social and legal privileges of adulthood. This phase 

typically extends into late middle age, when many attain the apogee of their i n t e l l e d  

and professional pursuits, and for those who choose to raise families, is typically an 

exceptionally rewarding phase of Me. There are a number of facets of this phase in Me 

which Laslett (1991) has identifïed as inherentiy m t i n g .  For the population as a 

whole, work in the Second Age is almost wholly imposed by others, except for the 

relative minority who own self-directed businesses. For both employees and 

entrepreneurs, work involves a loss of personal control over the-truly personal 



achievement is most typically confîned to t h e  off, weekends, or hoiidays. Even the joy 

of raising children often brings with it fnistrations-of t h e  commitments, of perpetual 

responsibility to some dependent other, and the occasionai need to escape for some 

personal solitude. The m e  pusuit of individua2 seIf-#IfilZrnent is typically, therefore, 

restricted by the way of l fe  and familial obligations necessmy for living in the Second 

Age. For the population as a whole, this Me course phase has become very much 

truncated over the past cenniry. Increases in survival, coupled with the individuai ability 

to cease work at earlier ages-primarily as a resdt of the instihitionalization of personal, 

corporate, and public retirement savings schemes, and the social sanction of early 

retirement-have accentuated the tendency towards earlier retirement. So in general, the 

Second Age has become "cornpressed" in time-it typically occupies a rmaller hction of 

an individual's life coune. Dychtwaid (1990:116) has noted that "today, the average 

American works less than 14 percent of îhe hours that he or she lives". 

2.3.1.3 The Third Age 

Laslett (1 991) argued that the Third Age in particular marks a new and 

unprecedented phase of the life course. The same processes that have resulted in the 

compression of the Second Age have resulted in the relative 'expansion' of the T k d  Age 

as a phase of  the life course. For many, and particularly early retirees, nearly as much of 

their Me will be spent in retirement as was spent in the Second Age. For example, "if a 

man is retired at 55 ... the part of remahhg M e  spent in retirement begins to exceed his 

remaining penod in work as early as his mid-thirties" (Laslett 1987: 149). This retirement 

phase is, or should be, the social culmination of al1 of the ages; the era of personal 

achievement and futfillment. While it mut be emphasized that some people may live 

their Third Age in paralie1 with either their First or their Second (see Laslett 1991), for 

the great majority it is the release fiom Second Age responsibilities and nustrations 

which opens up new windows of opportunity in the real pursuit of those kinds of 

activities which may t d y  relate to individual s e l f - m e n t  or ~e~actuaiization. 



Using the "age wave" analogy to describe the demographic wave of aging which is 

sweeping North America, Dychtwald (1990:342) posits a similar concept to the Third 

Age when he states that ''the growth and evolution of the inner life may be the unique and 

specid opportunity that the Age Wave brings". An important dimension of both Laslett7s 

and Dychtwaldys perspective is that the Third Age presents an opportunity for real and 

meanin- pursuits, and should not be wasted or ûivialized. In a broder social context, 

it may provide a real opportmity to challenge the mass indolence of many of those 

currently living out their retirement years (Laslett 199 1-d provides a societal context 

in which unprecedented individual and collective self-actuaiization might take place. 

2.3.1.4 The Fourth Age 

The Fourth Age is that phase of the life course which, for mosc, has been pushed well 

past the normal age of retirement-it is the era of final dependence, decrepitude, and 

death, akin to Shakespeare's seventh age of man (Laslet-t 1991). Furthemore, in terms of 

the average life course, this phase seems to have become 'compressed' in tirne, 

increasingly clustering around what may be the normal upper bound of the human life 

span. While there is no reai agreement over the actuai age of the human life span, the mid 

eighties has been proposed as an average (Fries 1980). Some have argued that indeed 

there is a compression of morbidity which is taking place in developed countries, nich 

that "...more and more people will tend to die a natural death, at ages closer and closer to 

that critical divide.. ."(Laslett 1 99 1 :57). 

Much of this prolongation of health and relative compression of the most senous 

effects of old age can likely be attributed to advances in medical technology which have 

made it possible to prolong Third Age activities and shorten the period of terminal 

d e r i n g  for moa of the aged. There are of course, medicd technologies which have 

made it possible to sustain Life beyond its desire and beyond the period when self- 

fdfilhnent is possible; and to maintain functioning bodies without hctioning minds and 

bctioning min& wiîhout functionhg bodies. These are complex moral, ethical, and 

societal issues which will have to be dealt with, and will require some major social 



challenges around the issues of living wilis, euthanasia and assisted suicide. This is not to 

Say that some societal formula for the disposition of those in their Fourth Age c m  be 

contemplated. No socially defined or politically imposed 'fixed period', however 

suggested, can be contemplated (Trollope 1990). It will have to be recognized, rather, 

that it is the duty and the nght of the present aged to act in this regard, to develop a code 

of theory and practice in this matter in codta t ion  with professionals and those in the 

other ages; whila maintainhg their individual responsibility and choice (Laslett 

1991:198). 

2.3.1.5 The Timing and Sequencing of Life Course Phases 

The timing and sequencing of each of the specific Ages proves problematic since 

these four Ages cannot clearly be defined by calendar age. Apart fiom the arriva1 of the 

First Age the transitions are highly personalized biographical events which are Uely to 

be gradua1 rather than sudden. Nevertheless, when considerhg the population as whole, 

some heuristic categorization or generalizations for these sequences might be proposed. 

Although Laslett (1 987; 199 1) has not specifically laid out the ages which will demarcate 

the specific Ages and has indeed cautioned against mictly defïned chronological markers, 

he has provided clues as to how these Ages might heuristically take shape. The First Age 

begins at birth. The transition to the Second seems, for most, to occur at around age 24. 

From the age of 25 an individual should be mature enough to begin to visualize his or her 

future self, to the extent that they may begin to set funw goals and life trajectones so as 

to maximue the potential of their W d  Age or third phase in the Life course (Laslett 

1991:146). The transition to the Third Age may not become a possibility for many until 

the officidy detennined age of retirement (i.e. state-regulated synchronization of this 

transition), which is typicdy between the ages of 60 and 65 in industrialized countries. It 

is quite conceivable, given the propensity for early retirement and the fact that the empty- 

nester phase is likely to have been completed before age 55, that the lower bound of the 

Third Age is trending towards the mid-fXes rather than the mid-sfies. There is 

certainly a market or demand for the lowering of this bouudary-amply demonstrated by 



the numerous life insurance and investment fïrms who would encourage, for example, 

"Freedom 55" kinds of savings initiatives. This notion is also reinforced by Laslett 

(1987:144) who claims that age 70 may be taken as "siniated five, ten, or even fifieen 

years into an individual's Third Age. In 0 t h  words, age 55 may approximate the Iower 

bound of this Second to Third Age m i t i o n .  The transition to the Fourth Age is more 

difficult to approximate for individuals as well as aggregates, a s  it is so dependent on 

individual health and mental capacities. Givm the former claim by Laslett, the age of 85 

may serve as a very crude indicator of the trausition between Third and Fourth Ages. 

Such a crude bounciq does seem to be supported by the general evidence of that age at 

which the rnajority of individuals seem unable to continue independent living and at 

which the majority begin to d e r  sexious disabilities, to nich an extent that assisted 

living may be required (Norland 1994; Wigdor and Foot 1988). 

2.3.2 The Third Age as a Social Structural Condition 

The theoretical basis for the amival of the 'Third Age' as a reIatively new and 

unprecedented structural condition of contemporary industrialized society is a 

consequence of the historical confluence of three major sets of forces. The fkst deds with 

the demographic issues surrounding life expectancy, survival, and the effects of 

population composition. The second set of forces are those which relate to the economic 

milieu, particularly those sunounding individual and national wedth. Finally, cultural 

forces such as those which relate to the recognition and acceptance of the Third Age must 

be considered. 

2.3.2.1 Dernognphic Forces 

The demographic 'aging' of world populations, especially so in the advanced 

indumial counaies, is a recumnt theme in the recent demographic, social, economic, and 

political science literature (Bond and Coleman 1 990; Friedrich 1 99 1 ; Markides and 

Cooper 1987; McDaniel 1986; OECD 1992; Stone and Fletcher 1980). There is now an 

acute awareness that western populations are being fundamentally restrucnired in terms of 

age composition. Moreover, it is the shift towards an elderly population, which is 



expected to show rapid acceleration in some countries as the Baby-Boomer cohorts enter 

their senior years, which has evoked a &reat deal of attention by academics, politicians, 

and the popuiar press (Foot and Stoffinan 1996). 

Yet, perhaps one of the least understood and least investigateà facets of the aging of 

the population is the fact that this is, in historical terms, a relatively new, unprecedented, 

and permanent phenomenon. Despite suggestions that "Canadians aren't about to become 

a nation of greybeards" (Foot and Stoffman 1996:210), never before in the history of 

western societies have the elderly been such a prominent social force, and never again 

will they lose their compositional importance in society. This is because westem societies 

have undergone, in age ternis, a major and imvenible demogmphic transition-what 

Laslett (199 1) has defhed as the 'secular shift in aging' (see Figure 2.2). 

Figure 2.2 The Secular Shift in Aging in England 
(source: Laslett 1991, p.65) 



nie secular shift in aging is partially linked to the concepts of life expectancy and the 

-rectangularizaîion of SUCVival' developed by Fries (1980). The rectangularization of 

suntivai thesis posits that the near elimination of infant mortality and the in- in life 

expectancy, not just at birth but at successive ages, has resulted in a txansformative shift 

in the sumival hction. This shift essentially means that at any given age, the probability 

of survival has experienced major increases. and these probabilities remain very high 

until very close to the maximum hurnan life span. For a purely rectangular survival curve 

to exist (at which time it ceases to be a curve!), every individual of every age has a 100% 

probability of surviving to the next age-and these probabilities are constant until some 

specified terminal age of the life span This is a probabilistic impossibility, and so the 

actual 'rectangular' nature of the sumival function itself has been criticized. 

Percent of a cohort of white femaie bnthd suwiving to specific 
ages amrding to cunent life tables for aie USA. 1890-2050 

Figure 2.3 American Progress Towards the Rectangular Curve 
(Source: bslett 1991, p.60 after Siegel and Tauber 1986) 



Most dernographers would argue that the sumival cuve itseif is hherentiy non- 

rectangular, since the true extent of the maximum human life span seems indeterminable 

(Laslett 1 99 1 ; Simmons-Tropea and Osborn 1993). Nevertheless, there is genexai 

agreement based on historical survivai cunres for England and the United States that lhere 

has historically been an upward and rightward shift in the cuve which does demonstrate 

that some rectangularization of survival has taken place (see Figure 2.3 above). It c m  be 

seen fiom the direction of the upward shift in the curves that they are not movhg directly 

towards the upper nght comer, but somewhat to the left of this, demonstrating the fact 

that the curves are not trending towards perfect rectangularization. However, the major 

debates on the rectangularization issue are not whether some form of rectanguIarization 

has taken place, but rather, focus on what is occuning or could potentially occur at the 

bottom right hand comer of the curve-namely the determination of maximum human 

life span and the extent to which terminal morbidity is becoming radically compressed at 

this age (Laslett 1987,199 1 ; Simmons-Tropea and Osbom 1993; Kraus 1988). 

The evidence for the secular shift in aging is not ody based upon the fact that there 

has been a rectangularization of survival taking place. Laslett's (1 987, 199 1) evidence 

stems aiso from the historical demographic record. Building upon what is probably the 

moa comprehensive historicai population data in the world, Laslett (1 99 1) was able to 

conmuct a proNe of life expectation and population composition for England with 

known data for about 450 years and projections ranging fiom CE 1000 to CE 2500 (see 

Figure 2.2 above). 

These &ta reveal the fiuidarnental change in aging which has taken place, linking 

both life expectancy patterns and population composition patterns. The secular shift in 

aging is the social structural change fiom the lower to the higher plateau of Figure 2.2-a 

process whidi occurred, for the most part, beîween the 1890s and 1980s. The significance 

of this change cannot be underestimated in a social structural sense. In Laslett's words, 



...[ this change] was so fidamental that i t  can indeed only 
be conveyed in geological metaphors, ushg the tens of 
thousands of years which mark the shortest intervals on the 
geologicai the-scale, and transferring the sense of 
fundamental, physicai structure conveyed by the notion of 
landscape to the architectonics of society (1 99 1 :67) 

This tectonic elevation fiom one demographic plateau to another is not unique to 

England, but is to be fond  in most industrialized countries today, including Canada 

(Laslett 1987, 1991). Furthemore, it is predicted that such a structural change will 

eventually impact al1 nations. The precise measurement or indication of this phenomenon 

means that some method for surnmari~g or indexing the demographic structures of 

Third Age societies is required. Based on the historical demography of England and other 

nations, Laslett (1987, 1991) has proposed two principal demographic indicators of Third 

Age societies: i) the Third Age Indicator; and ii) Population Composition. 

2.3.Z.l.i Third Age Indicator (3Al). 

The first basic demographic indicator of Third Age countries is the 'Third Age 

Indicator' (3A.I). This measure summarizes the changes which have taken place in life 

expectancy and mortality patterns, and so is Iinked to the rectangularization of survival 

concept described above. The 3AI is a me- of the probability of someone entering the 

'Second Age' (nominally age 25) Surviving to age 70 (the iaferred mid-point of the 'Third 

Age' or third major Iife course phase). This is a simple index computed by the foilowing 

formula: 

Equation 2.1 Third Age lndicator 

Number of persons per 100,000 surviving to age 70 
3AI = 

Number of persom per 100,000 swviving IO age 25 

(source: LasIeti l987:MS) 



In a contextual sense a 3AI of 0.5 means that 50% of the population wiil survive fiom 

birth to age 25 and nrbsequentfy survive to age 70. In other words, hslf the population 

which has reached the beginning of the Second Age can expect CO live well into their 

Third Age. Values higher than 0.5 take on even more significance, since the higher the 

value, the greater the majority of the population which will expenence both the Second 

and most of the Third Age. There are, of course, ciifferences in 3AIs for males and 

females, resulting in part fiom the fact that there are gender differences in life 

expectancies at birth. h the United Kingdom, for example, the life expectancy at birth for 

females increased fkom 45.7 years in 1891 to 77.2 years in 1982, whereas for males it 

increased from 4 1.9 years to 71.4 years over the same penod. 

However, it is not just life expectancy at birth which has redted in gender- 

differentiated 3AIs, but life expectancy and survival at later stages in Me. In fact, analyses 

of suxvivai curves over this centuy consistentiy reveal that females have higher 

probabilities of survival, and the gender differences in these probabilities have tended to 

widen with age. This " f e ~ t i o n  of survival" into the Thud Age therefore means that 

widowhood and gender-imbaiance in old age is a prominent feature of Third Age 

societies. Laslett has demonstrated female 3AIs for the United Kingdom increasing fiom 

0.372 in 1891 to 0.779 in 1981. In other words, the percentage of females who could 

expect to live fiom the omet of the Second Age to well into their M d  Age has more 

than doubled over the pst ninety years. The vast major@ (80%) of females mus 

therefore see membership in the Thkd Age as a vimial certainty. Comparative male 3AIs 

for the s m e  penod were computed as 0.301 in 1891 and 0.634 in 1981-again more than 

doubling over the past ninety years, but not reaching the same degree as femaies. 

The fact that the female values are higher means that the male 3AI must serve as the 

baseline in a broder population composition sense. In other words, to say that a 3AI for 

males and females combined is 0.5, does not necessarily mean that the majority of males 

will survive fiom age 25 to age 70. However, since females survive longer than males, a 



male 3AI of 0.5 does mean that the majonty of all males and all fernales can expect to 

survive fiom age 25 to age 70. 

2.3.2.1.2 Population Composition 

Laslett (1987,1991) argued that a second demographic condition must be met before 

national societies cm truly be characterized as Third Age. His data from England and his 

portraya1 of the secular shift in aging from low to high plateau demo-ted the histoncal 

coincidence between life expectancy and population composition. The secular shifi in 

aging has therefore been based on the sirnultaneou increase in life expectancy and the 

trend towards greater proportions of the population which are elderly-in other words, a 

change in compositional structure!. In the upper plateau (see Figure LZ), the elderly 

represent a signüicantly different social force in ternis of their sheer critical mass or 

population weight than they did in the lower plateau. in terms of the definition of 'Third 

Age' societies, the exact threshold or baseline of this cntical mass of elderly persons 

becomes rather elusive. The World Health Orga-tion (WHO) defines demographically 

'old' couniries as those where 8% of the population are over the age of 65 (Wigdor and 

Foot 1988). Laslett (1987) suggests that 10% is a more viable threshold or indicator of an 

old society. While he does not precisely speci@ the rationale for this figure, his data 

reveal that this too is based on the historical demographic record. In fact for England it 

was only when male 3AIs exceeded 0.5 that the proportion of the population aged 65+ 

exceeded 10%-in about 1951. So in England, at lest, there was a historical parallel 

between survival and composition-when more than halfof d l  males could expect to live 

from age 25 to age 70 (in other words when the Third Age became a potentiality for the 

majoriy), the population also had a critical mass of seniors of more than 10%. Britain is 

ciearly the f iont-mer in temis of the timing of these paralleleand it has been shown 

that both forces became manifest in the 1950s. 

The potentiality of surviving fiom the Second Age weli into the Third Age, and being 

sunounded by a critical mass of seniors is a demographic issue. However, regardless of 

the secular shift in aging, a real necessity for a d y  living in the niud Age, in both an 



individual and societai sense, relates to the second mjor set of prerequisites-sufficient 

economic resources (Laslett 1 987, I 99 1 ). 

2.3.2.2 Economic Forces 

The demographic realities of the aging of the population have begun to spur intense 

political and economic interen as nations attempt to deal with the cumnt and future 

weight of elderly population segments. A major concem seems to be the degree to which 

the welfare state can viably support or afford a growing Third Age population segment 

(Economist, January 27, 1996; Northcott 1992), particulady with the higher costs 

associated with pensions and medicat care of this segment. At present îhere seems to be 

little consensus as to what long-run economic effect the aghg of the population is likely 

to have on western societies. Some argue that the elderly are a demographic time bomb 

(Economist Jan 27, 1996), and as a dependent segment, have begun to, and will continue 

to, burden national economies to the extent that radical restructuring of (or elirnination of 

some age-related) welfan state polices is necessary. 

Others, however, argue that since age and the distribution of resources based on age 

is socially conmucted, there is a great deal of rhetoric rather than reality surroundhg the 

doom and gloom scenarios of aging (Northcott 1992). In-depth investigations of the 

demographic, political, and social issues surrouuding aghg have been canied out by 

Noahcon (1992), for example, to show that the so-called aging crisis is not so much of a 

crisis but a need to recognize that what is requirrd is a shift in the distribution of 

resources. For example, although there is evidence that aging has resulted in higher 

seniors dependency ratios, this has been accompanied by a simultaneous decline in youth 

dependency ratios. Thus there is an alternate view that the elderly or Thkd Age as a group 

are not necessarily exerting any negative burden on the public pme-there may in fact be 

positive economic spin-offs associated with nich a population. Furthemore, the gloomy 

prospects often portrayed for baby-boomers entering retirement in terms of social security 

and pension benefits has been shown to be overstated, since this group of soon-to-be 



retirees has amassed more personal wealth than any previous generations @asterlin et al. 

1990). 

Individual wealth plays a large part in the individuai timing of transition fiom the 

Second to Third Age, or more generally, fiom employment to post-employment. The 

development of employer and pnvate pension schemes in this century and the trend 

towards increasing individual retirement savings have been well documented by those 

studying the processes of retirement (Sûeib et ai. 1984, 1985; Roadburg 1985; Keith 

1989; Esterlin et al. 1990; McDonald and Wanner 1984, 1990; Schellenberg 1994). 

These kinds of financial initiatives have not only increased the individuaI wealth of the 

elderly, but have fbeled the development of the Third Age as a IifesryIe in that they have 

had major impacts on the decision for earlier retirements (Mitchell et al. 1988; Olson- 

Frick 1980, 1985; McDonald and Wanner 1984,1990). 

Since many of these incentives which are designed to build weaith specincally for a 

nÿrd Age are based on corporate and individual savings plans, they are by no means 

universal in their impact. There is ample evidence that pre-retirement income is the key 

factor in retirement preparation schemes (Schellenberg 1 994; McDonald and Wanner 

1987). However, despite the heterogeneity of the elderly population in terms of their 

economic status, and their differential access to retirement resources, a minimum 

rhreshold of individual resources is required for all of those who enter their Third Age. 

This means that even the lowest income seniors require sufncient economic resources to 

pumie Me in what is now being caîied the Third Age. 

For the Third Age to be a meaningful constnrct or societai type, it m u t  be accessible 

for nearly all entering their third phase in the Me course, not just for the lucky or the rich, 

as has been the historical case before the introduction of welfare state polices. Thus an era 

of personal m e n t  and achievement outside of the bounds of employment must be a 

real potential-a vimial certainty-for those who enter this phase of the Me course (note 

that Laslett does not adequately address the importance of the tmly disadvantaged or the 

disabled as candidates which may not realize the Third Age). For the elderly unable to 



ensure adequate Third Age resources through private pension and savings plans, the role 

of the W e h  State has been well documented (Waker 1990; Vierck 1990; Messinger 

and Powell 1987). It is no coincidence that the secular SM in aging took place at about 

the same time that public pension schemes and public retirernent polices were initiated, 

thus providlig a very basic and universai degree of resources for ail those enterhg their 

Third Age. However, the history of retirement in the western world as a state-sanctioned 

and h d e d  social institution is beyond the scope of this chapter and has been well 

documented elsewhere (Markides and Cooper 1987; Guiliemard and Rein 1993). 

The cornbined effects of individual wealth and state initiated programs m e m  that a 

certain level of national wealth is required to foster such u n i v e d  acceptance and support 

of retirement and the Third Age, despite recent concem that national governrnents will 

increasingly corne under pressure to a o r d  this (Messinger and Powell 1987; Neymith 

1987; OECD 1992). In other words, a Third Age society must be wealthy enough to 

implicitly or explicitly sanction Third Age and retirement lifestyles. It is difficult to assess 

how these kinds of individual and state mechanisms simultaneously Vary in countries 

which may be demographically defined as being Third Age societies. Again, however, the 

comparative scenario has been examined by Laslett (1987, 1991). He argued that a 

baseline degree of economic weaith could be considered to be a Gross National Product 

of US$7,000 per head. This is not an arbitrary figure but is linked to the evidence fiom 

those countries which are now demographically defined as Third Age. Data fiom 

seventeen such counûies, includhg Canada, revealed that GNPs ranged nom a high of 

US $18,000 per capita in Switzerland to a low of US $7,000 per capita in New Zealand. 

These countries typicaliy had GNPs which were three times higher than world average. 

This means that with such resource levels, an equitable distribution of national economic 

resources to a sufnciently large cntical m a s  of those in their Third Age should nvely be 

~ossible. As Northcon (1992) points out, retirement is socially constructed, and so the 

redistribution of resources should similarly and equitably follow the social reality of an 

aging population. However, other forces, which are difficult to measure or quanti@, m u t  



be in place for this distribution of resources to take place and for nations to really be 

characterized as Third Age. These are cultural factors which relate to the cognitive 

awareness of the Third Age and the need and right for such an equitable resource 

distribution. 

2.3.2.3 Cultural Forces 

The finai requisite for a population to be characterized as Third Age is the criterion 

of cultural accomplishment (Laslett 199 1). By this is meant that in addition to economic 

resources, cdtud facilities and cultutal modes of thinking must be cognhnt of the 

reality of the Third Age as a social structural property, and mut produce tangible and 

intangible cultural resources which will foster the pursuit of Third Age life objectives. 

These may take numerous f o m ,  but speciai attention has been drawn to institutions like 

the Universities of the Third Age, museums, libraries, art galleries, and other major 

cultural institutions in which the elderly rnay become actively involved (Laslett 1991). In 

other words, the reality of an aging population and the righr ro pMsue active und 

rewarding retirement (but non-trivid) Z@styles m u t  be W y  embedded in the social 

psyche. What is required therefore is a reconstituted social outlook on aging which takes 

into account the structural realities of an old and aging population. In particular, however, 

it is social opacity-stereotyping the elderly and embracing the culture of youth-which 

must be overcome so that, in Laslett's terms, the me social space of the heird Age c m  be 

recognized (Laslett 1987, 1991). 

Access to, and use of, cultural facilities is a key factor for meaningful se&fhlfîhent 

by those in their Third Age (Laslett 1991). It is in this phase of He, in which individuals 

purportedly have the t h e  and energy to savor those s e l f - m g  activities which may be 

hstrated during the Second Age, that cultural institutions may become exceedingly 

important. These are not only important cultural resources which the elderly may 

individually àraw upon for their own self-actualization, but to which they may 

coliectively rnake substantial contributions-perhaps even to the point of rescuing many 

of these institutions fiom an otherwise potential demise (Laslett 1991). However, the 



importance of culttuai institutions matters even funber. In one sense, it is through the 

investment in cultural facilities and activities and througb the integration of the Third Age 

population segment within their cultural milieu that one of the greatest dilemmas 

cmently faced by Third Age societies may be overcome. This dilemma is what Laslett 

(1987, 1991) has termed mars indolence-the stagnation, the lack of productivity (not in 

an employment sense), the trivial pumiit of commodified mass leisure and recreation (for 

those with the means), or the vimial social and cultural withdrawai of those seniors not 

able to af5ord such trivial lwury. 

2.4 Linking the Macro and Micro: Structure and Agency in the Third Age 

With unprecedented life expectmcies at birth and at successive ages, critical masses 

of exining seniors, the economic power to provide a basic and universal quality of life for 

al1 elderly, and the cultural immersion of the elderly for both their own self-fidfillment 

and for the collective benefit of societies which are cognizant of the social space of 

seniors, perhaps developed countries are on the brink of another tectonic event in social 

evolutionary ternis. However, the realization d such an event will ultimately depend 

upon the manner in which the individuai and collective actions of persons in al1 age 

groups act in concert with the structural realities of the Third Age. This is a key 

dimension in Laslett's formulation of the Theory of the Third Age. 

The theory of the Third Age therefore goes beyond both individual We course and 

social structurai description. It has k e n  developed also to be a theory of action based on 

the realities of the former aspects. This is a theory of planning and action-a call for 

individual and collective effort to guarantee the f i e n t  of life in the Thkd Age and a 

call to eliminate the potentiality of m a s  indolence which will r e d t  unless the social 

space occupied by the Third Age is recognized. It is a theory linking both disengagement 

and activity theones of aging (LasIett 1991; Atchley 1982), and a theory espousing choice 

of association and choice of Me pursuits. 

What is novel is the way that the Theory of the Third Age proposes how this should 

be achieved. First, by recognizhg the ïhird Age as a permanent social structural f-e, 



individuals must begin to plan their fit- lives fiom the onset of the Second Age, to 

"bring into view ail future experience up to and beyond the calendar age of seventy ....[ in 

order to] live our lives in perpetual awareness of al1 our funue selves (Laslett 

1991 : 146,152,153). It has already been noted that there are fundamental factors 

associated with the Second Age which may inhibit the tnie realization of meanin* Me 

goals and true self-fùifïllment: 

... it is wrong to suppose that the satisfactions which men 
and women desire for themselves can a l l  be effectively 
conceived in Second Age terms. The personal achievements 
which people stnve for over the whole of adult life 
cenainly transcend the Second Age .... there are features of 
the Second Age which limit it as an arena for personal 
achievement [and canJ nustrate the attainment of personal 
ends-mistrate, or more significantly, postpone them 
(Laslett 199 1 : 149). 

The recognition of this fact requires both individual and collective action, such that the 

strivhg for those attributes that properly belong to the Third Age are postponed during 

the Second Age. In other words, fidl recognition of the newly emergent divisions of the 

life course and the structural realities of the Third Age means that individuals should 

postpone the realization of these life-goals until they have made the transition into the 

Third Age. This, it is argued, will effectively relieve the fiutration of pursuing these 

objectives in the Second Age and eiixninate the potentiality of limbo and indolence in the 

third phase of the life course. In terms of Giddens' (1984) structuration theory, it could be 

argued that this kind of action or delay in self-actualization (human agency) is necessary 

because of the force of the prevailing social structural condition, and will sirnultaneously 

serve to recunively reconstitute the social structure in such a way that the realities of 

Third Age Mestyles are more M y  integrated. Since human geographen have shown that 

geography or space may be a key modatity or medium thmugh which these structure- 

agency interactions take place, a M e r  understanding of these social interactions requires 

some aîiention to their spatial or geographical dimensions. In other words, there is now a 



reai need to study the geographical implications of the Thbd Age-to add a geographical 

dimension to Laslett's work. 

2.5 Summary 

This cursory overview of Laslett's (1987, 1991) 'Theory of the Thkd Age' shows 

that it potentidly provides a useful conceptual and theoretical platfonn for interpreting- 

specifically within the context of changing age structures--some of the rnacro- and 

micro-scaie social characteristics of contemporary western societies. 

Yet it m u t  be emphasized that the concepnial fkamework of the Third Age is not 

without limitations. It seems that insufflcient attention is given by LasIett (1991) as to 

how the poor, the mentally ill, and the homeless may fit into this neat life course 

typology. This conceptuai mode1 therefore has little utility in defïning how the tnily 

disadvanfaged (Wilson 1987) may realize the Third Age. Laslett's conceptualization also 

pays too little attention to culturai variatio~particularly ethnocultural perspectives on 

retirement, invohement with institutions, and the modes through which seniors fiom 

different culnuai groups may seek individual self-fulfillment. This means that in 

multicultural countries like Canada, the realization and manifestation of the Third Age 

could take very different forms based on dinerent cultural heritage and world views. The 

above limitations need to be explored M e r  in absequent work-particularly the way in 

which access to the Third Age may be diffmntiated on the basis of the characteristics of 

postmodern societies. There is therefore a need in funne work to cntically examine 

Laslett's notion of the Third Age within the context of posmiodem societies characterized 

by simultaneity and dualisms-particuiariy those which are leading to increased social 

and spatial inequality (see Davies 1996). 

The spatial or geographic dimension to Laslett's Third Age has also not been well 

developed to date. Since geography or space is now recognked as a key medium through 

which structure-agency interactions take place, bearing both the spatial imprint of social 

structural characteristics and also seMng as the medium through which behaviours or 



human agencies reconstinite social structures, it would seem that the spatial dimensions 

of the Third Age warrant carefiil consideration. 

The remaining chapten M e r  explore the geographical context of the Third Age in 

a specifically Canadian context. 



Chapter Three 

The Third Age in Canada 

3.1 Introduction and Objectives. 

Chapter Two provided a broad overview of the concephial foundations of the Third 

Age. Laslett's conceptuai formulation of the Third Age is derived mainly nom ernpirical 

evidence in the United Kingdom, although he has argued that Canada is now one of 

seventeen countries which may be defined as being in the Third Age. Recognizing the 

need to M e r  investigate the demographic and stnicturai aging of societies as well as the 

need to establish more detailed studies on the Third Age, the objective of this chapter is 

to provide a summaiy overview of the life course and social structurai characteristics of 

the Third Age in Canada-that is, to idente how and when Canada became a Third Age 

Society, and to illustrate how Canada fits into the broad schemaîa of the Third Age. 

3.2 The Third Age in Canada. 

Chapter Two has described how Laslett's (1987; 1991) conceptuaiization of the 

Third Age deals with two interrelated sets of characterhtics. It is both a 

reconceptualization of the individuai life course, and a set of social structural 

characteristics which have led to the emergence of this Life course as weli as the 

contextuai background within which the individual Mie course is situated in a dynamic 

and recursive way. 

3.2.1 The T hird Age as a new Division of the Life Course in Canada. 

A key question for an understanding of the Thkd Age in a more specifically 

Canadian context, is whether or not there is evidence to suggest that such Me course 

phases are identifiable. There has been surprisingly littie research on the Me course of 

Canadians. Gee's (1987) influentid paper was potentidy the first to critidy assess the 



historical change in the ocmence  and timing of major Me course events, though she 

cites Rogers and Wimey's (1981) study as the only other lXe course research on 

Canadians. Neither of these studies adopts Laslett's fourfold conceptualization described 

in Chapter Two. Rather, they focus on a number of signifïcant life course events and their 

sequencing. However these studies produce tangentid evidence that Canadian society is 

beginning to approximate the typology envisaged by Laslett (1 99 1 ). 

A fint question is whether or not the First Age-the age of dependence, immaturity, 

socialization (heuristically defined as age 0-24) can be substantiated, and whether there is 

evidence to suggest that this phase is becoming expanded in terms of the life course. It 

could be argued that m d g e  represents an irreveaible role change (Gee 1987), and an 

event that signais the assumption of a relatively hi@ degree of respomibility. Thus '%st 

marriage" is an important life course event which is indicative of the transition fiom the 

First to Second Age. There are diffning opinions on whether Canadians are marrying 

earlier or later now than in the past (e.g. cf. Gee 1987 and Beaujot 1991)-a Merence of 

opinion which stems fiom either studying past cohort patterns or present trends. Beaujot 

(1 99 1) adopted the latter perspective, and claimed that the age of first marriage is 

increasing. Comparing 1970-72 data with 1984-86 data, Beaujot (1 99 1) demonstrated that 

the average age of nrst &age for men increased fiom 25.0 to 28.3 yean and from 22.8 

yean to 25.7 years for women. This increase was paralleled by the fact that the average 

time spent single for men increased fiom 26.3 to 33.2 yean, and for women it increased 

fiom 25 .O to 3 1.8 years. Gee (1 987) adopted an histoncal cohort perspective. She argued 

that when rnarriage timing is viewed in a broad historical perspective, there is evidence to 

suggest that the median age of first rnaniage is not much Merent to what it was during 

the nineteenth century. For example, for female cohorts bom berneen 195 1 and 1960, the 

median age of marxiage was 22.5 years compared to 24.9 years for those bom one 

hundred yean earlier. In other words the average age of fïrst marrîage has a d y  

declined in a long-nin historical perspective. However, if viewed fiom a post-war 

twentieth century perspective, Gee's data do indicate an increase in the median age of 



f b t  &age for both men and womui such that a cohort of females bom in 1951 -61 are 

marrying at age 22 or 23, whilst for males the average age is near 25 yean. The timing of 

marriage as a major life course transition event wotdd therefore seem to support the 

notion that, in the twentieth cenfury at l em,  the First Age is becoming expanded in t h e  

and indeed age 24 may be a relatively good heuristic ticker of the transition nom the 

First to the Second Age. 

It was claimed in Chapter Two that a key factor in the expansion of the First Age 

may be that the educational experience is typicaily longer now than in the past. Certainly 

the changing economic and employment character of Canadian society has meant that the 

social expectation to pursue post-secondary education is greater now than in the past. 

Thus the timing of the transition from schooüng to employment is being restructured by 

social demands. There is evidence to niggest that the average age of post-secondary 

midents is increasing (see Wigdor and Foot 1988). The expansion of education is also 

one of many factors which have contributed to young Canadians living at home until later 

(Beaujot 1991:243). Educational demands, unemployment, and low incomes have ail 

contributed to what some have cailed the cluttered nest-the fact that adult children are 

increasingly residing with parents until later in Me. This phenomena is particularly 

evident since the rnid 1970s. Before the mid 1970s the trend was for children to leave 

home at increasingly young ages. Beaujot (1 99 1) claims the mid- 1970s marked a reversal 

of these trends. In just ten yean between 1976 and 1986 the mean years lived with the 

parental family increased fiom 22.7 to 24.2 yeacs. Again the age of 24 seems to be a 

useful heuristic marker of the transition between the First and Second Age. 

The Second Age as a major division of the Me coune may involve numemus key Life 

course events such as the birth of a first child, the biah of a last child, and the arrivai of 

the empty nester nage (Gee 1987). While there is evidence to suggest that voluntary 

childlessness is increasing in Canada, for those who do choose to have children the long- 

nin historical evidence seems to point to the fat that most women continue to have their 

fïrsî child at a young age. For example, for female cohorts born between 1951 and 1960 



the median age of f b t  birth was 24.5 y=, compared to 26.9 years for a cohort born one 

hundred years earlier (Gee 1987:278). It has been argued that while much is made about 

delayed parenthood in recent years, this is primariIy a class phenornenon associated with 

the well-educated middle class (Gee 1987). In general, however, for families, nrst birth 

occurs early in the marriage. Furthemore, mbsequent chiiàren continue to be spaced 

relatively closely. This means that the birth of the last child also typically occurs 

relatively early in the life course-at approximately age 26 for fernales born between 

1951 and 1960. The latter has imprtant implications for another key event in the life 

course-the empty nester stage. Despite the increase in adult children living in the 

parental home in Canada in recent yean, Gee (1987) suggests that the arriva1 of the empty 

nester stage has radically declined over the past century. Females born between 1951-60 

can expect to expenence the empty nest at about age 46, whila one hundred years 

previously this did not occur until about age 6û-a reduction which is associated with 

declining fertility rates and smaller family units. The key implication of this reduction in 

the arriva1 of the empty nester stage means that ' a  significantly smaller proportion of 

adult life is devoted to child rearing responsibilities" (Gee 1987:280). In other words, the 

Second Age, particularly within the context of child-rearing, has become radically 

compressed in ternis of the life course of Canadians. 

The Second Age is also that phase of Me associated with employment. The transition 

fiom employment to retirement or serni-retirement is a key event around which the 

transition fiom the Second Age to the Third Age takes place. The Canadian evidence also 

niggests that the age of this event is king d u c e d  for many-fiii.ther contributhg to the 

compression of the Second Age and resuiting in the expansion of the Third Age as a life 

course phase. 

Scbellenberg (1994) has provided detailed data on numerous aspects of retirement 

and eariy retirement in Canada, ail of which connmis the proposition that Canadians are 

retiring earlier, and that public old age security programs no longer regulate the flow of 

people into retirement as they did in the past (SchelIenberg 1994~38). Two specinc 



aspects of retirement and Labour force participation in Canada signal that the transition to 

the Third Age is occurring at younger ages for an increasing proportion of the 

population-labour force participation; and the characteristics of retirement for those 

Canadians who are now retired. 

Even considering Canada's officia1 seniors population (i.e. age 65+), Canada has a 

long tradition in which the majority of persons do not work past the age of 65. In fat 

labour force participation rates in Canada show that since the close of the Second World 

War, the majority of men (52.5%) and the vast majority of women (95%) over the age of 

65 have not been labour force participants. By 1993 this majority had increased to 89.8% 

for men and 96.3% for women. Clearly Canada's seniors have historically, and are 

presently, experiencing fieedom fiom employrnent-though it mut  be kept in mind that 

specific cohorts have had, and will continue to have, ciiffernt fortunes and expenences 

with respect to work, retirement, and w d t h  (Foot and Stofban 1996). 

Chapter Two pointed to the fact that there are numerous grounds to suspect that the 

age of transition into the Third Age and indeed into mirement is being lowered. Age 55 

was suggested as a possible heuristic marker which would refiect such processes. 

Canadian labour force data partiaily supports this suggestion. Since at least the late 1970s, 

the majonty of Cariadian men (53.5%) and the vast majonty of women (81.7%) aged 55 

and over were not labour force participants (Schellenbecg 1994:17). However, some 

caution mut  be exercised in the interpretation of this since the latter statistics include 

those over 65. Aithough there is a trend towards sharply deciining participation rates after 

age 55 (see Norland 1994:42), only by age 63 are the majority of Canadian males not 

participating in the labour force. In other words, age 55 is a suitable marker if used within 

the contea of population aggregates and both sexes. More detailed labour force 

participation rates show that the male influence in particular may mean that for the 

majonty of males, withdrawd fiom the labour force may occur later than age 55. 

The trend towards earlier retirement in Canada is more evident f i ~ m  the 

characteristics of those Canadians who are now retired. In 1991, the majority of retired 



Canadian men and women had retired before the official retirement age of 65. In fact 64% 

retired early, a m e r  25% retired on t h e ,  and only 12% retired late (Schellenberg 

1994: 101). In other words, at present, the majority of Canadian retirees are early retirees. 

The wune patterns hold for men and women separately-59% of retired men had retired 

early, as had 69% of women. However, as with the labour force participation figures, 

these values must be cautiously interpreted. Breakdown of the retirement events by age 

shows that, although the majonty have retind before age 65, the majority have not retired 

before age 60. Thus retirement between ages 55-59 is still a minority phenornenon for al1 

Canadians as it is for men and women separately (ScheIienberg 1994: 10 1). Nevertheless 

it is a sizable minority, since more than one third of d l  retired Canadians had retired 

between the age of 55 and 59. Schellenberg (1994: 18) noted that this is one of the moa 

visible trends of the 1980s and 1990s, and is likely to show increases into the 1990s. 

Furthemore, for the fint t h e ,  Canada has seen a drop in the labour force participation 

rates of males aged 54-59. This is potentially a m e r  indicator of a future trend towards 

earlier retirement. In general, therefore, the declining labour force participation rates and 

the declinhg age of retirement for Canadians shows a trend toward earlier retirement. 

Age 55 does seem to be useful marker for what may be the onset of the Third Age, 

particular for generalizations about the majority of Canadians. However, gender 

dEerences in these trends again reveal h t  for males alone, the early 60s is potentially a 

better indicator of this transition timing. Nevertheless, there is clear evidence that the 

l o w e ~ g  of this transition is not only resulting in the compression of the Second Age, but 

the expansion of the third phase of the He coune. 

The transition between the 'Inird and Foiah Ages is more difficult to generalize for 

individuals and for aggregates, since it is so conditioned by physical and mental 

capacities. It is known that with 8% of Canada's seniors residhg in institutional settings 

(i.e. some kind of assisted living) this country has one of the highest rates of 

institutionalization of its seniors (65+) population in the world-perhaps second only to 

the Netherlands (Marshall 1987: 474). As described in Chapter Two, this age group 



a c W y  encompasses a large majority of what is now king called the Third Age and the 

whole of the Fourth Age, and so includes a wide range of ages and certainly a 

heterogeneous population. A key question then is whether or not there is evidence to 

suggest that the institutionaiization of seniors-as symbolic of the need for some form of 

assisted living-is a Third or Fourth Age phenornenon within the context of Lasletî's 

concephialization of the life course. It was argued in Chapter Two that age 80 or 85 may 

serve as a useM age to make heuristic generaiizations about the transition fiom the Third 

to the Fouah Age. There is in fact some evidence to suggest that this age may be suitable 

within a Canadian context. In Canada it is typically at around age 85 that the elderly begin 

to lose thek functional capacities. For example, for those aged 65 to 74, 37% have 

disabilities of some kind including very minor disabilities or difficulties with daily living 

tasks, but only 19.5% have disabilities which are considered severe (Norland 1994). For 

this age group disabilities do not senously affect their ability to Live independently, for 

only 4.6% of al1 those with disabilities in this age goup required institutional living. 

Although the majority (59%) of those aged 75-84 do experience some kind of disability 

(i.e. disability of any kind), this age segment too is not seriously affected by severe 

disabilities-in 199 1 only 39% of those with disabiïities expenenced severe disabilities, 

and only 16% required institutional living. The degree of disability and 

iastitutionalization changes rapidly in the years of the mid 80s-what may be the 

transition from the Third to the Fourth Age for moa The vas? majority (84%) of seniors 

aged 85+ do s a e r  fiom some kind of disability, even if only a mild disability. 

Furthemore, for those with disabilities of any kind, they are generally severe (64%), such 

that they senously impact on their ability to susîain independent living (Norland 1994). 

The rate of institutional living increases rapidly with this age segment-in fact some 39% 

of al1 Canadians over age 85 (i.e. with and without disabilities) reside in institutional 

settings (Marshall 1987:474), and of the 84% majonty which do have some kind of 

disability, almost half (46%) live in institutions (Noland 1994). Thus the general findings 

fiom the heaith and activity of Canadian seniors would seem to support the age of 85 as a 



crude marker of the transition fiom Third to Fourth Age for the majmity of Canadians. In 

other words, the onset of sevexe disabilities and the inability to continue independent 

daily living for the rnajority of Canadians does not typically occur until the onset of the 

Fourth Age. This fiadhg is reinforced by the fact that in Canada the average age of 

nursing home residents (i.e. requiring extended care of more than 1.5 hours a &y) ranges 

between about age 83 and age 87 (Wigdor and Foot 1988:8O). 

In summary, the generalized findings nom Canadian data support the conceptual 

basis of Lasiett's (1987, 1991) fourfold life course typology, to which this author has 

applied heuistically defined age categories. Furthemore, although it must be re- 

emphasized that the age transitions fiom one life course phase to another cannot be fixed 

by chronological age, there does seem to be support for the notion that more generalized 

and synchronized age categories may be applicable when considering aggregate 

population characteristics. In other words, bearing in mind the individuality in the timing 

and sequencing of life course transitions and individual biographical events, for heuristic 

generalizations about the majoriiy, the adoption of discrete age categories for each of the 

life course phases may yield usefd and valid generalizations. Yet this kind of life course 

perspective is necessarily situated within a broader social structural context-the second 

major aspect of Laslett's formulation of the Third Age. 

3.2.2 The Third Age as a Canadian Social Structural Characteristic. 

Chapter Two identified three key characteristics or forces (demographic, economic, 

cultural) which underlie the emergence of the Third Age a s  a social structural 

characteristic. A brief overview of some of these characteristics illustrates how Canadian 

society cm be said to exhibit the properties of the Third Age, and when such 

characteristics became solidifîed. 

3.29.1 Demographic Indicatom 

Two demographic indicators were identified as key indices o f  the demographic 

emergence of the Third Age-the 3Ai and population composition. The joint application 

of both indices show that, unlike Britah which has been a Third Age society since the 



1 %Os, in Canada the Third Age is a new fea-in fact Canada has demographically 

been a Third Age society for little over a decade. 

3.2.2 1.7 Third Age lndicator 

The meaning of the 3AI and its relationship to concepts hke life expectancy, sunival, 

and the so-called rectangularization of survival have been demibed in Chapter Two. In a 

specifically Canadian context, the 3AI answers the question: What is the probability that a 

Canadian who has sumived long enough to enter the 'Second Age' (i.e. second phase of 

the life course), will subsequently survive long enough to live well inio the ' W d  Age' or 

third phase of the life course? In other words, to what extent is the Third Age in a Me 

course context a vimial certainty for Canadians? 

The life expectancy at birth of Canadian men and women (see Figure 3.1) has 

certainly demonstrated similar changes to those identified for Bntain and for those other 

countries which may now be called Third Age societies. A century and a half ago, 

Canadians could not typically expect to live part their forties. In fact the earliest life 

expectancy estimates in Canada (for 183 1) placed male Iûe expectancy at only 38.3 yean 

and female life expectancy at 39.8 years (Beaujot 199 1 :49). A century later (1% l), life 

expectancies at birth had increased drarnatically to 60.0 years for males and 62.1 years for 

fernales-an increase of 57% and 56% respectively. As Beaujot (1991) has shown, these 

changes were brought about primarily as a result o f  the reduction in infectious diseases 

which affected infant children in particula. (see Figure 3.2). Whereas one in six children 

did not survive to their £kt birthday in 183 1, by 193 1 only one in one hundred did not 

nwive to their nrst birthday (Beaujot 1991). In other words, the observed changes 

descnbed above were brought about primdy as a result of the reduction of infat 

mortality. Thus the initial outward thrust of the Canadian &val cuve (see Figure 3.2) 

is attributable to infant mortality reduction. 

Life expectancies at birth mid at subsequent ages have continued to increase in 

Canada throughout this century, as a result of numemus factors such as the reduction of 

infectious disease, reduction in infant mortality, increased standards of living, nutrition, 



and better health care. These faftors and their specific interaction effects cannot be 

detailed here. 

Males & 76 ,- Fernales 

Year 

Figure 3.1. Life Expectancy at Birth, Canada, Males and Females, 1921-1 991 
(sources: from data in Nagnur 1986 and Norland l994:58) 

At the same time that these factors have increased life expectancies, there has been a 

notable shift, parthlady since the 1960s and early 1970s, in those age segments which 

have seen the greatest relative gains in Life expectancy. Gains in Me expectancy are now 

more associated with older age segments-nich that unprecedented numbers are reaching 

the later decades of life and the chances of Suntival in later years is increased. There has 

therefore been sipnincant and cumulative inmeases in upper-age m i v a l  chances in 

Canada (Beaujot 199 M8). For example, in 1921, an average Canadian person who had 

reached the age of 55 could expect to live another 20.3 years. By 1951 such an individual 



could expect to live another 21.2 y- relative increase in just thirty years of 4.3%. 

However, the change between 195 1 and 1981 is far more substantial. By 1981 a 55 year 

old Canadian could expect to live another 24.5 years-a relative change in the latter thirty 

years of 15.2%, or almoa four times that of the previous thirty year period. 

Changes in life expectancy have been even more pronounced for the oldest age 

segments. Relative to other age segments, the over 85 population is the fastest growing of 

dl ages, and this group has experienced perhaps the highest degree of relative gain in life 

expectancy. In 1921 very few Canadians would d v e  fiom birth to age 85. In fact only 

about 12% of those bom in 193 1 could expect to live to age 85 (see Nagnur 1986:80). If 

one did swive  to age 85, his or her remaining iife expectancy would be only 4.2 years. 

By 1951 the proportion of persons who could expect to live fiom birîh to 85 years had 

increased to 16.7%, and for these, their remaining life expectancy increased to 4.49 

yean-a change in 30 years of 6.4%. Very dramatic increases in life expectancy and 

m i v a l  occurred over the next thirty years. For those bom in 1981, some 30.1% could 

expect to live to age 85, and their expected life remaining at this age is expected to be in 

the order of 6.1 y e n .  In other words, between 195 1 and 198 1 the chances of m i v a l  to 

age 85 have practically doubled, and the life expectancy for those who reach tbis age has 

increased by 3 5 S m o r e  than any other age segment in Canadian society. Further 

breakdown of this change by decade shows that the most substantial gains in Me 

expectancy of this group occurred between 196 1 and 1 97 1. 

The age-specific differences in Me expectancies and Sufvival at specinc ages are best 

summarized with survival curves. The suvival curve for both sexes at ten year intervais 

is  presented in Figure 3.2 below. This &val cuve demonstrates many of the principles 

described in Chapter Two and aiso graphically demonstrates the Canadian patterns in life 

expectancy and survival described above. 

Two major observations are evident fiom Figure 3.2. The nrst is the dramatic 

reduction in infant rnortality in Canada which has already been noted above. This 

reduction resdts in the nrst major upward thrust of the d v a l  cwes, and it can be 



noted that by 198 1 infant mortality was virtuaily non-existent. The second key feature 

evident in Figure 3.2 is the upward and rightward shifk of the mrvival curve through the .  

in other words, for the Canadian population in general (as well as for males and females 

more specifically), there has dennitely been some kind of rectangularhtion in survival 

which has taken place. 

Direction of Change 

Figure 3.2. Redangularization of Survival, 
Canada, 00th Sexes, by Decade, 1921-81 

(source: by author from data in Nagnur 1986) 

The fact that the direction of change in the curves is not directiy toward the upper 

right corner of Figure 3.2 ais0 demonstrates that perfect rectangularization is not 

occurrhg (see also Kraus 1988). This is not surprishg since complete survival of the 

entire population fiom birth to some specifk temllnal age is a probabilistic impossibility. 



The key feauire of the Canadian survivd curve, therefore, is the empirical demonstration 

that the sinvival functions of Canadian society show a remarkable parallel with those 

identified by Laslett (199 1) for Britain and show clear evidence of a consistent temporal 

trend in the rectangularization process. This has major implications for the emergence of 

the Third Age in Canada. 

Given the absolute and relative increases in life expectancy which have occurred in 

Canada-at birth and at successive ages-it should be expected that not only will more 

and more Canadians survive fiom birth to adulthood, but more and more Canadians wiil 

subsequently survive fiom the omet of adulthood to that phase of the Iife course which 

has been summarized by Laslett (1987; 1991) as the Third Age. That is, the changing 

nature of Canadian life expectancy and survival nimmarized in Figure 3.2 means that the 

probability of Third Age living has become much mon of a reality through t h e .  Laslett's 

Third Age Indicator (3AI) is a summary indicator which captures these suMval functions 

within the context of the major divisions of the life course. ï h e  abndged life tables 

presented in Nagnur (1 986) have been used as the inputs for the computation of Laslett's 

(1987) Third Age Indicator. The results are presented in Figure 3.3 below. 

Two features of Figure 3.3 should be noted. The first is the magnitude or absolute 

values of the 3AIs. Since at least 1921 3AIs for Canadian men and women have been 

higher than 0.5. The differential We expectancies and survival functions for males and 

females also means that there wiil be gender-dinerentiated 3AIs. Furthemore, given that 

female Nvival and life expectancies exceed those of males, Laslett (1991) has argued 

that the male 3AI should serve as the baseline of this index. In other words, only when the 

majority of males and females have a better than 50% chance of realuing the Third Age 

should a nation t d y  be chcter ized as being in the Third Age. Even using the male 

indicator as the baseline, it is evident that the Third Age must be considered to have been 

a potential rem (on this measure) in Canada since at least 1921. Thus in 1921 for 

example 58.1 % of Canadian men could expect to swive  to what is now the onset of the 

Second Age and subsequently navive to age 7Gwel l  into what is now called the Third 



Age. Historically in Canada, therefore, the probability of aduits entering their second 

phase of the life course and subsequently Living well into their third phase of the Life 

coune has been remarkably hi& since at least 1921 -hi@ enough in fact to mean that in 

r e m  of suntival, the Third Age has been a potentiality for the majority of the population 

for at l e s t  70 years. 

Number of persons per 100,000 mrviving to age 70 Fernale 
3M = 

Number of persons per 100,000 surviiving to age 25 0.811 

Male 
1 0.660 

Year 

Figure 3.3. Third Age lndicators (3Als), 

Canada, Males and Fernales, 1921 -1 981 
(source: camputed by author from abndged lÎfe tables in Nagnur 1986) 

A second feature of Figure 3.3 that warrants attention is the fact that, although 3AIs 

for both males and f e d e s  have shown an almost consistent increase through time, there 

has been a notable divergence in the trajectory of  the 3AIs based on gender. Like Briîain, 



therefore, the Thkd Age in Canada has increasingly become afeminine affair. Given the 

link between the 3Ai and survival functions, it is not surprising to f h d  that the gender- 

gap in 3AIs is a reflection of changes in d v a i  which reflect a widening gap in sudval 

between males and femaies. In other words, Canada, like other Third Age societies, has 

experienced what can be called afeminization of survival. 

Figure 3.4. Canadian Feminization of Survival, by Decade, 1921-81 

(source: computed by author from life tabies in Nagnur 1986) 

The important dimension to this feminization of &val is the fact that it is 

ovenvhelmingiy associated with older age segments (see Figure 3.4). Figure 3.4 in f a t  

reveals that the gap has historically begun to widen at about age 50 or 55-the omet of 

the Third phase of the life coune, and peaks at about 70 or 75-potentialiy the midpoint 

of the Third Age. Gender differentiation is therefore a key aspect of the social fabric of 



the Third Age. The feminization of survival means that there will be gender clifferences in 

the chances for redirarion and experience of the Third Age. 

Figure 3.3 shows that by 1 98 1 a Canadian f e d e  aged 25 had a probability of 0.8 1 1 

(i.e. M F û . 8  1 1 ) of swiving to tige 70 cornparrd to 0.660 for males. Probabilities as high 

as these, when cowidered in demographic terms, must be considered to represent a virtual 

certainty (Laslett 1991). Progression from the Second to the Third Age, therefore, must be 

considered a vimial certainty for Canadian women. However, the feminization of survivai 

means that gender imbalance, widowhood, and gender-concentrated social relations may 

become a peculiar reality of the Third Age in Canada (see Figure 3.5 befow). 

65+ (seniors) 1 
/ /  

I 

J .  

sex parity=l .O 

Year 

Figure 3.5. Gender lmbalance in the Third Age, Canada, 1851-1991 

(source: computed by author from table in Nagnur 1986 and Noriand 1994) 



Figure 3.5 shows that it was not until the late 1960s and early 1970s that females 

outnumbered males in Canadian society when ali age groups are considered. For those in 

their Third Age, or those who are typically regarded as Canadia. seniors, this change 

occurred earlier-during the decade 195 1-61. So since at least the mid-1950s Canadian 

society has been characterized by a Third Age segment more heavily weighted by 

fernales-a îrend which has continued to increase such that by 199 1 the ratio of Canadian 

female seniors to Canadian male seniors was alniost 1.4: 1. 

3.2.2.1.2 Population Composition 

Based on 3A.i values alone Canada could be considered to have been a Third Age 

society since at least the 1920s. However, this indicator means relatively little unless 

accompanied by a second demographic condition-the emergence of a cntical mass of 

seniors who can share the Third Age. In other words, a suffîcient proportion or relative 

weighting of the population is required ?O provide the necessary social space for the Third 

Age. Laslett (1991) has argued that 10% of the population aged 65 or more is a key 

threshold to define such a critical mass. It was demonstrated in Chapter Two that in 

Britain, the emergence of male 3AIs greater than 0.5 was demographically paralleled by 

the emergence, for the first time, of a population age structure chanicterized by more than 

10% being over the age of 65. In Canada the parallel is not so obvious. In fact C d a n  

data reveai that there is a considerable temporal Iag b e ~ e e n  the arrival of the Third Age 

h m  a 3AI measure and its arrivai in terms of the critical mass of the population which 

are over age 65. Historicai &ta on the age structure of Canada's population for selected 

age groups is summarized in Figure 3.6. 

Figure 3.6 shows , h t  it was not d l  about 1983 that Canada's critical mass of 

seniors exceeded Laslett's threshold of 10% of the population. It is worth noting that this 

is coincident with the muctural aging of the population more generaily, since this is the 

period when the Second Age also became more dominant than the First Age. Figure 3.6 

also reveals that this is a hc t ion  of declinmg fertility rates since the mid 1960s, since 

there is a consistent decline in the proportion of those in their FUst Age. In terms of 



population composition something uuique had occumd in Canada by 1983. Canada had 

demographically reached adulthood and was showing strong signs of an emergent Third 

Age in ternis of population composition. The temporal lag of at ieast 60 years in the 

emergence of the critical mass of seniors and the previous emergence of male 3AIs 

exceeding 0.5 is undoubtedly a complex and multifaceted problem. tüstoncal population 

composition, the settlement and development of the nation, and regionai disparities in 

living conditions would surely be coneibuting factors. In addition, of all those countries 

which are nominated as being Third Age, Canada is perhaps unique in that it has 

experienced one of the most extreme baby booms and baby boom echoes of dl nations 

(Foot and Stoffman 1996; Kettle 1980; Wigdor and Foot 1988). - - 1983: Second Age exceeds First Age; 
Seniors exceed 1 0% (Le. critical mas) 

- age û-24 (First Age) 1 

- 
age 55-84 (Third Age) 

1 age 85+ (f ourth Age) 

Year 

Figure 3.6. Historical Age Structure, Selected Segments, Canada, 1921-97 
(source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM time series) 



Canadians are now acutely aware of the baby-boomer impact on present and fiintre age 

structures-a fact which is now producing a great deal of local press and public 

commentary (e.g. Calgary Herald, Jan 3, 1996; Foot and StoEhan 1996). So in 

consideration of the emergence of the Third Age in demographic tenns, whether in the 

form of 3AIs or population compositional characteristics, local histoncal and societal 

issues must be considered. Nevertheless, based on the simdtmeous application of both 

measures as recommended by Laslett (1991), the joint demographic structura! properties 

of the Third Age have been evident in Canada for linle more than a decade-and lagging 

behind Britah by about 30 years. However, other characteristics such as economic 

resources mut be available for the Third Age to be experienced as a societal reality. 

3.2.2.2 Economic Character 

Chapter Two outiined the wed to consider economic issues a s  an integral part of the 

social structural definition of Third Age societies. In particular, sufncient individual and 

national wealth must exist for the Third Age as a distinctive phase of the life course to be 

experienced. 

Individual wealth now plays a crucial role in the transition fiom the Second Age to 

Third Age, or more generally, fiom employment to post-employment. Numerom financial 

savhgs initiatives and schemes targeted toward the creation of individuai wealth, 

particularly for the elderly, have fbeled the development of the Thkd Age as a lifestyle in 

that they have had major impacts on the decision for earlier retirements (Mitchell et al. 

1988; OIson-Fnck 1980, 1985; McDonald and W m e r  1984, 1990). At present 49% of 

dl employed Canadians over 45 are covered by employer pension plans, but the vaiues 

range considerably by occupation and industry-fiom 43% for those in semi-skilled or 

unskilled occupations to 69% for those in professional and managerial occupations; and 

fiom 9% for those in agricultural industries to 83% for those in public administration 

(Schellenberg 1994:78). More importantly, currently in Canada 62% of retired men and 

41% of retired women receive income fiom an employer pension plan (Schellenberg 

1994). Private and semi-private retirrment savings schemes have also played an 



important role in individual wealth and early retirement Registered Retirement Saving 

Plans (RRSPs) have been and continue to be particularly important taxaeferral savings 

devices. Since their inception in 1957 in Canada, the accumulated assets in RRSPs now 

exceed the assets in private pension plans (Wigdor and Foot 1988:41). The impact of 

individuai wealth or resources means that l e s  emphasis is being placed on the public 

purse in the h c i n g  of retirement This is especidy true for those opting for early 

retirement. This is obvious in a Canadian context, where, for retired men aged 55-59, 

80% of income is derived fiom pnvate sources; and for those aged 60-64,71% of incorne 

is denved fkom private sources (Schellenberg 1994:87). This situation changes for the 

official seniors ( 6 5 ~ )  population, where the greatest share of income is govemment 

retirement benefits, but it should be emphasized that this is still typically less than haif of 

al1 income-averaging about 40% of total income (Norlaud 1994:48). 

Shce many of these incentives which are designed to build wealth specifically for a 

Third Age are based on corporate and individual savings plans, they are by no means 

universal in thek impact. Pre-retirement income is the key factor in retirement preparation 

schemes. This is particdarly evident in terms of income-based variations in Canadian 

contributions to RRSPs. The wealthy in Canada contribute more, receive more tax 

benefits, and d l  reap more benefits fiom RRSPs in their retirement years. This lends 

funher evidence to the fact that these kinds of program M e r  guarantee social 

polarization in retirement based on previous income levels (see Schellenberg 1994:80). 

Yet despite this polarization in retirement weaith in Canada, it m u t  be noted that this is 

not as extreme as it is for the rest of the population. For example, the incidence of poverty 

amongst the elderly in Canada has been decreasing faster than the rate for the rest of the 

population (Zimmer and Chappell 1996). The range in seniors incomes also seems to be 

less extreme than it is for the population as whole. For example in 1991, ody 4.6% of 

Canadian senion were in the lowest income bracket compared to 12.1% for the total 

population, and only 4.8% of seniors incomes were in the highest bracket, compared to 

8.5% for the total population (Norland 1994:43). NorIand in fact demonstrates that 



aithough seniors incomes are on average lower than the 25-64 year-old average income, 

their incornes are in fact higher rhan merage when controlling for educational level and 

work activity. Nevertheless, despite the heterogeneity of the elderly population introduced 

by individual wealth and retirement planning activity, a minimum fhreshold of individual 

resources is required for al1 of those who enter their W d  Age. This means that even the 

lowest income seniors require sufficient economic resources. This requires a basic level 

of national wealth. 

The role of the welfare state, its development, and the institutionalization of national 

retirement and pension schemes has been extensively documented elsewhere (Walker 

1990; Vierck 1990; Messinger and Powell 1987), as it has been in a more specifically 

Canadian context (Schellenberg 1994; McDonald and Wanner 1984; Wigdor and Foot 

1988). Laslett (1 99 1) claims that Canada is certainly one of those nations which is in an 

economic position to guarantee the Third Age to al1 its senior citizens since recent 

estimates placed its national wealth at US$13,500 per capita-the fi& nchest of al1 Thkd 

Age countries with a per capita GNP well above average. 

At least at the present there is, in financial terms, some basic state-guanintee of a 

Third Age for all Canadian seniors. There are now numerous policies and economic 

mechanimis which guarantee some very basic degree of resources to ail Canadian senion. 

in fact Canadian national prognims and economic provisions for the Third Age might be 

so good, particdarly if considered in conjunction with private retirement savings 

schemes, that they may in f m  contribute towards eerly retirement (Schellenberg 

1994:94). There are three basic parts to the income sec* system of Canadian seniors 

(Schellenberg 1994). Each has dinerent levels of income provision. 

At the mort basic level are public programs providing a basic level of income to 

seniors. These inciude the Old Age Security (OAS) benefits (replacing, since 1952, the 

means-tested Old Age Pension of 1927); the Guaranteed Income Supplement (GIS)- 

since 1966; the Spouses Allowance (SPA); and a number of provincially-based "top-up" 



programs. Cornmon to al1 these is the fact that these incornes are not conditional on past 

contributions, though some of them might be means tested. 

The second level of state-based income guarantee for seniors are the public pension 

plans, which include the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) and the Quebec Pension Plan (QPP), 

both irnplemented in 1966. These are financed by mandatory contributions fiom workers 

and the benefits accrued to each individuai are conditional on past contributions to the 

respective plan by that individuai. 

The third level at which the state intervenes in the financing of retirement is through 

the semi-private pension savings schemes discussed previously, particularly in employer- 

based Registered Pension Plans (RPP's) and Registered Retirement Savings Plans 

(RRSPs). These mechanisms are really serni-private and semi-public, since they are 

dependent on individual and corporate contributions, but are state nibsidized by tax 

concessions. 

Through both individual and national wealth, it would seem that the Third Age as a 

social structural condition in Canada is an affordable proposition, though there are and 

will conrinue to be distinct polarizing forces in the weakh of seniors. However, even for 

those most dependent on the state for the hnancing of retimnent living, a minimum level 

of resources is currently available and has been available for some tirne. As Schellenberg 

(1 994) has pointed out, the post-war weEare state in Canada essentially sought to provide 

a retirement wage sufficient to replace the market wage. Clearly the promotion of a Third 

Age, even if not recognized in these ternis, was a principal aim of national economic 

initiatives for seniors. Tbus the combined effects of individual wedth and state initiated 

programs in Canada has memt that at least in the post-war penod, the economic milieu 

for the Third Age has been in existence. However, reaiizing the Third Age in a personal 

and societal context requirrs not only the convergence of demographic and economic 

forces. It  also requires that cultural factors for the promotion and recognition of the Third 

Age be in place. 



3.2.2.3 Cuitural Opportunith 

The third major set of societal forces which must be in place for the tnie societal 

realization of the Third Age are cdni ra l  in nature. Enstittutions and practices must be in 

place which give due credit and weight to the W d  Age, and which provide for the 

opportunities for the individual and collective search for meaningfid self-Wllment by 

those in this phase of the life course. Laslett (1 99 1 ) claimed that this requisite for a Third 

Age society cannot and should not be quantified. Rather, such cultural opportunities are 

more subjectively socially manifest and expenenced in numerous ways. In countries like 

Bntain and Canada, many cultural institutions which foster involvement and culturai 

consumption by seniors certainly exist. These may range fiom art galleries and mwums, 

the perfonning arts, social and recreational groups, local history societies, hobby and 

special interest groups, volunteer groups, to institutions of learning. Lifelong leaming is 

now widely recognized as key to a healthy and rewarding retirement, and initiatives to 

foster an attitude toward lifelong learning as a desirable end are in fact in place in most 

post-secondary institutions in Canada. The impact of an aghg society is certainly being 

felt in traditional Canadian universities. Wigdor and Foot (1988) note that the fastest 

growing age group of midents in Canadian universities are those over forty-though the 

proportions are still relatively srnail. Nevertheless, more speciaüzed institutionai settings 

for education in the Third Age are emerging in Canada. Universities of the niird Age, 

which originated in France in the early 1970s, and which were designed specincally for 

seniors with instruction by seniors, have certainly proven to be effective in Britain and 

elsewhere (Laslett 1990; Boume 1983/4; Midwinter 198314; Norton 198314; Philibert 

1 990). Ouellette (1 994) claims that there are now about 150 seniors-only universities in 

Europe, Australia, and North Amerka, of  which 15 are in Canada. Unfortunately these 

are not specifïed in more detail. Whiie these universities typically offer numerous 

programs to foster physical fitness amongst seniors, they also engage in a wide range of 

courses and culturai activities. Canadian educators have &O addressed the pedagogicd 

issues of Third Age education (Thomton 1992) in some detail, and in fact cross-cultural 



comparative research on different types of Third Age education initiatives is now being 

carried out in Canada and Japan (Thomton 1992). Yet while there may be seniors 

universities in North Amenca, it seems that the degree to which Third Age education in a 

North American context has materialized has been somewhat difEerent to the British 

experience-although the objectives seem to be the sarne. Dychtwald (1990) claims that 

colleges throughout the United States are rapidly responding to a new demand for lifelong 

leamuig as seniors attempt to balance out their recreation and play activities with a new 

desire for intellectaal growth. The Harvard Institute for Learning in Retirement is an 

example of only one of more than a thousand colleges which are actively encouraging 

people over 65 to take credit courses (Dychtwaid 1990). Yet he sees more of a trend in 

North Amenca towards a "classrooms without walls" approach to leaming for the elderly. 

The prime example is Elderhostel-a non-profit program for the over 60s that mixes 

leisure, learning and travel. 

The Elderhostel prograrns have a lot in common with the Universities of the Third 

Age, since they explicitly recognize the need for the elderly to be actively pursuing 

lifelong learning expenences. In fact in the earliest proposals for the development of the 

first Elderhostetel at the University of New Hampshire it was recognized that 

. . ..Hostels have historically been piaces of temporary 
shelter and repcse for people who are on the move. 
Elderhogel is for older people who are on the move, not 
necessaniy or exclusively in terms of physical movement 
and travel, but in the sense of reaching out to new 
expenence (Mills 1993:36). 

The growth and populann/ of Elderhostel has been phenomed In its fïrst year of 

operation (1 974-75) there were 220 course enrollments at five Werent educational sites. 

By 1990-9 1 there were over 23 6,000 participant-weeks of registrations. Annual growth 

has averaged about 20%, and îhere are now courses offered in over 1,500 institutions in 

f B y  states, all Canadian provinces, and forty foreign counaies (Hyman 1991). The non- 

profit Elderhostel now operates on an annual budget of over US$9 W o n .  



Canadians have been involved in Elderhostel since 1975, but it was not until 1980 

that the first Canadian programs were offercd at Humber College and the University of 

New Brunswick. A formal Canadian office was established in 1982, and in 1986 

Elderhostel Canada was fonnally incorporated as a non-profit organïzation. There are 

currently over 260 educationai institutions in C d  participatiag in Elderhostel 

programs, and courses are now offered annuaily in every province and temitory. Clearly 

the market for lifelong learning and the untapped energy and desire of Canadian seniors 

to l e m  is only just beginning to manifest itself. However, if the growth of Elderhostel is 

any indication, these kinds of institutions should boom into the next century. 

The interchange between seniors and culhaal resources is manifest in numerous 

ways, and perhaps one of the most unrecognized aspects of this is the desire and the 

propensity for seniors to volunteer their services to local and national culturai 

organizations. In Canada volunteerism is a powerfùl force in shaping social, culturai, and 

even neighborhood or community-based institutions (Senior Volunteer Program 

Cornmittee 1991; Davies and Townshend 1994). In fact throughout North Amenca 

volunteerism by the elderly seems to be on the rise and has been found to be mainly 

retarded by the lack of suitable roles and oppominities which are available. Perry (1983) 

claims that "...the challenge does not lie in hding older persons WiUing to volunteer ... but 
rather in c r e a ~ g  volunteer roles in which these elder persons can be channeled". 

Nevertheless, seniors volunteerism cm now seen to be bratlching into numerous social, 

cultural, political, educational, social service, recreational and economic activities-and 

these have been well documented in a north American context by Dychtwald (1990). As 

the potential for contribution by the elderly expands and as the non-elderly become 

amuied to the needs of seniors for cultural fiilfillment and cultural contribution , "...we 

will leam to s e t  our retirees as a vast and untapped resoum, not as a drain" (Dychtwald 

1990: 17 1). In this way the social and cultural milieu, and the active integration of Third 

Age citizens in this milieu, wili provide a powerfd force in alleviating the tendency to 

what Laslett (1 991) bas tenned the mars indolence of seniors in the Third Age. In other 



words, cultural inteption niay Serve as a driving force in the reconstitution of society in 

such a way that the m e  weight of the Third Age is recognized. The elderly in Canada are 

actively seeking such integration through numerous national, regionai and Local 

organhtions which contribute to their own self-fulfillment, but which also yield a 

societal retum. 

3.3 Summary 

This chapter has bnefly explored the arriva1 and conditions of the Third Age within a 

specificaily Canadian context. Empincally, Laslett's claim (1987; 1991) that the Third 

Age is smicnired by relatively new divisions of the life course is largely supported in 

Canada. There is evidence that indeed the M e  course of Canadians may, for heuristic 

purposes, approximate the fourfold typo logy developed by Laslett ( 1 99 1 ) . Likewise, those 

social structural characteristics which are susceptible to numeric assessrnent (as well as 

those which are not) do confirm Laslett's (1987, 1991) identification of Canacia as a 

country in which the dernographic, economic, and cultural conditions have coalesced to 

produce the Third Age. Yet in Canada it must be emphasized that the Third Age is a 

relatively recent phenornenon in which al1 of the characteristics becarne solidified or 

entrenched only in the 1970s and early 1980s. In other words, Canada has really only 

been a Third Age society for linle more than a decade. There is a need to understand the 

geography of Canada's Third Age-and to explore the locational dimensions in the lives 

of Canada's Third Age population. The following chapter briefiy addresses the 

geographical manifestation and differentiation of the Third Age in Canada 



Chapter Four 

Spatial Manifestations of the Third Age in Canada 

and the Potential Importance of Place-Based Community 

4.1 Introduction 

Although no spatial or geographical dimension has been explicitly integrated into 

Laslen's conceptualUation of the Third Age, this chapter argues that geopphy-and 

particularly an urban social geography-may contribute to our understanding of Third 

Age societies. This chapter investigates the manifestation of the Third Age at a number of 

different scales, fiom the national to the local. It also shows that in Canada a distinctly 

metropolitan focus on the geography of the ïhhd  Age is warranted. More specifically, it 

emphasizes that not only is the Third Age a predorninantly metropolitan phenornenon, but 

that the intra-metropolitan expression of the Third Age may be linked ta age and 

community segregation. Furthemore, evidence is presented which suggests that this kind 

of age-related social segregation may become more extreme in the future given the recent 

trends toward, and demand for, the development of voiuntary age segregated retirement 

villages within Canadian Census Metropolitan Areas. These spatial manifestations may 

have an important bearing on the realization of the Third Age. 

A key aspect of Laslett's formulation of the Theory of the Third Age is that self- 

fulfiliment or self-actualization is now a necessary and integral dimension of life within 

the Third phase of the life course. Given the evidence for intra-metropolitan age 

segregation within Third Age societies like Caoada, this chapter argues that residential 

segregation on the basis of age rnay be more than a spatiai manifestation of the structural 

properties of the Third Age. Rather, age segregation, and particularly voluntary age 

segregation, may be a spatial dimension through wbich those in their Third phase of the 

life course actively pinsue individual seKfdfXment and self-actuaiization. The urban 



geography of the Third Age may therefore have a direct bearing on the individual and 

societal reakation of the M d  Age in Canada. 

4.2 Residential Mobility and the Emergence of the Third Age 
One of the factors which has contributed to the geographical differentiation of Third 

Age societies has been the fact that the emergence of the Third Age (i a structural and 

life course context) has been accompanied by an unprecedented degree of choice in 

residential location which is linked to the economic prosperity of this age segment as well 

as changing family structures and functions. This is particularly the case for the elderly 

and has had a considerable impact on retirement migration. 

In pre-industrial and even early industnal western societies the majonty of the elderly 

were relatively spatidly constrained in ternis of their ability to pursue retirement 

migration. This was due to a number of factors, including lower life expectancies and the 

fact that retirement, if at dl, would likely only last a few years a k r  the cessation of work 

(Laslett 1991). In addition, given the absence of state mechanisms for the u n i v e d  

support of the elderly, such as pension schemes, there wodd have existed a reai need to 

remah within relatively close contact with family memben who did in fact provide a 

high degree of support for the elderly, just as the elderly also provided a hi& degree of 

support to îheir own children (Laslen 1991 ; Connidis 1989). However, this does not 

Mply that family structures were more extended than they are at present. Numerous 

studies have now shown that the often-held and somewhat nostalgie view that pre- 

industrial househoids were multi-generational is in fact a myth. Laslett (1965) has shown 

that the nuclear farnily was by far the most common househoM form in pre-indutrial 

Europe (set aiso Wachter et al. 1978; Wall 1977; Connidis 1989). Wachter et al. (1978) 

have provided a strong quantitative basis to support tbis claim. There is also evidence that 

spatially proximate kin households did provide a high ievel of support-particularly so 

for elderly parents (Lasleît 199 1). 

Industrialization and urbanization di& however, have some effect on the spatial 

properties of the nuclear family and on the proximity of relational nuclear families. In 



some cases the elderly may have remained in rural areas, but thm is Little evidence to 

claim that this necessady resulted in a high degree of social isolation or poverty-since 

social support networks through family and local parish were relatively strong (Booth 

1894). Poverty was, however, particularly on the rise in England at the tum of the 

century, for example, and impacted both rurai and urban populations. The resultant 

developrnent of poorhouses and workhows, typically with fiighteningly harsh conditions 

and littIe differentiation in treatment on the basis of age, attempted to alleviate some of 

the worst conditions, and have k e n  documented in detail elsewhere (T'ownsend 1962). 

The high degree of tubankation and limitations of space which paralleled 

industriakation may have in fact promoted the formation of sxtendzd family households 

in which married children lived with their parents (see Wachter et al. 1978:77, note 4). 

Such familial arrangements were most likely a financial coping strategy, for it has been 

demonstrated that many of the elderly in large urban places without kin support faced 

extreme hardships. Booth (1894) has in fact identified rates of old age pauperism and 

'Yelief' in 1891, for example, as high as 38% in metropolitan areas in England. The 

relatively poor econornic statu of such a large proportion of seniors certainly impacted 

on their mobility. In a regional context the geographical mobility of seniors, independent 

of their children, was limited. 

The spatial constrakts of the elderly became much loosened only during the early 

and middle part of this century, for many of the same social structural reasons that have 

given nse to the Third Age-the institutionalization of retirement, suite-sponsored 

pension schemes, and the growth in personal and national wealth. More generally, 

however, the increasing bbstnr~tural differentiation7' of society which has been brought 

about by modemkation has resulted in specifïc institutions assuming many of the roles 

previously carrîed out by families Waujot 1991). The resuit has bem that the family has 

become weaker in an institutional sense, and is now much more pluralistic and unstable 

than at the turn of the century. This plutalism and heterogeneity in family structures- 

particularly the impacts of divorce, remarriage, cohabitation, etc.-have had a major 



impact on the geographic mobility of al l  f d l y  membea including the elderly, and has 

been reinforced by the potentiai for longdistance interactions which have resuited fkom 

tmmportation and communications innovations. These forces have al1 led to a higher 

degree of residential mobility and residential choice for the elderly, and have contributed 

to the dynamics of an evolving geography of the elderly at a number of scales. 

4.3 Geognphical Perspectives of Canada's Third Age. 

Laslett has shown that the Third Age c m  be identified a the national scale-the 

properties of the Third Age are now manifest in some seventeen countnes (Laslett 199 1 ; 

see also Table 4.2). Chapter Three provided a more detailed description of the Third Age 

in Canada. However, within Canada, the Third Age can be spatiaily recognized at a 

number of different scales. A review of the regional variations in the geography of the 

Third Age shows the need to consider place-specific impacts and the importance of the 

urban and rnetropolitan nature of the Third Age in Canada. A second scale at which there 

is now some evidence of the Third Age is the infra-meaopolitan scale, particularly in 

terms of age-related residential segregation. This feature has (though tangentiaily) been 

previously documented at the census tract level in Canada @avies and Murdie 1991% 

1991b). Although the latter may simply be the intra-urban spatial expression of the 

structurai aging of the population which is so cenaal to the emergence of the 'Ilhird Age, a 

third scale at which the Third Age is now manifest in Canada is the micro-community or 

neighborhood scaie. This is particularly evident in the form of what have been calied 

'hiche7' communities (Williams 1 990; Davies and Herbert 1993). Retirement villages are 

specifically Third Age niche communities, and many represent a form of voluntary 

segregation on the basis of age. 

4.3.1 The Regional Scale 

Although there are no existing regional geographic studies on the "Third Age" or 

those specitic age segments which d e k e  it according to the criteria presented in Chapter 

Two, there is now an extremely voluminous literature on the evolving regionai geography 

of the elderly or that segment which is more typicaiIy defined as seniors within the 



western world (Mon-Smith 1982; Bergob 1992; Bohland and Treps 1982; Cuba and 

Longino 1991 ; Warnes 1983; Northcott 1988; Wiseman 1978,1979,1980; Wiseman and 

Virden 1977; Ledent and Liaw 1989; Moore and Rosenberg 1994; McDonald and 

Wamer 1990). Such regional *ences and the impact of long-distance retirement 

migration have been documented for Canada. 

Within the context of this dissertation the Territories must be considered a separate 

entity. The very low proportion of seniors in the population, and the specific economic 

and social fabric of the Territories which set it apart fiom the provinces, means that it can 

hardly be considered to fd within the conceptuai f-ework of the Thhd Age. Yet in 

Canada there are provincial (exclusive of the Territones) variations in the relative 

weighting or proportion of seniors in the population, although the range (fiom 9.1% to 

14.1%) is not extreme (see Table 4.1). There is also littie evidence that there are major 

'Iegions" or blocks of contiguous provinces in which Canadian seniors are highly 

concentrated. 

Table 4.1. Provincial Variations in Seniors as Percentage of Population. 
(source: adapted frorn Norland 1994: 68) 

(Le. %65 lndex = Provincial Seniors Location Quotient) 

% 65+ %65 INDEX 
100.0 
121 -8 
115.6 
1 13.3 
110.7 
108.5 
104.8 
101.1 
96.3 
83.6 
78.0 
27.3 

CANADA 
Saskatchewan 

Manitoba 
Prince Edward Island 

British Columbia 
Nova Scotia 

New Brunswick 
Ontario 
Quebec 

Newfoundland 
Al berta 

Territories 
Note: %65 lndex = % seniors in Province + % seniors in Canada 

11.6 
14.1 
13.4 
13.2 
12.9 
12.6 
12.2 
11 -7 

L 

II -2 
9.7 
9.1 
3.2 



Norland has argued h m  the above indices-which are essentially a Location 

Quotient or mesure of provincial concentration relative to Canada-that there are no 

clear-cut regional patterns in the provincial compositional structure of the seniors 

population. Ontario, Quebec, New Bnmswick and Nova Scotia are close to the national 

average, with 11.6% of their populations aged 65 or higher. Newfoundland and Alberta 

had proportions well below the national average. In British Columbia, P.E.I., Manitoba, 

and Saskatchewan the proportions of the seniors population are above average. Both the 

Prairie provinces and the Atlantic Provinces have areas of both high and low proportions 

of seniors in the population. The major clifferences in these provincial variations relate to 

the ciifferhg historical trends with respect to population growth, immigration, and the 

long-run influence of inter-provincial migration strearns (see Norland 1994). 

Most midies which have examined the regional changes in the distribution of the 

elderly population have identified two major reasons for the emerging regional disparhies 

in seniors concentrations. One is the aging of the population in s i t u 4 1 1  houses and areas 

they have lived in for many yean. This typically produces a localized effect The second, 

and perhaps most studied to date, is the effect of migration-which includes both local 

and long-distance migration effects. Most studies have emphasized long-distance 

migration, which is, in the long-nrn, producing a regional imbalance in population age 

structure in the form of elderly concentrations. These migrations are usually influenced by 

the specific place-utilities or the environmental characteristics of seiected regions or parts 

of regions. 

For those in their Third Age who are fortunate or wealthy enough, this kind of 

migration has become more common since the 1930s. Seaside places in particular (e.g. 

the Sunbelt of the USA, the south of England, the West coast of Canada etc.) seem to be 

the quintessential destination of this type, though more recently other regions and centres 

(e.g. Ozarks in the USA; interior of British Columbia, Caaada; Niagara region of Canada) 

have become more popular since the 1970s as market saturation and tight development 

controls in the former places became extreme (Law and Wames 1982). In common, 



however, these selective retirement destinations typically have high environmental quality 

profiles-meaning that they have specific climatic conditions, local economies, housing, 

and idbstmctures which foster the pursuit of active and rewarding retirement lifestyles. 

In other words, these areas offer environmental quaiities which are seen to provide quality 

of life within the Third Age. In fact a great ded of gerontological research has focused on 

the environmental characteristics which may enhance the reaiization of seniors' lifestyles 

or Third Age life objectives and even reduce the impact of some of the physical barriers 

which might affect the transition fiom the Third to the Fourth Age. Specific attention has 

been given to the environmental quaiity profiles of different areas, nich as the role of 

environment and impediments to mobility, environment and housing choice, climatic 

characteristics, and environment and leisure and recreation amenities (Bheszner and 

Thompson 1983; Bohland and Davis 1979; Flynn and Devoss 1986; Golant 1972; 1 W a ,  

1984b 1986% 1986b; Goudy and Meyers 1985; Gutman et al. 1987; Herbert and Peace 

1980; Sullivan 1986; Willis 1988; Hunt and Ross 1990; Hunt et al. 1984). 

Like mon western industrialized countries, regional variations in the distribution of 

Canada's seniors population are being produced by this kind of long-distance migration. 

However, although it can be acknowledged that long-distance or inter-provincial 

miCeration plays an important part "in shaping spatial differentials in the growth of elderiy 

population7' (Ledent and Liaw 1989: 1093; see also Moore and Rosenberg 1994; Bergob 

1992; Forward 1984) these forces must be understood within the broder context of 

Canadian residential mobility and migration patterns. 

It is well known that residential mobility peaks in young adulthood-roughly at the 

omet of the Second Age (greatest mobility amongst 25-29 year olds), and mainly as a 

result of employment factors and the formation of new households. Three out of four 

Canadians in this age category had moved within the five years previous to 1991. 

Although residential mobilïty generally declines steadily &ter this age, a very minor 

fluctuation in patterns occurs between the ages of 55 to 69 (see Norland 1994:72), but it 

should be emphasized that the degree of mobility at this age does not approach anywhere 



near the leveI it does for the 25-29 yearolds. Ody one of four peopIe aged 55-69 in 

Canada reported having changed their address in the five years previous to 1991. The rate 

of residential mobility for aîi Canadian seniors for 1986-91 was only 22%. In other 

words, only one in five Canadian seniors had made my residential move within the past 

five years. nie  vast majority (78%) of seniors are non-movers-that is, perhaps contrary 

to popular perceptions, they are aging in-situ within the same census tracts they have 

lived in for a number of years.. 

Regadess of age group, the vast majority of moves of any type in 1991 involved 

those within the same Census Subdivision (Le. municipality) or within the same province 

(i.e. intra-provincial movers). Of the 22% of Canada's seniors in 199 1 who had moved 

residence, the majority moved within the same municipality (52%), and another 36% 

moved between municipaiities in the same province. Only 7%-a total of ody 42,500 

individuais aged 65 or more, moved between provinces. Thus the achral extent of long- 

distance or interprovincial migration in Canada is relaiivelj minor. In otha words, the 

short-nui effects are negiigible. Rather, it is the long-run and continuous process of such 

migrations, particularly to selective destinations such as Victoria and Kelowna, for 

example, which are having an impact on the regional variations in seniors' concentrations 

(Norland 1994). Rather than focus on the migration pecuiiarities of individual places, this 

dissertation concentrates on the intmmetropolitan scale so the migration issues cm only 

be dealt with summariiy here. 

Ledent and Liaw (1989) have provided a comprehemive overview of how senion' 

migration trends have changed through tirne. They argue that such long-distance 

migrations involve a two-staged process: i) a decision to lave one province, and ii) a 

decision of which province to move to. The former can be quantitatively summarized by 

departure rates, the latter by destination sham of total outmigraton. Between 1966 (the 

first date at which age-selective migration data is available) and 1981 the average 

departure raie of seniors for all provinces was 6.3 per thousand. The highea average 

depamire rates are found in the prairie provinces, where harsh winters undoubtedly 



influence the decision to move to areas with more appealing environmental qualities. 

Alberta' s average annuai departure rates were ahost  MRce the national average (12.3 per 

thousand), whüst those in Saskatchewan (1 1.4 per thousand) and Manitoba (9.5 per 

thoiiîud) were also high. The lowest decisions to outmigraie have occurred in Ontario, 

where the wual average has only k e n  3.6 per thousand-about haLf the national 

average. 

When the longdistance migration of Canadian seniors is viewed within the context 

of sirnilar migration patterns for non-senion, it is more obvious that this is a relatively 

minor idluence on regional population distributions and age structures. The degree to 

which seniors historically have chosen to migrate fiom one province to another has been 

relatively minor compared to the non-senior population. In fact on average it is only 41% 

as much as the average non-seniors departure rates (15.3 per thousand). This reinforces 

the notion that it is not only the actual amount of migration which differs by age, but that 

the propensity to migrare is lower for seniors than non-seniors (Ledent and Liaw 1989). 

Ledent and Liaw (1989:1097) found that there has been a significant demease in the 

departure rates of seniors through time at the same time as there has been a significant 

increase in the departwe rates of non-seniors through t h e .  In other words, there may 

now be a higher propensity to age in-situ than there was in the past. 

A separate issue regarding long-distance migration relates to the second stage of the 

migration decision-that is, having decided to move, where do Canadian seniors decide 

to move to? This is a complicated question to m e r  (see Ledent and Liaw 1989). 

However, some general trends can be obsented. Generaily, for seniors who have chosen 

to migrate out of the maritime provinces of Newfoundland, PEI, Nova Scotia and New 

Brunswick, the greatest share choose to settle in Ontario. Similarly 72% of seniors who 

migrate fkom Quebec settie in Ontario. For those who decide to migrate out of Ontario, 

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, the greatest share typically senle in British 

Columbia However, some senion do migrate away fiom British ~~~~~~~~probably for 

factors which relate to social support or institutionalkation (Moore and Rosenberg 1994). 



The geatest share of BC's elderly outmigrants have typically been moving to Alberta or 

Ontario. 

A number of trends in these long-rua migration effects may be identified (Ledent and 

Liaw 1989). There has been a trend for those moving out of the Maritime provinces to 

favour Alberta and British Columbia over Ontario and Quebec. Migration of seniors out 

of Quebec has increased since the 1970s, with Ontano as the choice of destination. 

Relatively fewer seniors migrating fiom Ontario are choosing Quebec as their 

destination-rather, British Columbia has become the destination of choice. For those 

moving out of the prairie provinces, Alberta and British Columbia are gaining as 

destinations over Ontario. Finally, for seniors migrating out of British Columbia, Alberta 

has replaced Ontario as the destination of choice. In ternis of change in the pattern of 

destination choice, Ledent and Liaw (1989) argw that the most signzjicant changes over 

the past t w e w  five years have resultedfiom the increased attractions exerted by Alberta 

and British Columbia and the concomitant decrease in the attraction of Quebec and 

Ontario. 

Perhaps of more importance in ternis of the shaping of regional disparities in age 

structure is the fact that through time, the migration destinations of seniors have become 

more distinct fiom those of the non-senior population. Ledent and Liaw (1989) have 

demonstrated that through tirne the choice of destination for long-distance migrmis 

became more dzrerent for eZderZy and non-eldetly Canadiam. They found that elderly 

Canadians select destinations that are "1) nearby in both a physical and ethnic sense; 2) 

have a relatively mild winter and sunny skies, and 3) have a high rate of housing growth 

and a large share of the national population'' (Ledent and Liaw 1 989: 1 1 05). The same 

factors do also infitience non-elderly migration destinations but a dif5erent set of factors 

also determine non-elderly destinations-namely changes in the labour market and 

changes in government fiscal policy. What is particularly noteworthy is that in Canada 

e~rortmental amibutes have become more important in expluining the destination 

choices of seniors through time. Between the late 1960s and late 1970s, climatic variables 



switched fkom being amongst the smallest to the largest predictors of destination choice 

(Ledent and Liaw 1989). In other words, it was only during the 1970s-at approximately 

the sarne time as the arriva1 of the Third Age as a social stnicture feature in Canada (see 

Chapter Two, Chapter Three, Laslett 1991)-that the enWomnental quality profiles 

associated with mild climate and sunshine became predominant factors in explaining the 

choice of a long-distance migration destination by the Canadian elderly. 

Bergob (1 992) States that the elderly and non-elderly may not now share preferences 

for specifc destinations. In other words, there has been an age-related polarization in the 

long-nm ef5ects of long-distance migration patterns which are contributing to regional 

patterns in the segregation of Canadian seniors. This means that long-run migration 

impacts will also have localized or place-specific effects. Thus the geographical 

segregation of Canadian seniors within a regional context may be more locality-specfc 

rather than province or region-specific. However, before looking at a few examples of the 

place-specific features of the Third Age in Canada, it must be emphasized that the Third 

Age, in Canada and elsewhere, is primarily an wban phenornenon, and that these place- 

specific impacts are urban in nature. 

4.3.1 .l The Urban Nature of the Thirâ Age 

Laslen (1 987; 1991) has not explicitly drawn attention to the fact that those countnes 

which may now belong to the Third Age are highly urbanized. Mthough the definition of 

'iirban" becomes problematic in national cornparisons (Cadwaliader 1996), using nation- 

specific critena the majority of the population in d l  Third Age countries is urban, and in 

most, more than 75% of the population is defined as urban (see Table 4.2). Furthemore, 

the proportion of those aged sixty-five and over-those typically regarded as senio-is 

typically just as urbanized as the general population (see Table 4.2). This means that there 

is a definite urbon geographical dimension associated with the Third Age. Therefore it 

should be expected that urbm rather than rural space will define the majority of socio- 

spatial relations and interactions, for the population as a whole, ond for those in their 

Third Age. This is certainly the case in Canada-a point receatly recognized by 



Haldemann and Wister (1994) who have emphasized that an understanding of the 

physical and social contexts of aging requires an urbm focus. 

Table 4.2 Third Age Countries and Selected Characteristics 
(sources: adapted from Laslett 1987; United Nations 1992) 

The most recent Canadian federal census (1991) indicates that 76.6% of the 

population live in urban and 23.5% live in nuai areas. Similar proportions of those in 

their Third Age (55-84), which comprise 19.4% of the total population, live in urban 

(77.3%) and rural (22.7%) areas. Likewise, for the ofncial seniors population (65+), 

which comprise 1 1.61% of the total population, 78.8% and 21 -2% live in urbm and rural 

areas respectively. In other words, just as Canada is an overwhelmingiy urbanized 

society, so too are Canada's senion or those in their Third Age. 

4.3.1.2 Place-Specific Concentrations of Canadian Seniors. 

The selectivity of specifc urban retirement locales and the long-nui impact of 

selective retirement migration is vny much evident in Canacia. Victoria, British 

Columbia, is perhaps the most explicit and well known example The story of the 

changing age structure of Victoria and the timing of this change is a fascinatiag one, and 
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has been more M y  told by Fonvard (1984). As he states, "over a period of fifty years 

f?om 188 1 to 193 1, Victoria evolved fÎom the lowest to highest rank arnong major 

Canadian cities in proportion of elderly population" (Forward 1984: 1 17). In ody one 

decade (1921-31) Victoria's senior population practically doubled fiom 4.8% to 8.8%. 

Between 193 1 and 198 1 the relative importance of Victoria as a retirement destination, 

not only for seniors, but for early retirees at the onset of the Third Age (see Forward 

1984), has continued to grow. By 1981 the proportion of the population which wez 

seniors more than doubled again to 17%. By 1991 senion comprised 18.9% of the 

Victoria Cennis Metropolitan Area (CMA) population-more than one and a half times 

higher t h  the average of aii CMAs (1 1.3%). 

Although Victoria is the bea example of the historicai importance of place-specific 

elderly migration and its impact on the chmging age concentrations, other Canadian 

rnetropolitan areas, but particdady St.Catha~es-Niagara, are now showhg signs of a 

similar trend of seniors migration and age !3tmMe change (Norland 1994). This 

reinforces the notion that in Canada the Third Age is increasingly becoming manifest in 

specific urban places. However, it also means that in a broder context the mes of urban 

places which are relatively highly seniors-concentrated or segregated must be understood. 

4.3.1.3 Place-Specific Manifestations of the Third Age and the Issue of Scale. 

Places like Victoria and St-Catharines-Niagara are metmpolitan examples of the 

place-specific concentrations of the Third Age, particdarly in terms of retirement 

destinations and the search for environmental qualiv profles which may enhance the 

realization of Third Age Mestyles. However, it has been previously argued in the 

Canadian context that smaller places are of particular importance in the geographical 

madestation of the Third Age. 

Although Dahms (1996) provided detailed investigation into an example of emerging 

concentrations of ma2 non-fm elderly in Canada, Joseph and Mathews (1 9%:2 1) 

claimed that "...the srnall t o m  of Canada are home to a disproportîonate share of o u  

elderly population". More specifically, the same authors argued that it is a small subset of 



smaller urban places-those with popdations between 1000 and 4999 and with 

proportions of seniors exceeding 3 0 Y ~ t h a t  most exempla the geographical 

dinerentiation of seniors concentrations. Hodge (1987) has also studied in detail the 

impact of seniors on small urban places, noting the relatively high proportions or relative 

weight of senioa in these populations. Beesley (1989) focused on the importance of 

specific nnall urban places such as Bobcaygeon Ontario as retirement destinations, 

though he emphasized that in places like Bobcaygeon accessibility to and linkages with 

larger rnetropolitan centres are essentid. 

Apart fiom the potential importance of some s d I  urban centres as specifzc 

retirement destinations or as towns which exhibit a high degree of seniors-concentration 

as a result of in-situ aging, there is linle evidence to suggea that Canadian seniors (65+) 

are particularly concentrated in one specific scale of place. Norland (1994) shows that 

there are important compositional variations by CMA, Census Agglomeration (CA), and 

Census Subdivision (CSD) in Canada. In 1991 the proportion of seniors in al1 25 

Canadian CMAs combined was 1 I.OO/iIose to the national average of 11.6%. 

However, this similarity masks the important fact that there are specifc CMAs with high 

and low proportions of seniors (65+). For example, in 1991 seniors proportions ranged 

fiom 7.8% in Calgary to 18.6% in Victoria. Likewise, the average proportion of seniors in 

al1 1 15 CAS combined was 1 1.23% (computed nom Statistics Canada 19924 1992cF 

again close to the national average of 1 1.6%. There is, however, a more extreme range in 

composition for the CAS-fiom a low of 1.1% in Labrador city to a high of 23.0% in 

Penticton, British Columbia Norland does not present data for the smaiier CSDs, but for 

the 86 large CSDs (population >50,000) combined, 11 -6% of the population were over 

65, with values ranging fiom 1 .l% in Labrador city to 23.9% for Victoria The general 

conclusion fiom the Canadian data is that "seniors do not prefer CMAs, CAS, or large 

CSDs as a clas, but ...p refer specilfc places of residence" (Norland 1994:71). Joseph and 

Mathews (1994) have shown that similar place-specificity m u t  be considered even for 

small urban centres. 



It is beyond the scope of this section to detail al1 of those places in Canada which 

exhibit place-specific concentrations of either seniors (6%) or those in their Third Age 

(55-84). Rather, the above examples have served to emphasize that at a variety of scales, 

there are place-particular d e s t a t i o n s  of the Third Age. Although the above examples 

illustrate the uniqueness of pmticulur places in terms of the reZut&e concentrations of 

seniors (6%) or the degree to which seniors influence local age structures, these kinds of 

generalizations Say very little about the urban distribution of the Third Age. Changing the 

perspective to a focus on the urban disrribution characteristics of the Third Age 

population segments draws attention to the absoiute importance of large urban and 

metropolitan centres. 

4.3.1.4 Canada's Metropolitan Third Age. 

Notwithstanding the relatnte importance of some places over othen in tenns of their 

manifestation of seniors (65+) or Third Age (55-84) concentrations, it mut be argued that 

in an absolute context, the Thkd Age in Ca& is a large urban and metropolitan 

phenornenon. 

This is particularly apparent for the officia1 seniors (65+) population. This group 

comprises 11 -61% of the Canadian population, 10.48% of the rural, and 11.96% of the 

urban population. It was already shown that the metropolitan average of 11 .O% was close 

to the national average in ternis of the proportion of seniors in the population. However, a 

very different pichire emerges when viewed fiom the opposite perspective. For example, 

what proportion of aZZ Cmdian seniors are urban and what proportion of all CaMdan 

seniors live in metropolitan areas? In 1991,78.83% of all Canadian seniors lived in urban 

centres of over 1000 population, and 57.7% of ail Canadian seniors iived in the 25 

CMAs. Hence the mujority of C a ~ d u ' s  seniors reside in metropolitan meas. Similar 

cornparisons for a l l  of the different Age groups heuristically defined for the Third Age 

can be approached this way, and have been computed for diffterent sizes of urban place 

fiom 1991 census data (see Table 4.3). 



Table 4.3. Urban, Rural, and Urban Sire Differenœs in 

Distribution of Selected Age Segments, Canada, 1991. 
(source: computed by author from Statistics Canada, file E9101) 

4 o l u m n  A = mean % of population of tom of size x which is in this age 
segment (e.g. on average 34.79% of the population of towns of size 
1,000 to 2,499 are aged 0-24 years) 

olurnn B = % of total Canadian population in this age segment 
residing in places of sue x (e.g. 2.28% of al1 Canadians aged O- 
24 reside in towns of 1,000-2,4999 population 

CANADA 
Rural 10.48 21.17 

Urban 

Urban Siz 
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100-500k 
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The comparisoas between columns A (composition) and B (age by urban size 

distribution) in Table 4.3 clearly demonstrate the importance of large urban places in the 

age mucture characteristics of the Canadian population. The values in column 4 
representing the average composition for the size of place, are fairy consistent, thus 

reinforcing the conclusion of Norland (1994) that on average linle compositional 

variation is evident. However, values in column B reinforce the importance of large urban 

places and particularly CMAs. Even more important in ternis of the spatial effects of the 

Third Age is the fact that this becomes most pronounced for the over 55 population For 

example, 19.56% of al1 urbun redents are aged 55-84 (Third Age), but over three 



quarters (77.3%) of ail those aged 55-84 reside in wban places. However, for this age 

segment the urban scaie effects are notable. The high compositional effect of this age 

group in the smaiiest urban places (1,000-2,500 population) is particulady evident (cf. 

Hodge 1987), since on average 22.96% of the populations in these places is aged 55-84. 

However, only 2.71% of Canada's 55-84 population actually reside in centres of this size. 

The opposite is tme for the largest places, since on average 19.35% of the population in 

centres of over 1 million population are aged 55-84, but 28.78% of Canada's 55-84 year 

old population resides in the three millionaire centres. The metroplitan scde effect is 

also obvious for the Third Age segment, since on average this group is 18.66% of the 

CMA populations, but 58.8% of Canada's 55-84 population resides in the 25 CMAs. 

While the previous section emphasized the relative importance of particular places, 

the above data reveal that the majori@ of Canada's seniors and the Thkd Age segment are 

metropolitan. So in Canada the Third Age as  an individual and social construct is a 

metropolitan phenornenon. There are, however, additional grounds to argue for a 

particularly metropolitan focus on the geography of the Third Age. This is because the 

spatial differentiation of the Third Age is manifest at a finer scale-in the form of intra- 

metropolitan age segregation. 

4.3.2 The Intra-Metropolitan Scale: SocW Complexity and Age Segregation. 

The second major scde at which the geography of the Third Age may be manifest 

centres around the importance of metropolitan areas as the urban containers of Thkd Age 

society, but focws on the întra-metropolitan characteristics of the population. Like other 

Third Age societies, Caaadan metropolitan areas are socially complex and there are 

numerous forces which are resulting in intra-urban social segregation. 

Urban social geographers employimg a factorial ecology approach have previously 

dernonstrated that the intemal social and spatial structure of large urban centres or 

metropolitan areas in the western world (i.e. Third Age societies) is cornplex-perhaps 

more than previously thought (Shevky and Bell 1955). The principles and methodology of 

factorial ecology and its evolution in the approaches to urban social description have been 



documented elsewhere (Davies 1983; 1984). In essence factorial ecology is concerned 

with the measmement of the underlying dimensions or sources of social variation found 

in cities, and the spatial expression and patterning of these sources of variation. 

Multivariate factor analytic techniques are used to collapse or summarize a large number 

of social indicaton into a more parsimonious and meaningful set of social constructs. In 

addition the technique allows for every areal ab-unit in the city (typically cennis tracts) 

to be assigned a mesure of how strongly (relative to dl other tracts) each of the social 

constnicts is manifest within the tract (see Davies 1984). In other words, the spatial 

configurations and patterning of the underlying social constnicts can be determuied. The 

definition of urban social structure and the spatial configurations of such structures have 

now been examined in a nmber of societies which Laslett has identified as belonging to 

the Third Age. 

Davies (1983:62-65) has argued previously that, based on a general integration of 

previous factorial ecology studies, there are eleven basic sources of urban social 

differentiation which characterize the urban social character of the western or 

industrialized world Thus inna-urban social complexity may be comidered a common 

feanue of Third Age societies. However, at the samc time it generally is recognîzed that 

nation-specifk or city-specific studies require more sensitivity to local social 

characteristics, with appropriate adjustments to the selection of indicator variables 

(Davies and Murdie L991a, 1991b). Recent factorial ecology work in Canada has dealt in 

depth with individual city studies and cornparisons of specific sets of cities (Davies and 

Murdie 1991a, 1991b, Healy 1976; Hamm et al. 1988; le Boudais and Beaudry 1988; 

Taylor 1987; Davies and Townshend 1994). The latest approach has been to examine al1 

Canadian CMAs simultaneously (Davies and Murdie 1991% 19% b) and thenfore look 

for underlying sources of social vaxiation for all CMAs as well as the d$erentid impact 

of specific dimensions of variation in certain places. The main findings fiom the latter 

midies demonstrate that Canadian metropolitan social structure is now broady dehed by 

eleven major sources of intra-urban social variation. These are nmimarized in Table 4.4 . 



Table 4.4 Urban Social Dimensions for Canadian Metropolitan Areas 
(source: Davies and Murdie 1 Wa)  

1. Emnomic Status 
2. lmpoverishment 
3. Ethnicity 
4. Long Distance Migration 
5. Local Migration 
6. Occupation 
7. Eariy vs. Late Family 
8. Familyand Age 
9. Non-Family 
10. Young Adult / Pre-Family 
1 1. Housing (Old vs. New) 

One of the key implications fiom the Canadian and other fmdings is that these axes 

of differentiation would not be found unless there was mifficient spatial variation in temm 

of the manifestation of these sociai characteristics. Furthexmore, it has been recognized 

that these kinds of axes represent the physical manifestation of a two-staged process-the 

ernergence of sociai structural features, and the subsequent spatial processes operating on 

these features to produce spatial manifestations of social structure (Davies 1984). In other 

words, the infra-urban social complexity of Third Age sucieties like Canada is an 

expression of social structurul characteristics which have been subjected to spatial 

processes, and which are manifest in the intra-urban segregation ojrhe population on a 

number of social attributes. 

The reasons for this kind of urban social complexity, and the broad historicd societal 

changes which may have led to such complexity, are too numerous and complex to deîail 

here (see Davies and Herbert 1993). However, it is generally recognized that much of the 

urban social dinerentiation identified by factorial ecology midies is produced by the 

unequal distribution of resources and wedth in capitalist societies. This position is 

reinforced fiom a political economy stance, which generaiiy clairns that cities are 

increasingly shaped by both place and individual stratification and that raban areas are 

increasingly becoming clustered according to "distributive groupings" of the population 

who have differential and unequal a c c w  to resources (Logan and Molotch 1987; Jones 

and Turner 1989). It would thus seem that to some extent the forces of the political 



economy have resulted in the segregation of intra-urban communities as a natural 

outcome of the economic stratification process. Yet it must be recognized that, linked 

with economic status, social segregation and the stratification of intra-urban communities 

is tied to housing issues, and particularly the commodincation of housing (Bratt et al. 

1986). In fact Boume (1981:174) has emphasized that "one of the most pervasive 

characteristics of urban housing markets in western and pluraiistic societies is their 

intense spatial segregation". Therefore, it should be expected that residential segregation, 

particularly on the basis of economic status and housing characteristics, is an integral part 

of the contemporary social fabric of Third Age societies. Howeva, age itself may be an 

especially important component in the social and spatiai complexity of Tbird Age 

societies. In fact previous factorial ecology fkdings do point to this. 

A number of the key dimensions of urban social variation which may be universal to 

the western world have been show to contain or index age-related properties (see 

Davies 1983). The Canadian evidence (sm table 4.4) is illustrative of the fact that age 

segregation is linked to a number of separate dimensions. 

The EarZy-Lare Family axis summarizes the f u t  that the intemal structure of 

Canadian CMAs can be differentiated by people in their early child bearing yean, 

together with young children (i.e. those in their early Second Age). as opposed to people 

in their early or late middle age (approximately aged 45-64 years). In a spatial context this 

essentially indexes the social differentiaîion beîween new and old suburbs-pointing to 

an age-related source of social and spatial polarkation. The fact that the late middle age 

variable (i.e. ages 55-64) exhibited higher loadings in 1986 than in 1981 demonstrates the 

strengthening importance of the spatial attributes of the empty-nester population. Thus 

there is evîdence that those just about to enter or those who have jusî entered tbeir Third 

Age c m  be identified as a separate source of txrban social variation with a specific 

geography that shows intra-urban segregation fiom the younger population. 

The Fmily and Age axis also contains clues as to the dinerential geography of 

metropolitan areas based on age. This axis nmMarues the dinrrence between areas 



which have high family charactenstics--large numbers of persons per household and 

high proportions of childreeas opposed to areas with high proportions of apartment 

dwellers, those who rent rather than own their own accommodation, and high proportions 

of elderly (over 65) whose children have Ieft home. This axis may surnmarize a 

fundamental social and spatial difference between those well into th& Second Age and 

actively raising, socializing, and educating a F i  Age segment, as opposed to those who 

are well advanced into their Third Age, and furthemore, those likely to be that less 

fortunate subset of the nÿrd Age which does not have a high degree of disposable 

wealth. 

The Young Adult / Pre-FamiZy axis shown in Table 4.4 M e r  demonstrates an age- 

specific link. This axis really indexes the fact that those aged 18-24 and females 

participating in the labour force are a separate source of social and spatiai variation with a 

unique inaa-metropolitan geography. From a Third Age perspective this meam that those 

in the hnal stages of the First Age dernomte enough of a difference in their residential 

location and segregation patterns fkom the older population to be separately identified. In 

other words there may well be a unique intra-metropolitan geography of the late First 

Age. 

The Houring axis also contains age-related information. This axis nimmarizes the 

diference between areas with older and newer housing, with old housing being linked to 

late middle age and completed family (empty-nester) characteristics (Le. the Third Age), 

and newer housing being linked to f d y  or Second Age characteristics. So this axis also 

underscores the social and spatial evidence for in-sihi aging in Canadian metroplitan 

areas-a fact which is well recognized as Canadian inner cities and suburbs age, and 

which is expected to continue in the near funrrr (Moore and Rosenberg 1994). 

In addition, and of particular relevance to the social heterogeneity of those in both 

Second and Third life course phases, is the uban dinerentiation in Economic Stam, as 

weli as the more recent finding that a separate Impoverishment axis is emerging, with 

gender and single-female-parent associations. The latter reinforces the notion that 



particular life course phases may have linle memblance to some of the mon nostalgie 

family and life cycle typologies outlined in Chapter Two, and that family structures are 

also becoming more complex through time (see also Gee 1987; Stone and Fletcher 1980; 

Bronfenbrenner 1975; White 1973; Beaujot 1988,1990; Eggebeen and Lichter 1991 ; 

Forsyth and Eddington 1989; Maurne and Dunaway 1989). But the importance of these 

hdings with respect to the Third Age in a societal context is that some of this additional 

family hgmentation and complexity can now be seen to have a distinctly geographical 

dimension in the fom of social segregation. 

Despite the often-demonstrated findings of social complexity and its spatial 

counterpart, factoriai ecology midies have been UIlfairly cnticized in the recent past for 

being simple social and spatial descriptions without linkages to broader uuderlying social 

structural processes and change (Gottdiener 1985; Saunders 1981). This is somewhat 

surprishg and is unfair since factorial ecologists themselves have previously pointed to 

the fact that social structure and social change is the engine behind their summaries of 

urban social character, though it must be recailed that these are considered to be denved 

from the operation of both societal and spatial processes (Davies 1984). Furthemore, the 

technique has enabled urban geographers to chari some of the spatial effects of social 

structurai change through time (Davies and Murdie 199 la, 199 1 b). Although relatively 

specific changes in urban social structure and their spatial manifestations have k e n  

documented in previous studies (e.g. Davies and Murdie 1991% I991b), temporal 

cornparisons may now also be showing some stabüiw in the structure und spatial 

expression of the hekd Age (at least at the cennis tract scale). For example, Davies and 

Murdie (1991a) explored the changes in urban social character for ail Canadian 

metropolitan areas between 198 1 and 1986 and found that the axes identified in Table 4.4 

remained remarkably stable in sire and composition through time. More recent work by 

the same authon (in progress) comparing 1971 and 199 1 Canadian metropolitan social 

structure will likely show that, while there may be specific nuances of change which are 

noteworthy, there has generally been a relatively high degree of stability in urban socïal 



structure for at least the past twenty years. This is perhaps an indication that the spatial 

manifestations of the structural properties of the Tbird Age (Le. segregation) are 

entrenched and stabilized in Canadian metropolitan areas. 

if the Canadian evidence described above is any indication of the factorial ecology 

findings in other western nations, then they do point to the fact that these have not simply 

been tired factorial descriptions (cf. Goîîdiener 1985; Saunders 1983), but may have in 

fact been at the leading edge of describing (at least tangentially) the fact that the social 

structure of the h e d  Age has had a spatial effect and an identifiable intra-urban 

geography. Of particular importance is the fact that the dimensions identified would not 

have been identified unless there was a high d e p e  of intra-wban segregation of these 

social charactenstics-and that age is one of the key characteristics defining segregation 

Although the above findings provide e m t  evidence that age is an important social 

characteristic which defines intra-urban segregation, more specific meaPures of age 

segregation need to be considered in order to precisely separate age fiom its links with 

other social characteristics. In other words, since age segregation is an integral part of the 

spatial expression of the Third Age in a societai context, a more precise understanding of 

age segregation in Third Age societies like Canada is warranted. Chapter Five provides 

this more precise focus at the intra-metroplitan scale. 

However, it cm be shown that this kind of comxnunity dinerentiation and age-based 

segregation is now taking place at an even finer scale than that desaibed above. This 

scale is mail enough to have potentially evaded recognition by factorid ecology studies 

and would similarly be obscund by more precise age segregation measures based on the 

ceanis tract as the basic unit of measmernent The Third Age also has a geographical 

manifestation in the fom of micro-sale (Le. sub-tract level) neighborhoods-those being 

rnarketed as a type of ''niche" community (Davies and Herbert 1993; Williams 1990) 

such as retirement villages. Furthemore, volutltary social segregation on the basis of age 

plays an integral part in the evolving geography of the Third Age at this scale. 



4.3.3 The Micro Cornmunity Scale: Voluntary Segregated Retirement Villages. 

The third scaie at which there is a geographicd manSestation of the Third Age is the 

relatively recent development of small intra-urban neighborhood-like 'bcommunitiesy' or 

villages specifically for those who are in their Third phase of the life course. The physical 

development of such purpose-built communities is an important indicator of the 

geography of age segregation in the Third Age. E q d y  important is the fact that such 

developments are representative of the "comrnodification of communit>l" in both a 

physical and social context. It is not only the housing or physical environments of these 

developments which are being "packaged" and "sold" to those in their Third Age, but the 

social contexts or social dimensions of cornmunity. The result has been the promotion of 

voluntory segregation of those in their Third Age within cities at a micro or neighborhood 

scale. 

There is evidence to suggest that the voluntary segregation of entire communities is 

becoming a common and even sought after feature of the social geography of the city 

(Economist, July 25, 1992; Davies and Herbert 1993), which is a manifestation of 

increasing social complexity and increasing dserentiation in lifestyle preferences and 

housing cboice. Voluntary segregation is being pursued and sold based on a number of 

social amibutes, of which age segregation and indeed age exclusion now seem to be the 

most prevalent. 

The most recent and perhaps most expficit form of age segregated community which 

has emerged over the past few decades has been that which caters specincally to those in 

their Third Age. In part, this trend is a reflection of the social, economic, and lifestyle 

heterogeneity of those in their Third Age and the recognition by developers that there is a 

high degree of variation in the housing and community choices behg demanded by empty 

nesters, eariy reîirees, and seniors. The growth in the absolute and relative size of the 

ïhird Age population, together with an incnasing recognition of the heterogeneity of this 

population segment is now widely recognized by market researchers. In particular, the 

economic heterogeneity of this group, or their connimption potential has been 



emphasized. In fact what might be called a specific Tbird Age marketing terminology is 

emerging. For example, seniors have humorously been labeled as SUPPIES (Senior 

Urban Professionals); WOOPIES (Well Off Older People); OPALS (Older People with 

Active Lifestyles); and RAPPIES (Retired Atnwnt Professionals) (Dychtwald 1990). It is 

worth noting that @uence and active lifestyles seem to be the major themes surrounding 

the above acronyms. However, reflecting the social heterogeneity of seniors, not al1 terms 

are indicative of weaith and active lifestyles-since it has been recognized that some 

seniors may even fdl into a DUMPIES @&tute Unprepared Mature People) category 

(Economia 1996). Nevertheless, in al1 secton of the economy there does now seem to be 

an awareness of the potential for increased market and product differentiation resulîhg 

from the social heterogeneity of seniors-a fact which has been recopixd thmugh 

advertising content analyses (Bound and Coleman 1993; Dychtwald 1990). This is 

certainly the case in the marketing of housing and comrnmities. 

Housing and community developers in North America (Seiler 1986; Martin 1990; 

Davies and Herbert 1993), and to some extent in the United Kingdom (Williams 1989; 

1990) have also been quick to realize the heterogeneity of the Third Age population 

segment, and the vaiue in the cornmodification and specidization of age segregated or 

"niche" cornrnunities. These niche communities are typically designed and targeted 

towards different "subsegments" of the Third Age. Even though a distinction is oflen 

made betwcen the 'Young old" and the "old old" (Neugarien 1974), marketing strategies 

of housing and cornrnunities for those in the Third and Fourth Ages have callously 

differentiated between "go-go" (65-74 yrs), 'bslow-go" (75-84 yrs), and even "no-go" (85+ 

yrs) market segments (Seiler 1986). The particular age categones upon which such a 

segmentation is based does seem to reinforce the notion that the transition fiom the Third 

to the Fourth Age (approximately age 85) is accompanied by distinct restraints on 

housing and community options. So the key focus of such housing developments is 

dininetly Third Age-and typically concentrates on those with affluence and active 

lifesty les. 



The variety of age segregated retirement housing and retirement villages available 

today, pdcularly within a North American context, cerrainly reflects the heterogeneity 

of the Third and Fourth Ages. Researchers have in fact recognized the extrenie variation 

which is found in these kinds of housing developments, and have developed a number of 

typologies which attempt to summarUe the variations. For example, typologies reflecting 

the variation in the degree of independent living or support they offer have been 

developed (Atchley 1980; Magnum 1982; Stallman and Jones 1995); as well as 

typologies which reflect the variation in the degree of age xgregation and dependence 

(Roadburg 1985). 

More recently, in recognition of the changing needs and preferences of those in thek 

Third Age, a greater varieîy or choice of housing and cornmunity products has begun to 

emerge, but most notably in what may be calied transitional housing and communities. In 

Canada, for example, Roadburg (1985) claims that the concept may have begun in 

Alberta in the early 1980s with the development of "Horizon Villages". These were 

initially conceived as mahue aduit (50+) only, early retirement or semi-retirement 

communities, providing relatively conventionai attached bungalow-style housing 

allowing for a high degree of independence, but at the same time selling a maintenance- 

free and recreaîion-onented age-homogeneous setting. The concept has been widely 

adopted by numerous developers who now offer a range of mature aduit age-exclusive 

segregated housing and community products. Some of the more recent developers have 

even recognized the high degree of mobility demanded by some of the residents, and so 

have designed units which allow residents to "anchor" their "land yachts" (common 

vernacular term for extremely large Recreational Vehicles) as a physical annex to the 

village dwelling unit, complete with full-time service connections. 

These developments are not generally occurring in a n a s  of the city which have high 

proportions of seniors which have aged in-situ. In fact, given the availabitity of land and 

recency of development, geographical complexity in age distributions is being added by 

the fact that many of these villages are king developed or "nested" within new 



subdivisions-areas which typicaily contain high proportions of the population in their 

Fint and Second Ages-that is, areas with high scores on the Family Statu a i s  (Davies 

and Murdie 199 la, 199 1 b). Their presence in nich areas, and the fact that many are 

walled (and some gated) communities is Iikely adding to a perceptuai or experiential 

dimension of segregation (see Massey and Denton 1988). Yet the scale and location of 

these developments also means that their segregated nature will not generally be detected 

by factorial ecologies or more specific segregation measum which are based on census 

tract data. 

Calgary is a metropolitan area which not oniy has a high degree of age segregation 

(Okraku 1987) identifiable at the census tract scale, but which serves as a good example 

of the h e r  scale geographical manifestation of age segregation resulting fiom adult only 

and retirement village developments. Figure 4.1 shows al1 those developments which 

have taken place beween 1980 and 1992 and which were identined fiom weekly editions 

of the Calgary Herald between these dates. Those developments shown include villages 

which were marketed as "adult ody" as well as those with more severe age restrictions 

(e.g. 55+). Figure 4.1 reveals that most developments of this kind are nested within 

relatively new suburban census tracts, thougb a few have been developed in older anas. 

The dimibution of these developments is concentrated in census tracts or community 

areas dong the Bow river, the western escarpment of the city, the northwest communîties 

situated near the nanual environmental reserve of Nase HiIl Park, and more recently in a 

few affluent mburban areas in the southeast of the city. These are areas which have 

relatively high economic statu characteristics (Davies and Townshend 1994). Very few 

of these developments are taking place in northeast, east, and east central parts of the 

city-areas characterized by relatively low economic statu characteristics, relatively high 

proportions o f  recent immigrants, and relatively high concentrations of visible ethnic 

minorities. The market for these "cornmunities" is clearly oriented towards middle and 

upper income seniors-those moa Wrely to have the resources to define and pumie their 

own Third Age lifestyles. 



Figure 4.1 Adult and Seniors Communities in Calgary, 1991 
(source: author) 



nie  fact that these villages are designed and built for those in their Third rather than 

Fourth Ages (Le. those pursuing active Third Age lifestyles) may account for some of the 

sububan tendencies. It is worth noting that the geography of Fourth Age residences (i.e. 

senior citizens homes requiring on-site c m )  is markedly different. The addresses of 

senior citizen lodges were identified fiom the current city telephone directory and axe also 

s h o w  in Figure 4.1. The geography of seniors lodges-those requiring institutional 

car-is clearly focused on b e r  city neighborhoods and census tracts where potentiaily 

more seniors have aged in-situ, and where access to public transportation and centrai city 

services may be more of a concem. 

The commodification of retirement villages has not been restricted to the physical 

features of the cornmunity such as housing, amenities, or local environment. Developers 

have cenainly emphasized the social attribues of community in these areas. It is not 

uncornmon in the promotional literature of retirement villages to portray the social 

feanires of community as an integral part of the broader package of "community" which 

can be bought into. Table 4.5 illustrates a few examples which were culled fiom the 

promotional literature of six different developers P western Canada. 

Though the list in table 4.5 is not an exhaustive enurneraiion or content analysis of 

al1 themes pomyed, this list demonmates themes like security, neighborliness, social 

peers, Mendship ties, and social networking, cornmon values, and sense of belonging. It 

is essential to recognize that these social fa- of community may relate specincally to 

a set of distinctive dimensions which underlie the broader concept of community. In 

particular, the feanires of Table 4.1 are representative of phrases and symbols used by 

developers to portmy some key characteristics of community, but particularly those 

characteristics which may be associated with community dimensions which may f d  

within the Behavioural, Conceptual Identity (Perception and Cognition), and Affective 

domains (see Davies 1992; 1995; Davies and Herbert 1993). Thus comrnuuîty is king 

advertised, packageci, and potentially "sol&' as more than a physical-social 



environment-what Davies (2995) summarized as the Areal Content of commuu.ities. 

Rather, it is now being packaged to inchde Areal Content in addition to Behaviourai, 

Cognitive, and Affective characteristics. Such attributes are potentiaily seen as key 

characteristics o f  retirement villages, and have been incorporated integraiIy into the 

cornmodification of such areas. This may seem rather curious since it has often been 

argued that "community" must be socially constructed (Suttles 1972). Part of the 

cornodification of such retirement communities may imply that these kinds of social 

amibutes do not have to be sociaily constructed over long penods of tkne-but may be 

available for immediate purchase. 

Table 4.5 Social Aspects of Cornmunity Used in Promotional Literature 
(sources: Calgary Herald January 1980 to January 1995 

and brochures O btained from developers, italics added). 

where neighbors tnily care. 
will d e  you feel that 'this is the Ife '. 
nanquillity, beau@, comtenience, securip,friendy atmosphere. 
neighbors who share similm interests and values. 
a setting which can only enhance your life. 
provides you with unequuled l&fies@Ie opporttcniîy. 
myriad of opportunities forfien&@ d g o o d  rimes. 
people who shme your interests. 
superior sennity systems forprivacy andpeuce of mind. 
creathg harmony in al1 things. 
a gathering of congenial people. 
commmity to rejrect your values. 
ultimate living environment: Freedom; Pmtucy; Semrity. 
ensures a rich sense of commmity life 
new world of& andfieedom. 
leave your worries behind. 
reallyjeel at home. 



Since the promoters of such villages are clearly targeting a selected segment of the 

population which is in their Third Age, there is bound to be a relatively high degree of 

social homogeneity in the midents of these places. In fact the age and social 

homogeneity of these developments is seen to be something which is not only sought 

after, but which requires legal protection. For this reason, most retirement villages operate 

in such a way that age structure is legaily tied to ownership of the property through age- 

restrictive covenants. However, it appean that this must be an indirect age link with 

ownership. The Canadian Charter of Rights does not allow a direct restriction of the title 

on the b a i s  of age, since this wouid be age discrimination. For this reason the age 

restriction is tied to the titie indirectly through the use of condominium or homeowners 

associations. Since the common property of every development of this kind is collectively 

owned and managed by a private association, these org&tiom have the legal power to 

set any d e s  of conduct or membership they desire tbrough self-imposed by-laws. Since 

purchase or ownership of a residence in these developments is conditional upon 

acceptauce of the common by-laws of the association, the age-restrictive covenant can 

legally be tied to ownership through the collective by-laws. 

Generally, age '50 or Better' , or at least age 45 is a mical requirement. However, 

careful consideration m u t  be made by prospective owners as these covenants often 

dictate the age structure of entire households. For example, in some villages, while the 

owner must be of the designated age tu s a t i s  the by-law requirement, his or her s p o w  

(or partner) must also fall within a specified age range. Figure 4.2 illustrates some of the 

issues which may affect residence and family structure in these villages. 

The sample restrictive covenant in Figure 4.2 does show that the age structure- 

present and future-is of vitai concem, and in fact is deemed to be necessary so as to 

ensure a consistent age milieu in terms of the social fabric of the community. There i s  an 

obvious desire (and demand) for communities in which the secuity, neighborliness, 

fnendship ties, social networks, common values, and p&t of fulfilling lifestyles, takes 

place within an age-exclusive context 



..... 

... a unit shall not be occupied by a person or persans who have 
not attained or will not have attained his or her forty-fiffti (45th) 
birthday within twelve (12) months of occupancy of the said unit 
..... 
Notwithstanding the preceding paragraph, a unit may not be 
occupied by a person who has not attained his or her forty-fifth 
(45th) birthday unless the person iives with his or her spouse 
who has attained his or her forty4fth (45th) birthday, or if that 
person has been predeceased by a spouse wtro had attained his 
or her forty-Mtti (45th) birthday, if in either case the spouse is or 
was an occupant of a unit. 'Spouse' also rneans a penon who 
holds that position usually enjoyed by a spouse whether or not he 
or she is legally mamed. 

m i s  covenant shall be to the bendit of and be binding upon THE 
OWNERS: CONDOMINIUM PLAN ....., its successors and 
assigns, and every transferee, every other person derking title of 
interest from any transference, and al1 subsequent transferees, 
their successors and assignees, their estates and legal 
representatives, al1 as the case may be. 

Figure 4.2 Sample Age Restrictive Covenant 
(source: Anonymous by request) 

Given the rapid growth and popularity of such developments it would seem that 

community developers may have succeeded in b ing  the physical and social attributes of 

community into a unined package. The advertising fiterature indicates that there is iittie 

reason to expect that such developments will decline in popularity and scope in the near 

future. Rather, developers have been fûily cognizant of the emergence of the demographic 

structure of the ?hird Age, and in fact openly use demographic forecasts as promotional 

devices. Figure 4.3 illustrates but one recent example. 



Figure 4.3 

Demography in the Promotion of Age-Segregated Retirement Villages. 

(source: Calgary Herald, Jan 1996) 

Developers are capitaliting on the cultural awareness of the empty-nester phase of 

the life coune, as well as the fact that Zifestyle and serffi@ZZment are now major 

objectives of Thkd Age living. Numerous financial innovations such as reverse 

mortgages and life leases ofien accompany these developments. Individuals at this stage 

of life are being sold on the idea that it is time to down-size their housing needs, and tirne 

to free up existing housing equity to be better used in the purmit of serf-fu@ZIing 

aciivities. Yet at the sarne time there has been a r d i a t i o n  of the importance of 

bbcommunity'7. In other words, the search for community ttrithin an intra-urban context 

may be a key factor in the realization of self-hilfiliment and self-actudization in the Third 

Age. Purchashg into voluntary segregated residentid en\ironments may be one route 



through which those in their Third Age are actively and geographically searching out 

community. This may have a crucial bearing on the Theory of the Third Age. 

4.4 Is Community Important for the Realization of the Third Age? 

Chapter Two demonstrated that one of the moa imporiant aspects of the arrival of 

the Third Age is that there is a new and unprecedented opportunity for individuai self- 

fulfiilment within the third phase of the life course. In both an individual and a collective 

(societd) sense, the W d  Age has opened up new oppominities for what Maslow (1968) 

defined as self-actuaiization. However, it was demonstrated above that age-related 

segregation, particularly within metropolitan areas, is one of the key spatial 

manifestations of the Third Age. Furthemore, voluntary age segregation, which is very 

much linked to a search for communiîy in both a physical and social context, seems to be 

one of the key vehicles through which those in their Third Age are attempting to reaiize 

individual self-fulfillment. Even though developen may have been the initiators of this 

kind of segregation, sac ien t  demand (search) for these kinds of "communities" m u t  

exist-a demand which has obviously been large enough to continue the popularity and 

expansion of these kinds of developments. In other words, community-and panicularly 

place-based cornmunity (which comprises more than sirnply the Areal Content domain 

(see Davies 1995)-may be an important component in the realization of self-fulfiilment 

and self-actualization. 

At first this may seem conaadictory. The search for comrnuniîy, whether in a spatiai 

or aspatial context, seems antitheticd to the necessary focus on the "self' (e.g. self- 

fulfiliment, self-ctualization) in the Third Age. Yet the realization of both individuality 

and community may not be m u W y  exclusive. 

It generaliy is claimed that the same histoncal forces which have led to the social 

complexity which is geographicaily manifest in contemporary western (Third Age) 

societies (see Davies and Herbert 1993) also have produced highly individualistic, self- 

centered, atomistic, and perhaps narcissistic societies (Taylor 199 1 ; Lasch 1979). In fact, 

it has been argued that in the long-nm evolution of western social orga-tion, the 



twentieth century represents a crisis of community, meaning that as a result of hyper- 

individualism, we have lost a collective sense of community or communion (Baumer 

1 977; Tinder 1980). As Tinder (1 980: 177) has put it, "the twentieth century has become 

intensely conscious of the human being in his singuiarity, alienated from society and 

history, abandoned to a state of isolation and defenselessness". At the same time, 

however, it has been argwd that "...the longing for community expresses the essence of 

humanity. A person reaches MIness of being only in the Company of others" (Tinder 

1980:5). Moreover, "entering into cornmunity is not linking a completed self with others; 

rather, it is fonning the self in association with others" (Thder 1980:34). In essence, 

community and individuality are a dialectical pair-each essential for the other (Keller 

1988). 

Taylor ( 1 99 1 ) has recognized this dialectical relationship between individuaiity and 

comrnunity. Like other cornmentators (Lasch I979), TayIor (1 99 1) sees the contemporary 

manifestations of hyper-individualism and focus on the self (particularly its selfish and 

hedonistic forms) as representative of a malaise of modemity. However, unlike other 

commentators who have emphasized the polarity and incompatibility between 

individuality and commun@, he sees the very focus on the self as being a necessary 

moral ideal, in tbat it allows individuals to be m e  to, and realize their own self. The key 

distinction in the true realization of the self is that individualism must be authentic-not 

trivialized. The development of a true culiwe of uuthenticity lies in the ability to 

recognize the diaiogical relationships between individuality and commUI11:ty. Being true to 

oneself in an authentic rather than trivial way entails fïnding modes of self-fulfillment 

which bind the individual to the wider whole in  the discovery of social relations which 

bind the individuai to others through commonly defined mord horizons of significance 

(Taylor 1991 :7l). The rediscovery of community which fosters authentic individuality is 

therefore of paramount importance in a social and cultural context. 

Laslett's (1991) formulation of the Theory of the Third Age echoes the above 

position. Beyond the social structural characteristics of the Third Age and the new 



divisions of the life course which have emerged with this structure, the Theory of the 

Third Age is also a cal1 to action-a c d  to realize the niird Age individually and to 

ensure a societal reaihtion of the potentiaily liberating qualities of the new divisions of 

the life course. Individuaiity and communiiy are intefly bound to t h i s  theory. Laslett 

(1 991) claimed that both individuality and cornmunity are necessary for the authentic 

societal realizution of the Third Age: 

the coming of the Third Age fiom the individual point of 
view is a personal, not a public occurrence .... but a 
community of those who have arrived at [the Third 
Age] ... carmot, must not, be without a sense that there is a 
collective, a social fhre..."(laslett 1987: 158) 

The situation of individual self-fdfïhnent within a broader societai context which 

emphasizes cornmunity is seen to be crucial to the reconstitution of society in nich a way 

that the m e  meaning and social space of the Third Age is recognized (Laslett 1991). The 

fact that place-based communities are seen to be one means of rdizing both individual 

and collective self-fulnlhnent-of connecting the individual with community in a broader 

societai context, also means that geography may be central in the reconstitution of socies, 

in such a way that the Third Age is realized in an authentic way. 

It is now widely recognized that geography or space is becoming central to our 

understanding of society because it has been shown to be inextncably linked to, and 

constitutive of, the social order (Agnew 1989; Gregory and Urry 1985; Soja 1980,1989; 

Sayer 1984; Duncan and Savage 1991; Cox and Mair 1991; Cloke et al. 1991). In many 

ways place-based communities are now seen to be the sociospatial unit around which 

individuals seek meaning as weii as the unit around which society is produced and 

reproduced. Space is thus seen to be the sîmcniring or mediathg context for social 

relations and is a key modality in the recursive stniçturation of individual human agency 

and social structure (Agnew 1989:16; Giddens 1984; Gregory 1986). 

Place-based community may, therefore, be essential in understanding the linkages 

bemeen the individual and the societal dimensions of the Third Age. However, as 

outlined above, there is evidence that Canadian mettopolitan areas exhibit signs of age 



segregation resulting primariiy fiom in-situ aging in specific community areas or census 

tracts. More recent forms of age segregation are also found in the f o m  of voluntary 

segregated retirement villages. The men t  demaad for the latîer suggests that those in 

their Third Age are searching for, and perhaps purchasing into, a concept of community 

which is fundamentally different to what may be found in in-situ aging neighborhoods. It 

is now well hown that the concept of place-based community is complex and 

multidimensional. A recent integration of the community and geographic literature by 

Davies (1992;1995) and Davies and Herbert (1993) has provided the conceptual 

apparatus for disentangiing some of this complexity and potentidy measuring the 

mucture o f  community. So the kinds of community dimensions which may be linked to 

those desired in voluntaq segregated retirement villages (e.g . social cohesion, fiiendship 

ties, safety), for example, can be understood within the broader context of comrnmity. 

Given that certain characteristics of community seem to be integraliy bound to the 

cornmodification of community in the Third Age, there are a number of key questions 

that needs answering in t e m  of the geographical study of cornmunity in the Third Age. 

Are the kinds of social characteristics of community being marketed by developers 

a c W y  realized in Third Age residentiai areas? What is the structure of community in 

the Third Age and do these reflect the characteristics of community which may be in such 

demand? Are there ciifferences in the way in which cornmunity structure is manifest in in- 

situ aging and voluntary segregated retirement villages? In other words, is community 

realized differently in segregated retirement villages, and is this realization iinked to those 

kinds of dimensions of community which have increasingly been cornmodified? 

Furthemore, if there are key differences in commwity structure, how do these 

merences in place-based community contribute to the reaiïzation of self-fiilfillment and 

self-actualization in the Third Age? These questions are addressed in subsequent 

c hapters . 



Chapter Five 

Age Composition and 

Segregation within Canadian Metropditan Areas 

5.1 Introduction and Objectives 

Although place-specific concentrations of the elderly can be recognized in rzual and 

small urban conte- in Canada (Dahms 1996; Joseph and Mathews 1994; Hodge 1987; 

Beesiey 1989,1993), the previous chapters have indicated bat, based on the critical mass 

of seniors which are urban and metropolitan, it is to be expected that western cities, or 

more specifically menopolitan meas, wiU demonstrate some degee of intra-urban or 

intra-metropolitan segregation on the basis of age. This should be particularly apparent 

for what are typically regarded as seniors-those aged 65 and over. Age segregation 

should also be evident within the context of the ïhird Age-particularly for those in theu 

Third phase of the life course. 

Three key objectives define the content of this chapter. The first is to provide a brief 

o v e ~ e w  of the age structure composition of Canadian CMAs and the way in which this 

has changed rbrough tirne. A key focus is the evidence for the universal metropolitan 

impact of the structural aging of the population, and the way in which compositional 

structure-the relative weighting of one age segment compared to another-is relatively 

nrmly entrenched within specific places. 

The second major objective is to meanire and describe the intra-metropolitan 

segregation chaiacteristics of each of the foin age segments associated with Laden's 

(1987,1991) life course typology, and to situate such nindings within the context of 

seniors-only segregation and other f o m  of social segregaiion lüre ethnicity. The latter 

cornparison is required because Wtually ail extant age segregation research has 

concentrated on seniors only. Firrthermore, the only comparative analyses of age 

segregation with other forms of social segregation have been conducted within the 



context of seniors only. Thus, then is a need to understand how the segregation 

characteristics of the four age segments compares with seniors and how seniors 

segregation compares with social facors iike ethnicity. 

Finally, given the conceptuai bases of the ïhird Age presented in the previous 

chapters, and the expectation that it is the Third Age which shows evidence of age 

segregation, the third major objective is to measure age segregation w i t h  a muitivariate 

context and to explore the possibility that in Third Age metropolitan-oriented societies 

like Canada, residential segregation based on age is primarily linked to those in their 

Third phase o f  the Iife course. 

5.2 Data and Methods 

nie Dissimilarity Index (DI) is the moa common and generally prefemd measure of 

residential segregation (Lieberson 1962, 1981; Massey and Denton 1988). Even though it 

is now recognized that residential segregation is a multidimensional phenornenon which 

can be measured on five distinct dimensions, it should be noted that the DI is the 

preferred measure which summarizes the most important o f  these dimensions of 

segregation-namely unevenness in the distribution of a population segment (Massey and 

Denton 1988). The DI is typically the only measure used in the shidy of age segregation 

(Okraku 1987; Cowgill 1978). It also is concepnially easy to understand. When computed 

based on the census tracts, for example, the index summarizes the proportion of the 

minoriîy population which would have to change their tract of residence in order to be as 

evedy distributed as the majority population. For example, a DI vaiue of 0.35 computed 

for seniors for a specific metropoiitan ana means that 35% of s e n k s  in the metropolitan 

area would have to change their tract of residence in order to become as evenly 

distributed as those under age 65. The DI for seniors and the four Ages (see Chapter Two) 

was computed for ail Census Mettopolitan Areas (CMAs) in Canada for both 1971 and 

199 1 based on the formula in Table 5.1. 

The identification of segment-specinc contributions to total age segregation in a 

multivariate context (i.e. multiple age groups acmss multiple census tracts) required the 



adoption of a suitable multivariate methodology. Essentidy the technid procedure 

adopted here centres around the computation of a dirnensionless (Le. no specific upper 

bound) Information Gain statistic as a measwe of total segregation, and then the 

decomposition of this statistic into the proportionate contribution made by each of the age 

groups (see Appendix A). The latter decomposition means that the measures are 

standardized and so are directly comparable between the CMAs. This technique is similar 

to multivariate entropy analysis (Johnston and Semple 1983), but the key dserence is 

that it does not measure deviation fiom hypothesized equal distributions, but the 

deviation fiom expected and actual unequal distributions. Since age structure is 

inherently unequally distributed in ternis of particula. segment weights (e.g. the 

proportion of those in their Fourth Age compared to those in their Second Age), and al1 

segments define a closed number set, this technique is very well niited to the analysis of 

age segregation-though it appears only to have been previously employed in 

geographical snidies within the context of political voting behaviour (Thomas 1981). 

Table 5.1. Formula and Characteristics of Dissimilarity Index 
[ Dissimilarity index 1 Characteristics 1 Index Scale 1 

(source: Massey and Denton 1988) 

Measure of spatial 
unevenness in the 
distribution of minonty 
(seniors). lnterpreted as the 
proportion of the seniors 
population that would have 
to be redistributed over the 
census tracts of the CMA in 
order to be as evenly 
distributed as the non-senior 
population. 

O to 1, 
Values of O indicate perfectly 
even distribution of minonty 
(seniors). Values of 1 .O 
îndicates comptete 
dissimilarity-all seniors 
located in tracts with seniors 
only populations. 
(see Appendix A for further 
detail) 

In this particular application of îhe Information Gain statistic, a value of zero (Le. no 

segregation) occurs under the following conditions: i) the shape of the age structure 

histogram in every census tract is identical and is also identical to the shape of the age 

structure histogram for the CMA as a whole; and ü) the weighting of the population in 

every tract for every age segment corresponds with the proportion of the CMA population 

residÿig in that tract. In other words, no segregation occurs when the actual distribution of 



the every age segment is identical to what may be expected based on our knowledge of 

the shape of the CMA age structure histogram and the relative population weighting of 

each tract. Segregation occurs to the extent that the tract-level distributions of the 

multiple age segments do not confo~m to the population-weighted expected proportions. 

Appendix A describes the utility of this methodology in more detail and the derivation of 

the statistics required for identifying the specific contribution made by each age segment 

to the total age segregation. 

Two data sources provided the initial basis for the segregation analyses. The 1971 

data was derived fiom the Statistics Canada census tract age structure profiles for al1 

CMAs and was extracted fiom Statistics Canada detailed age structure digital files (this 

data was kindiy supplied by York University, M t u t e  for Behavioural Research, file 

YKU.CT7 I ALLFILA). The 199 1 data was derived from Statistics Canada enumeration- 

area based age structure data, and was digitally extracted fiom Statistics Canada file 

CND.E9 1 0 1. The i 99 1 raw data was subsequently aggregated fkom the enumeration area 

to the census tract scaie. For 199 1 only those tracts within officially designated C e r n  

Metropolitan Areas ( ~ 2 5 )  were maintained for the analysis. For 1971 all Census 

Metropolitan Areas (n=22) and three Cemu Agglomerations (CAS) which were tracted 

in 197 1 and had becorne CMAs by 1991 were maintained. In addition, for both dates, d l  

tracts with less than 250 population and / or 50 households were deleted fiom the data set 

to avoid potential difncuities associated with rounding errors and extremely mal1 

populations. The finai data sets therefore consisted of ~ 2 3 4 2  tracts in 1971 and ~ 3 7 0 8  

tracts in 1991. 

A number of variables were computed and added to the data files as component parts 

for the calculation of the separate DIS. These are nimmarized in Table 5.2 below. 

Since aU of the Information gain statistics are derived h m  the amount of 

information gain or ''sur~se" in the aaual distribution of a population compared with 

w h t  should be expected for aii segments of that population, the compuîation of the 

Information statistics required that separate sets of prior and posterior proportion 



matrices had to be computed for each CMA for both 1 97 1 and 1991. Ail of the statistics 

are denved fiom these matrices as outlined in Figure 5.1 below and from the key 

Information Gain statistics summarized in Figure 5.3 (see section 5.3.3). 

Table 5.2. 

Variables Used as Cornponent Parts for Calculation of Segregation Indices. 

Description 
-- - 

total population of census tract 
segment population in each tract 

-- 

total population of the CMA 
segment population in the CMA 

segment as proportion of census tract 
population 

number of tracts in the specific CMA 

segment as proportion of CMA population 

Calculation 

given (cenws data) 
given (census data) 

C & for each CMA 
1 xes, for each CMA 
x for each CMA 
Z xw for each CMA 
x xwe for each CMA 
Z ~ 4 ~ g ~  for each CMA 



Figure 5.1 

Prior and Posterior Matrices for Derivation of Information Gain Statistics. 

Prior (Expected) Probability or Distribution Matri% P i 

where: 
p,= (total population of area (census tract) i 1 total population of city). 
p2 = (total population of gmup j in city 1 total population of ciw). 
p ;; = p; * pz = population weighted expected proportion of gmup j in am i .  
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(see Appendix A for formulas) 
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where: 
Q= (totai population of area (census tract) i / total population of city). 
qi= (totai population of group j in ciry 1 total population of city). 
q,, = astual proportion of city population of gmup j in ana i. 
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5.3 Results 
Table 5.3 shows, for seniors as well as the First, Second, Third, and Fourth Ages, the 

changing population composition of Canadian CMAs over the past twenty years. The 

degree of segregation of each of these age segments is s d e d  by the Dissimilanty 

index which was computed separatey for each of these groups and is given in Table 5.4. 

5.3.1 Age Composition and Canadian CM&. 

Two key facets of age composition within the context of Canadian metropolitan areas 

and change tbrough time need to be underscored here-the structural aging of the 

population in al1 CM&; and the relatively high degree of stability in the manifestation of 

this change in the CM&. 

The most noteworthy feature ficm Table 5.3 is that there bas been a metropolitan 

impact of the aging of the population. Every CMA has experienced a decline in the Fkst 

Age and a simuitaneous increase in the Second, Third, and Fornth Ages. Similady, every 

CMA has seen an increase in the proportion of the population which are seniors. The 

average metmpolitan effect has been a decline in the First Age fiom 49% to 35% (decline 

of 14%); an increase in the Second Age fiom 37% to 45% (a 12% increase); an increase 

of the Third Age fkom 14% to 19% (increase of 5%); and an average increase of the 

Fouah Age f?om 0.7% to 1.0% (înaease of 0.3%). The metropoliîan impact of seniors 

composition should also be noted. While the percentage of seniors in Canada as a whole 

increased fiom 9.08% in 1971 to 1 1.61% in 199 1 (an increase of 3 .S2%); the average 

C M .  increase in seniors has been somewhat higher at 4.86%, changing fiom 6.44% in 

1 97 1 to 1 1 -3% in 1 99 1. This means that the aging of CMAs has taken place at a faster 

rate than it has for the country as a whole. 





The changing composition in tams of these age segments meam that there has been 

a temporal shift in the relative weighting of the population into older age segments. The 

relative gains in the different segments show that the decline of the First Age has been 

largely offset by gains in the Second and Third Ages. In fact by 199 1 the Second Age had 

replaced the First as the most dominant population segment. Furthemore, this has 

occurred in every one of the twenty-five CM& meaning that this effect seems to be 

universaily manifest in the t e m  of Canadian CMAs. 

The second key trend to observe about the changing age stn~cture of the CMAs is 

that the CMA-specific manifestations of population structure! have been somewhat stable 

through tirne. In other words, not only is there a general trend towards aging which is 

universal, but the degree of change, or the specific compositional chamteristics of 

Canadian CMAs has remained quite stable bough the .  The comlations between 1971 

and 1991 are shown in Table 5.3. The fmt that ail of the correlations are above 0.63 and 

rnost are above 0.75 means that, Nl general, Canadian CMAs have not changed a great 

deal, relative to one another, in tems of their overd age structure profiles (based on four 

groups). The same is true in terms of the officiai seniors population, with a comlation of 

0.8508. In other words. those CMAs which had younger population structures in 1971 

generally had younger population profiles in 1991, and those that had older population 

structures in 1971 generah'y had older population structures in 1991. Nevertheless, the 

fact that these conelations are not extremely hi& (> 0.9) does mean that there have been 

some place-spec@c mances in the aging of spec@c age groups. In oîha words, there are, 

albeit relatively weak, signs of some compositional changes in certain CMAs which are 

relatively distinct fiom the changes taking placing in other CMAs. 

Given the fact that everywhere Canada's metropolitan social space is becoming 

older, and the expectation that older age segments (but particularly the Third Age) should 

show signs of residential segregation, the remaining sections of this chapter address the 

issues of i) the degree of intra-metropolitan segregation of these age groups, and ü) the 



relative contribution that each of these age segments &es to the composite or total age 

segregation found in Canadian CMAs. 

5.3.2 Age Segregation within the Context of the lhird Age. 

The DIS for those four age segments which hetuistically define Laslett's typology are 

also given in Table 5.4. The previous chapters have also indicated that the Third Age-or 

the third phase of the life course may have particuiady identifiable intra-urban 

segregation trends, and so w m t s  geographical attention as a distinct group. It is 

therefore the objective of this section to compare the degree of segregation of the Third 

Age with other age segments in Canadian CMAs. 

The average values for each of these segments reveal a number of insights into the 

differing residential segregation by age group in Canada. 

5.3.2.1 The First Age. 

The First Age, or those aged O to 24, are almost completely unsegregated in ternis of 

the DI measures. With average DI values of only 0.0833 in 197 1 and 0.1040 in 199 1, it is 

obvious that this age group is relatively unsegregated with values typically about one half 

those found for even the least segregated ethnic groups in Canada (Bourne et al. 1986). In 

a more meanin- context these values indicate that only 8.3% of those aged 0-24 wouid 

have had to change their tract of residence in 1971, and only 10.1% in 1991, to be as 

evenly distributed as the over 25 population. There is also littie inter-CMA variation in 

the degree of unevenness of this segment (std. c 0.02 or 2% of the population for both 

1971 and 1991). This is not a surprising hding, since it is well hown that children or 

those in their First Age more generally are wideIy distributed throughout the highly 

suburbanized metropolitan areas of Canada and will be spatiaily linked to those adults in 

their Second Age who are in the child-rearing stages of the life course. There are, 

however, signs that this distribution begins to show signs of change draing the final 

stages of the First Age. The most notable expression of this change is perhaps the 

previous identification of separate Young Aduit axes in Canadian metropolitan areas. 



Table 5.4. Dissimiladty Indices for Selected Age Segments, by CMA, 1971 and 1991 
(DI computed for Age Segment vs. Non-Age Segment, e.g. Seniors (65+) vs. Non-Seniors (~65 ) )  

meml 
man 
mln 
std 



5.3.2.2 The Second Age 

The Second Age also has a low degree of segregation. This age segment is in fact the 

least segregated of the four Ages in both 1971 and 1991, with average values of only 

0.0488 and 0.0635 for the two dates respectively. Thus for example, in 199 1, on average, 

only 6.3% of those aged 25-54 would have to change their tract of residence in order to be 

as evenly distributed as those not aged 25-54. The fact that these values are only about 

half of those identified for the First Age is not surprising, since adults in their Second 

Age are typically distributed tbroughout Canadien metropoütm areas, whereas those in 

their Second Age who also have chikaen ut home (i.e. those in their First Age) have 

generally been shown to have a distinctly identifiable intra-urban geography. The 

identification of a suburbmked Farnil y Status dimension has been repeatediy identified 

by factorial eco log i~ ,  for example (Davies and Murdie 1991). Like the First Age trends, 

there is linle inter-CMA variation or temporal change in the unevenness of the Second 

Age, with standard deviations for both 197 1 and 199 1 of less than 0.02. 

5.3.23 The Third Age 

The Third Age forms a distinct contrast to the other segments, with average DI 

values of 0.2 100 and 0.2094 for 1971 and t991 respectively. This s e g r n t  was most 

segregated in Calgary in 1971 (0.3054) and in Regina in 1991 (0.3020). In other words, 

more than 30% of those aged 55-84 would have to change the census tract in which they 

reside to become as evenly distributed as those not aged 55-84. The least segregated 

Third Age segment was in StCatharines-Niagara in both 1971 (O. 1297) and 1991 

(0.14%). There is obviously a much greater range in values in the Third Age meanues 

compared to either the First or Second Age, meaning that there are greater place- 

particular impacts amongst Canadian CMAs. In other words, thme is more mehopolitun 

vmiatim in the manifestsrion of Third Age segregation. In faet, with standard deviations 

of .O4 1 1 in both 197 1 and 199 1 the variation in the segregation of this group is more than 

twice as high as it is for either the First or Second Age. 



Relative to boîh the First and the Second Age groups, the degree of segregation of 

the Third Age warrants special atîention. There is clearly a large diffèrence in DI values 

which occurs approximately at this Second-Third Age lifeîourse or time bomdary. On 

average, the Third Age was 4.3 times as segmgated as the Second Age in 1971 and 3.3 

times as segregated in 199 1. Similarly, the Third Age group was 2.5 times as segregated 

as the First Age segment in 1 971 and 2.0 times as uneven in 199 1. Thus there seems to be 

a crucial divide in segregafion &en& which occurs at the onset of the Third Age- 

essentiaily doubling any past levels of segregation which may have been experienced in 

either the First or Second Age. This reinforces the notion that at this critical intersection 

of the life course different socio-spatial forces corne into play. This is perhaps not a 

surprishg finding given that this empty-nester stage of the life course is well known and 

seems io be increasing in terms of its importance in the differentiation of urban social 

space (Davies and Murdie, in progress). Moreover with average values greater than 

0.2000, and with a maximum value of 0.3020 in 1991, in must be concluded that niird 

Age residential segregation is now comparable if not higher than the lower bounds of 

ethriic segregation in Canada (cf. Bourne et al. 1986). 

5.3.2.4 The Fourth Age. 

The Fourth Age (over 85 population) is cleariy the moa unevenly distributed (Le. 

highest DI measures) of the four age segments, with mean CMA values of 0.3829 and 

0.393 7 for 1971 and 199 1 respectively (see Table 5.4). In terms of the scale or magnitude 

of the index, therefore, the segregation of the Fourth Age is sirnilar tu ifnot higher than 

the segregation of many ethnic g t o q s  in C d i a n  metropolitm meas, but substantially 

higher than the average for Canadians over the age of 65. This was most strongly 

manifest in Chicoutimi-Jonquière in 197 1 with a value of 0.5 134 and in Regina in 199 1 

with a value of 0.4980. This means, for example, thst the majority (5 1.3%) of those aged 

85 and over in Chicoutimi-Jonquière in 1971 would have had ta change their tract of 

residence in order to be as evenly distributed as the population aged under 85. However, 

of the four Ages, the unevenness of the Fourth Age group demonstrates the highest 



degree of variation (htghest standard deviation of any segment at both dates), with values 

as low as  0.284 1 for Vancouver in 197 1 and 0.3279 for St Catharines-Niagara in 199 1. In 

other words, of dl the age segments, there is the greatest degree of place-specificity in 

terms of the manifestation of the segregation of this group. 

A key finding demonstrated in Table 5.4 is that a second critical divide in DI 

m e m e s  seem to ocnu again at the onser of the Fourth Age. Like the criticai divide at 

the onset of the Third Age, this Fourth Age transition also has a spatial imprint which is 

represented by afurher d d l i n g  in lypical DI values fiom the ni ird  Age: fiom 0.2 100 to 

0.3829 in 1971 and fiom 0.2094 to 0.3937 in 1991. In other words, at both dates the 

degree of segregation of this population segment virtually doubled in the m i t i o n  nom 

Third to Fourth Ages. This nirely reflects the fact that those over 85 are spatially 

concentrated in particula. parts of the city, and moa likely in those areas where nursing 

homes and hospital auxiliary residences are located. Thus this second critical divide in 

segregaûon patterns can most likely be attributed to the more severe residential choice 

limitations which occur at about age 85-at the onset of the Fourth Age. 

5.3.2.5 lnterpreting Third and Fourth Age Segregation Trends within the Context of 
Seniom and Ethnic Segregation. 

The identification of ''Third Age" and "Fourth Ages" as specinc phases of the He 

course is a relatively recent and more sensitive heuristic categorization of what may be 

more traditionally regarded as "seniors" (age 65+). In fact the term seniors seems to 

confiate both the Third and Fourth Ages without recognizing the important differences in 

lifestyie, health and fiinctional capacities associated with the former categorization. 

However, virtuaily al1 extant age segregation research has focused on seniors aged 65+ as 

a distinct population segment without further differentiation. Furthexmore, no prior 

research on segregation trends for those segments which may define the four phases of 

this Me course schema are known to this author. This makes it difficult to situate the 

segregation patterns desaibed above within the context of previous work on residential 

segregation. It is therefore instructive to compare segregation within the context of the 

Third and Fourth Ages with evidence for seniors segregation in Canada and elsewhere, 



and in terms of the degree of segregation of seniors in relation to other f o m  of social 

segregation like ethnicity. 

Table 5.4 shows Canadian CMAs have generally become more seniors-segregated 

through time. Table 5.4 and Figure 5 2  show the changes in the Dissimilarity Indices for 

Canada's metropolitan seniors population between 197 1 and 199 1. Between these dates 

oniy eight of twenty five CMAs (those below the diagonal in Figure 5.2) had become l e s  

seniors-segregated. Hence the residential segregation of Canada's seniors bas intensified 

in the vast majority (17) of Canadian CM&. However, this trend must aot be 

exaggerated, since it ignores the degree of change which has taken place. 

In 1 97 1 the DI values range fiom a low of 0.1 7 17 in S t Catharines-Niagara to a high 

of 0.3536 in Calgary, with a mean of  0.2471. By 1991 the average seniors DI for al1 

CMAs had increased to 0.2632. Since the index measures the extent of dissimilarity in 

the census tract distribution of seniors compared to non-seniors, this means that in 1971, 

24.71% of seniors in Canadian CMAs (on average) would have to change their tract of 

residence in order to become as evedy distributed as the under 65 population. By 1991, 

on average only 26.32% of seniors would have to change their tract of residence in order 

to be as evenly distributed as the nomsenion population. Since the change in the average 

DI values has oniy increased by 0.0161 index points (a relative increase of 6.5%), this 

means that over the past two decades, there has been less than a 2% increase in the 

proportion of seniors who would have to change their tract of residence to be become as 

evenly distributed throughout their CMAs as non-seniors. Therefore, while there has been 

a general trend towards increased residentiai segregation of seniors, it must be 

emphasized that the increase is relatively minor. In other words, a key fïnding illustrated 

in Figure 5.2 is that, for the 25 C M s  in general, the degree of segregation of Canada's 

seniors hm been remarkably staole over the past twenty years. This is connmied by the 

fact that the correlation between the 1971 and 1991 measures is r = 0.7468 (see Table 

5 -4). 
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Figure 5.2 Dissimilarity Index, 

Seniors (65+) vs. NonSenion (<65), 1971 vs. 1991 

Although the general trend towards conri»ency has been identified above, Table 5.4 

and Figure 5.2 Utsstrate that thm are a few speczfk CMAs which have expenenced a 

relatively high degree of change in the degree of seniors segregation. There are really only 

three CMAs (Regina, Saskatoon, and Edmonton) which have expenenced a change in the 



DI values of more than 0.05-meaning that the segregation efFect has had an impact on 

more than 5% of the seniors population. Perhaps the mon signincant CMA-specific 

changes over the p s t  twenty years have been in the Saskatchewan CMAs of Regina and 

Saskatoon. In 1971 these places had rather typical DI meannes, being within one standard 

deviation of the mean. Howeva, over the past twenty years both CMAs have wiînessed, 

compared to al1 Canadian CMAs, a relatively large increase in the segregation of the 

seniors population, with changes in the index values of 0.0903 (34.3% increase) and 

0.0698 (27.8% increase) respectively. Although it must be cautioned that the absolute 

magnitude of the change in the index is low, it is still worth noting that in Regina, for 

example, 9% more seniors would have to change their tract of residence to be as evenly 

distributed as the non-seniors populatiowan increase of 34% over the past two decades. 

Regina had become the most seniors-segregated CMA by 1991 as summarized by the 

Dissimilarity Index. In-depth studies of each of these CMAs and the provincial changes in 

demographic characteristics over time would be needed to explain these differences in 

detail. However, it does seem likely that Saskatchewan e-enced two trends. The fhst 

was the out-migration of the younger adult population in its CMAs due to limited job 

opportunities over the period-which had the net effect of producing a higher proportion 

of the population aging in place. The second trend which may have accounted for the 

relatively high increase in the DI in the Saskatchewan CMAs is the aging of the farm 

popuiation which has led to a relatively high degree of rural to urban migration of senion. 

Edmonton is the third CMA wbich has experienced a .  increase in the unevenness of 

the seniors population which has irnpacted on more than 5% of the seniors population- 

with a two-decade increase in the DI of 0.0628 or 23.1%. Thus the percentage of seniors 

in Edmonton which would have to change theu tract of residence has increased fiom 

27.3 1 % to 3 3.4 1 % over the past twenty years. 

The fact that most Canadian CMAs have shown increased levels of seniors- 

segregation, and that there is generally a high degree of consistency in the place-particular 

measures through the, gives little or no indication of the degree of seniors segregation in 



Canada compared to other corntries, nor the degm to which seniors segregation 

compares with other b d s  of urban social sepgation such as ethaic segregation. 

Cornparison of the data presented in Table 5.4 with findings fiom 0 t h  countries 

indicates that the average degree of seniors segregation in metropolitan Canada is sirnilar 

to the USA for example, but is also less variable. For example, Cowgill's (1978) midy of 

241 SMSAs identified DIS for the 65 years and over population, compared to the under 

65 population, ranging fiom 0.152 to 0.444. Simiiarly, Kennedy and DeJong (1977) 

found seniors DI values ranging fiom 0.0758 to 0.3202 with a mean value (computed by 

this author) of 0.2035. According to Kennedy and De Jong (l977:l OO), this is indicative 

of a moderare degree of segregation. With average DI values of 0.2471 in 1971 and 

0.2632 in 199 1, the degree of seniors segregation in Canada is very similm. However, the 

1991 Canadian indices (Table 5.4), mging fiom a low of 0.1682 in St. Catharines- 

Niagara to a high of 0.353 1 in Regina, also reveal that there is less of a range in values 

compared to what has been found in the USA. In othn words, the degree of seniors 

segregation in Canadian metropolitan areas is dose to the North Amencan average, but 

there is not as much evidence for place-particular extremes. 

In terms of the metropolitan segregation of social characterisbcs, seniors segregation 

in Canada and the USA is not as extreme as it is for other social characteristics such as 

ethnicity. Okraku (1987) previousiy identified this trend for seniors in a sample of 

Canadian CMAs, by comparing age segregation in nine CMAs with comparative ethnic 

segregation measures calculated by Balakrishnan (1982). in this comparison he found DIS 

for seniors (on the O to 1 scale) that ranged fkom 0.210 to 0.362 with an average of 0.273. 

By contrast, for the same nine CM&, ethnic segregation m m e s  tanged fiom 0.236 to 

0.407 with a mean of 0.323. In otha words, the degree of senion segregation in Canadian 

CMAs was, on average, less than that for ethnic segregation, but not substantidy. 

Okraku's (1 987) comparison indicates that seniors segregation is generally about 85% as 

high as ethnic segregation. This comparison can be extended with more recent and more 

comprehensive data-by comparing the resuits of Table 5.4 with ethnic segregation 



measmes computed by Bourne et al. (1986). Bourne et ai. (1986) have computed DIS for 

twenty-four ethnic groups across al l  Canadian rnetropolitan areas based on 1981 census 

data. Within the CMAs the average index for the 24 groups ranges from a low of 0.1 84 in 

Trois Rivières (on a O to 1 scaie) to a high of 0.573 in Montreai. For each speciflc group, 

however, the average calculated acrou the CMAs ranges fiom a low of 0.162 for the 

British to a high of 0.628 for the Pomiguese. Thus the basic finding is nmilar: seniors 

segregation is within the range of ethnic segregation-i.e. higher titan the Zeast 

segregated ethnic minorities and lower thnn the most segregated ethnic rninorities. 

The Canadian comparison between age and ethnic or racial segregation paies in 

contrast to the segregation patterns found in U.S. rnetropolitan areas. For example, 

Taeuber and Taeuber (1965) found Black-White Dissimilarity measures ranging from 

0.604 to 0.981 (on O to 1 scale) for 207 centrai cities in the United States. Lieberson 

(1 962) found indices of 0.359 to 0.408 for foreign-bom whites compared to native-bom 

whites. Likewise, for thm separate ethic minority groups and 60 SMSAs, Massey and 

Denton (1987) found Dissimilanty meanaes ranging ffom 0.215 to 0.906, with a mean of 

0.5 10. A simple comparison of Kennedy and Ddong's (1 977) senior segregation data 

and Massey and Denton's (1987) ethnic data would therefore indicate that seniors 

segregation in the USA is on average only about 40% of what has been found for ethnic 

segregation. In short, moa U.S. authon would seem to conclude that age segregation (of 

the seniors only population), is less than it is for ethnic groups, and is certainly not as 

extreme as it is for racial segregation. The relatively high degree of seniors segregation in 

Canada means that like ethnic segregation, age segregation is an important source of 

intra-urban social differentiatio-a hding which has been repeatedly suggested by 

factorial ecology midies of Canadiau CMAs. However, the changing structure of the He 

course (see Chapter Two and Three) means that there are potentially distinct residentiai 

location and behavioural characteristics associated with distinct phases of the He course 

and in relation to key Me coune transition events. Thus other age segmentwuch as 



those wbich define Laslett's (1991) life course typology, must be considered in terms of 

their age segregation characteristics. 

It has been show above that there has not generally been a great deal of change in 

how these segregation trends have k e n  manifest in Canadian CMAs over the past twenty 

years. The correlations between 1971 and 1991 shown in Table 5.4 reveal that the Third 

Age in particular has been remarkably consistent in terms of how the CMAs have 

changed through t h e .  With a correlation of 0.7749, it cm generally be argued that those 

CMAs which had high degrees of Third Age segregation in 1971 were also those which 

had relatively hi& degrees of Third Age segregation in 1991, as were those with low 

degrees of Third Age segregation. In other words, of the four Age groups (First through 

Fourth Ages) the CU4 system hm been most stable with respect to the segregation of the 

Third Age. This means that the broder regional geography of Third Age segregation in a 

metropolitan context may have been entrenched for aimost twenty yean now. The trends 

with respect to the segregation of the First and Second Ages, with correlations of 0.5899 

and 0.55 15 respectively, can also be considered to be relatively stable, though more 

place-particular changes are evident for these groups. The changes through thne in the 

segregation of the Fourth Age, however, are not as stable. 

There is relativeiy more instability or diferential impact in tems of what has 

occurred for the Fourth Age in terms of CMA-specific changes in the DI. For example, 

ten CMAs experienced a deche  in Fourth Age DI meames and meen places 

experienced increases. Of ail the age segments, these changes refiected the most inter- 

CMA variation (std. = 0.0660). This meam that the most extreme changes in age-related 

midential patterns have been associated with the Fouah Age. Not only is this the most 

segregated age segment, but there appears to have been considerable changes in the 

relative degree of unevenness of this group for CMAs compared with each other through 

time. This fact is reflected in Table 5.4 which shows the correlation between the 1971 and 

1991 measures to be only 0.1447. In other words the CMAs are not consistent on this 

measure through tirne. In some CMAs the Fourth Age have become considerably more 



unevenly distributed (e.g. Saskatoon) and in others they have become considerably more 

evenly dimibuted (e.g. Chicoutimi-Jonquière). in other words, for the C M .  system as a 

whole, this age segment has shown the moa extrerne kinds of differentiation and change 

through àme. 

The data in Table 5.4 and the discussions above yield a number of key 

generalizations. The first is that seniors are segregaîed in Canadian metropolitan areas, 

and roughly to the same extent as other North Amencan metropditan areas. Furthemore, 

seniors segregation is an important source of intra-urban social differentiation-in 

relation to other foms of social segregation like ethnic segregation, seniors segregation in 

Canada is relatively more important than it is in the USA for example, being almost as 

high as other forms of segregation. However, it is well hown that the terni "seniors" is 

now becoming a rather nebulous term, since there is such a high degree of social 

heterogeneity amongst this growing population segment. A more sensitive age 

segmentation , such as Ladett's (199 1) Me course typology, was therefore employed as a 

heuristic device to explore a more focused understanding of age-related social segregation 

in Canadian CMAs. The Canadian data mainly confïrms the theoretical expectaîions 

outtined in Chapter Four. The Fim and Second Age segments are relatively unsegregated. 

E3y contrast a crucial divide in age segregation occurs at the onset of the Third Age, and 

again at the onset of the Fourth Age. This W d  Age impact in parricular seems to have 

become entrenched within the Canadian CMA system. However, to claim that the Third 

Age as opposed to the other three Age segments is the reai force behind intra- 

metropolitan segregation effects, requires additional inquiry-a muhivariate approach to 

age segregation and a decomposition of the specifie age segment effects. 

5.3.3 Total A Q ~  Segngation and the Key Role of the Third Age 

The above approaches to the measmement and description of residentiai age 

segregation are limited by the fact that they are all based on a dichotomization of groups 

(Le. seniors vs. non-senion; Third Age vs. non-Third Age, etc.). In other words, each 

individual age group is described only in tmns d i t s  segregation across the census tracts 



of the ciîy as a group or in relation fo the majoriîy or remainder of the population. While 

usefid in a comparative context, there are a number of limitations to this approach. First, 

these indicatoa only provide a me- of whether or not each specific minority age 

group is segregated relative to some major@, although individual group cornparisons of 

this situation can be made when adopting muitipIe population segments. Second, the DI 

mesures give no indication of the ovedl degree of age segregation simultaneously for 

al1 age groups in a CMA, and do not alIow for direct detemination of the simultaneous 

contribution of each age segment to al1 of the possible age segregation which may be 

occurrùlg. 

Given the above evidence that the Third and Fourth Age segments are relatively 

highly segngated in contrast to the Fim and Second Age segments and the above noted 

limitations of the DI, this section seeks to answer the following question: O f  al1 the 

possible (multi-segment) age segregation simultaneously occurring in the CM&, what is 

the specific contribution of each age segment? In other words, does any specific age 

group rea[ly define infra-metropolitan age segregation in Canada?. 

Intuitively and empiricdly it is known that in terms of age structures we camot 

suppose an ideaüzed distribution of equal proportions. This is a function of the survival 

curve as well as fertility patterns. For each CMA, and for each census tract, it is possible 

to visualize a typical population pyramid or histogram based on a number of age 

categories with unequal proportions. This population structure in either single-area or 

tract te=, and in multi-area or city-wide ternis, is also rmliLely to exhibit equal 

proportions. This is because it is highly improbable that every tract in a city has the same 

proportion of its population belonging to a specific age segment. Thus in terms of age 

segregation, the simultaneous effects of age category inequalities and spatial inequalities 

in the distribution of these segments must be considered. Analyzing these simultaneous 

categoricai and spatial effects therefore requires a method to compare the mdtivariate 

structure of hypothesized unequai distributions with an actuul u n e q d  distributions in 



both an age segment and a spatial context, This is achieved through the application of an 

lnformation Theoretic approach. 

For both 1971 and 1991 the Information Gain approach described in Appendix A 

was appiied to al1 CM&. Two of the particular sbtistics summarized in Figure 5.3 below 

are of interest here. The first is the Total Information Gain statistic, which measures total 

age segregation based on the simultaneous spatial distributions of al1 four age segments. 

The second statistic of particular interest here and which is more directly related to 

defining which groups are responsible for age segregation is the relative contribution of 

each age segment to the total segregation (see Equation A. 17 in Appendix A). In this way 

it is possible to determine precisely how the different age segments define total 

segregation. 

Total BenNeen- Wthin-Category 
Information Category (Amal) Information 

Gain Information Gain 
- 1  

Gain 
1 .  I 

Total Information Gain Ex~anded) 
where: 
k = m x n  
m = number of age categories 
n = nurnber of areas or census tracts 

in specific CMA 
l k  = total information gain 
1, = between category information gain. 

Segment-Specific 
Contri bution to - - 
Total Segrqation 

I l L A -  

I A = Information Oifference for Category j 
and areal unit i 

8 = unwoighteâ concentration of 
Category j across n amas 

C = mlaüve or weightbd conœnûation of 
category j aaoss n areas 

Within-Category (Areal) L Information Gain 

Figure 5.3 Derivation or Decomposition of Key Information Gain Statistics. 
(source: adapted and interpreted from Thomas 1981 .) 



The totai Information Gain or totai ha-rnetropoiitan segregation for each CMA in 

both 1 97 1 and 1 99 1 is shown in Table 5 .S. The larger the Total Monnation Gain statistic, 

the poorer the fit between the actual tract-based age structure distributions and the 

dismbution which would be expected based on the relative population size of the 

individual tract. Hence the greater the lnfannation Gain statistic, the greatet the level of 

multivmiate age segregation occurring within the CMA. Since the information gain 

statistic is really a dimensiodess value with an upper bound which camot be precisely 

specified since it is dependent upon the number of ceils and structure of the data ceils in 

the prior and posterior probability matrices (see Appendix A and Thomas 1981), and 

since no previous age segregation mearch has employed this approach, no cornparisons 

can be made in terms of how high or low these mesures are in an absolute context. 

Furthemore, the Information Gain statistic alone gives no indication of exact& which 

groups, and to what degree the individual population segments contribute to the o v d l  

level of multivariate age segregation. This requires a decomposition of the Information 

Gain statistic-the key objective of this section,. 

Equation A. 17 (see Appendk A) outlines the way in which components of the 

information statistic can be used to describe the degree to which each age segment 

contributes to the total b e l  cf age segregation tuking place in the cio. This is of 

particular importance in the context of this midy since a major objective is to define 

which panicular age segments are mpoasible for ail possible age segregation, not just 

their comparative values on one or more singie indicators. Using Equation A.17 the 

degree to which each age segment contributes to the overall level of segregation in the 

city was computed for ail CMAs for both 1971 and 1991. The place-specinc 

contributions for each segment and the generalized or average patterns for all Canadian 

CMAs are summarized in Table 5.5 below. 



Table 5.5 

Total Information Gain (Total Age Segregation) and 

Segment-Specific Contributions to Total Age Segregation, 1971 vs. 1991. 

CMA 
St. John's 
Halifax 
Saint John 
Chicoutimi - Jonquiere 
Quebec 
Sherbrooke 
Trois - Rii&res 
Montreal 
Ottawa - Hull 
Oshawa 
Toronto 
Hamilton 
St.Catharines - Niagara 
Kitchener 
London 
Windsor 
Sudbury 
Thunder Bay 
Winnipeg 
Regina 
Saskatoon 
Calgary 
Edmonton 
Vancouver 
Victoria 

I 1971 

1% Contribution to Total InfaGain 

I i n f~ .  I I by Age Segment I 
1 Gain 1 1Age 1 2Age 1 3- 1 4Age ( 

1 1991 1 
% Contribution to Total Info.Gain 

by Age Segment 
Gain 

Note: - 
Townshend and Davies (in progress) have computed the same measures for al1 25 CMAs (1971 
and 199 1) for 19 age groups: W, 5-9, 10-14, 15-1 9, .... 85-89, 90+. Fiodings fiom the more 
detailed age disaggregation support those in Table 5.5 above. @etaiils available fiom authors). 



Table 5.5 reveals two key consistencies in tetms of the relative importance of the 

different age segments. The h t  is that the relative contribution of each age segment has 

remained fairIy stable over the past twenty years. In other words, the average or mean 

trends are similar. In both 1971 and 1991 there is a general pattern where segregation is 

defined, in ascending order, by the Second, Fourth, First, and Third Ages. This means 

thah on average, there has been linle c h g e  through rime in t e m  of the rcmking of how 

the specifc age groups contribute to totd segregattion effects in Canadian CMAs. 

A second consistency is that there has been iîttle change in the specific contributions 

made by each group. There has been only a marginal increase in the average contribution 

to total age segregation made by those under 25 (fiom 15.39% to I8.37%), a similarly 

marginal increase in the Second Age contribution to total segregation (nom 5.60% to 

6.61%) , a slight decrease in the Third Age effect (fiom 64.98% to 57.37%), and a 

marginal increase in the Fourth Age contribution to total segregation (from 14.02% to 

17.65%). So in ternis of temporal change, u high degree of consistency in the spec@c uge 

segments con~ibutions to total uge segregation in Canudian CMAs is evident. More 

detailed analyses based on 19 age groups (5 year cohorts) rather than Laslett's (1987, 

199 1) Four Ages identified almost identical consistencies (Townshend and Davies, in 

progress), thus providing M e r  justification for the four Age categories used here. These 

findings also reinforce the findings of the DI indices which also displayed a relatively 

high degree of stability through time. 

The most important finding demonstrated in Table 5.5, and of paramount importance 

in terms of the geographical manifestation of the Third Age, is that there is clearly a 

distinctive effect on segregation Ievels which is due to the heàrd Age popZation segment. 

Townshend and Davies' (in progress) more detailed 19 age group analyses reveal that the 

onset of this feature begins at about age 55 or 60, and intensifies for those age segments 

which would be subsumed within the Third Age category. The latter results and Table 5.5 

also show that this effect has been manifest in Canaria for at lem twenty years. Despite 

the fact that this group only accounted for about 14% of the population in 1971 and about 



19% in 1991, the relative contribution to total age segregation was on average 65% in 

197 1 and 57.4% in 199 1. This is therefore four times as high as the next highest group in 

197 1 (First Age at 15.4%) and three times as high as the next highest group in 199 1 (First 

Age at 18.4%). So cleariy in terms of the total or composite age-structure segregation 

effects, Canadian metropolitan age segregation is overwhelmingly defined by the Third 

Age. Thus it should be recognized that there LI a distinctive intra-urban geography of 

residential segregation based on age in Third Age societies like Canada to set alongside 

other kinds of social segregation like ethnicity. But more importantly, it is a geography of 

segregation which is overwhelmingly defined by those who may now be in their Third 

phase of the life course. Therefore the intra-metropolitan geography of the Third Age may 

be especially important in understanding the social dimensions of the Third Age which 

have been more fully expressed by Laslett (1 991). 

5.4 Summary 

The identification of a trend towards greater age-related residential segregation in 

Canadian CMAs is not new. This generai trend has often been identified by factorial 

ecologists. However, since most of this kind of evidence is linked to other social 

atüibutes which spatially Vary dong with age cbracteristics, such findings do not give 

precise indications of age segregation alone. This chapter has therefore attempted to 

measure and describe some of the key characteristics of age segregation in Canadian 

CMAs focusing exclusively upon the age segregation context. 

There are a number of key findings which are of relevance to this dissertation. These 

may 5e summarized as foiiows: 

i) there is clear evidence that Canadian CM& are aging. The structural aging of the 

population-a key characteristic of Third Age societies-is manifest in all CMAs, and 

based on the effect of seniors, CMAs may be aging more rapidly than the country as a 

whole. 

ii) this aging society has spatial madestation in the form of age-related intra-urban 

segregation. The First and Second Ages are relatively unsegregated. However, there is 



clearly a unique spatial effect which occurs with the transition fiom the Second to the 

Third Age-an effect which is repmented by a doubling of any previous levels of 

residentid segregation. This occm again at the onset of the Fourth Age. Furthemore, 

unlike other North American c o d e s  where age segregation is minor compared to 

ethnic segregation, the degree of segregation of these groups in Canada approaches that 

found for ethnic segregation. Thus the geography of the Third and Founh Ages, as 

distinct population age segments, warrants special consideration. 

üi) given the so-called mival of the Third Age as a social structural characteristic of 

Canadian society, those in their Third Age or third phase of the life course must be 

considered to be of particular importance in definhg the social geography of Canadian 

CMAs. Not only do they dernonstrate relatively high levels of segregation compared to 

other age segments, but when the nature of total or simultaneous age segregation in 

Canadian CMAs is considered in relation to population characteristics a key conclusion 

must be kept in miod. This is the fact that the Third Age, which comprises only one f i f i  

of the population, is that group which contributes substantially more to intra-urban 

segregation than any other age segment. Thus age segregation in Canada f Third Age 

society is ovemhelrningly defned by those in their Thirdphase of the life course. 



Chapter Six 

The Behavioural and Conceptual lndentity Dimensions of 

Community in the Third Age and Differential Impacts 

in two Third-AgeSegregated Residential Settings 

6.1 Introduction and Objectives. 

Previous chapters have demonmted that Canada is a Third Age society wfuch has a 

spatial expression in the form of intra-urban segregation on the basis of age. This is 

particularly manifest at the census tract scale, a scaie defined by ceasus authonties in such 

a way as to be as coterminous as possible with relatively homogeneous intra-wban 

cornmuniîy areas. Yet it is also manifest a a h e r  scale-rmaller neighborhood-like 

voluntary segregated retirement villages or retirement "niche " commnities wfüch are 

often aested within larger census tracts. Although the latter generally represent explicit 

age segregation since many have 'fhird-Age-specific restrictive covemnts and do not 

contain a full spectrum of age groups, census tracts or commtmity areas may also be 

defined as being relatively Thkd Age segregated. Even ?ho@ census tracts or 

community areas typicaily contain a full specîmm of age groups, those with high 

conceneations of people in their Third Age or Fourth Ages and simultaneously low 

concenirations of people in their First and Second Ages can be identified. Census tracts or 

community areas with these characteristics typically represent in-situ aging inner-city 

are- fact which has long been identined within the context of the social ecology of 

the city (Davies 1984; Davies and Murdie 1991a, 1991 b). Thus at a broad level two 

distinctive types of age segregated ThUd Age residentiai settings can now be seen in 

Canadian cities: volmtary segregated retirement comunities and in-situ aging census 

tracts or communify areas. 

The term community has been w d  in the above descriptions as a spatial reference 

only. However, it is well recognized in the social sciences, humanities, and more applied 



fields such as urban planning or social work that the concept of community is far more 

complex than this. However, although numemus attempts have been made to define 

community, or at least identify some of its constituent elements, there has been very little 

systematic integration of the complexity of the community concept. Davies and Herbert's 

(1993) extensive review of community studies revealed that "ambiguity and elusiveness 

in meaning seem to be gross understatements when one attempts to understand the many 

different ways in which the word 'cornmunity' bas been used ..." (Davies and Herbert 

1993:3). This essentially echoes Keller's (1988) claim that there is no solid conceptual 

apparatus with which to study community-no Leontieff-like chart which captures the 

subtleties and weights of different elements of commun@. 

Nevertheless, a number of conceptual threads in previous community -dies can be 

identified. The terni 'community' has been iwd  within the context of communip as 

association (i.e. no necessary spatial dimension); comnnulity-of-interest (such as the 

linkages which define central place and hinterland dependencies); communiîy ar a 

rerritorial unit (such as a particular settlement); communiîy as m ideal (as an ideal or 

utopian state of life in which communal relations were realized); and communiîy as an 

inrru-urban place or subsidiary pan of a settlement (such as local neighborhoods or 

community areas within metropolitan areas) @avies and Herkrt 1993). Although there is 

no doubt that 'community' in en intra-urban context may take different forms or be 

reaiized in different ways, and may not necessmily depend upon attachments to specific 

intra-urban places (Wellman and Leighton 1979), it does seem that the b d  of age 

segregation which is occurring with the urban social space of the Third Age is situating 

individuals, either through in-situ aging or through choice, within particular intra-urban 

place-communities. Previous chapters revealed that place-comunity may in faa be a 

commodified and sought after faitue which promotes well-being and self-actualization 

in the Third Age. Thus place-communities within cities may be central to the social and 

spatial realization of the ïhird Age. The focus of this and subsequent chapters is on 

place-based communities within a Canadian metmpolitan context 



Until very recently, even the concept of place-based community was shrouded in 

concepnial m e s s ,  primarily since research in this area has spanned numerous different 

disciplines and traditions. Yet Davies (1992, 1995; Davies and Herbert 1993) has recently 

synthesized much of this seemingiy disparate previous work into a coherent concephial 

framework which surnmarizes and inteptes much of the complexity of place- 

communities (see Figure 6.1). The distillation of a vast literature in this area reveals that 

place-based communities can be considered to contain at lest  five major domains of 

variation-each with more specific dimensions of variation which c m  be indexed with 

specific variables. These broad domaias may be surnmarized as i) Areal Content; ii) 

Behaviour (Interaction); iii) Conceptual Identity (Cognitive and Affective); iv) Dynamic 

Change; and v) Extemality. The characteristics of this fiamework are presented in more 

detail in Figure 6.1. A key point of the concepnial grid in Figure 6.1 is that, although 

work in this area has not yet (and potentially never will) produce a Leontieff'like chart of 

al1 of the complex elements of community, at lean a prelimiaary alphabet or ABCDE's of 

place-based community has been established. In other words, some of the conceptuai 

huziness of place-communities has now been cleared so that more focused work on the 

integrated nature of community within cities can proceed in a systematic way. 

Although many of the elements compnsing the physical and social fabric (i.e. Areai 

Content) of niird Age segregated communities can be empirically identifie4 and there is 

a long tradition of geographical research in this area (Davies 1984, Davies 1992, 1995; 

Davies and Herbert 1993), there are other domains of place-based community which may 

be especially important in terms of Laslett's (1991) formulation of the Theory of the 

Third Age. The Behavioural and Conceptuai Identity (which includes Cognitive and 

Ancctive dements) domains potentially contain a number of separate dimensions or 

sources of differentiation which may perform a series of fimctions in temu of how they 

integrate or siniate the individual within a community con-. Many of these kinds of 

functions have been poda ted  by Davies and appear in Figure 6.1. 
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The promotionai Literature for retirement villages ceaainly seems to emphasize 

aspects of community which would best be regarded as falling within the Affective 

character of community (see Chapter Four). These are also perhaps the locational 

dimensions afYecting older people's lives which are least understood (Warnes 1990). In 

other words, it is potentiaily the Behavioural and Concepaial Identiw domains of place 

communities-or specific dimensions within these domains-which may foster a 

community-derived sense of well-being and self-actualization in the Thïrd Age. Thus 

these characteristics of place-community may be of central importance in understanding 

the intra-urban geographical manifestation and realization of the Third Age. 

The variety of Behaviourd and Conceptual Identity dimensions of place-comrnunity 

identified in Figure 6.1 have ken  culled fiom a wide-ranging literature on communities. 

Although based on previous findings and concepaial distinctions the different dimensions 

summarized in Figure 6.1 have not generally been subjected to empiricai tests of their 

distinctiveness. In other words, the degree to which these are acnially distinct or 

empirically discrete dimensions of community need to be investigated in more detail. 

In order to M e r  understand the social characteristics of comrnunity in the Third 

Age, not just the spatial expression of segregation, there is therefore a real need to 

empincally identm what the structure or major components of community in the ThVd 

Age are. However, even if the complex structure or dimensionality of comrnunity in 

Third Age was empirically given or defineci, a key issue with respect to the Theory of the 

Third Age (see Chapter 1) and the potential importance of community in the Third Age 

(see Chapter Four), is the degree to which the behavioural, cognitive, and aective 

dimensions of structure of community can be diffentiated by residential setring. If 

significant differences in the structure or characier of community do exist within the 

Third age based on residential setting, then it may be possible that commdty variation is 

a further expression of social and spatial dinerentiation in the niird Age. Furthermore the 

geopphy of community structure may have some bearing on the p b t  of Third Age 



lifestyles, potentiaiiy leading to dinerential s e l f - m e n t  or ~e~actualization 

surfaces-a possibility that wiil be explored in the next chaptcr. 

The goal of this chapter is to identifi, empiricallyy the behavioural, cognitive, and 

affective strucîure or dimensions of place-based communiity in the Third Age and to 

investigate the degree to which these dunensions are drfferentiated within the context of 

voluntary segregated retirement villages and in-sini aging community areas. A case study 

or survey of  residents in these two types of areas in Calgary, Alber@ forms the basis of 

two specific objectives: 

i) empincally measure and CO- the structure or di 
Third Age within the Behaviod and Concepnial Identity (Cognitive and 

Anective) domains shown in Figure 6.1 and ; 

ii) ii) to assess the degree to which these dimensions are general (i.e. apply equally 

in both Third Age residential senings) or are significantly different in the two 

kinds of residential environment-and to explore how these clifferences, if any, 

are manifest. 

6.2 Study Area 

Calgary i s  Canada's sixth largest Census Metropolitan Area with a 1991 population 

size of 751,030 (Statistics Canada 1994). By Canadian standards, Calgary has a relatively 

young and affluent population. With a median age of 3 1.6 years it is the fotirth youngest 

CMA in the country (Statistics Canada 1992a), and with a 1991 median household 

income of $44,417 it ranks fourth behind Oshawa, Toronto, and Ottawa-Hull (Statistics 

Canada 1993). Despite the fact that Calgary has the lowest proportion of seniors in the 

popdation (7.8%), and the lowest proportion of the population which may be considered 

Third Age (14.2%), Calgary has been shown to be one of the most highly age-segregated 

CMAs in Canada (Okraku 1987; set also Chapter Five). In addition, the recent growth 

and demand for retirement "nichey' communities in Calgary has been explored in Chapter 

Four, and is M e r  contributing to the geographical segregation of the population based 



on age characteristics. Calgary is therefore one of the most suitable CMAs for the shidy 

of the social characteristics of a residentially segregated Third Age population. 

6.3 Sampling Procedures 

The procedures associated with the definition of sample areas, identification of Third 

Age households, sampling of households, and implementation of the survey questionnaire 

are schematically illustrated in Figure 6.2. 

6.3.1 Definition of Sampling Amas. 

The focus for the survey study was the two specific types of Third Age residential 

ana. A number of selection criteria were applied to refine the anas chosen and to 

enhance the probability of selecting suitable Third Age respondents. 

6.3.1 .l Census Tracts or InSitu Aging Amas. 

For the purposes of this survey study census tracts were defined as being relatively 

highly "Third Age segregated community areas" if they simultaneously met two critena: 

Based on 1991 census data, the census tract had a Location Quotient, or degree of 
relative concentration for the over 55 population which was higher than 2.0. In 
other words, the proportion of 55+ population in the tract was at least twice as 
high as that for the city as a whole. 

In addition the tract was selected only if the Location Quotient for both the Firn 
Age (0-24) and the Second Age 05-54) segments was less than 1.0. In other 
words the proportion of the First and Second Age population segments residing 
in the tract was less than the proportion of these two groups for the city as a 
whole. 

The simultaneous application of these two criteria meant that these tracts were primarily 

segregated ody for the Thkd Age, and that there would be a high proportion of residents 

aged 55 and over at the same time that thar would be relatively few residents aged 54 or 

under. Hence the subsequent sampling of individuai households would result in a higher 

probability o f  selecting Third Age respondents. Ten census tmcts out of 153 in the CMA 

met these criteria and were xlected for subsequent respondent sampling. The summary 

characteristics of these census tracts are outlined in Table 6-1 beIow. 
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Table 6.1 Summary Characteristics of In-Situ Aging Census Tracts in Calgary 

1 Total 1 39008 1 13378 1 34.30 1 2.29 (avq) 1 16055 1 9845 1 
Notes: 1) Total number of Single Detached, Semi-Detached, and Row dwellings. 

6.3.1.2 Retirement Villages. 

The identification of adult-only and retirement villages or ''niche" communities was 

based on interviews with developen in the industry7 and upon a review of development 

advertisements in the Calgary Heraid. This review process was descnbed in Chapter Four. 

The age-restrictive village developments in Calgary are generaily of two major types: 

those that are designed and marketed for aduits only, but particularly for those pursuing 

"active iifestyles" who want a maintenance fiee residentid condominium development; 

and those that are similar, but designed and marketed specincally for ''mature" active 

adults-typically for "empty-nestef7 over the age of 45 and for those who are "50 or 

Better". The fonner do not typicaiiy impose an explicit age restriction, though these are 

aduit-only (i.e. 18 and over). The latter do typically make the age restriction explicit and 

the developments are generalIy protected by more severe age-restrictive covenants (see 

Chapter Four). The latter type are clearly more onented to those in their Third Age. For 

this reaxin, only those developments where there were age-restrictive covenants of 45 or 

higher (though most seern to be 50 or higher) were included in the study. In addition, only 



projects which were completed or W y  developed werr selected-a number of ongoing 

developments which were incomplete but had a few residents were excluded This 

process led to I l  retirement villages being selected for survey purposes. The names and 

dwelling counts for each are summarized in Table 6.2 below. The census tracts and 

retirement villages included in the study are s h o w  in Figure 6.3. 

63.2 Sampling Issues. 

After ident-g those areas which are nominated as ThVd Age cornmunity areas, it 

was necessary, for the census tracts, to enimate the number of dwellings where residents 

had aged in-situ. h this case an assumption was made that if a resident had been in the 

same dwelling for twenty or more years, and was an owner-occupier, this was 

representative of in-situ aging. In addition it shouid be expected that sampling only fiom 

these residents would increase the probability of respondents being close to or within the 

age characteristics of the Third Age. 

Table 6.2 

Location and Dwelling Counts for Retirement Villages lncluded in Survey 

Appmx. Date of 

Total Dwellings r 557 1 

Number of 

37 
90 
70 
45 
38 
45 
29 
62 
40 

Dreamview Village Edgemont 
Dreamview Village Riverbend 
Heritage Villaqe MacEwan 
Horizon Village Oeer Ridge 
Horizon Village Lincoln Park 
Horizon Villaqe MacEwan 
Horizon Village North Haven 
Horizon Villaqe Sandstone 
Horizon Village Strathaven 

Village 

mid 1980s 
early 1990s 
late 1980s 
early 1980s 
mid 1980s 
late 1980s 
mid 1980s 
late 1980s 
late 1980s 

Horizon Village Strathcona 
Horizon Villaqe Varsity 

Development Units 

late 1980s 
late 1980s 

41 
60 



It was also expected that access restrictions (such as secure apartment buildings) would 

be encountered in most kinds of dweilings otber than those which are classified for 

census purposes as single detached, Kmi-detached, and row houses or condominiums. In 

addition the latter probably best reflect the types of housing occupied by active and non- 

institutionalized seniors. For this reason the s w e y  was restricted to these dwelling types. 

The data presented in Table 6.1 identifies the number of these dwellings in each census 

tract, but some estimate of the proportion of these which had long-term or in-situ aging 

residents (20 or more yean) was required. To achieve this a systematic sample of one 

third of al1 addresses in these areas was carried out by seeking parallel address matches 

between the reverse city directory (Hendersons Directory) fiom 1974 and the curent City 

of Calgary (1994) telephone directory (i.e. a 20 year span). One third of al1 addresses 

were sampled. In dl, 754 paralle1 matches were found fiom the 2,544 addresses which 

were sampled. Thus 30% of the 'baccessible" dweliing types outlined above could be 

considered to have in-situ aging residents of at least 20 years. This sample proportion is a 

highly confident estimate of the true population proportion, since tests reveded that at 

95% confidence level, the m e  proportion of these dwelhgs which would contain such 

in-situ aging residents would be between 27.9% and 31.4%. Thus 2,953 (30% of the 

9,845 dwellings of this type) was considered to be the true population of in-situ aging 

households (of accessible dwelling type) in the ten areas. In the case of the retirement 

villages, al1 557 households were considmd to be of the voluntary age segregated type. 

Dixon and Leach (1978:lO) have iliustrated that a sample size of 384 provides an 

e s h a t e  of very large population parameters (assuxning a variability of 50%) with a 

confidence limit of fi% at a 95% confidence internai. They suggest that for smaller 

populations ( les  than about 10,000) the required sample size for the same levels of 

confidence be adjusted by the formula given in Equation 6.1. 
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Equation 6.1 Adjusted Sample Size 
(Source: Dixon and Leach 1978, p.9) 

where n= corrected sample sue 
n = 'very large populationn sample site 
IV= actual population site 

The adjusted sample size for in-situ aghg households in the ten census tracts is 340 and 

for the retirement villages it is 227. These values apply to the total populations. However, 

since the areas are of different size or weighting in terms of the nurnber of applicable 

dwellings, proportional representation of respondents was required. Thus a stratified 

weighted sarnpling method is requimi to give proportional allocation to the different 

areas. 

The strata are simply the different census tracts and retirement villages, and the 

weighting applied to each is the proportion of al1 applicable dwelling types found in each 

area. The required sample site for each strata may be determined (Freund 1988:251) by 

the formula 

Equation 6.2 Required Sarnple Sizes for Strata 
(source: Freund 1988, p.251) 

where ni = sample sue of strata 
Ni = size of strata 
N = total population 
n = total size of required sample for ail strata 



For example, based on Table 6.1, the required sample 

145 

size for census tract CT67 can 

be computed in the foilowing way. This tract contains 675 of the 9,845 applicable 

dwellings, and so its weight of the total is 675 i 9,845 = 0.0686 or 6.86%. However, it 

has been determined that only 2,953 such dwelhgs need to be considered as the 

population which are in-situ aging. Thus the weighted number of applicable in-situ aging 

households for this tract is 0.0686 x 2,953 = 202. It has also been detennined that the 

total required sample size for the ten census tracts is 340. Therefore the mata sample size 

for census tract CT67 may be calculated fiom Equation 6.2 as 

The minimum required strata sarnple sizes for the other cennis tracts and retirement 

villages have been calculated the same way and are given in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3 Minimum Required Strata Sample Sizes 

1 1 Min. Strata 1 1 1 Min. Strata 1 
- Census Tract 1 Sample Size 
CT42 1 4 

-- 

Horiron Village Lincoln Park 1 6 1 
, Hentage Village MacEwan 
Horizon Village Deer Ridge 

12 
7 

Total Required 1 227 1 

Horizon Village MacEwan 
Horizon Villaae North Haven 

One nnal consideration in the development of a lis? of addresses or households to be 

sampled was the potential response rate. Previous research on survey questionnaire 

methods has revealed that response rates Vary considaably by the type, length, format, 

mode of delivey, and mode of retum for questionnaite_C (Dixon and Leach 1978). For 

7 
5 



lengthy survey questionnaires which are administered in person or involve door-to-cioor 

solicitation of responses it is not uncornmon to expect usable response rates of 40% or 

less (Dixon and Leach 1978). The development of a sampling list which would 

confidently field the required sample &es therefore had to be considerably larger than 

indicated in Table 6.3. Even assuming a high response rate of 50%, this would mean that 

the sampling list for the in-situ aging census tracts would have to be 680 addresses and 

the sampling List for the retirement villages wouid have to be 454 addresses in order to 

meet the required sample sizes. Since the total number of dweiling units identified for the 

retirement villages was deterinined to be 557, al1 of these units were included in the 

sampling list. Furthemore, since the one third systematic sample of al1 residences in the 

census tracts identified 754 parallel matches for 1974 and 1994 (Le. 20 year residents), 

and identified respondents by address and name, aü of these matching addresses were 

included in the sample l i a  Both lis& were therefore only marguially larger than what 

would be required to be reasonably sure of meeting the required sample sizes. 

In order to maximize the number of usable responses, the administration of the 

survey questionnaire involved a three-staged solicitation process and a thne-staged 

questionnaire retrieval process. Respondents were solicited on a door-to-door basis. 

Figure 6.2 shows the dvee outcomes for any one of the solicitation stages: confirmed 

response; refusal; and no response (no m e r ) .  Co-ed or positive respondents were 

given two to four days to complete the questionnaire (approx. one hour completion time), 

after which the instniment would be retrieved in person on a specified date. The no 

response howholds at stages one and two were contacted again at a later date, typically, 

three to four weeks later. Households were not contacted again after three "no responses". 

Each confïrmed respondent, regardless of the solicitation stage at which they agreed 

to participate, was aiso approached up to three times for retrievai in order to maximize the 

number of retunied m e y s .  The retrieval stages also had three simple outcomes: 

successfid (Le. questionnaire retumed); refusal (i.e. absequent refusal due to time 

comtraints, length of questionnaire, or other reasons); and uasuccessful (i.e. nobody 



home and respondent did not lave the questionnaire for pickup). Mer three attempts to 

retieve the questionnaire in person, a letter and self-addmsed sîamped envelope was lefi 

for the respondent to return the questionnaire by mail. The nnal breakdown of usable 

responses for the study is given in Table 6.4 below. 

Table 6.4 Summary of Usable Responses by Sarnpling Areas 

Census Tracts 

f Total 1 537 1 218 1 41% 1 

No. of Usable 
Responses 

Number 
Suweyed 

Retirement Villages 

~ r e d e w  ~illage Edqemont 
Drearnview Villaae Riverbend 
Hentage Village MacEwan 
Horizon Villaqe Deer Ridge 
Horizon Villaqe Lincoln Park 
Horizon Villaqe MacEwan 
Horizon Village North Haven 

% Usable 
Responses 

r 

No. of Usable 
Responses 

Number 
S uweyed 

% Usable 
Responses 

37 
90 
70 
45 
38 
45 
29 

19 
42 
33 
14 
19 
23 
8 

Horizon Villaqe Sandstone 
Horizon Village Strathaven 
Horizon Villaqe Strathcona 
Horizon Village Varsity 

51 % 
47% 
47% 
31 % 
50% 
51% 
28% 

18 
14 
19 
9 

62 
40 
41 
40 

29% 
35% 
46% 
23% 



6.4 Questionnaire Purpose and Design 

In addition to providing information on the basic demographic characteristics of 

residents living in the two different types of Tbird Age communities, the key airn of the 

questionnaire was to provide a quantitative as weU as qualitative assesment of the 

behavioural, cognitive, and affiective character of community in the Third Age. In 

addition, and in order to link the concept of comrnunity with some of the broder 

"cultural" issues associated with the Third Age (see h l e t t  1991), the aim of the 

questionnaire was also to explore a number of potential measures of the cultural aspects 

of the Third Age. These include, for example, cultural activities, the use of culturai 

facilities, perceptions of retirement, age discrimination, and the role of the Thkd Age in 

the pursuit of self-Wlment. In short, the purpose of the questiondre was to seek 

empiricai evidence for the definition of community, for the understanding and acceptance 

of the Third Age (i.e. cultural recognition of the Third Age), and to provide a set of 

indicators with which to measure and integrate these concepts. 

The questionnaire was pretested in one community area (CT68) and one retirement 

village (Horizon Village North Haven). In addition, two geography graduate students 

tested the questionnaire for potential difncdties in wwer  format, skip sequences, 

interpretation, etc. 

The questionnaire was designed around three major sets of questions: 

i) questions relating to basic residential history, demographic, socioeconomic, and 

household characteristics; 

ü) questions pertaining to the potentid (see Figure 6.1) underlying dimensionality of 

the Behavioural, Cognitive, and Affective structure of community; and 

iii) questions relating to the individual perception, understanding, and activities 

within retirement as well as the d e p e  of life satisfaction and self-actualization 

reported by individuals. 

The complete questionnaire is presented in Appenduc C. 



The two objectives identified in the introduction to this chapter meant that a set of 

indices was required with which to mesure the behavioural, cognitive, and affective 

structure of community in the Thkd Age. Based on the conceptual schemata of place- 

based community structure presented in Figure 6.1 and fiom reviews of empirical work 

on the memurernent of community character, a set of variables were constnicted so as to 

capture or measure the basic characteristics of the individual dimensions which have been 

postulated as falling within each of the major domains of community. Between two and 

eight variables were computed for each of the potentid dimensions, with a total of 54 

variables acting as surrogate indices of 17 potentid dimensions or sources of community 

structure. These are listed in Table 6.5. The way in which the variables were derived fiom 

or arnaigamated from the questionnaire items is more M y  detailed in Table 6.6. 

6.5 Methodology 

A basic question to be addressed here with respect to the fkst objective is whether 

"cornrnUtZity" in the context of the place-based comrnunities of Third Age residents can 

be defined in singular terms or whether or not community, particdarly the Behaviourai, 

Cognitive, and Affective structure of community, is differentiated dong separate 

dimensions of variation. In other words, cm the underlying structure of comniunity in the 

Third Age be empirically identified? The methodology required to m e r  this question 

essentiaiiy requires a data reduction techniqu+to reduce the amount of complexity 

embedded in the 54 different variables identified in Table 6.5. The key issue is whether or 

not some kind of parsimony in this complexity can be achieved. In other words, are some 

of the variables related to each other in a systematic way? Do combinations of related 

variables index or summarke broder constructs? What are these general dimensions or 

constructs of community based on the empincai measines on the 54 variables identified 

in Table 6.5? 



Table 6.5 Variables Used to Index P ostulated Community Dimensions. 

BEHAVlOUR (INTERACVONS) 
61 Adviîy/ Facil& v l  Maximum Fadllty Use 1 maximum frequency of use of eny one community- 

Use 

1 including optional designation (never wighted O: ( 

v2 Perceived Facilities 
v3 Facility Use Score 

1 S+lmonUI weighted 6) 
8 2  Infornial v4 Neighbor Recognition 1 number of 20 neamst neighbors able to racagnia on 

based faciliîy 
total number of percuived b c i l i i  in cornmunity 
total weightud usage of al1 facititias-hm Ibt of 8 

I lnh"sllOn 
1 OieStreet 

v5 Neighbor CoIwersations 1 number of 20 nearest neiqhhrs converse with on 

1 friends 
v9 Neighbor Confidant 1 number of 20 nearest neighbon able to discuss 

- 
' the strwt on a m u h r  baiis 

v6 Neighbor First Name 
v7 Neighbor Vsits 
v8 Neighbor Close Friends 

number of 20 nearest neiqhhrs know by first name 
number of 20 neamst neighbors visa with monthiy 
number of 20 neanst neighbors cansidered close 

v10 Friendship Clustering 
VI 1 New Ftiends 

. . - - -- - 

v14 Informational Aid 1 fnquency of requesting information 1 adviœ h m  1 

intimate problems with 
psfcentage of al1 friends living with 3 or 4 blocks 
numb8r of block neiahbors which have become 

Mutual lnlbnal v12 Bortowing 
Cooperafion v13 Home Contact 

neighbors in past month 
v15 Physical Aid 1 frequency of asking neighbors for physical halp in 

- 
dose fnend 
f ' u e n c y  of borrowing frorn neighbon in last month 
fiequsncy of Mi ing neighbors house in the past 
rnonth 

1 last menth 1 .--- .-.-..--. 
1 SC Organizairons v16 Organintion Volume 1 number of voluntafy organizations ( h m  list of 6 1 

(h-mal) 1 includina opüonal other) respondent is member of. 
v i f  Organüation Dedication 1 dedication score-weighted degme of involvement in 

I organizations mspondent is rnember of (vreighted 1 
= don? realiy get invoived; 2=aüend some meetings; 

( 3=vooluntwr time: &have baan ekcW oficer) 
v l 8  Local Poiiical Orientation 1 aveage propensity to vote in both local commun@ 

1 association el-ons and chic elections 
VI 9 Extra-Local Political 1 average propensity to vote in both provincial and 

Orientation 
86 Supportive Milieu v20 Govt. Agency Support 

vZ1 Organizational Support 

feded elacaons 
parceiveci support of local gwamment agencies for 
the neads of the cornmunity 
perœived support by organizaüons 1 agencies in the 
city for the local community 



Table 6.5 (Cont). 
DOMAIN 

1 Dimension 1 Variables 1 De!5cription 
L 

Conceptual ldentity i) PERCEPTION AND COONMON 
CP1 PhceIdsnaty/ v22 Mappabili 1 peiçeiveâ ability to map main 4 or 5 streets in 

Cogniiive 1 comrnunity ama 
v23 Street Naming 1 percehd abifity to name the main 4 or 5 sbsas in 

v24 Transit Stops - - 

v25 Convenienœ Location ( percehd ability to locate nearsst convenienœ store 1 

1 community ama 
1 percsivad ability to locate nearest bansl stop on map 

I on map 
CP2 People I d e r ~ t i f y  v26 People Similafity ( percaived simiiarity of aae. appeamnœ, malth, 1 

v29 Appeaanœ Similarity perceived similarity in dress I style of 20 nearest 
neighbon 

Conceptuai ldentity ii) AFFECTIVE (AmTüDES AND MOTNATION) 
CA1 Symbolism of v30 Financial Symbolism ( dagrse to which community area signifies financial 

Place 1 surrara 
v31 Status Symbolism 1 degm to which community area si~nifies status - 

I enhancarnant , - - -. . - . - - - - . . -- . - 
v32 Age Symboliim 1 dogme to whlch community area signifias aae 

C M  Evaluation and v33 Relative Saüsfadion 
Appraisal 

v34 Relative Oesirabili 

- - 
homapeneiîy 
mlaüve satisfadion with prasent community 
compared to othen lived in. 
relative desirabiliîy of present wrnmunity compared 
to othen lnrsd in. 

C M  Sulblyand v37 Night Safety 
Security v38 General Safety 

v39 Personal Fear 
v40 Property Fear 

1 adion) in opwsmq unwàw-&ve!opment 
CA6 Place Appser. v44 Appeannœ Raîing 1 nting of tidinsss / maintenanœ of cammunity 

and Adealcs v45 ReJaîive Beauty raüng of buauty of present cornmunitv to others in 

CA3 Nuisances and v35 Local Nuisances 1 degree of nuisances occuning mthin comrnunity area 
Annovances v36 Extn-Local Annoyances 1 degm of annoyances frorn outside communitv ama 

whkh impinae on local midents 
perceived sa- in cornmunity afbr dark 
percaiwd safety 1 security of local neighborhood 
perceiwd fear for personal safety if alone 
percaiwd fear of break-and-enter or property 

CAS Empowcvment v41 Personal Power 

v42 Informal Colledive Power 

v43 Formal Collective Ponrar 

I City 
CA7 &tant v46 Latent Aid 1 expeâed willingness of neiahbon to colled mail and 

vandalbm 
persona1 power or infiuence in opposing unwanted 
develoriment 
infornial colledive power (neighbors uniüng) in 
opposing unwanted development 
formol collsdiw power (forma1 collective cmlitical 

- 

b8Qnging; sensa of cornmunity; Ihsling at home; 
loyalty to othen: fellowship) 

Involvement / 
Pîrticipatfon v47 Non-Obligatory Aid 

v48 Neighborhood Latent 
~ania'pation. 

CA8 Common Values v49 Life Agmmant 
v50 Moral Similarity 
vS1 ORensive Lifestyb 

CA9 Empathyl v52 Belonging 
Bdonging v53 Sense of Community 

v54 Cohesion 

check house if away 
perception that neighbor participation L obligatory 
dame to which midents in aeneral am parcsived 10 - 
b8 atways willinq to ha10 
pemiveâ wmmonaîii about what is important in life. 
peicenred commonaïi of sochl and moral behavior 
m e  peopk on block have &ns'nrs r i t y les  
feeling that Wîly belong* in the naighborhood 
neighbohoad gives a s e m  of community 
index of whesion (average of five indicators: 



intensrty mported tür 
any one haTi. 

Table 6.6. Summary of Variable Derivation and Coding from Questionnaire 

v2. PERCFAC perceiveci number of 

Variable Name 
and (SHORT 

TltLE) 

faciliües in the 
community 

nearest neighbors 
able 10 ncognke on 
the street 

Variable 
Description 

(8- abo Table 6.4) 

nearest neighbon 
converse with on the 

1 strwt. 
v6. NBRF IRST 1 number of 20 

Calculotion 
h m  

Questionnilm 

1 1 nearest neighbors 
1 know by fis name 

v7. NBRVlSlT 1 number of 20 

Original Variable Type 
and Coding Scheme 

1 1 nearest neighbors 

Re-cded Values for 
PRJNCALS and PCA 

Ptnissing value re-code) 

1 visii with rnonthly 
v8. NBRCLF ND 1 number of 20 

I neanet neighbors 
considend dose 

1 ftiends 
v9. NBRCONF 1 number of 20 

1 1 neamt neighbors 
1 "tonfidant? - 

vlO. FNDCLUS 1 oettentaae of al1 

neighbars which 
have becorne close 
iriends 

Whem response 
t 'not in my 
ama' and + 
'missingn. 

&vu or more times a 

Count of D5a- 
D5h where 
response + 'not 
in my aman and 
t 'missingn. 
Sum of D5a-D5h 
whefe value +: 
'not in my area" 
and + œmissingn 

value h m  D6b 

value from M c  

value fmm D6d 

value from Dôe 

value from 06f 

value from D7 

value h m  08 

monîh 
Ordinal 
@no faciiiies 
1 = l  facility 

818 fadidies 
Ordinal 
O to 48 
("never weighted as O..... 
'Wmo. weighted as 6) 

Ordinal 
1 =unawars of fadlity'(5) 
2rnever 
3 = h  than onœ a month 
&once per month 

ION 
Ordinal Ordinal 
Otnone 1 =none 
l=one or nNo 2=one or two 
2=3 to 5 3=3 to 5 
3=6 to 10 4=6 to 1 O'(16) 
441 tû 15 5=11 to 15 
5=11-1ore than 15. 6=more than 15 

Wwe or more times a 
month 
Ordinal 

958 fadliîias 
Ordinal 
1 =O to 4*(21) 
2=5 to 9 
3r10 to 14 
e l 5  to 19 
5=20 or more 

- 

same as v4 above same as v4 above 
4=6 to 1Oa(1 5) 

same as v4 above s a m  as v4 above 
4=6 to 10*(22) 

same as v4 above sarne as v4 above 
4=6 to 10a(23) 

I 4=6 to 1 Oa(l 8) 
lntenral I Ordinal 

6=50 or more 
Interval Ordinal 
O to 20. 1=û ta lW(25) 

3=4 to 5 

5 4  or more 



Table 6.6 (Cont.)Summary of Variable Derivation and Coding 

bomng from 
neighbors in tast 
month 

R.-codad Valu# for 
PRlNCALS and ?CA 

(zrmissing value re-code) 

last month 

(1) no. of miss. values 
IUtllAL INFORMAL COOPERATION. 

Variable Name 
and (SHORT 

ME) 

VI 3. 
HOMECONT 

requesting info I 
advice fmm 
neighbon in last 

Variable 
~ c r i p t i o n  

(sac al80 Table 6.4) 

klculation 
from 

Quutionri.lm 

ftequency of visiting 
neighbors house in 

1 month 
v15. PHYSAID [ frequency of 

Orfginal VarfiMe Type 
and Coding Scheme 

I ruquesting physical 
help from neighbon 

( in last month 
B4 BEHAVlOUR AND INTERACTION: O 

ORGANVOL 

organizations 

number of 
organkations is a 
member of 

V17. 
ORGANDED 

1 

B5 BEHAVIOUR AND INTERACflON: Pc 
vl8. LOCALORI 1 'local orientationg- 

dedication score- 
weighted degm of 
involvement in 

average propensity 
to vote in community 
assocl'ation and CMC 
eledions 

orientationœ- 
average propensity 
to vote in provincial 

O=none 
1 =once 
2=Pmce 
3rthfee times 

1 M u r  times 
value from D9b 1 lnterval 

O=none 
l=once 
m œ  
3-thras timss 
4=fo~r times 

1 5-fi- ve or more timm 
value h m  D9c 1 

value from 09d 
same as v13 above t 

Interval 
1 =none 
*once 
3-twice' (14) 
-me ümes 
M u r  times 
lnterval 
1 anone 
Ponœ 
3=Wœ 
4=thrw times* (1 4) 
M u r  tirnes 
64w or more times 

sarne as v13 above 
m r e e  tirnes' (23) 

same as v13 above 
-me times' (1 8) 

1 t 
GANKATIONS (FORMAL). 
count of 1 lnkrval 1 Interval 

= 'YES" 1 &six 1 7 = s k  
from D l  1 a-Dl l f  1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 
. Sum of scores 
of level of 
inwivement 
wmputed by 
weights: 
1 ='donBt get inv.' 

office" I I 
UTlCAi PARïlCIPATION. 
averaae of D13a I Ordinal 1 Ordinal 
and ~73b .  

and 0 k .  



Table 6.6 (Cont.). Summary of Variable Derivation and Coding 

86 BEHAVTOUR AND INTERACTION: SUPPORTNE MILIEU. 
~ 2 0 .  GOVSUPP 1 perceived support of 1 value from D14b ( Ordinal 

local govt. agencies 
for needs of 
cornmuntty 

Variable Name 
and (SHORT 

Variable 
Description 

(me &O Table 6.4) 

Calculation 
fmm 

Quwsüonnaire 

Re-Codd Values for 
PWNCALS and PCA 

Original Variable Type 
end Coding Scheme 

v21. ORGSUPP 

I pmissing value recode) 1 
(1) no. of miss. values 

Ordinal 
1 =strongly d i g m  
-isagme 
3=neutrar (71 ) 
4=agree 
5=srongly agree 

perceived support by 
orsankations in city 

1 forlocal commun& 1 1 1 3=neutrar (70) 
CP1 CONCEPNM IDENttTY, PERC & COON: PLACE IDENTtTY. 
~ 2 2 .  MAPPABIL 1 perceived abilii to 1 value from A4a 1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 

map main 4 or 5 
streets in communtty 

value from D14d 

1 1 1 5--very easy 1 ~=very easy 
v23. STRTNAME 1 percsived ability to 1 value from A4b 1 1 

~tsiongiy agree 

same ss vZû above 

- - - . - - . . - - - - - - - 1 CP2 CONCEPTUAL IDENTITY. PERC & 

v24. TRANSlT 

v25. CONMOC 

J ( perceived similarity 
in aga, appearanœ, 
wealth, behavior of 
residenb 

name main 4 or S 
strwts in mmmunity 
percsived ability to 
locate nearest ûansl 
stop 
perœived abilii to 
locate nearest 

v27. AGEIDEN percehd age 
homogeneity of 

v28. ETHIDEN perWived ethnic 
identity of block 

value from A4c 

value h m  A4d 

I I 3=unsure' (23) 
ZOGN: PEOPLE IDENTIM 

same as v22 above 

same as v22 above 

same as v22 above 

v29. APPSIM 

same as v22 above 
3=unsure' (27) 

sarne as v22 above 
3=unsure" (19) 

sarne as v22 above 

Ordinal 
1 =strongly disagree 
2=dikagree 
3=neutralg (48) 
4=agree 
5=stronqly aoree 

same as v26 above 
3=neutraIg (42) 

same as v26 above 

' value from CZc 

- 

1 mide& 1 1 1 
CA1 CONCEPfClAL IDENlTW, AFFECTNE: SYMBOUSM OF PLACE 

Ordinal 
1 =strongly disagree 
24 isagm 
3tneutral 
e a g m  
5=sUongly aqree 

perceived 
appearanœ 
similarity of block 

v31. STATSYMB 

v32. AGESYMB 

value from C2e. 

value frum C2f. 

value from C2g 

Ordinal 
l=strangly diigree 
2!=diigree 
3=neutal 
4rsree 

value from Cl 1 a v30. FINSYMB 

degree ta which 
wmmunity signifies 
status enhancement 
degrae to which 
wmmunity signifies 
aqe homoqeneity 

same as v26 above 

same as v26 abave 

Ordinal 
1 =stmngly disagrse 
Mwgree 
3=neutraP (30) 
4==qree 

degree to which 
wmmunity signifies 
financial success 

I ~neu t ra r  (45) 

value from C l  l b 

value h m  C l  t ç 

same as v26 above s m e  as v26 above 
3=neutraP (46) 

9skngly a g m  

same as v30 above 

same as v30 above 

~ts&nqfy agree 

same as v30 above 
3tneutnP (38) 

m e  as v30 above 
3tneutraP (18) 



Table 6.6 (Cont). Summary of Variable Derivation and Coding 

CA2 CONCEPlüAL IDENTITY, AFFECTIM: EVALUATlON 
~ 3 3 .  SAlïSFAC ) ralaüwt satisfadion 1 value from C3 

with wmmuntiy 
wmpared to others 
lived in. 

Variable Name 
and (SHORT 

TITLE) 

Orlqinrl Variable Type 
and Coding Sch8me 

l of cornmunity 
compareci to others I 

Variable 
bswiption 

(me ako Table 6.4) 

Values for 
PRINCALS and PCA 

pmissing value re-code) 

v34. DESIRAB 

iiied in. 

Calcukfion 
f m  

Qdonna i re  

1 1 

CA3 CONCEPTUAL IDENTITY, AFFECTIVE: NUISANCES 1 
v35. lNTNlNT 1 degree of nuisances 1 value from C5 

relative dminbility 

obrring within 
wmmunity area 

value from C4 

annoyanœs frorn 
outside cornmundy 
ama which impinqe 

value from C6 
CNûkero) 

1 on local midents 1 
CA4 CONCEPTUAL IDENTiW, AFFECTIVE: SAFETY AND 
v37. NGTSAFE 1 perceived safety in 1 value from C7a 

1 neighbohood 1 
v39. PERSFEAR 1 wrceived bar for I value h m  C7c 

v38. GENSAFE pemived safety 1 
security of local 

v40. PROPFEAR 

SPmuch more desirabie 1 
ID ANNOYANCES. 
Interval 1 Ordinal 

(1) no. of mias. valws 
N D  APPRAISAL. 

value h m  C7b 

ECURITY 
Ordinal 1 Ordinal 

Ordinal 
l=much less sa- 
2=a lMe less satisfed 
+no more ot lttss saüsfkd 
&a liüie more satisfied 
tirnuch more satisfiad 
Ordinal 
13much less desiable 
2=a litîie iass desirable 
Sn0 more or less 
desinbk 
4=a littls more desirable 

perceivad fear of 
break-andcnter or 
proparty vandaiiim 

Ordinal 
1 =much leJs saWied 
2=a i i i  kss satisfied 
*no moW (8SS satW(24) 
4=a iiie more satisficd 
%nuch more satisfied 
Ordinal 
l=mucf~ iess desirable 
2=a i i i  kss desirable 
3=no rnomiks des.*(26) 
4=a lm more desiabla 
S;;rmuch more desirable 

value ftom C7d 

1 =strongly disagree 
2 4 i g r a a  
3=meutral 
4=agrsa 
9strongl~ aqree 

1 =strongly disagtee 
24isagree 
3=neutaP (21) 
eagree 
5=strongly a g m  

same as v37 above 

Ordinal 
1 =strongly a g m  
2tagme 
3=neutnl 
Misagree 
-trongly diiagree 

same as v37 above 
3=neutrar (I 1) 

Ordinal 
1 =Jtfongly agm 
2=agm 
3=neutraP (23) 
Wsagree 
Sstronahr disasree 



Table 6.6 (Cont.). Summary of Variable Derivation and Coding 
Variable Nune Variable Calcuhtion Original Varlibk Type Ro4oded Valu88 for 
and (SHORT Dascriptîon from and Coding Scheme PRINCALS and PCA 

(sae ako Table 6.4) Questionruire (missing value re-code) 
(1) n Ï f  miu.  values 

CAS CONCEP'TU 
v41. PERSPWR Ordinal 

1 =basically powerless 
2tmight have some infi. 
Wœrt have some inf.'(38) 
&grata deal of influence 
5=can control decisions 

influenœin 
opposing unwanted 
development 

value from Cl  Ob -I 
l=basicolly powetrtess 
2=rnigM haw some infl. 
mrt. to have some infl. 
*mat deal of influence 
Stcan control dedsions 

same as v41 above power (neighbon 
uniting) in opposing 
unwanted 

same as v41 above 
B a r t  have some inf,*(38) 

development 
formal collective value from Cl Oc 1 v43. 

FMCOLPWR power in opposing 
unwanted 

same as v41 abow 
3=œrt have some inf.'(38) 

development 1 1 I 
L IDCIJTITY. AFFECTIVE. PLACE APKARANCE AND AESTHETlCS 
ratina of t idinw 1 1 value from Cl3 1 Ordinal Ordinal 
mairknance of 
community 

1 w r y  untidylpoorly 
maint, 
2=samewhat untidy 
3=rnixed tidylunüdy 
4lsomewhat tidy 
5 ~ -  ry t idyhl l  

1 =somewhat untidy 
2=mW tidyluntidyg (5) 
3=somewtiat tidy 
4==ery tidyhmll maintained 

p-nt community 
to others in city 

maintained 
Ordinal 1 Ordinal v45. RELBEAUT 
1=fiw kat beauüful 
2 = ~ o w  average 
3=avenge 
4=above average 
*arnong five most 

l=below average 
2=avengeo (6) 
*above average 
4=amona 5 most beautiful 

1 1 beautifrii 1 
- 

. IDENTITY, AFFECTiVE: LATENT INVOLVEMENTIPARTlClPAtlON. 
exoeded willinaness 1 value h m  C14a 1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 
of ieig hbors to- i =strongly disagree 
collect mail and 24isagfee 
check house îf away 3=neutal 

4 t a g m  
Slstronqly agme 

perception that value fmm C14b Ordinal 
neighbor l=strongly agme 
participation is -W- 
obligatory 3=neutnl 

Wisagree 
Ststrongly disasme 

degree ta which value h m  C14c Ordinal 
residents in geneal 1Pstrongty disagree 
are perceiveâ to bet 24bagrae 
ahmys willing to hetp 33- eutnl 

4=agrse 
5=ttronqly a g m  

v48. NHDLPART 



v50. MORALSIM perceived value from C l  Sb 

Table 6.6 (Cont.). Summary of Variable Derivation and Coding 

I commonali of 
social and moral 1 

1 behavior 1 
v51. 1 sorne mode on 1 value from C i  Sc 

Variable Name 
and (SHORT 

MLE) 

1 OFFENSIVE 1 block have ohnsive 1 

(1) no. of mks. values 

Variabk 
üescription 

(un, dao Table 6.4) 

I 1 

CA9 CONCEPTUAL IDENTftY, AFFECïïVE: EMPATHYIBEi 
v52. BELONG 1 feeling that rnily 1 value from C17a 

Ro-Codrd Values for 
PRINCALS and PCA 

Pmissing value re-code) 

Calculotion 
from 

Qwstionneire 

belong" in the 
neig hborhood 

Original Vari ibk Type 
and Coding Sthme 

v53. neighborhood gives value from C17b 
SENSCOMM a sense of 

1 cornrnunity I 
v54. COHESION 1 index of cohesion 1 averaae of non- 

(average of five 

belonging: sense of 

at home; loyalty to 
othen; fellowshi 

Ordinal 
1 =strongly a g m  
2=agrett 
3=neuûal 
4=disagree 
5=stro& disagree 
3NGING 
Ordinal 

Ordinal 
l=strongly d b g m  
24isagree 
3=neutraP (65) 
6-agm 
53- tronghr agrss 

same as v49 above 
3=neutral0 (58) 

Ordinal 
1 =strongty disagr- 
24- isagm 
3=neuûal0 (33) 
4=agree 
Srstronqly agne 

same as v53 above 
3=neutral" (31) 

Ordinal 
1=O to 1 
2=1 to 2 
3=2 to 3' (32) 
4=3 to 4 
5=4to5 

Given the fact that no known midies to date have empirically tested this kind of 

structure of community in such a comprehensive way, little is known about how the kinds 

of variables identified in Table 6.5 will Vary or how they may be related to each other. 

Therefore, a key concem fiom a data analysis perspective is whether these variables may 

be related in a linear or non-hear ways. In other words, there is no a priori bais to 

expect either hear or non-linear sets of relaiionships between the variables. This means 

that no singuiar technical procedure for the data reduction is necessarily most suited to 

identifying the possible behavioinal, cognitive, and affective structure of place-based 



comunity in the Third Age. For this reason, two separate technical procedures were 

used. The fint technique used was Principal Components Analysis (PCA)-a classical 

data reduction technique which supposes linearity of the original variables, and imposes 

linearity on the redts. To avoid technical dependency and the imposition of linearity on 

the structure, a second technique, Principal Components Adysis with Altemathg Least 

Squares (PRINCALS), was also employed. The latter is a non-linear mixed-mode data 

reduction and exploration technique which can denve the underlying factors or structure 

in a data set where the variables are related in non-linear ways (Gifi 199 1 ; deLeeuw 

1982,1984; deLeeuw and van Rijckevorsel 1980). A data matrix of 598 respondents by 54 

variables was analyzed using both procedures. The technical considerations associated 

with both techniques, and the problems of data measurement, coding, and treatment of 

missing values are presented in more detail in Appendix B, as are the nnal solutions 

which were derived. The results fiom the two techniques essentially demonstrate that 

there is an inherent lheanty in the structure of the comrnunity dimensions. A number of 

solutions fiom each technique were scrutinized before deciding on a 17 dimension PCA 

solution with Direct Oblimin rotation. This proved to be the most stable and intepretable 

resuit, whilst accounting for 68.1 % of the variance of the 54 variables. 

The mimmary of every individual on each of the 17 dimensions of co~munity is 

possible by assigning each individusl a factor or component score on each of the axes. 

This rneant that every individual in the midy could be summarized, relative to all others, 

in terms of the degree to which they exhibit or experience the separate behavioural, 

cognitive, and affective dimensions of place-based community. 

The second objective-identifying the residential-type variations in the community 

dimensions-was approached through a two-staged analysis of mean ciifferences. The 

ha stage concemed the composite dimension of community- For each dimension, tesu 

of mean differences (t-tests) were d e d  out on the f ~ o r  scores for the two major sub- 

groups of Third Age residents. This meant that signincantly differential impact of the 

community dimensions could be gauged. 



In order to detemiine whether significant differences between the residential area 

types were simply a result of the factors or dimensions being statistical artifacts which 

summarize the linear relationship between a set of correlated variables, the individual 

variables which defined the axes were also tested for differences. This made it possible to 

determine which of the specific variables which define the axes were responsible for any 

differences in the manifestation of the commtmity dimensions. However, rather than test 

simply for mean differences in these variables, tests for differences in the distriburioml 

structure of responres were carried out. This made it possible to identify which variables 

had significantly different pattern of responses, not just differences in average values. 

Given the ordinal structure of the majority of variables, the latter were based on the most 

discriminathg of non-parametric tests-the K-S or Vodka test which is sensitive to group 

differences in cenaal tendency, dispersion, and distribution characteristics (Rock 1988). 

The OHO staged analysis of differences meant that it was possible to determine how 

the behavioural, cognitive, and affective dimensions of community varied by residentid 

setting not only in terms of the composite dimensions, but also in terms of the specific 

variables which dehed  or was associated with the community dimension. 

6.6 Results. 

The resdts reported hue deal with t h e  separate issues: i) the general demographic 

and social character of respondents; ii) the behavioural, cognitive, and affective 

dimensions of comrnunity in the Third Age; and iii) the dinerentid impact of these 

dimensions in the two types of residential environment. 

6.6.1 General Demographic and Social Character of the Sample. 

The rather complex samphg design described above was deliberately aimed at 

targeting the sample as closely as possible to those individualsi who would genedy be in 

their Third Age, and who would exhibit the demographic and social characteristics which 

should be associated with this phase of the Life course. The general demographic character 

of the total sample as weil as a M e r  breakdom by residentiai area type (Le. volmtary 
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~egregated retirement villages and in-siîu aghg community areas) is given in Table 6.7 

below . 

Table 6.7 Demographic Characteristics of Respondents 

Gender: Male 
Female 

Age: c 30 
30 - 54 
55 - 84 

85+ 
rnedian age 

55+ 
65+ -- 

Marital Statu~: Single 
Ma rried 

Divorced 
Widowed . - - - - - - - 

Household Size % 1 person HHLD 
% 2 person HHLD 

% > 2 berson HHLD 
rnedian HHLO size 

Household Incorne: < $20,000 

$30,000 - 640,000 
$40,000 - $50,000 

> $50,000 
rnedian HHLD lncome 

Tenure: % Uented 
% Ornier Occupied 

% Owned Clear r i le  
Education: % < high school diploma 

% high school diplorna 
% post-seconda@ (non-university) 

% some univenity (no degree) 
% 2 univeai d & e e  

Em~lovment: % employed full-Ume 
% self employed 

% unemployed 
% retired 

% semi-reüred 
% homemaker 

other 

Complete Sample 
@oth residential 

M w s )  

8% 
89% 
2% 

68 years 
91 % 

Voluntary In-Situ 
segreg*ed Aging 
Retirement Community 

Villages Areas 

3% 10% 
96% 86% 

1% 2% 
70 years 66 years 
97% 86% 
75% 87% 

5% (213) 4% (374) 
66% 73% 
7% 6% 



Table 6.7 shows that the sampling procedure was successfd in obtaining a relatively 

balanced set of survey responses nom individuals who closely resemble the profile of 

niird Age people described in Chapter Two. No ystematic bias was included in the 

sampling design in terms of the proportion female and male responses requircd. The 

individual who responded to the door-to-door visit was asked to cornpiete the m e y .  The 

ratio of fernale to male respondents is reasonable when it is recalled (Chapter Three) that 

in this age group females generally outnumber males by a factor of about 1.2:l. The 

s w e y  yielded 59% female and 41 % male responses-a ratio of 1.4: 1. Furthermore, there 

was vimially no ciifference in gender responses by residential area type. So the gender 

breakdown of the sample is close to what should be expected in a Canadian context. 

The sampling method was very successful in obtaining Third Age responses. The 

average age of respondents for the entire sample was 68 years, with average ages being 

two years higher in the retirement villages and only two yean lower in the in-situ aging 

areas. Furthermore, the vast majority (91%) of the sarnple was over the age of 55, whila 

89% were between the ages of 55 and 84. Perhaps not surprisingly, some differences are 

evident in ternis of the residential ana types. Virtually every respondent (97%) in the 

retirement villages was over 55, whereas 87% of respondents in the in-situ aging 

cornmunit- areas was over 55. Nevertheless this is nill a sizable majority and so it mut 

be concluded that the method used to identify in-situ aging households is robust. 

Although the majority (71 %) of al l  respondents were married, it should be noted that 

almoa one fifth (19%) were widowed. This is not surprishg given tbat some 32% of 

Canadian seniors are widowed (Norland 1994:22). The discrepancy here stems fkom the 

fact that the sample includes those aged 55-64, a segment which is not generally included 

in official "seniors" statistics. There are also minor variations in widowhood by 

residential area, with retirement villages containing 7% more widowed people than the in- 

situ aging community areas. This may be a iùnction of the Merent age structures for the 

two areas, but may also be indicative of the faft that the maintenance-fke retirement 

villages are perceived as safe and fnendly residential enWonments in which widowed 



individuals can engage in high levels of intefactions with othen. The same may apply to 

other single or unmarried s e n i o ~ h c e  the proportion of one-person households in the 

retirement villages (3 1%) was also nvice as high as that found in the in-situ aging areas 

( 1 6%). 

Previous chapters have identified that those in the Third Age may have an 

unprecedented degree of wealth in a historical context. î h e  income characteristics fiom 

the sample shows that those surveyed are a relatively anluent ~ O U P ,  with a median 

household income of $43,700. This level of household income is not as high as the 

Canadian household average of $46,100, but it is higher than the Canadian average 

seniors household income of $35,600 (Norland 199450). -ore it mut  be 

emphasized that this Calgary shrdy represents a relatively muent  sample of those in 

their Third Age. It does not include low income seniors-those who may not have the 

same opportunities for punuit of Third Age lifestyles. It should be noted, as summarized 

in Chapter Two, that this issue has not been adequately incorporated into Laslett's (1991) 

formulation of the Theory of the Third Age. 

Table 6.7 shows that those respondents in the retirernent villages are less &nt 

than those in the in-situ aging areas. This is also potentially a function of smaller 

households, but may also be indicative of the relatively middle income statu nature of 

the retirement village market (see Chapter Four). Nevertheless, like Canadian seniors 

more generally, the vast majority (98%) ofrespondents own their own homes, whilst 92% 

own them clear title. In other words, accommodation rent is not a major concem for this 

sample. 

Those sampled also represent a relatively well educated groq+28% have at l e s t  

one university degree whilst ody 17% have not completed high school. Given Lasletî's 

(1991) and others (Engle 1990; Midwinter 1984) daims that education is centrai to the 

issue of s e s m e n t  and self-actualization in the Third Age, then it should be 

expected that this sample wiU demonstrate relatively high degees of s e ~ ~ e n t .  

However, there may be notable differences by residential area type, since there are quite 



dramatic distinctions in educational attainment by residential setting. Those in retirement 

villages were considerably less educated than their Third Age counterparts in the in-situ 

aging community areas. One third of the latter had university degrees whiln Iess thm one 

fifth of those in retirement villages had university degrees. 

The sampling method also effectively targeted individuals who were retired or serni- 

retired-a key characteristic of the Third Age as a distinctive phase of the Me course. The 

majority of the sample (70%) were either retired or semi-retired. However, variations by 

residential setting are evident. More retines were identified in the retirement villages. 

Some 83% of respondents in these areas were retired or semi-retirecl, compared to only 

64% for those in the in-situ aging cornmunîty areas. Nevertheless, the main point is that 

most respondents were not fully employed-mon had at least begun the transition fkom 

Second to Third Age. Given that Third Age respondents were effectively selected, the 

more important focus is the manifestation of behavioural, cognitive, and affective 

dimensions of place-based communiîy. 

6.6.2 The Behavioural, Cognitive, and Affective Dimensions of Place-Based 
Community in the Third Age. 

The relationships bemeen the conceptuai schemata of place-based community 

domains and dimensions (Figure 6.1) and the empincaily derived dimensions redting 

fiom the seventeen axis PCA niialysis (see Appendix B) are presented in Figure 6.4. 

Figure 6.4 reveals that Caigary residents living in Third Age communities of the type 

desaibed here experience 17 major dimensions of community which can be described 

within the Behavioural and Perceptual Identity (Cognitive and Anective) domains of 

place-based community postulated by Davies (1 992,1995; Davies and Herbert 1993). 

6.6.2.1 Behavioural Dimensions of Third Age Community 

Seven of the seventeen empirically identifiecl dimensions of place-based community 

relate to the behavioufal domain. The way in which these conform to the dimensions 

postuiated by Davies in Figure 6.1 are shown in Fi- 6.4 above. 



6.6.2.1. f Facility Use. 

One dimension of community shows the relationship between a number of facets 

of an individual's use of facilities and their perception of facilities in their local 

commuuity area. This axis may be summarized as FaciIify Use. Previous studies have 

identified facility usage as a key element of community interaction and involvement 

(Riger et al. 1981 ; Connerly 1985) with linkages to other dimensions of community, 

particularly what has been descrïbed elsewhere as a sense of community. 

Domain 
Dimension Variables Used Empincal Factor Structure 

Béhaviour l~ntetactionsl 
- Eylectrd Un- - Oder Ertnctoâ Factor badin- 

Bf l\r3 tacilm Use Score 1 8 hG /3aciliW Use Score l S l  1 

8 2  Infwmiil 82 
Interaction 62 

82 
02 
02 
82 
02 
62 v8 Neig hbor Close F riends 

84 Organimüons B4 
(Formai) 84 

85 Poütical 65 
Participation B5 

66 SuppartnR 06 
Mileu 66 

wa-m "Obm 
Y17 Organizabion Dedication 

Y18 Local P d W  Uriantatiori 
vl9 ExlmLcd Politicai Orientation 

*O tiovt Agencysupput 
dl Organizaüonai Support \RI Organitaaorial Support 

.... continued over 

Figure 6.4 

Expected and Derived Community Dimensions with the Behavioural and 

Conceptual ldentity Domains of Place-Based CommunÏty 



Domain 
w Dimension Variables Uoed Empirical Factor Structute 

- 

- -unicig. 

CP1 Place ldentrty CPl ' w p a b n # y -  
1 Cognitive CPI v23 Street Naming 
MapPiW Cpt ' a 5  Lamienience Lacatlon 

CPI a 4  transit stops 

CP2 Peopk 
Identity 

CA1 Symbdism of CA1 v30 Fffianciai S i m  manciai b i m  -81 
Place CA1 a1 Statw Symbdism dl Sîatus Symbdism -79 

CA1 v32 Age bibalism H w Hdaüve Beauîy -50 
/ 

CA2 Evaluatim 
and Appraisd 

CA3 Nuisances and CA3 1~33 Local Nuisances 

CA6 Phce Appearance CA6 
and AesWcs CA6 

CA5 Empawemient CA5 v42 Inf. Cdlective P m  6 
CA5 v41 Perscd Pmef 
CA5 v43 F m .  Cdlecthis P w  

v42 lnf. t;otlectm ~ o w e r  
v41 Per~OmlPaWer 
v43 F m .  CdledhR P m  

Figure 6.4 (cont) 
Expected and Derived Community Dimensions with the Behavioural and 

Conceptual ldentity Domains of Place-Based Community 

91 
78 
76 

- 
CA? iatent CA7 

Imrolvement 1 CA7 
Participation CA7 

CA6 C m o n  CA8 
Values CA8 

CA8 

u46 Lment Aid 
v4f Non-ûbiigatory Aid 
v48 Nhood Latent PaUcip. 

v50 Mord Simüarity 15 s ÿ 8  
u49 Life Agreement 75 
6 1  O&niiive Lifestyios 55 



The kinds of facilities descnbed here and tested in the questionnaire are some of the more 

typical cornmunity-based facilities found in Calgary, and include convenience stores, 

churches, drugstores, cornmunity halls, recreation or fitness centres, medical clinics, and 

golf courses. Three correlated variables define this axis. These are a weighted index of 

facility use (v3) which really captuns the number of facilities used times the degree or 

frequency of use; the maximum usage of any one facility (vl); and the perceived 

opportunity or number of facilities in the community available for use (v2). 

In general, the de- of community-based facility use is surprisingly low when 

considered across the range of facility types available in Calgary. However, the degree of 

facility usage by the Third Age respondents in Calgary is not altogether low when 

considered within the context of previous findings by Connerly (1985) in Detroit for 

example, where local or neighborhood usage of churches (33%), local shopping facilities 

(56%), and convenience stores (20%) seem to indicate that local facility use is not 

generally very hi&. Arnongst Calgary's Third Age, local drugstores are the moa 

fiequently used neighborhood facility, with 65% of respondents claiming to fiequent 

these stores at least once a month. Neighborhood convenience stores are used by 41% of 

respondents at least on a monthly basis, though it should be emphasized that few seniors 

patronize these stores for their major grocery purchases-96% conduct this îype of 

shopping in supermarkets. Community-based churches are Çequented by 34% of 

respondents at least once a month; whilst 20% use a local recreation or fimess centre, 

19% use the local community hall, and 10% use community based medical clinics at les t  

monthly. The fact that so few of these Third Age respondents use coxnmunity halls is 

worth emphasipng, since it seems that they have no more afnliation with these 

institutions than the general populace of Calgary in which 19% of households are 

community association members (Davies and Townshend 1994). 

Perhaps a more important fînding, however, is that facility use is relatively high 

amongst respondents, but only for a limited munber of facilities. For example, the 

majority of respondents (60%) claim to use at least one facilify on a weekly basis or four 





For al l  Third Age respondents, regardless of residential setting, there is generally a 

high degree of wual neighboring conversation which takes plat-a finding which does 

not agree with Golant's (1986a) c l a h  that the propensity to h o w  neighbours or chat 

regularly deciines markedly with old age. For example, when asked how many of their 

twenty nearest neighbors they fiequently talk to in passing, the majority (76%) of 

respondents clairned to regularly converse with more than 6 of th& neighbors, and in fact 

30% claimed they regularly conversed with more than half of their neighbon. 

This is reidorced by the finding that neighbors are genedly very well recognized by 

individual respondents. For example, 9 1 % of respondents claimed to be able to recognize 

at least six of their twenty nearest neighbors, whilst 44% claimed that they recognize 

more than half of their neighbors. Conneriy's (1985) study of neighboring in Detroit 

found that 59% of respondents knew at least haif of their neighbon-though it must be 

emphasized that the neighbor field was not well defined in the latter study. Nevertheless, 

individual recognition is an integral part of this dimension of community, and is iinked 

not only to conversaiional interactions, but to knowledge of each other on a first-name 

basis. 

Because of the kind of recognition and communication described above, it is not 

surprising to find that knowledge of neighbors on a first-name basis is integraily linked 

with the former aspects of behaviolual interactions. In fact, of dl respondents, 80% daim 

to know six or more neighbors by fim name, whereas 46% claim to know more than haif 

of their twenty nearest neighbors by first name. However, despite this knowledge of 

neighbors and degree of Uiformal interactions, one other variable adds to the overall 

understanding of this dimension in that it reaily indexes a non-intimate type of social 

interaction. 

Even though neighbors are weil hown and fiequently encountered within the 

community, the degree of visiting with neighbors in one's home shows a higher degree of 

selectivity. On average, respondents only visit with one or two neighbors on a monthly 

basis-substantiaiiy l e s  than the number of known neighbors or the number of 



neighbours encountered on the street In fact 22% of respondents do not visit with any 

neighboa on a monthly basis, whereas another 36% only visit with one or two neighbors 

on a regular basis. Only 10% of respondents visit in theK homes with at l e m  half of their 

twenty nearest neighboa on a monthly basis. Yet even this level of Visitation contact 

must be considered to be relatively high, given Rosow's (1967) finding that ody 11% of 

the elderly visit with one or more of their neighbon on a weekly basis. 

These characteristics therefore summarize the broader construct of community-based 

informal social interactions which are of a non-intimate type' and it is worth noting that 

the more intimate the relationship (i.e. fiom simple recognition to visiting within the 

home), the lower the number and degree of interactions. 

6.6.2.1.3 ln fonnal Interaction (Intimate) 

The third dimension summarized in Figure 6.4 is also defined by four variables 

which are positively related to one another, but distinct enough from those associated 

with the former axis to be representative of a separate underlying constnict. The variables 

Fnendship Clustering (vlO), New Friends (vll), Neighbor Close Friends (v8), and 

Neighbor Confidant (v9), al1 of which are positively correlated since they al1 have factor 

loadings of the same (negative) sign, dernomte  that this axis is representative of 

infonnal interactions which are of a more intimate type than those described above, and 

why the title Informa2 Interactions flntimate) is a useful summary title for this source of 

cornmunit. differentiation. Although the kinds of variables which define this axis have 

sometimes been included within a broader Neighboring dimension by other researchers 

(e.g. Weenig et al. 1990)' there is extensive research which demonstrates that intimate 

interactions of this kind may be distinct nom more general kinds of neighboring 

behaviours (Connerly 1985). Most of  this work has centered around the reievance of 

"close fiiends" within a community context. It is now weli ncognized that close fiiends 

and confidants play an important role, particularly in ternis of place-based morale among 

the elderly @owenthal and Haven 198 l), in partially replacing diminishing family links 

(Shea et al. 1 %8), and in deviating isolation (Lopata 1981). 



The h t  variable which has a signiscant link to this avis in the Calgary study, 

Friendship Clustering (vlO), reaily desaibes the extent to which an individual's entire 

fiiendship nemork is geographically clustered wiuiin the same neighborhood or even the 

same few blocks as the respondent, and so is a measure of how much the local 

community or neighborhood is the container of such networks. When asked what 

proportion of total fiends live within a few blocks of the respondent, half of respondents 

claimed that less than 10% of their fiends were located in the Mmediate neighborhood. 

In fact 93% of respondents claimed that less than half of their close fkiends were residing 

within a few blocks. For the majority, therefore, fiiendship networks are not cornmunity- 

bound or constrained-a finding which is not unexpected (Connerly 1985). The limited 

degree to which fnendships cluster in a neighborhood context has long been recognized 

by studies of personal networks (Wellman 1979), though it should be emphasized that 

even such studies do indicate that approxirnately 20% of close friends are to be found 

within a neighborhood or place-based community se thg  (Wellman 1979; Hunter 1974). 

The apparently limited importance of the local neighborhood as a container of local 

fiiendship networks is compounded by the evidence that re!atively few neighbors in fact 

become close personal fkiends through tirne, even if they subsequently move away fiom 

the area This may be somewhat surpnsing since for many in their Third Age, particularly 

those who have aged in-situ, sime it may be expected that twenty or more years of 

neighboring interactions would lead to the cultivation of very close fiiendships (Shea et 

al. 1988). However, the degree to which neighbors have become new close fiiends 

through time is relatively low. Almost one third (3 1%) of respondents c l a h  that none of 

their neighbors have become close personal nien&, and another 28% claim tbat ody one 

or two neighbors have become close personai firiends sime moving into the 

neighborhood-a fincihg almoa identical to that of Rosow (1967:60). There are 

exceptions, however, with 17% of respondents who Say that more than eight of their near 

neighbors throughout their nsidence in the area have become close fkiends. Fried (1986) 

has provided evidence which shows that although such close fnendshps are not generally 



found within a community setting to a high degree, nich fnendships are highly sought 

afier. In fact some 81% of Americans claim that very close fnends in the community are 

essential aspects of place-communities. Unfortunately only 32% of Americans do actually 

realire or expenence such close Wendship ties-leading Fried (1986) to c l a h  that this is 

one of the most markedly hadequate dimensions of comrnunity, with 49% of Americans 

experiencing unfulfilled needs in this regard. However, it should be noted that within the 

context of the elderly this kind of need may certainly not be universal. For example, 

Rosow (1 967) demoastrated that not only are there generally declining niendship needs 

with old age, but f'riendship needs m u t  be seen within the context of five different Wes 

of individual. A basic distinction can be made between those elderly who are insatiable 

and isolated who do want more fnends, as opposed to those who are sociable, 

cosmopolitan, orphlegmatic who do not want more friends fiom the neighborhood. 

A related measure (v8) which also defines this axis is the proportion of current 

neighbon who are considered close niends, rather than the degree to which neighbors, 

past and present, comprise an individual's entire fnendship network. The majority (59%) 

of respondents claim that less than two of their twenty nearest neighbon (Le. less than 

10% of neighbors) can really be considered close personal fiiends (v8), whereas only 5% 

of respondents claim that more than half of their cwent neighbors could be considered 

close fnends. 

At an even higher level of intimacy, such as confidant relationships, neighbors 

become less important (v9). For almost half of all respondents (47%), not one of their 

neighbon c m  be considered a confidant in the sense that they feel conifortable discussing 

intimate concerns with a neighbor. However, it should be noted also that the majority of 

respondents do cultivate such intimate ties w i t b  the neighborhood, since 53% do have 

at least one neighbor who they interact with on such intirnate t em.  These khds of 

relationships also seem to be highly selective, since only 17% of respondents have 

developed this level of intimacy with more than two of their neighbors. This meam that 

there is potentidy more of a need for place-based confidant relationships, since such 



intimate ties, particularly for widows (a key feature of the Third Age) have beneficid 

psychological and morale effects (Lowenthd and Haven 1981). 

6.6.2.1.4 Mutual lnfonnal Cooperation. 

The fourth dimension surnmarized in Figure 6.4, dehed by the related variables 

Physical Aid (v l 5)' Borrowing (v12), Idonnationai Aid (v14), and Home Contact (~13)' 

encapsulates those characteristics which have previously been synthesized under the title 

Muiual Informal Cooperation (Davies 1992,1995; Davies and Herbert 1993). As the 

variable names irnply, this axis indexes the degm of physical help arnongst neighbors; 

the borrowing and lending of items arnongst neighbors; the degree of information or 

advice exchanged between neighbors; and the degree of visiting of neighbors in each 

others' homes. The f a  that this axis measures the actual quanti*/ or flows of exchanges, 

as well as the fact that the axis contains both instrumental and idonnational indices, 

shows h t  both constitue the broader concept of mutual aid commonly associated with a 

mie sense of neighboring. Othen have recognized this aspect of comunity in slightly 

different guises, particularly within the context of social supports (Unger and 

Wandersman 1985; O'Brien et al. 1989), or as social support a s  a sub-dimension of 

Neighboring or interaction (Weenig e t  al. 1990). 

In general the degree to which neighbon rely on each other for physical assistance is 

remarkably low-but is perhaps a reflection of a high degree of independence of the those 

in their Third Age. Given that those in their W d  Age are relatively active and 

independent, and that in the segregated mirement villages many of the physical 

maintenance tasks are provided, it is therefore not surprishg that the majority (62%) of 

respondents had not asked a neighbor for such assistance over the past month (vl5). 

Furthermore, it seems that if physical assistance is asked for, it is relatively infrequent 

since 22% of respondents only asked for such help once in the past month. Only 16% of 

respondents asked for physical assistance h m  a neighbor more kquently. 

Bomwing (v12) is potentially a less demanding form of mutual cooperation amongst 

neighbors than is physical assistance, but it seems, in general, to occur even less 



fiequentiy than physical assistance. A good majority (73%) of respondents had not 

borrowed fiom a neighbor in the previous month, but 19% had borrowed something fiom 

a neighbor ody once during the previous month. Frequent borrowing or mutual 

cooperation on any intensive scale is very uncornmon-in fact less tha. 1% of al1 

respondents borrowed once a week or more. 

Neighbors do, however, seem to provide a much more important source of 

informational aid within the context of the Calgary Third Age study. This is not 

surprising given the already demonsaited level of informa1 interactions which take place 

between neighbon. The majority of individuais do seem to rely on neighbors for 

infomation-66% asked a neighbor for advice or information at least once within the 

previous month. In gened, however, the fkquency of nich idormal measures of 

cooperation are not ememe, since only 7% of respondents sought such advice four or 

more times a rnonth-or weekly. 

These acts of mutual informal cooperation, when they do occur, are in fact linked 

wiîh what may be a higher degree of neighboring contacts or visiting within each others 

home. This is not surprising, since requesting something nom a neighbor will fkequentiy 

Iead to a short visit within their home. This kind of in-home neighbor contact, 

sumrnarized by the variable Home Contact (vl3), is therefore linked to the former aspects 

of mutual informal cooperation described above. Despite the fact that many of these 

cooperative acts seem remarkably low in fiequency, the degree of home contact is higher. 

In fact the majority (77%) of respondents claimed to have been into a neighbor's house 

during the past month, whiln 20% did so at least weekly. 

6.6.2. f.5 Organization lnvolvement 

The fifth component or dimension of community related to the behaviourai domain is 

clearly one indexing Orgmization hwolvement in the community area. These 

organizations represent, for example, condominium and homeowner associations, 

neighborhood or community associations, special interest groups and clubs, fiatenial 

organi;rations, charitable organizations, and others. The hvo variables which define this 



axis, Organization Volume (v 16) and Organhtion Dedication (v 1 7) together define 

different aspects of organhtion involvement. The former (v 16) is a summary measure of 

the number of organizattions in the community one is a member of, and so gives an 

indication of the range of o r g d t i o n  membership. The latter (v17) is a summary 

indicator of the relative degree of participation in organizations, based on both 

membership and the weighting of diffmnt degrees of involvement-the highest being an 

elected officer of the organization. Membership in community or neighborbood-based 

organizations has previously been recognized to be a key aspect of place-based 

cornmunity which has significant linkages to other aspects of place-comrnunities such as 

neighborhood social networks (Unger and Wandersman 1985), participation 

(Wandersman et al. 1981), and local autonorny and power (Streib et al. 1985). Yet 

although organhtion involvement may have links with many 0 t h  cornmunity 

amibutes, this has also been recognized to constitute a relatively distinct dimension of the 

broader constnict of community (Connerly 1985; McMillan and Chavis 1 986). 

In the Calgary study, membership in at least one such formal orgarhtion does seem 

to be very common-86% of respondents indicated membership in at least one 

organization, and even the majority (56%) were members of at lest two organizations. 

Amongst those who are members of one or more organizations, membership in clubs or 

special interest groups were most often cited by respondents, with 46% belonging to these 

types of organizations. However, membership in neighborhood or community 

associations (44%)- and condominium or homeowners associations (42%) are cited nearly 

as fiequently as organizations to which respondents belong. Wide-ranging membership in 

numerous organizations, is, by contrast, rather uncornmon, since only 3% of respondents 

were simultaneously members of five or more organizations. This meam that in the 

Calgary study organizational involvement must be considered to be relatively hi& 

Rosow (1967) claimed that less than 5% of seniors genedy  participate in organizitions 

of any kind and that in extreme cases involvement might reach 12%. Rosow's results 

were perhaps more indicative of the long-standing USA trend in which organization 



involvement is limited (Hyman and Wright 1 97 1 ; Wandersman et al. 198 1 ; McMillan and 

Chavis 1986; Logan and Rabrenovic 1990), as opposed to somewhat higher levels of 

involvement in community organization involvement in Canadian cities (Davies and 

Townshend 1 994). 

The other element of organhtional involvement is the degree to which members 

actuaily participate. The types of organhtions where members typically participate to the 

highest degree are condominium and homeowners associations, clubs or special interest 

groups, charitable organizations, and other specined clubs or organizations. In al1 of these 

types of organizations more than half of members (55%, 55%, 81%, 82% respectively) 

claimed to participate by either volunteering their tirne or by serving as an elected officer 

of the organization. By contrast the degree of involvement in neighborhood or cornrnunity 

associations and fiatemai organizations is typically lower, with the majority of members 

of these organizations (70% and 59% respectively) either not really geaing involved or 

only attending a few meetings. 

It should be noted that both participation and the degree of participation are 

positively conelated and so together define a similar underlying structure of the mis. 

Although membership in some voluntary organkation does not necessanly imply 

participation (Wandersman 1981). in this context membership is also related to 

participation. This can be seen by the fact that the measure of organization dedication, 

which is the degree of participation across al l  memberships, is higher for those 

individuals who are also members of more orgmizations. For example, of the 181 

respondents who were memben of only one organization, the average degree of 

involvement, across al1 categories of organizations, was only 2.15-meaning, on average, 

a level of involvement nearest to "attending some meetings". By contrast the average 

degree of involvement for respondents who were members of four organizatiom was 

2.75-meaning, on average, a level of involvement closer to voluntee~g their thne for 

the organizations. This implies that, for those in their Third Age, one joins not only to be 

a member, but in order to participate. 



6.6.2.1.6 Political Pafücipation. 

It might be expected that, given either the long-temi residency of many, or the 

deiiberate choice of age-exclusion, many elderly residents would devote their politicai 

energies to maintainhg the local or community environment rather than engaging in 

extra-local political &airs. The sixth dimension associated with the behaviod domain 

of community, and titled PoIiticaI Participation, shows that this is  not strictiy the case- 

potentially a reflection of the fact that much political action must be considered to be 

latent, but still linked to local autonomy and power issues (Streib et al. 1985). The two 

variables which define this axis, Local Political Onentation (v18) and Extra-Local 

Political Orientation (v19) demonsirate that at this ievel of generalization little or no 

distinction can be made between a "local" or "extra-local" political orientation. Both 

variables are positively correlated and exhibit high loadings on this axis. This means that 

political participation in general, is a separate source of community variation, although 

the degree of onentation of each facet (i.e. local and extra-local) rnight be different. 

In general, those in Third Age residentid environments are not as locally politically 

oriented as might be expected. Only 32% of respondents claim to vote in community 

association or municipal elections on a regular basis. They do seem more onented 

towards extra-local or extra-community politics-nich as voting in provincial or federal 

elections. In fact 92% of respondents claim to vote in such elections on a regular basis- 

almoa three times the level of local political orientation However, the fact that the two 

elements of political orientation are related on the same axis means that those who vote in 

local political affhirs on a regular basis do also vote in extra-local &airs. 

6.6.2.1.7 Supportive Miljeu. 

The seventh and last dimension whîch is linked to the behaviod domain of 

communîty is defhed by two variables: Goverment Agency Support (v20) and 

Organizational Support (v21), both of which refmence the Supportive Milieu perceived 

by residents. This is what Davies (1992, 1995; Davies and Herbert 1993) referred to as 

the institutional or neo~ork structure on which residents could depend in times of threat 



to the physical or social fabric of their community areas, and what Hunter and 

Straggenborg (1986) refmed to as the availability of extemai support with respect to 

nsource mobilization. Thus the axis essentially identifies what Gottlieb (1978) called 

"milieu re1iability"-the existence of political, economic, or institutional allies which 

may be available to the cornrnunity should the need arise. The empirical derivation of this 

axis in the Calgary study is illustrated by the fact that it is defined by high loading and 

comlated variables measuring the degree of perceived govemment agency support (v2O) 

as well as the degree of local organhtional support. 

There seems to be very little pessimism about the potential for allies or about the 

supportive milieu of the cornmunity. Ody 10% of al1 respondents gave any indication 

that local govemment agencies were not supportive of the needs of the community, so the 

potential for political partnerships seems to be a key element of this kind of milieu 

(Davidson 1979). Furthemore, only 8% of al1 respondents did not agree that there were 

community or municipal organizations and agencies which would be supportive of the 

community if the quality of the neighborhood was ever under threat. Although so few 

residents feel pessimistic about the existence of political and organizational support for 

their communities, it should be noted that in general the degree of optimism is not 

excessively high either. The situation seems to be more one of ambivalence or at least 

partial confirmation of a supportive milieu. For example, 44% of respondents are unsure 

of either negative or positive support fkom local government agencies, whilst 32% are 

unnire of positive or negative support fiom other organizations or agencies. Yet there is 

stiil a relatively good indication of the existence of a supportive milieu, since 46% claim 

positive support fiom govemment agencies and 60% claim there would be positive 

support fiom other organizations and agencies. 

These findings therefore do confinn at least the perception of a supportive m i l i e e a  

belief that smcient ties exist or could easily be created with extra-local organîzations 

and agencies to provide some level of support to the community should the area corne 

under threat or be subjected to negative effects. It is worth noting that both variables 



which define this axis have factor loadings of the same sign, meaning that they are 

correlated. In essence this means that the pexeived supportive milieu is not divided 

between political and organizational foms of support-both are perceived to act in 

concert for the benefit of the comrnunity should the need arise, and so may be indicative 

of a higher level of what Unger and Wandeman (1985) called the potentiai for 

neighborhood-level social networks. 

6.6.2.2 Perceptual and Cognitive Dimensions of Third Age Community 

Figure 6.4 shows that three separate dimensions of community are empirically linked 

to what was identified in Figure 6.1 as the Perceptual Identity (cognitive) domain of 

place-based community. 

6.6.2.2.1 Age I d e n ~ C o m p l e x  Cognitive Mapping. 

The first of these dimensions is a rather curious bipolar axis which seems to collapse 

elements of both cognitive mappbg and people identity characteristics. Both are in fact 

cognitive faculties in the sense that they portray an individual's understanding of the 

geography of his or her community area and an understanding of the people reoiding in 

the community area. Simila dimensions of cornmunity have been previously identined. 

Unger and Wandersman (1985) described Cognitive Mapping as one of two major 

cogniuve dimensions of community variation and Sarason (1971) argued (but did not 

empirically demonstrate) that Age Identity or age structure is a key underlying 

characteristic or dimension of community. On the one hand Figure 6.4 shows high 

negative loadings for variables indexing the degree to which the community is symbolic 

of age homogeneity (v32); the degree to which residents in the area are mdemood to be 

sWar on mauy amibutes includhg age, wealth, appearance, and behaviours (v26); and 

the understanding that residents on the same block are of similar ages (v27). The other 

extreme of the axis is defined by two positive loadhg variables indexing what could be 

called the more complex characteristics of cognitive mapping-namely the ability to 

completeiy map the main four or five streets in the comrnunity area (v22); as well as the 

ability to apply names to these streets (v23). 



The bipolar nature of this axis identifies that residents either i) understand their 

communities to be socially homogeneous (particularly on age characteristics) and that 

their community is symbolic of a mlatively age homogeneous residential environmen& 

but at the same time do not have a good cognitive ability to detail the geography of their 

are% or ii) do not understand their communities to be socially homogeneous on age and 

other attributes, but at the same time do have a relatively good cognitive ability to detail 

the geography of their cornmunity anas. In other words, there are two separate scdes 

which define the axis-scales which are inversely related. This can be seen in more detail 

fiom the characteristics of the variables which define the axis. 

For al1 respondents, there does s e m i  to be rnixed opinion as to the degree to which 

their community is symbolic of an age homogeneous ami (v32)-a fact which is not 

surprishg given the two types of residentiai environments nweyed. On the whole, 44% 

of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that their community was symbolic of age 

homogeneity. On the other haxld, 40% agreed that the community was symbolic of age 

homogeneity, whilst only 16% remained neutrai on this issue. A nmilar degree of 

ambiguity was manifest in the way in which respondents undexstood their communities to 

be homogeneous in terms of multiple people characteristics nich as age, wealth, 

appearance. and behaviour (~26)-37% did not understand their communities to be 

homogeneous on these characteristics, whilst 44% did. Similarly, the understandhg that 

the local neighborhood or block was age homogeneous was mixed-with 40% claiming 

that it was not, and 43% claiming that the block on which they resided was age 

homogeneous. 

The other attributes of this axis-the ability to understand and map relatively 

complex features of the communityiid not show the same degree of polarity in 

responses. For example, 84% of respondents in general believed that it would be easy or 

very easy to map the major m e t s  of their local community areas (v22). Only 7% 

believed they would experience some f i cu l ty  in doing this. Sinlllarly, but not to quite 

the same extreme, the ability to name these features was also generaIiy understood to be 



quite an easy task-63% of respondents believed this would be easy or very easy to 

complete, whilst only 18% suggested that difficuities would be encountered. 

Al1 of these characteristics of this dimension therefore point to the fact that the 

understanding of community age identiv (Rosow 1967) and what may be cailed complex 

cognitive mapping abilities ( D o m  and Stea 1977), are integrally related, but are 

indicative of separate scales of measurement. A fitting summary title for this axis is 

therefore Age Ident.)Lcomplex Cognitive M'ping- 

6.6.2.2.2 Simple Cognitive Mapping 

Quite distinct f?om the complex cognitive mapping associated with the first of the 

concephial identity axes, this second dimension identifies what c m  be called Simple 

Cognitive Mapping, s k e  it is indexed only by two variables relating to the ability to map 

or locate simple geographical markers in the community, such as the nearest transit stop 

(v24) and nearest convenience store (v25Hlements which are most likely very basic 

landmarks of the community area. In other words these measures relate to the most 

simplistic degree of place-familiarity, elements which have been previously show to be 

key features in the residential worlds of elderiy people (Rowles 1978; Golant 1986b), and 

which may be disthguished fiom a more general dimensions of cognitive mapping ability 

(Unger and Wandersman 1985). 

It should be emphasized that for the sample as a whole-that is, respondents in both 

residential setthgs-the degree of this kind of simple mapping ability is typically very 

high. For example, 26% of al1 respondents perceive that it would be easy to locate the 

nearest convenience store on a map of their commmity area, and another 67% believe 

this would be a very easy task (v25). Only 2% believe they would encounter some 

difficulty in mapping this kînd of simple landmark. Likewise? 90% believe it would be 

easy or very easy to idenw the nearest transit stop on a rnap (v24)-a fact which may 

seem quite surprising since 95% of respondents own one or more vehicles, and only 1% 

claim to use public transit for shopping trips, for example. 



In generai, therefore, the great majonty of respondents do feel confident in their 

understanding of simple geographic markers in the community. However, the fact that 

these kinds of cognitive abilities are empiricaiiy distinct fkom the more complex kinds of 

mapping abilities identified above is important to note because it points to the fact that, at 

least within the context of the ThKd Age, one's understanding or ability to idenw 

neighborhood is not a singdar scale ranging fiom the simple to the complex. 

6.6.2.2.3 People Identiîy. 

Figure 6.4 shows a third dimension associated with what may be the broder 

perceptual and cognitive domain of cornmunity. This axis is defined by two positively 

correlated variables. The fim, Ethnic Similarity (v28) indexes the degree to which 

respondents understand the residents of their block to be ethnically or culhually 

homogeneous. The second, Appearance Similarity (v29) indexes what may be a related 

feature-the degree to which neighbors are thought to be sirnilar in terms of their outward 

appearance, particdarly in terms of clothing styles. The fact that these characteristics are 

a separate source of variation fiom age identity means that age identification, but 

particularly age homogeneity, is perceived in a different marmer than other outward clues 

of people characteristics such as ethnicity or style. The potential distinction of this 

dimension was ncognized by McMiUan and Chavis (1986) who demonstrated that people 

identity is one of a number of separate forces which contributes to a wider construct of 

"sense of community". Yet the analytical distinction of this kind of axis has not always 

been made ciear-Unger and Wandersman (1985) essentially coliapsed the attributes of 

this axis under the cognitive mapping rubric, whilst Sarason (1974) postulated that the 

perception of sirnilarity to others was an important dimension in terms of denning a 

psychological sense of comrnunity. 

In general, the Third Age residents sarnpled in this mdy do not beiieve that their 

communities are highly ethnically homogeneous (v28). This is perhaps not such a 

surprishg finding, since Calgary is one of the least ethnicaily segregated cities in Canada 

(Bourne et al. 1986; Okraku 1987). Ln fact 60% of all respondents disagreed with the 



assertion that residents of their neighborhoods were easily recognizable on ethnic 

grounds. Only 18% gave some indication th& their neighborhoods were relatively 

homogeneous. Similar interpretations were made in terms of the outward dress 

characteristics of neighbon (v29). The majonty or respondents (65%) did not believe the 

neighboa on their block to be simiiar in te- of their dress chanicteristics. A quarter 

(25%) of respondents remained neutrai on this issue, and only 10% did suggest that 

people who belonged on their block couid be recognized by their style of dress. 

The key characteristic of this dimension, thetefore, is that it indexes two major 

elements of what may be summarized as the outwardly visible appearances of neighbor 

homogeneity. A suitable summary title for the axis is People Identity. 

6.6.2.3 Affective (Attitudinal and Motivational) Dimensions of Third Age Cornmunity. 

Figure 6.4 shows that seven separate dimensions of community were extracted which 

are related to what Davies (1992, 1995; Davies and Herbert 1993) pomilated to be the 

Mective domain of community character. 

6.6.2.3.1 Sfatus Symbolism of Place 

This dimension of place-based community in the Third Age is defined by three 

variables. Financial Symbolism (v30) is a indicator of the degree to which individuais 

feel that their commU;LUlty signifies, to othen, th they have reached a certain Ievel of 

financial success. Statu Symbolism (v31), by con- indexes the degree to which 

respondents feel that the comunîty they reside in has enhanced their own status. 

Relative Beau*. (v45) is a measure of how the community area in which respondents 

currentiy reside is more or less beautifid than 0th- in the city. These three variables 

have high negative loadings on the mis, meaning that ail  three variables are positively 

correlated and so together define the broader underlying consîruct of what may be cded 

Status Symbolimi of Place. To some extent this axis is a reflection of the "consensus" 

associated with status attributs of a community (Coleman and Neugarten 1972), but it is 

aiso an index of what Ginsberg (1985) refemd to as status hierarchies, and the symbolic 



association ('Hmter 1974) with what Ginsberg empirically identified as a separate 

dimension of residentid co11111iunity called prestige (Ginsberg 1985). 

Despite the fact that this is a separate axis, it should be emphasized that there is 

generally not a very strong sense of community-related status enhancement amongst 

respondents in the Calgary study. As a whole there is some feeling that community of 

residence does encode some kind of status symbolism. Clearly, a high proportion of 

respondents (33%) remained neutral on the question of whether or not their community of 

residence signifies to others that they have reached a certain level of financial success 

(v30). Nevertheless, 41% do feel that the community area in which they reside 

demonstrates to outsiders a certain level of financial success. A relatively large proportion 

(45%) of respondents also remained neutral on the degree to which their community of 

residence has enhanced their own status (v31). But some kind of status enhancement is 

evident, since 12% claim that their cornmunity has enhanced theu own personal status. Xt 

seems that part of this status-signification role of the community and the degree of 

personal statu enhancement of the community is affectively linked to the degree to 

which individuals feel their community is beautifid in cornparison to others. In other 

words living in a beautfil community7 perceived or real, contributes to one's feeling of 

status. A majonty of respondents generaily feel that their communities are more beautifil 

than others-in fact 63% claim them to be above average in terms of their physical 

beauty, with 8% claiming that their communities are amongst the five most beautiful in 

the city-which has some 160 comrnunity districts. Interestingly, only 1% felt their 

cornmunity was less beautifid than average! 

6.6.2.3.2 Evaluation and Appraisal 

The second Affective dimension identified in Figure 6.4 reveals a construct which 

may be defïned, as postulated in Figure 6.1, community Evaiuution and Appraisal. Two 

variables define this dimension. Relative Satisfaction (v33) is a measure of how satisfied 

individuais are with their current community of residence compared to aIl othes they 

have lived in. Relative Desirability (v34), by contrast, is a measure of how desirable as a 



place to live their present community area is in relation to al1 others they may have iived 

in. Satisfaction with housing and community, which may be especially important in the 

environment of the elderly (Golant 1984b, 1986a) has ofien been identified as a separate 

source of community variation (Unger and Wandersman 1982; Hunt and Ross 1990; 

Hunter 1974; Guest and Lee 1983), although it is sometimes associated with concepts Ote 

sentiment (Hunter 1974) and prestige or statu symbolism (Ginsberg 1985). 

Results hom the questionnaire survey do seem to point to the fact that there is 

generally a very high degree of community evaiuation and appraisal expenenced by those 

in their Third Age. For example, 64% of respondents felt that they were more satisfied 

with their present community (v33) than any others they may have previously resided 

in-in fact almost half (46%) felt much more satisfied with their present community. 

Only 5% felt less satisfied in any way. A similar degree of relative desirability (v34) was 

evident. The majority of individuals felt their present community area was more desirable 

than any others Iived in, and again, alrnon haif (48%) felt theirs was much more desirable 

than other community areas. Even fewer felt their community was less desirable than 

those who felt their community was less satisfying-only 4% claimed that they had 

previously lived in a more desirable local community area. 

The strong correspondence between these two meanires-the reason for their loading 

on this as a separate dimension-meam thar both variables essentidly tap into a separate 

source of community Merentiation, and together dernomte  that the evaluative and 

appraisive nature of place-based communiity in the Third Age should be considered to be 

reiatively distinct. 

6.6.2.3.3 Nuisances and Annoyances 

Despite the relatively high degree of community evaluation and appraisal identified 

above, a number of characteristics identify a separate source of place cornmunity 

variation-the more ncgative feelings of commmity which may be described as 

Nuisances and Annoyances. It should be noted that these kinds of nuisances and 

annoyances are not necessarily community-specinc in the sense that they originate within 



the local comrnunity area. M a y  community-felt annoyances or nuisances may onginate 

fiom outside the community area-thus comprising a set of negative externaiities. Two 

variables (v35 and v36), deliberately chosen to test the degree of local (intra-comrnmity) 

and extra-focai (extra-community) nuisances and annoyances, both load on the same side 

of the axis since they both have positive loadings. This axis is, however, weakly bipolar, 

with the other extreme of the axis defined by a single variable, Appearance Rating (v44), 

which indexes the individuais rating of the appearance of their community. This variable, 

not surprisingly, is negatively, but not strongly, comlated with the nuisance variables (r = 

-0.217 with local nuisances and r = -0.140 with extra-local nuisances), meaning that the 

degree of nuisances perceived is to some extent inversely related to how an individual 

perceives his community appearance. This kind of axis has not always been identified as 

a distinct dimension of community. Chavis and Wanderman (1990), for example, see 

these amibutes as part of a larger set of characteristics which can be summarized as the 

perception of environmental problems in the community, whilst Logan and Rabrenovic 

(1 990) have demonstrated that nuisances and annoyances rnay simply be part of a larger 

set of ongoing community association issues. 

in general, the degree to which residents feel or expenence nuisances or annoyances 

is extremely low. The vast rnajority of the Third Age residents surveyed in Calgary do not 

feel that their community is subjected to any kinds of locally-imposed nuisances (73%), 

nor extra-local annoyances (72%). Even for those in the minority who do experience 

nuisance effects, the degree of impact is typically quite low-n average the degree of 

nuisances is not high (3.26 on a scaie of 1 to 5) and only 5% of respondents would rate 

the degree of nuisances as being hi& (i.e. rated 4 or higher on a scaie of 1 to 5). The 

degree of severe extra-local annoyances is virtually identical-on average the degree of 

em-local annoyance is again not extreme (3.02 on a sale of 1 to 5) and only 5% would 

rate this as high (4 or more) on the same sort of scale. 

The ünkage between local and extia-local nuisances and annoyances means that both 

measures really contribute, if at all, to the same source of community-based Fustrations. 



So negative extemalities such as  noise fiom traffic, sirens, etc., combine with local 

nuisances such as litter, untidiness, poor upkeep of homes in adding to the overall level of 

nuisances felt by respondents. 

It is not surprishg that if such negative effects are experienced, they will detract nom 

one's sense of order or physical appearance of the community. This potentially explains 

why the Appearance Rating variable (v44) is part of the same overall dimension, but with 

opposite loadings-meaning that a higher level of nuisances and annoyances gives rise to 

a lower rating on the physical appearance of the commmity area Quite consistent with 

the Evaluative and Appraisive characteristics and the degree of nuisances and annoyances 

described above, the vast majonty (68%) of respondents feel that their communities are 

very tidy and very well maintained, and another 26% feel they are at least somewhat tidy 

and well maintained. A very small fiaction (6%) give their communities a mixed or 

negative appearance rating, but these are the muiority of residents who do experience 

nuisance and annoyances of any kind. 

6.6.2.3.4 Safety and Security 

Individual safety and security of property in the community is something which 

achieves constant press attention in North American cities of late, and is certainly one 

aspect of communities which is of prime importance to seniors (Golant 1980). Figure 6.4 

shows that Safi@ mrd S e d g  is in fact a separate dimension of community in the Third 

Age which is linked to the Affective domain. It should be noted that this dimension 

includes elements of both individuai (v39 and v37) as well as property safety and security 

(v40). Personal safety accounts for most of this axis, since variables indexing the degree 

of personal safety when alone in the neighborhood ( ~ 3 9 ) ~  as weii as personal safety in the 

community after dark (v37) are the highest loading variables. Generd safety concems 

(v38) and Propeq safety concems (v40) seem to be slightly less evident, though they 

form an integral part of one's sense of security. 

Despite some claims that high levels of age concentration may actually attract 

criminal elements (Kahana et al. 1977), there is generally a feeling amongst the entire 



sample that their communities are safe places in which to live. For example, for the 

sample as a whole, 77% do not fear for their own personal safety if alone in the area (v39) 

and another 15% are neutral on this issue. Therefore, only 8% of al l  respondents express 

some kind of fear for their own personal safety in the community. Safety afker dark (v37) 

M e r  shows that respondents generaily consider their comrnunities to be d e  

environments, but perhaps not to the same extent as during daylight houn. Nearly one 

quater of respondents (24%) expressed some kind of fear about wallcing alone in their 

neighborhood after dark, but the vast majority either expressed little or no concem (18%) 

or else were not fearfbl (57%) about walking aione after dark. Smarizing the general 

feelings of d e t y  in the area (v38), a good majority (88%) indicated that their 

neighborhoods were safe--only 2% felt the neighborhood to be at all unsafe. 

Besides the very little concern about personal safe~y in the comrnunity, there is aiso 

typically not a high degree of worry over property offenses such as break-and-enter or 

vaaddism. Reflecting the generally positive assessrnent of safety in the areas, ody 23% 

expressed any fear of property offenses (v40), 3 1% felt neither secure nor afhid, and 46% 

did not fear for the safety of their property. 

6.6.2.3.5 Empowennent 

This fifth axis which is associated with the Affective domain of commtmity has high 

loading variables indexing the degree of perceived informal collective power amongst 

neighboa (v42)-such as uniting infomally to oppose some specific development threat; 

the degree of personal power (v41>-nich as personal connections which may have an 

influence on community actions; and formal collective power (v43)-which might be 

achieved by neighboa formaiiy approaching members of the city to voice their 

opposition. Taken together, these variables summarize a broder constnict which may be 

cded  Empowennent. However, Heller (1989) has cautioned that since the term 

empowerment refers to power k ing  given to some group within a community context, 

these attributes more properly belong to a concept of "coiIective power"-the process of 

coalition formation which distinguishes individual efficacy fiom collective efficacy and 



which refers to particular types of probiem- or emotion-focwd coping strategies (Helier 

1989; Chavis and Wandersman 1990). Given the fact that political participation emerges 

as separate axis, it may seem surprishg that empowerment emerges as a separate axis 

from Political P a r t i c i ~ o n .  However, Empowerment in this context really reflects a 

latent form of political power, and seems to have little bearing on actual voting 

behaviour. 

The resuits on the whole suggest infornial collective power (v42)-in the sense of 

uniting with neighbors on an informai bai s  to have a collective voice with local 

politicians-is relatively high. The majonty of those sarnpled (52%) feel that, shouid the 

need arise, if they were to informally unite to express theu concem with local politicians 

or planners, they would certainly have some infiuence on the issues and decisions at hand. 

Only 6% felt that they would be basically powerless if they informdly united for 

collective action in this way. Convenely, very few (2%) are perhaps naïve enough to feel 

that such action would allow them to control the decision-making process. 

Not surprisingly, there is a feeling of power in numbers in local communities. This is 

reflected in the fact that the degne of personal power is generally felt to be less than it is 

for collective organizing. For example, the vast majonty of respondents (75%) felt that, at 

most. their individuai connections or personal influence, mcry have some infiuence. In 

other words, individual efforts do not result in the same degree of empowerment as 

collective community efforts. 

The highest level of empowmnent is derived fkom formal collective action-officid 

opposition from formal 0 r g a n . g  activities, a fact long recognized in the community 

orga-g literature (Alinsky 1972). Third Age residents seem to be no exception to this 

finding. The majonty (70%) of respondents believed that if required, fomally uniting to 

make a formal opposition to City Council or a Development Appeal Board, would 

certainly result in some degree of influence over the decision-making process. In fact 

about one third (32%) feel that that they would at least have a great deai of power and 

innuence should they pumie this kind of action. 



Although the degree of empowamuit may differ for each of the three variables 

which define this axis-fiom low levels of empowennent fiom individual action to high 

ievels for formal collective action-they are empiricaily related and have a basic 

commonality in that they describe a similar constnict. 

6.6.2.3.6 Common Values 

Probably one of the most sought after features of place-based or any other 

communities is a sense of shared or common values. Figure 6.4 shows that this is in fact a 

separate dimension of place-based community in the Third Age residential settings and is 

the sixth axis associated with the Affective domain of community. The axis is defined by 

three variables. Moral Similarity (v50) indexes the extent to which individuals feel a 

cornmonality with their neighbors in terms of their social and moral behaviour. Life 

Agreement (v49) indexes a related concept-the degree of commonality in t m s  of what 

is important in life. Offensive Lifewles (v55) indexes the degree to which the a c t d  

lifestyle behaviours of neighbors is congruent with their own or is deemed offensive. 

Similar constructs have been previousiy proposed: Unger and Wandersman (1985) 

consider common values to be one of four key dimensions associated with a broder 

"sense of community" construct, whilst Weenig et al. (1990) treated common values 

under a more general category of comniunity influence. 

Rosow (1967) has shown that some caution m u t  be applied in understanding 

common values and moral standards within the context of age. There is no evidence to 

suggest that values and mords change as a result of aging, but there are identifiable moral 

and ethical cornmonalities which emerge within generations sirnply as a resdt of 

historical and societal change. Within-age group cornmon values should therefore be 

apparent within the context of the Third Age. The results fiom this survey do point to a 

relatively high degree of homogeneity or sense of common values amongst residents in 

the commUDity. The majonty of respondents (66%) do feel that their block neighbors 

have nmilar ideas about what is considad to be socially and morally correct behaviour 

(v50). Although a relatively large proportion (29%) do not want to judge their neighbors 



in this regard, only a very mail fiaction (5%) feel that their neighbors have a different 

sense of what rnay be morally correct behaviour. 

The same is hue for the feeling that there is an underlying commonality in the 

neighborhood about what is important in We (v49). The majority (58%) agree with their 

neighbors about the important thhgs in Me, whereas another 36% reserve judgment. Only 

6% are willing or able to state that their neighbors have a different perception about what 

is important in Me. 

These feelings of value commonality are also reflected in the fact that very few 

respondents feel that then are othm living in their neighborhood with morally offensive 

lifestyles (v51). The majority (69%) do not feel they have neighbors with offensive 

Iifestyles, and another 26% do not feel able to make such a cornparison. Again, only a 

small proportion (5%), do feel they may have some neighbors with these non-conforming 

attributes. 

Clearly these variables meanire related concepts, and al1 seem to point to sirniiar 

characteristics of what may be the broader dimension of place-based community called 

Cornmon Values. 

6.6.23.7 Empathy and Belonging 

The seventh dimension associated with the Affective domain of cornmunity and 

identified in Figure 6.4 is probably the one that most resembles the notion of 

"community" in the common sense of a feeling of belonging and s h e d  atmchment to 

place, a perception of latent mutual aid and trust. The axis is ddined by six high loading 

variables. Belonging (v52) indexes the feeling that one truly belongs in the neighborhood. 

Latent Aid (v46) meanires the extent to which there is an inherent expectation of 

neighboring aid-a sense of reliance on neighbours to assist when necessary. Sense of 

Community (v53) is a summary meanire of the extent to which resideme in the 

neighborhood (as opposed to extra-local social networks) instiils a sense of cornmunity in 

an individual. Cohesion (v54) is a summary or aggregate statement of a sense of unity or 

cohesion arising out of many community attri'butes-such as belonging, sense of 



cornmunity, feeling of being at home, a sense of  loyaity to o h ,  and a sense of 

fellowship. Neighborhood Latent participation (v48) identifies the degree to which 

individuals feel that their neighbors are always willing to help. Finally, Non-Obligatory 

Aid indexes the perception or feeling thaî this kind of help is non-obligatory or willingly 

given. Although the empincally denved axis Empathy and Belonguig is an amalgam of 

al1 of these separate attributes, previous researchers have empkically identified some 

rather differem and some similar configurations of the same community characterinics. 

Essentially this axis includes elements of what others have identified as social bonding or 

mernbenhip (Weenig et al. 1990; McMillan and Chavis 1986), rootedness or attachent 

(Riger and Lavrakas 1 98 1 ; Woolever 1992; Unger and Wandersman 1 982), and seme of 

cornmunity and cohesion (Unger and Wandersman 1982; Buckner 1988); a shared 

emotional connection (McMillan and Chavis 1986), or a psychological sense of 

cornmunity (Sarason 1974). This axis is therefore analogous, as McMi11an and Chavis 

(1986) have said, to a spiritual bond; a social unity based on locale; a form of 

gerneimchaE. It is also a dimension of community which is very highly sought after in 

Amencan chies, but never seems to be reaüzed or experienced to the extent of its demand 

(Fried 1986). It seems that in this Calgary case study, it is experienced to a relatively high 

degree. 

When asked about the extent to which they feel they auly belong in their 

neighborhood (v52), the vast majority (78%) of Third Age respondents in the Calgary 

study claimed that they do feel that they mily belong; another 19% remained neutral on 

this evaluation, and only 3% gave any indication that they did not feel as though they 

ûuly belonged in their neighborhoods. There is, therefore, a very high degne of this 

emotional connection with the neighborhood amongst respondents. This close attachent 

to the neighborhood is also manifest in the degree to whkh the neighborhood W s  a 

sense of c o m m ~ t y  in individuals. In f x t  the findings reinforce one another-77% of d 

mpondents felt that their neighborhoods did give them a feeling of a sense of 

community, and again only 3% argued that no sense of community was derïved nom 



living in the neighborhood. Further reinforcement for this notion that local neighborhoods 

do instill a sense of empathy or belonging c m  be seen in the results nom the composite 

measure of cohesion (v54). As described above, this index of cohesion s u m ~ e s  the 

empathy and belonging denved fkom multiple community aîûibutes. In g e n d ,  responses 

from the questionnaire strongly suggest that there is indeed a very high degree of empathy 

or sense of belonging in the areas-in fact 89% of respondents had an index of cohesion 

value which was higher than a neutrai position-that is, more than 4 on a scale of 1 to 5. 

Only 0.5% had cohesion index scons below a neutrai position, meaning that they did not 

derive a sense of cohesion from residing in their neighborhood. 

It is quite possible that these high levels of belonging, sense of community, and 

cohesion amongst respondents is, in part, a fiction of the fact that there are dso very 

high expectations on the part of individuals that their neighbcn are willing participants in 

creating comrnunity through mutuai aid and participation. In oiher words there is a high 

degree of what Davies and Herbert (1993) ~mmarized as latent munial aid. For example, 

94% of al1 respondents fully expect that their neighbors would be more than witling to 

assist by collecting their mail and keeping their house while away (v46). Likewise, the 

majority (86%) also feel that residents of their neighborhood are always willing to help 

each other, whether explicitly requested or not (v48). This kind of latent neighboring 

potential, al1 of which contributes to a sense of empathy and belonging, is not perceived 

to be obligatory. In fact 82% of respondents feel that the kind of help, potential or red, 

that they receive fiom their neighbon is non-obligatory (v47). Only 5% of aii respondents 

suspect that this kind of support fiom neighbors may be because they feel obiiged to 

assist. 

All of these characteristics therefore combine to define a similar set of 

characteristics-the feeling that local neighborhoods do produce a sense of empathy and 

belonging-a feattue of communities which is integrally bound up with mutual trust and 

expectation of reciprocai neighboring. 



6.6.3 Differential Impacts of Community Dimensions in two Third Age 
Segregated Residential Settings 

The resuits of the tests to determine whether there are significant differences in the 

community dimensions between the Third Age voluntary segregated retirement villages 

and in-situ aging community areas are presented in Table 6.8 below. There are significant 

differences in eleven of the seventeen community dimensions identified in Figure 6.4. 

The key characteristics of these differences are outiined below. 

6.6.3.1 Differential Impacts within the Behavioural Domain. 

The mean values of the factor scores on each of the cornrnunity dimensions for the 

two residentiai senings are shown in Table 6.8 . T-tests for Merences in means reveaied 

that four of the seven dimensions associated with the Behavioural domain have 

significance values Iower than 0.05-meaning that the axis is differentiaily manifest in 

the two residentiai areas. Those Behaviod dimensions which are significantly different 

are Infrmal Interaction (Intirnute); Mutual Informal Cuoperation; ûrganizution 

Involvement; and Political Participation. The ways in which these dimensions are 

differentially manifest in the two residentid areas types are outlined below. 

6.6.3.1.1 lnfonnal Interaction (Non-Intimate). 

There are significant clifferences in the mean factor scores betweex the segregated 

retirement viliages and the in-situ aging comrnuni~ areas for this dimension. Those living 

in retirement viliages typicaily exhibit positive scores and those living in in-situ aging 

community areas typicaily exhibit negative factor scores on this axis. 

Based on the polarity of the loadings h m  Figure 6.4 it can be seen that in ternis of 

the overail constnict of non-intimate types of informa1 interaction, the factor scons 

suggest that those in retirement villages have higher informal interaction with neighbors 

than those residents living in the in-situ aging areas. However, it is not only the general 

constnict which shows major differences, but ail  of the individuai variables which load 

onto this dimension (see Table 6.8). [n other words, the distributional characteristics of 

each of these variables is signincantly different in the two kinds of residential area. 



Table 6.8 
Summary of Tests for Dimensional Differenœs and Variable Differences 

Domain and 
Dimension 

mean 
iacior 
score. 
Retire 
ment 

village 
s 

I - 
Behaviour (Interactions) 
1. Facility Use 

2. lnfonnal Interaction 
(Non-ln tima te) 

3. lnfonnal Interaction 
(Intima tes) 

4. Mutual Informa/ 
Cooperation 

5. Organization 
ln volvemen t 

6. Political Participation 

7. Supportive Milieu 

Perce~tion and 
Coanltion 
7. Age IdentityLComplex 

Cugnjtive Mapping 

2. Simple Cognitive 
Mapping 

3. People ldenùty 

Variables Defining Dimension 
(i.e. factor loadings >10.3() 

mean 
factor 

scores 
,In- 
Situ 

Sig 6 

note 2 

Sig A 
see 

0.067 -0.038 0.504 

1 v6 Neiahbor First Rame 1 0.000 1 

v3 Facitity Use Score 0.633 
v l  Maximum Facility Use 0.867 
v2 Perceiveci Facilities 0.123 

i .si6 -0.927 0.000 ' 

I 
- 

v l1  New ~riehds 
v8 Neicrhbor Close Friends 1 0.000 o.o02 1 

[ v9 ~e i ihbor  Confidant 1 0.000 1 

v5 NeighbOr Conversations 
v4 Neicrhbor Reconnition 

0.000 
0.000 

1 VI 4 hformatihal Aid 1 0.000 1 

0.502 -0.288 0.000 v15 Physicai Aid 
v12 Borrowina 

0.658 -0.377 0.000 

0.390 
0.895 

0.297 -0.170 0.004 

v13 Home contact 1 0.000 1 

0.030 -0.017 0.540 

v16 Organization Volume 
VI 7 Omanimtion Dedication 
vl8 Local Political Orientation 
~ 1 9  Extra-Local Politi~al 

-1.908 1.094 0.000 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1 .O00 

Orientation 1 1 

v27 ~ge'similanty - 
v22 Mapping Ability 

' v20 Govt. Agency Support 
v21 Organizational Support 

v32 Age Symbolism 
v26 People Similam 

0.000 
0.000 

as90 0.338 0.000 

Note: 
1) Significanœ test A = t a  of nufl hypothesk of equality of means in factor 

scores fOr the two residentiat area types. Values shown are actual significant 
values. Dimensions significantiy diinnt at c 0.05 an underscorad. 

2) Significana test B = Kolmogomv-Smimov non-panmetric test of nul1 hypothesis 
that siamplas for two midentiat areta typsr came firom tame diibution. values 
shown are adual significant values. Values lass than 0.05 mean that the 
variable has significantly different di iut ional characterisücs in the hNo 
residential settings 

1.000 
1 .O00 

0.000 
0.000 

, v23 Street Naming 0.000 

-- 

v25 Convenience Location 
v24 Transit Stops 

0.277 -0.159 0.008 

0.052 
0.000 

v28 Ethnic Similarity 
v29 Appearance Similanty 

0.060 
0.002 



Table 6.8 (Cont.) 
Summary of Tests for Dimensional Differences and Variable Differences 

Affective (Attitudes and 
jMotivationl 
7. Status Symbolism of 

Place 

2. Evaluation and 
A ppraisal 

3. Nuisances and 
Annoyances 

Sig B 
se8 

note 2 

4. Safety and Security 

Variables Defining Dimension 
(i.e. factor loadings >10.31) 

6. Common Values 

Domain and 
Dimension 

7. Empathy and 
Belonging 

mean 
fader 
score, 
Retire 
ment 

viiiage 
s 

m a n  
fador 

scores 
,In- 
situ 

Aging 
Amas 

-0. W2 

0.430 

-0.331 

0.102 

-0.21 0 

0.540 

-o.no 

Note: 

Sig A 
sw 

note 1 

1 v45 Relative beauty 1.000 1 
0.024 0.431 

0.000 1 v33 Relative Satisfaction 0.005 f 

v30 Financial Symbolism 0.238 
v31 Status Symbolism 0.671 

1 v36 Extra-Local Annovances 0.998 1 

- - - - - 

0.000 

- - - . . - . -. . - - - - - - . - - - - . . - - - -  

v34 Relative Desirability 0.000 1 
v35 Local Nuisances 0.006 1 

I v37 Night Safety 
v38 General SafeW 

-0.059 0.843 
v44 ~ppeamnce ~at ing 0.000 1 
v39 Personal Fear 0.846 1 

4.310 0.001 , V$ M O ~ I  ~irnilanty 0.000 
v49 Life Aareement 0.000 

0.120 0.101 v42 lnf. Collective Power 0.730 
v41 Personal Power 1 .O00 
v43 Form. Collective Power 0.009 

I v53 sense of Community 
v54 Cohesion 0.000 1 

-- -- - - 

v48 Nhood Latent Particip. 0.000 
v47 Non-û bligatory Aid 0.381 

0.327 0.000 

1) Signifkanœ test A = t-test of nuIl hypothesis of equality of means in factor 
scores for the two residential area typ8s. Values shown are adual significant 
values. Dimensions significantiy diifersnt at c 0.05 are undersçored. 

2) Signkanœ test B = KolmogorovSmimov non-parametric test of nuIl hyOothesis 
that sampk for two residential a m  typas came ftom same distribution. values 
shown am actual signiftcantvalues. Values les than 0.05 mean that the 
variabk has significantly diffsmnt d'iutlonal chafacterisb'cs in the two 

v52 Belonging 0.985 
v46 Latent Aid O. 1 08 

residential d n g s  



An exploration of these variables shows how and why the entire dimension is 

differentially manifest in the huo residentid area types. For example, when asked about 

k i r  interactions with their huenty nearest neighbors, 7 1% of retirement village residents 

claimed to fiequently communicate or chat in the Street with more than haif of their 

neighbors. This is in contrast to only 32% of residents fiom in-situ aging cornrnunity 

areas, who typicaily claim fiequent informal conversation with between 6 and 10 of their 

neighbors. Similarly, 83% of retirement village residents visually recognize more than 

half of their neighbors, whilst only 60% of in-situ aging community areas residents can 

claim this kind of neighbor recognition. The increased level of interaction in the 

retirement villages is probably enhanced by the fact that almost three quarters of al1 

residents (74%) know more than half of their twenty nearest neighbors by nrst name, 

whilst ody 34% of those living in the in-situ aging community areas are on a first-name 

basis with at lest  half of their neighbors. Finally, there are diffetences in the degree of 

informal visiting with neighbors between the wo types of community settings. On 

average those in retirement villages tend to regularly visit with about 3 to 5 neighbors 

every month, whilst 26% c l a h  to visit with more than half (10 or more) of their 

neighbors every month. By contrast, the level of informal visiting is substantidly lower 

for the in-situ aging residents. Typically these residents visit with only one or two 

neighbors on a monthly basis, whilst only 1% of this group claims to visit with at least 

half of their twenty neares neighbors every month. 

In general, therefore, these results point to the fact that the key differentiation in this 

dimension of community is the relative degree of informal interactions of this kind. The 

factor scores essentiaily reflect a basic dichotomy-the fact that in-situ aging community 

areas residents have a low degree of interaction (on numerous measures), and retirement 

village residents have a high degree of interaction with neighbors. In short, this dualism is 

meaningful within the context of place-based community in the Third Age. Residents of 

retirement villages, informally interact with one another to a signiscantly higher degree 

than those who have aged in-situ for decades. 



6.6.3.1.2 Mutuai Informai Cooperabrabon. 

Table 6.8 also shows signiscant ciifkences in the d e s t a t i o n  of this construct: 

Retirement village residents typically having positive fmor scores and in-situ aging 

community area residents typically hawig negative factor scores on this axis. The 

polariry of factor loadings identifies the meaning behind this difference-for the overail 

construct, retirement village residents exhibit a significantly higher degree of mutual 

informal cooperative behaviour. 

Nevenheless, despite the fact that this dimension is a composite or summary index of 

four different variables (see Table 6.8)' an understanding of why and how this dimension 

is differentially manifest in the two residential area types requires a more careful focus on 

the individual variables. Only two of the four variables reaily have significantly different 

distributions, and these provide the reai clues as to why place-based differences in the 

factor scores were identified. It is worth emphasizing that in terms of instrumental 

activities such as borrowing and physical aid, Little differentiation b e ~ e e n  the two groups 

exists, so the real difference in the manifestation of this dimension cannot be atûibuted to 

such instnrmentaï functions. 

The key variables which underlie the ditkentia1 impact of this axis are i) the degree 

of informationai aid (v14), and ii) the degree of in-home contacts (v13). On average, 

retirement village residents had obtained some kind of information or advice fiom their 

neighboa twice in the previous month; whila 12% claimed to have obtained 

informational aid fiom neighbon more than four times in the previous month. 

Conversely, in-situ aging residents generally only rely on informational aid fiom 

neighbon once a month, and only 4% claim four or more information exchanges in the 

previous month. In addition; retirement village residents typically visit neighbon in their 

homes twice a month, and 30% claim to visit in neighboa' homes more than four times a 

month. By con- less visiting is evident in the in-situ aging community areas: the 

average being one visit per month, and only 14% claiming to visit four or more times a 



As with idormal interactions, therefore, the key difference in the muSestation of 

this axis may be also be swnmarized as a dichotomy of relatively low vs. relatively high 

degrees of munial informai cooperation. More niccinctly, retirement villages have a high 

degree of mutuai cooperation and in-situ aging community areas have a low degree of 

mutual informal cooperation. However, our understanding of this dichotomy must remain 

tempered by the fact that it is based on on& same of the characteristics which integrally 

define the broder concept of mutual informal cooperation. 

6.6.3.1.3 Organizaffon lnvolvement 

Involvement in organizations is the third dimension in the Behavioural domain which 

demonstrates significant Merences in its geographical manifestation. This difference is 

significant for the overail construct. Retirement village midents t y p i d y  have positive 

factor scores whilst those in the in-situ aging community areas spically have negative 

factor scores on this axis. A review of the variables and the signs of the factor loadings 

(see Figure 6.2) reveals the basic meaning in this distinction. Essentially those living in 

retirement villages are reiatively imolved in organizations whereas those in in-situ aging 

community areas are relatively unirwolved. 

Table 6.8 shows that both of the variables which define this axis are also 

significantly different in their distributions. In other words, respondents nom the two 

different residential area types show Merent characteristics in terms of the number of 

organizations they are members of as weU as their degne of participation in local 

organizations. To illustrate M e r ,  the average retirement village resident is a member of 

at least two voluntary organizations, and only 5% of this group is not a member of any 

organhtion. This is clearly a high level of organizational activity (cf Rosow 1967). By 

contrast, the average in-situ aging cornmunity area resident is a member of only one 

voluntary organization, and almoa four times as many residents (19%) are members of no 

voluntay organization at dl. 

Further dinerences are manifest in tmns of the degree of involvement. Based on the 

index of organizatiod dedication (see Table 6.5) it can be noted that retirement village 



residents score relatively highly, such that 33% of these residents obtain the two highest 

possible index scores. By con- for those in in-situ aging areas who are memben of 

organizations, their degm of participation is signiscantly lower, with only 17% who 

achieve the first and second ranked index scores. 

This means, therefore, that those in the retirement villages not only demonstrate a 

higher propensity to join organhtions, but their relative cornmitment to these 

organizatioas is higher such that they are more likely to be active in volunteering their 

Ume and serving as formally elected officea of the organktions. 

In surnrnary, the real distinction and reason for the diffeientid manifestation of this 

dimension is again indicative of a general dichotomy. Retirement village residents are 

relatively involved in organizations. In-situ aging community area residents are relatively 

uninvolved. Furthemore, this generalization seems to hold for al l  of the constituent 

elements which define the broader constmct or dimension of organization involvement. 

6.6.3.1.4 Political Parb'cipsffon 

Political participation is the Iast and fornth of seven dimensions of community linked 

to the Behavioral domain which are significantly different in tems of theV manifestation 

in retirement village and in-situ aging community areas. On average, retirement village 

residents exhibit positive factor scons and in-situ aghg community areas residents 

typically exhibit negative factor scores on this &S. The structure of the axis (Figure 6.4) 

means that retirement village residents have higher levels of political participation than 

those who are aging in-situ. 

Funher investigation of the variables which define this axis shows that, aithough the 

composite index is significantly different, this difference must be attributable to only one 

of the variables-namely local political orientation (v18). There is nmially no Merence 

at all in the extra-local (provincial and federal) political orientations (v19) of individuais 

residing in retirement village and in-situ aging community areas. For example, in both 

types of area, 92% of respondents claim to always vote in provincial and federal 

elections. In other words, the reai poiitical différences center around involvement in 



commun@ -based and municipal political &airs. Retirement village residents are far 

mon active in local community and civic political a f f '  than are those residents in the 

in-situ aging commutilty areas. The majority (54%) of the retirement village sample claim 

to always vote in community association and chic elections, whilst ody a minority (19%) 

of those sampled fiom in-situ aging areas make this claim. One caveat must be 

empahsized with respect to this finding. It is quite possible, based on the structure of the 

questionnaire (see Appendix C) and the faft that the variable Local Political Orientation 

(v 18) is and arnalgam of both comrnunity-level and municiapl-level voting panems, that 

respondents frorn the retirement villages interpreted local or community political 

participation as voting in the village homeownas association or club; whereas those in 

the in-situ aging community areas would have interpreted local political participation as 

voting in the local community association for the broader neighborhood area (Davies and 

Townshend 1994). In other words, there may be a scaZe effect present in these 

responses-with village residents perceiving the village to be the extent of their local area 

community participation. Whiie these perceptual distinctions of community area scale 

canot be determined fkom the nwey instrument, the responses to Question Dl3 do 

support this stance. There is liale variation in municipal-level vohg responses-with 

84% of respondents in retirement villages and 87% of respondents in in-situ aging 

communities reporting that they always vote in these elections. However, 65% of 

retiremen*. village respondents, compared to only 22% of in-situ aging community area 

respondenîs, claim to usuaZZy or always vote in neighborhood or communiity association 

elections. This may be an unanticipated d e s t a t i o n  of a scaie effect in tenns of the 

perceptuai boudaries of "Iocai'' or b'community-level'~ political &airs. The significantly 

higher incidence of political participation in "local" or "community" affairs may also 

refl ect this scale bias in that a i l  village residents are, through the imposition of  restrictive 

covenants, members of the village or homeowners association. This would mean that they 

potentially have a greater vested interest in voting in their local residents organization. 



In short, although the structural differmce in the manifestation of this dimension may 

be broadly identified as politicall'y active vs. politica1Zy inactive, it is necessary to keep in 

mind that that this distinction is only partid, since on& some of the elements which 

define political participation as a separate source of community variation are responsible 

for the differential impact. In addition, the distinction may be due to perceptual varitions 

in the scale or extent of "local" or "co~~munity~~ political affàirs. 

6.6.3.2 Diffemntial Impacts within the Perceptual 1 Cognitive Domain 

Table 6.8 shows that of the three dimensions of community which were identified as 

falling within the general Perception and Cognition domain, al1 dernonstrate signifiant 

differences @ c 0.05) between the two types of Third Age residential areas. The way in 

which these dimensions are differentially manifest are outlined below. 

6.6.3.2.1 Age Identit)itComplex Cognitive Mapping 

On average, residents fiom retirement villages have negative factor scores, whilst 

those fiom in-situ aging areas typicdly have positive scores on this axis. What does this 

mean in tems of the overall conshict? Since this is a bipolar axis, the sign of the groups 

average values as well as the sign of the factor loadings mut be considered. The negative 

factor scores associated with retirement village respondents and the positive factor scores 

associated with the in-situ aging community areas respondents means that each group is 

identined with a different aspect of the axis. In the case of retirement villages, thk is 

indicative of a relatively high degree of perceived age identity-a finding which is not 

surprising given the size and age homogeneous character of these places. In the case of 

in-situ aging community areas, the scores are associated with a relatively hi& degree of 

cognitive mapping ability. In other words, the differentiation of this axis is not simp1y a 

manifestation of different m e a m s  on a single scale, such as low vs. high, but of two 

different scales. In other words retirernent village residents have a high perception of age 

identity in the area, and in-situ aging community areas resîdents have a relatively hi& 

cognitive understanding of the geography of their community areas. The latter is also not 

surprishg since these mpondents have lived in the areas for twenty or more years. 



Table 6.8 also shows that al1 of the separate variables which define this bipolar axis 

are significantiy dürerent in terms of their reqmnse distributions. Compare for, example, 

the characteristics of age identity. In the retirement villages 74% of residents agree that 

their neighborhoods are symbolic of age homogeneity (v32). Only 20% of in-situ aging 

community areas residents would daim the same. Similarly, 73% of retirement village 

residents agree that their communities are homogeneous in temis of the age, appearance, 

wealth, and overall behaviour of residents-the overall people sirnilarity of the area 

(v26). Not surpnsingly, 50% of in-situ aging community areas residents disagree with this 

claim. As well, retirement village residents believe (74%) that they can identify those 

who belong in the community according to their age (v27), whilst 58% of those in in-situ 

aging cornmunity areas disclaim that residents who belong in the area can be identified on 

age characteristics. So in retirement villages people familiarity, especially on age 

characteristics, is a more dominant and perhaps more important characteristic than is 

place familiarity . 
The higher cognitive mapping ability of the in-situ aging community area midents 

can also be seen by the fact that the variables indexhg mapping ability (VU) and Street 

narning (v23) are aiso signifïcantly different. For example, although 70% of respondents 

in retirement villages would find it easy or very easy to map the main streets in their area, 

93% of in-situ aging corn muni^ areas residents feel this way. The key Merence in the 

distribution of this variable, however, lies in the extent to which it is perceived to be a 

very easy task to complete. Only 30% of retirement village residents would find it very 

easy, compared to more than double this proportion (63%) for the in-situ aging 

community areas respondents. Again this is not a surprishg diffmnce when it is noted 

that in-situ aging community areas respondents have resided in the same commUIiity area 

for more than 20 years, compared to an average length of residence for retirrment village 

respondents of only 3.6 years. In addition to the ability to map these streets, the ability to 

apply names to these (v23) also shows signincant differences by residentid m. Again, 

the key distinction in the distribution of responses is the degree to which this is perceived 



to be a very easy task. Only 14% of retirrment village residents perceived it would be 

very easy to do-compared to some 41% for those in in-situ aging community areas. 

In nimmary this axis is differentially msinifest because of its two polar aspects. 

Rather than indexing a difference on a singular scale, each of the two residentid area 

types is best described by one of the two scales associated with this dimension. In other 

words, retirement villages are different to in-situ aging community areas because the 

former is characterized by age farniliarity whilst the latter is characterized by place 

familiariîy. 

6.6.3.2.2 Simple Cognitive Mapping 

The simple cognitive mapping axis is also significantly difkent (Table 6.8). In-situ 

aging colnmunity areas respondents typicdiy have negative factor scores and retirement 

village respondents typically have positive scores on this axis. This means that in-situ 

aging residents have a significantly pater ability to identie and map some of the 

simplest landmarks in the community, evm though this ability is typically quite high 

amongst al1 respdents nom both types of residentiai area. 

A review of the two variabIes which define this axis reveals that it is really only one 

variable which underlies the dinerence in the dimension since only one variable has 

signincantiy different distribution characteristics. Thus moa of the dinaaice seems to 

stem firom the ability to locate public transit features, particularly the nearest transit stop 

(124). Nevertheless, this is simply a difference of degree which is not extremc-for in 

both types of community setting the majonty (86% for retirement village and 93% for in- 

situ aging communïty areas) find it easy or very easy to locate the nearest bus stop on a 

map of their cornmunity area. The key distinction, however, is that 51% in the retirement 

villages find such a task very easy, but 69% in the in-situ aging community areas b d  it 

very easy. 

In summary, therefore, this axis shows a significant dlfference between the two * p e s  

of area, not because of a differe~lce in meaning of the construct, but simply because of a 

dinaence in degree. In otha words, in both types of area, there is g m d y  a high degree 



of simple mapping ability-there is no red difference in average responses. The rd 

distinction is that in in-situ aging community anas un even higher proportion of residents 

have a high degree of simple cognitive mapping ability. 

6.6.3.23 People Idenm. 

The third community dimension associated with the conceptuai identity domain that 

shows significant differences in its manifestation in the two residential area types is 

identified in Table 6.8 as People Identity. Typically, retirement village residents have 

positive scores on this axis, whila in-situ aging cornmunity area residents have negative 

scores on the axis. Ahhough it should be recalled that in gened al1 respondents have 

quite a high perception of people heterogeneity in their areas, this significant difference in 

factor scores means that those in retirement villages perceive their communities to be 

somewhat more homogeneous than do those in in-situ aging community areas. 

A review of the individual variables which define this axis reveals why this is so. It is 

not because of a higher sense of ethnic homogeneity since this variable (v28) does not 

show sigdicant differences in its distribution. This fïnding is not surprising, since none 

of the communities nweyed are particularly ethnically homogeneous, especially in terms 

of visible minorities. Furthemore, as previously identified, respondents fiom both types 

of communities typically disagree that their neighborhoods are ethnically homogeneous. 

The key reason for the difference in this overall construct is linked to the perceived 

overall appearance or visible simïiarity of neighbors (v29), since this variable does 

demonstrate signincant distribution characteristics berneen the two area mes.  The 

detailed profile of responses on this m e a m ,  show which characteristics are different. 

The key distinction lies not in the overd pattern in which the majority seem to disagree 

that their neighbors are homogeneous in terms of appearance, but in the size of the 

majority. For example, 55% of retirement village respondents disagreed that those who 

belonged in their neighborhood could be identifïed by the styles of clothing they Wear, 

whilst 71% of in-situ aging community areas disagreed. Therefore both groups feel their 



neighborhoods to be heterogeneous in terms of outwardly visible dress standards, but a 

significantly greater majority feels this way in the in-situ aging cornmunity areas. 

In summary, the Merential manifestation of this dimension is not one of perceived 

homogeneity vs. perceived heterogeneity, but one of degree of perceived heterogenei~, 

with in-situ aging community areas demonstrating a significantly higher sense of 

perceived heterogeneity. Nevertheless, some caution must be exercised whm interpreting 

this difference in the overall dimension since the difference is caused by only one of the 

two constituent elements which define this axis. 

6.6.3.3 Oifferential Impacts within the Affective Domain. 

Four of the seven dimensions of community identified in Table 6.8 are significantly 

different in ternis of their impact in retirement village and in-situ aging community areas. 

The key differences in the expression of these differences are described below. 

6.6.3.3.1 Evaluation and Appraisal 

Table 6.8 shows that retirement village and in-situ aging community area residents 

have significant differences in their feelings of EvaZuation and AppraisuZ of their 

neighborhoods and communities. On average, retirement village residents have positive 

factor scores on this axis, whilst in-situ aging community areas residents typicaily have 

negative factor scores on this ais. m e n  inte~preted within the context of the signs of the 

negative factor loadings (see Figure 6.4), this generally means that those living in in-situ 

aging areas have higher degrees of evaluation and appraisal. The reason for this 

merence can be gauged fiom the chanrctexistics of both of the variables which define 

this axis. 

The two variables which define Evaluation and Appraisal-relative satisfaction (v33) 

and relative desirability (v34 ja re  both significantly different in terxns of their 

distribution in the different residential area types. Even though in-situ aging community 

areas residents are more satisfied with their communities than any others they may have 

lived in (70%), and consider their community areas more desirable than any others 

previously Lived in (75%), it should be emphasized that whilst lower, the major* of 



retirement village residents do t y p i d y  have positive appraisals for their new 

communities. In fact 55% consider them more satisfactory whiist 60% consider them 

more desirable than any other community Lived in. These differences rnay be due to the 

fact that in-situ aging respondents have resided in their communities for a long time (at 

least 20 years) and may have little recollection of the desirability of former areas, whilst 

those in the retirement villages are relative newcomers. But it may also be linked to the 

fact that for some the move to a reîirement village, regardless of how independent, signais 

an inability to cope with the ongoing maintenance requirements of a former home- 

factors which may have some idluence on one's evaluation and appraisd relative to their 

previous residential history. 

The key distinction in the differential manifestation of this dimension, therefore, 

refers to one of degree rather than one of différence in meaning. In other words, residents 

in both residential area types generally have positive evaluations and appraisals of their 

cuirent cornmunities in relation to othen they may have lived in. The key difference is 

that in-situ aging community area midents are considerably more satis=d and find their 

communities more desirable than do the respondents fiom the voluntary segregated 

retirement villages. 

6.6.3.3.2 Nuisances and Annoyances 

The second of the community dimensions associated with the Affective domain 

which shows Merences in its expression, is Nuisances and Annoymces. Those in 

retirement villages typically have negative scores on this axis in contrast to in-situ aging 

communiity area residents who typicdy have positive scores on this axis. The underlying 

meaning behind this significant ciifference is that in-situ aging residents genedy  feel that 

their communities are more subjected to nuisance and annoyauces, and so therefore 

typically rate the appearance of their comrnunities lower than do those in retirement 

viliages. The reasons for this relate to all but one of the characteristics which define this 

axis. 



More detailed investigation reveals that extra-local annoyances or negative 

extemalities such as tranic noise fiom outside the area and through-affic conîribute 

Whially nothing to this clifference between cornrnunity settings, since there are Wtuaily 

no Merences in the distribution of this variable (KS sir0.998). Rather? the dinerence 

can be attnbuted to local or intra-community nuisances as well as the appearance rating of 

the areas. In terms of intra-community nuisances (v35), such as  litter, mti, lack of 

privacy, etc., it should be noted that this is defined by only a minority of residents in both 

types of community-with 83% of retirement village and 68% of in-situ aging 

community areas respondents claiming not to experience any lwld of local community 

nuisance at dl. Nevertheless, the fact that 15% more respondents from in-situ aging 

community amis do experience local nuisances is an imporiant difference. For those who 

do expenence local nuisances of any kind, they seem to be relatively minor, since only 

3% of retirement village respondents and 6% of in-situ aging comrnunity area 

respondents claimed that these nuisances were extrrme. The appearance, tidiness, or 

upkeep of the community (v44) is also significantly different between the two types of 

community. It should be noted that in both residential areas Lidividuais rated the 

appearance of their communities highly. In fact 95% of retirement village and 93% of in- 

siîu aging respondents daimed that their communities were at the least somewhat tidy 

and well maintained. The major dinerence is found in the highest rankings possible, with 

84% of retirement village and 59% of in-situ aging respondents rating their communities 

as very tidy and very well maintauied. 

In summary, the significant Merence in the manifestation of this dimension is 

similar to that for evaluation and appraisal-it is sîrictly one of degree. In other words, in 

both residentid area types very few actually feel nuisance and annoyance effects, and if 

they do, the eEects are not e m e .  The key distinction, therefore, is that in retirement 

villages a significantly smalier rninority expenence nuisances and annoyances. 



6.6.3.3.3 Common Values 

Table 6.8 shows that Common Values is also one of the community dimensions 

associated with the Affective domain which is differentially manifest in the two types of 

Third Age residential area On average, retirement village residents have positive factor 

scores on this axis whilst those who are h m  in-situ aging community areas have 

negative scores on this axis. This means that there is a higher feeling of value 

commonality amongst those living in the retirernent villages-a finding which is not 

surprishg since Rosow (1967) demonsirated that this is to be expected. The reason for 

this clifference can be seen in al1 of the different variables which define this dimension, 

since al1 are significantly dEerent in their distribution of responses. 

Retirernent village respondents believe that there is a cornmon set of relatively high 

moral standards amonga their neighbors-in fact 79% agree or strongly qyee that there 

is a common neighborhood sense of what is rnorally correct and incorrect behaviour. This 

sense of common moral standards is still held by a majority of in-situ aging community 

area respondents, although ody 58% would agree that there is sense of common moral 

standing in their communities. Life values and life-goais are also perceived to be a shared 

and integral part of common values. Again, in both groups there is a majority opinion that 

people on their blocks are generally in agreement about what is important in life. This is 

also, however, more pronomced in the retirement village s&g, where 70% agree that 

there is a sense of common life valws, compared to only 51% agreement in the in-situ 

aging areas. Finally, there are signincant Merences in the expression of negative values. 

For example, 77% of retirement village respondents do not feel that there are people 

living on their block who have o f f e v e  lifestyles or value systems. Only 3% do feel this 

way. Similarly, but to a lesser degree, 65% of in-situ aging cornmunity a m  respondents 

do not believe bey have neighbors with offensive lifestyles or value systems. Sirnilarly, a 

small minority-only 6 Y i o  feel they have neighbors with offensive lifestyles. 

In nimmary, the key w o n  for the Werential manifestation of this axis is also one 

of degree. In other words, it cannot be said that in one type of area residents fetl that their 



neighbors have common moral standards and in other areas they do not have common 

moral standards. Rather, in both settings, there is a majority fetling that there are 

common moral standards amongst their neighbors. The key distinction, though, is one of 

degree-such that in retirement villages a greater majority feel that this value 

commonality exists. 

6.6.3.3.4 Empathy and Belonging 

The fourth and last community dimension fiom the Affective domain which is 

significantly different in its manifestation is Ernpathy and Belonging. Retirement vülage 

residents, characterized on average by negative factor scores, have a stronger sense of 

empathy and belonging than do in-situ aging cornmunity area residents, who are 

characterized on average by positive factor scores on this axis. However, only three of the 

six variables or constituent elements of this axis account for this difference. 

In the fira instance the "sense of community" (v53) is higher in retirement villages, 

with 87% of residents claiming that their neighborhood or comrnunity area gives them a 

sense of community. Nevertheless, the rnajority (72%) of in-situ aging community anas 

residents also make this claim. So the diffmnce here is simply the size of the majority 

which do derive a sense of community fiom their neighborhoods. A fuIther significant 

ciifference is found in the index of cohesion (~54). This summary me- was computed 

as the average of five separate indicators: belonging; sense of community; feeling at 

home; loyalty to others; and a sense of fellowship. Atmost half (48%) of retirement 

village respondents scored the maximum possible combined sense of cohesion, whereas 

only 27% of in-situ aging respondents indicate this level of cohesion across numerous 

indicators. However, for both groups, there is a positive seme of community cohesion- 

95% of retirement village and 87% of in-situ aging community area residents have index 

values higher than a neutral position. Therefore, on this variable the diffaence is not one 

of cohesion vs. non-cohesion, but one of the amount of cohesion felt by the majority in 

both residentid settings. FinaiIy, there is a sigdicant difference in temis of the perceived 

latent participation of neighboring (v48). Again, this is simply a ciifference of degree; 



with 93% of retirement village residents compared to 81% of in-situ aging community 

area residents positively claiming that residents of their neighborhood would always be 

willing to provide assistance if needed. 

in surnmary, like ail of the significantly different dimensions of community within 

the Affective domain, Empathy and Belonging is only signifiant in that the different 

expression of this axis is one of degree. In other words, it camot be said that in one 

residentiai setting empathy and belonging is absent or weak, and in the other it is present 

or sîrong. In both areas empathy and belonging is present and strongly manifest. The key 

distinction is that in retirement villages there is a greater majoriiy who have higher 

feelings of empurhy and belonging than in in-situ aging community areas. Nevertheless, 

differences in the overall construct must be interpreted with caution since only half of the 

variables defining this axis are differentially manifest and seem to account for the key 

differences in the construct. 

6.7 Summary 

This chapter has investigated a number of the urban or metropoIitan situtational 

conte- in which elderly people live their lives. More specifically the focus has been on 

empincally rather than concepnially identifying the way in which the underiying 

behavioural, cognitive, and affective dimensions of place-based cornmunity might be 

expressed within the context of Third Age residential &gs which are age segregated. 

The sampling procedure for identwg niird Age households proved to be reliable 

and efficient in that Third Age households were effectively identifïed. Funhermore, the 

rather complex srwey instrument desaibed in this chapter and detailed in Appendix C 

seems to have adequately measured not only the social and demographic character of 

respondents, but their behavioural, cognitive, and aective experience of  place-based 

community. 

A main finding of this chapter is that indeed the nature of place-based cornmunity in 

the Third Age is highly complex and is multidimensional-a fact which was verifîed by 

MTO independent methods in order to avoid technical dependency on the results. The case 



study of alrnost 600 Third Age residents in Calgary demonstrated that it is possible to 

empirically identify seventeen distinct dimensions of community within the behavioural, 

cognitive, and affective domains. Moreover, the degree to which the empirical structure 

of these dimensions conforms to very =cent conceptuallzations about the overall 

character or structure of place-community dimensions (Davies 1992, 1995; Davies and 

Herbert 1993) is remarkab1e. There are only minor empirical dimension and dornain 

deviations nom the conceptual schemata developed by Davies (1992, 1995) and 

summarized in Figure 6.1. This chapter has therefore made an empirical contribution to 

our evolving hwledge  of the elementq A B C E  mavies 1995) of place communities 

(though this chapter was restricted to the Bs and Cs of place community). 

A further objective of this chapter was to identify the extent to which these 

dimensions of cornmunity were differentated by residential setting-particularly the 

difference between voluntary segregated retirement villages and in-situ aging community 

areas. A key finding is that these dimensions of communiiy me dzyerentiated within the 

residential geography of the Third Age. Eleven of the seventeen dimensions of 

community were shown to be signiicantly different. Table 6.9 m a r i z e s  the major 

distinctions within the context of the two kinds of place-community. 

One of the most immediate obsenations fiom Table 6.9 is that residents of 

retirement villages perceive or experience a munber of dimensions of c o m m ~ i î y  more 

than do those in in-situ aging community meas. Their degree of behaviourai interaction 

within the community is certainly higher-in fxt they have high degrees of idormal 

interaction or neighboring, high degrees of mutual infiormal cooperation between 

neighbors, are more involved in local organizations, and are more politicaI1y active- 

particularly local political affairs. 

Although they also exhibit key differmces in ternis of the percephial or cognitive 

domain of community, these are not as pronounced. They certainly have a distinct 

cognitive awareness of the age homogeneity of their villages, whereas in the in-situ aging 

community areas this awareness is replaced by a greater understanding of the geography 



of the area Residents in retirement villages not only perceive their environments to be 

more age homogeneous, but more homogeneous in t e m  of the visible appearance of 

people in the area-they do not perceive their communities to be as heterogeneous as do 

residents in in-situ aging areas. 

Tabte 6.9 
Summary of Community Dimension Differences by Residential Area Type. 

The differences in the manifestation of the affective dimensions of community are 

Mapping 
2. Simple Cognitive Mapping 

shply differences of degree. Yet they are important dinerences because they idente that 
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moa aective bonds seem to be higher within retirement villages. Apart fiom the fact 
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they feel that they suffer from less nuisances and annoyances, have a greater commonality 

with their neighbors in te- of moral standing, and feel that their communities provide 

them with a greater sense of community and cohesioea greater sense of empathy with 

the area and a greater sense of belonging. 

To the extent that many dimensions of community are manifest to a greater degree in 

retirement villages, this perhaps signals that these types of comrnunity are able to deliver 

in ternis of providing residents with better place-based communities. It is quite possible 

then, that the greater manifestation of community in these areas aiso provides residents 

with a higher sense of self-fulfillment and self-actualization. In other words, the 

geographical manifestation of commuiity may be directly implicated in the realization of 

the Third Age. This possibility is explored in the following chapter. 



Chapîar Seven 

WellSeing and Self-Actualization 

in Two Third Age Residential Settings 

7.1 Introduction, Background, and Objectives. 

This chapter goes beyond the behaviourai and concephial identity issues associated 

with the two major residential settings of Third Age residents in Calgary. It investigates 

the extent to which these behavioural, cognitive, and affective dimensions of piace-based 

comxnunity relate to weli-being and self-actualization in the Third Age, and the degree to 

which these reiationships rnay be different in in-situ aging and voiuntary segregated Third 

Age community areas. in other words, this chapter investigates the impact of a number of 

locational dimensions of elderly peoples' lives on their individual self-fulfillrnent. 

One of the difnculties in attempting to sort out these kinds of links is the need to 

operationalize social psychologicai concepts such as well-being, quality of Me, and self- 

actualization. Some of this difficdty stems fiom the way in which these concepts have 

been tested and measured in the p m  but it is aiso linked to the fact that some but not al1 

of these apparently different subjective concepts have been shown to be empirically 

related. A nurnber of examples illustrate the complexity at hand. 

The concept of well-being has been explored extensively in the social psychology 

and social indicators literanire. However, there seems to be Little consensus as to what 

exactly consthtes weli-being. It is generdy agreed that well-being encompasses both 

objective conditions (e.g. the degree to which physical neeh are king met), as weil as 

subjective conditions such as assessments of one's Hie or specinc f~ or domains of 

one's Me. Wheeler (1991) argued that the global well-king concept theoreticaliy centres 

around the convergence of seven m j o r  dimensions of the individual and has developed a 



complex 143 item instrument to measun both the concept and its constituent dimensions. 

These major dimensions are: 

1. Emotions 
2. Belieç 
3. Temperaments 
4. Behaviors 
5. Situations 
6. Experiences 
7. Health 

Wheeler (1991) argued that the most important of these dimensions are those which 

are traditionally considered psychological elements of subjective well-being. Chamberlain 

(1988) viewed subjective well-being from a rather different perspective, such that the 

understanding of subjective well-being may involve tapping into seemingiy polar 

constructs, such as affective (emotional) vs. cognitive (rational); positive vs. negative 

aspects, fiequency vs. intensity, and inner vs. outer aspects of well-being. E~pirical work 

which has tested these ideas has c o d h e d  that there is generally a tripartite sûucture to 

well-being, which encompasses thee key dimensions: Life Satisfaction; Positive Affect; 

and Negative Affect. Second order factor analyses of Chamberlain's (1988) findings point 

to the notion that these dimensions of well-being are representative of a broder and 

One of the key characteristics of weU-king and measures of it-Life Satibaction- 

have been shown to be relatively unique in that Life Satisfacton is more of a cognitive 

(rational) evaluation of one's Me (Campbell et al. 1976; Andrews and McKennell 1980; 

Andrews 1991). Although there is some degree of both cognitive and affective evaluation 

in Me satisfaction meanirrs, global meanaes of Life satisfaction, particularly a general 

single-item index (see Campbell et al. 1976; Andrews 1991) have k e n  shown to be very 

reliable and stable over tirne, and so provide a succinct quantification of life satisfaction 

which is easy to employ, and aiso provide an essential basis for incorporating cognitive 

evaluations into well-being. 



The afTective elements of subjective well-king are potentialiy more diffcullt to 

summarize. Based on early work by Bradburn (1967), it has been recognized that both 

positive affect and negative a f k t  contribute to the affective character of well-being. For 

example, at any given time an individual may have positive emotions about some of life's 

domains (e.g. marriage, family, neighborhood), but rnay simultaneously experience 

negative affect with other domains, such as work (e.g. very bad &y at the office). In other 

words, the positive aEect and the negative affect may be somewhat discrete dimensions, 

and not necessarily polar ends to some continuum of affect A number of measures of 

both the positive and negative affect are typically incorporated in well-king rexarch- 

ofien directly using Bradbum's (1967) specific mesures. However, Campbell et al. 

(1976) have demonstrated a useful method for integrating the two in such a way that 

affective states are assessed over the major domains of life. Using an eight-item semantic 

differential index, they have demonstrated, fiom a large-sample sîudy in the U.S.A., a 

very reliable Index of Generai Affect (KA) which combines positive and negative affect 

across life domains. 

Campbell et al. ( 1976) explored the relationship between well-being and virtualiy al1 

major domains of life experience in great detail. They also developed a summary Index of 

Well-Being (WB) which is of particular utility for the types of questions addressed in 

this chapter. Recognizing the netd to integrate global mesures of life satisfaction and 

general affect, they developed the composite Index of WelLBeing which is an amalgam 

of i) a global, single-item measure of OveraiI Life Satisfxtion (OLS) (see Appendix C- 

Question BI) and ii) their eight item semantic differential Index of G e n d  Affect (IGA) 

which balances elements of both positive and negative affect (see Appendix C-Qwstion 

B2). The PNB seems to be advantageous in that it incorporates a cognitively oriented 

global evaluation with a more precise set of affective evaluations of major Me domains. 

in other words, this measue of well-king captures both cognitive and affective 

evaiuations in such a way that essentialiy overcomes the propensity to be too general or 



too domain-specific. To date there has been very litîle work by geographers in the area of 

well-being and its cognitive and affective structure. 

Some geographers have deait with quality of M e  measures, though the emphasis 

seems to have been at the city system scale (Liu 1976). Quality of Life (QOL) may be an 

even more elusive concept than weU-being, and has historically proven difficrilt to 

operationalize as some geographers have shown (Beesley and Russwurm 1989). QOL is 

typically viewed as king more complex than subjective weii-king and seems to 

summarize well-being together with other individual psychological amibutes and also 

objective indicatoa. W e  recognizing that indices like the simple OLS index are 

surrogate measures of quality of life, Atkinson (1982) developed the Generai Quality of 

Life index (GQOL) which combines respows fiom a standard OLS measure together 

with a modified form of Cantrili's (1965) self-anchoring ladder and a global masure of 

happiness. It would thus seem that as a concept QOL attempts to go beyond the well- 

being concept to include happiness, for example. Evans et ai. (1985) also demonstrate the 

additional complexity of QOL, and argue that QOL requires an ecological foc-that is, 

understanding behaviouial responses to the person-environment situation as a signal of 

QOL. They argue that QOL theoretically involves five major domains: 

1. General WeU-Being 
2. Interpersonal Relations 
3. Organizational Activity 
4. Occupational Activity 
5. Leisure and Recreation 

Each of these has a number of sub-domains, so that more detailed analysis of QOL 

would require the assessrnent of at least 15 domains and would require a rather complex 

2 80-item Quaiity of Life Questionnaire to tap the structure of these domains (Evans et al. 

1985). 

Social geographers have aiso contributed to the conceptuaiization of Quality of Life. 

Beesley and Rus- (1989) attempted to provide a conceptual fkmework for the 

synthesis of subjective and objective measures of QOL. They surveyed the literature on 



both approaches and idmtifïed the most commonly cited domains of QOL which have 

been show to be key to its conceptualization (see Table 7.1 below). 

It is evident fiom Table 7.1 that QOL is a more wide-ranging concept than is well- 

being, and includes potentially distinct dimensions of variation which may be linked to 

vimially ai i  of Me's domains. Adequate measurement of nich complexity camot be 

viably accomplished with simple single-item meanires or even indices based on a few 

measures. For this reason, Beesley and Russwurm's (1989) plea for integration and 

synthesis may prove to be conceptually feasible but viraially impossible to irnplement, 

particularly in s w e y  research where QOL is only one of many areas under investigation. 

Table 7.1 Major Quality of Life Dornains 
(source: adapted from Beesley and Russwurm 1989: 30-31) 

[ Major Objective Quality of Life Domains 1 Major Subjective Quality of Life Domains 1 
Education 
Leisure 
Health, Medical care 
Work, Employrnent 
Transportation 
Social Environment 
Consum ption, Savings 
Physical Environment 
Food, Nutrition 
Social Security 
Safety , Justice 
Social Opportunity 1 Participation 

1 Housing 
Health - 
Job 
Leisure 1 Spare Time Activities 
Neig h borhood 
Standard of Living 
Family Life 
Education 
National Government 
Financial Situation 
Friendships 
Maniage 
Life in Nation 
Housework 

The third concept to be reviewed is seIf-actualization. Maslow (1968) argued that 

self-achialization is the highest state of psychological fiilnllment to be experienced by the 

individual, but that individuais could only divert their energies to achieving self- 

acnialinng, and couid only realize ~e~actualization, once a series of otber basic human 

and psychological needs were met Therefore, before ~e~acnialization could be realued, 

i) basic bodily needs for food and shelter must be met; ü) basic needs for protection, 

safety and seciaity needs must be met; üi) the need for belongingness, niendship, and 



affection m u t  be met; and iv) a need for respect, esteem, approval, and dignity must be 

met. Self-actuaiization is the fifth and highea state of human and psychological 

The degm to which a person experiences a seme of Life Satisfdon, General 

Anect, Well-Being, or Quality of Life, either globally or in relation to specinc domains of 

life such as marriage, family, or neighborhood, moy not necessmily be related to the 

degree to which a person is Self-Acfuuiizing. Chapter Two outlined the key conceptual 

W a g e  beîween the Theory of the Third Age and the possibüity that those in their Third 

phase of the life course will be highly self-actualizing. Unlike the concept of subjective 

well-being, the concept of self-actualization as developed by Maslow (1968) has not 

received as much academic atîention in Geography. This is particularly evident in tems 

of attempts to refine its meaning and measure or define summary indices for its 

quantification. This may be linked to the fact that self-actuahtion is conceptually more 

difficult to understand and potentially a more difficult psychological trait to tap into 

through s w e y  instruments. It may also be related to the fact that sesacrualUation may 

reference a higher state of individual firlfillment-a state when some of the major 

domains of life as discussed by Campbell et al. (1976) rnay play a lesser role in defining 

well-being and individuai self-esteem becomes more important. In other words, the self- 

actualizing person is in the process of maximiPng his or her full potential, since their 

needs for satisfaction and well-king fiom life domains have largely been met. This was 

well recognized by Maslow, who claimed that 

The needs for safety, belongingness, love relations and for 
respect can be satisfied only by other people, Le., only fiom 
outside the person. This means considerable dependence on 
the environment..Jn con- the self-actualizing 
individual, by definition gratifred in his basic needs, is fat 
less dependent, fhr less beholden, fat more autonomous and 
se1f;directed. (Maslow 1 968:34,3 5). 

Crandall and Jones (1991:340) claimed that ''there is still concepnial m e s s  about 

what self-actualization is". Self-actualization, as the pinnacle of individual psychological 



and social development has long been regarded as a diverse personality consbnict with 

many facets (Flett et al. 199 1). As such, self-adization m u t  be multidimensional in its 

complexity. More generaliy, therefore, ~e~acnialization refen not only to a level of weil- 

being, but to those traits that constitute a M y  hctioning individual. Flett et al. (1 99 1) 

have suggested that there may be as many as fourteen key attributes of self-actuaiization, 

but self-awareness, nonconfonnity, tolerance, creativity, and social interest are generally 

regarded as some of the key facets of the self-actuaiizing individual. 

Since the early 1970s serious attempts have been made to devise survey instruments 

to tap into the constnict of self-actudization. Such indices include the Northridge 

Developmental Scale (NRDS); the Jones Self-Adkation Scale (JSAS), the Tennessee 

Self-Concept Scale (TSCS), the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI), and the Personal 

Orientation Dimensions (POD) instrument (Jones and Crandall 1986). Many of these 

have not been extensively analyzed and some d e r  fiom reliability and validation 

problems (see Jones and Crandall 1986). It is generally agreed that the PO1 and POD are 

the most viable instruments for the measurement of self-actdization, with the PO1 being 

endorsed by Maslow as the instrument which best captures the meaning of self- 

actualization (Jones and Crandall 1986; Flett et al. 1991). However, these instruments 

may be excessively curnbersome. For example. the PO1 consists of 150 items and the 

POD 260 items, and are certainly difficult to administer together with other kinds of 

survey material. Flett et al. (1991) even cite the fact that the iength of these instruments 

may lead to hostility on the part of respondents. 'The need for a shorter instrument, which 

could be combhed with other research objectives, led Jones and Crandall (1986) to 

develop a 15-item Shoa Index of Self-Actuali2ation (SISA-see Appendix C, Question 

83) .  Their instrument essentidy includes items nom the PO1 and POD which tap the 

major sources of variation in self-actualization. Despite the fàct that their 15-item SISA 

was designed to be wed when the investigation of the structure (i.e. sub-dimensions or 

sub-scales) of self-acnialization was not a major concem, numerous stuclies have in fact 

examined the way in which the SISA captures different dimensions of self-actualization. 



It is worth noting that this instrument has been judged to be very successfd (Flett et al. 

199 1 ; Crandall and Jones 1991)-both in tenns of identifying individuals with high or 

low levels of self-actualization as well as in terms of the structure of the index. Factor 

d y s e s  of the SISA items reveals a remarkably consistent set of characteristics or 

dimensions belonging to self-actuaiization ( s e  Flett et al. 1991; Crandall and Jones 

1991). In general, five distinctive dimensions seem to have been identified (Jones and 

Crandall 1 9 86) : 

1. Autonomy / Self-Direction 
2. Self-Acceptance / Self-Esteem 
3. Acceptance of Emotions 
4. Trust and Responsibility 
5. Non-Avoidance of Undesirable Aspects of Life. 

It is evident fiom these key characteristics that self-actuaIizati011 summarizes a set of 

psychological traits which may be very Merent to the often-used measures of life 

satisfaction, well-being, or quality of life. No empirical midies known to this writer have 

ever investigated the relationship between self-actualization and these other measures, so 

there is little knowledge of how distinct these concepts are. However, it is plausible to 

assume that an individual who is not satisfied with life' or does not experience a relatively 

hi& degree of well-being (in either an objective or subjective sense), has a number of 

unmet needs. This would mean that in tenns of Maslow's (1968) concepts, such 

individuals would not be at that stage of development which would foster self- 

actuaiization in the tniest sense of the word. 

With respect to both webbeing and ~e~actualization the presence of a place-based 

cornmunity with strong behavioural, cognitive, and affective associations may be 

especidy important for thox in their Third Age. The previous chapters have outlined 

why the emergence of the Third Age may be providing unprecedented structural and 

behavioural opportunities for individuais to experience a -ter sense of self-fulfillment 

and self-actualization. Laslett's (1 987, 199 1) formulations even suggest the postponement 

of self-Mfïhent in the Second Age so tbat it may be maximized in the Third Age. So 

membership in a place-based community may be an important source or modaIity through 



which those in their Third Age experience quality of Me, greater well-being, or self- 

fùifillment. In addition, given the propensity for voluntary residential segregation based 

on age, and the fact that the behavioural, conceptual identity, and affective dimensions of  

community were show to have Werent strengtb's or expressions in the different 

residentiai settings, the degree of cornmunity withh a voluntary segngated context may 

provide unique sources of s e l f ' - m e n t  and may indeed contribute to self-actuaiization 

in different ways to in-situ aging communities. The latter issue has particular 

ramifications which centre around the whole issue of the cornmodification of community. 

As outlined in Chapter Three, the idea of a residential "community" is being sold as a 

bundle of physical and social attributes which may potentially enhance self-fulfillment or 

self-actualization within a socially homogeneous age-segregated residential setting. A 

major unresolved issue, however, is whether these claims can be substantiated. In other 

words, is well-being and self-actuaiization higher in segregated retirement villages? How 

does the behavioural, cognitive, and affective dimensionaiity of community relate to weil- 

being and self-actualization, and how much of the variation in these measures does 

co~nmunity explain? 

There are empincal bases to suggest that the sangth of a place-based community, 

particularly in the context of housing, neighborhoods. and fiiendships, is one of many key 

factors which explain well-being. Campbell et al. (1976:76) found that of the seventeen 

life domains they studied, fiienrlships individually explained 13% of the variation in the 

WB, houshg individually explained 1 1%, and neighborhood individually explained 8% . 
Unfortunately the joint or combined effects were not detailed so the above figures are not 

necessarily additive. 

Pacione (1982) also argued that the =sidentid environment is a key contributor to 

q d t y  of life assesment He showed that the residentid environment is not a single 

concept: it must be conceived as sets of dimensions which relate to two principal and 

empirically distinct domains-the neighborhood and the huelling. Using multiple 

regression analyses Pacione (1982) detamined those dimensions of the community 



(based on only two domains) which accounted for perceived quality of Life in each 

domain. It was generally found that the major dimensions of community associated with 

neighborhood quality of Lifc were: i) quality of social contacts, ü) the absence of anti- 

social activity; iii) the quaüty of the extemai environment (cleanliness); and iv) the 

quaiity of extemai environment (greenery). Together, these four dimensions explained 

41% of the variation in neighborhood satisfaction. In terms of the dwelling unit domain, 

three dimensions of community were found to be significant predicton of dwelling unit 

quality of life. These were: i) interna1 house design; ii) h o w  physical structure; and iii) 

access to pnvate open space-which together explained 34% of dwelling unit quality of 

life. Unfortunately the fact that this study was only linked to the perceived residential 

environment as one of many subjective inputs to quality of He means that many more 

dimensions of community, such as those identified in Chapter Six, have b a n  ignored. 

In a similarly limited study, O'Brien et al. (1989) used factor d y s i s  to test and 

confimi the empirical distinction between social support and social similarify as two 

distinct dimensions of community. They subsequentiy applied regession analysis to 

determine the degree to which each dimension explained well-being. Their analysis 

determined that basic socio-demographic characteristics accounted for 132% of the 

variance in well-being, but that the addition of the two community dimensions increased 

this explmation (significantly) to 14.7%. It is w o h  noting that of their two key 

dimensions of community-socid support and social similarity-only social support wes 

a significant predictor. The fact that these two dimensions only increased the expiained 

variance in the weil-being measure by 1.5% is worth noting, since it identifies the 

possibility that community dimensions may only have a very marginal, albeit significant, 

relationship to weil-being. 

O'Brien and Ayidiya (1991) subsequently expanded in scope the investigation 

between community dimensionality and Me satisfaaion. They atîempted to demonstrate 

that a sense of neighborhood cornmunity is the key dimension through which other 

community dimensions interact to explaîn Me satisfaction. Empirical tests of this 



hypothesized scenario, using four dimensions of community (neighborhood community7 

neighborhood senrices, crime, and neighborhood retail use) conf'umed most of these 

cxpectations but also demonstrated that a sense of commun@+-similar to what was 

identified as Empathy and Belonging (Chapter Six)-was the only dimension of 

community to have a direct effect on overall Me satisfaction. The 0 t h  thm community 

dimensions only affected life satisfaction indirecti'y through a s e w  of community. As 

they summarize, "the sense of comm unity...[ is] a criticd intervening variable or conduit 

through which other factors in the neighborhood impact on an individual's life" (O'Brien 

and Ayidiya 1991 :33). 

While these few empirical studies point to the fact that different dimensions of 

community do seem to have significant but potentialiy minor innuences on well-being or 

quality of life, there is no empirical support to gauge whether or not the structure of 

community is related to, or can explain, dinerences in seIf-actualization. There is, 

however, some conceptual basis to claim that it should. Wilkinson (1979) argued that 

social well-being (which may be defined as the social conditions which foster self- 

actualization in individuals) incorporates two fundamental elements: sutenance and 

community. Community is seen to be a necessary input before self-actuaiization can be 

realized. As Wilkinson (1979:7) States, "community refers to certain social relationships 

in the Me Wace of the person, which ... serve both as a means of achieving social well- 

being and as a definition, or end, of its realization". Wilkinson (1979) subsequently 

developed the notion that the communityfiolrCa set of interconnections among actions 

which express the interests of the local population-plays an important roie in fostering 

self-actualization. But the c m  of his argument is that community is important: "se* 

actualization involves creative expression of will and conscious cornmitment to union" 

(1 979: 13). 

Laslett's formulation of the Theory of the Third Age also impiicitly demonstrated the 

importance of commmity within the context of the Third Age and the need for 



commun@ to be integrated within the context of age structures. To reiterate some of the 

arguments made in Chapter Two, Laslett suggested that 

.... a community of those who have arrived at [the Third 
Age] ... cannot, must not, be without a sense that there is a 
collective, a social fûture....Nothing in the theory .. xequires 
that those in the Third Age should isolate themselves h m  
their juniors.. . Sinding self-fdfUment @lies making 
judgments which are necessary to sustain independence, to 
create a proper relationship with others, especially in the 
intercbange with younger members of society (Laslett 
1991: 158,197). 

True self-fulfllment or self-acnialization in the Third Age would therefore seem to 

be dependent, at least to some degree, on the presence of a strong place-based 

community, although no inference is made as to which specific dimensions of community 

may be important. While Laslett (1991) and Wilkinson (1979), for example, see 

communiîy as important elements in the fostering of a self-actualization motive, 

Maslow's (1968) work makes some rather implicit statements about why community may 

in fact be dinerentiated on the bais of age. It is particularly worth noting that in 

Maslow's dennition of self-actualization, community is described as being important as 

well as unimportant in various parts of his work: 

... the seif-actualizing individual, by definition gratined in 
his basic needs, is fat less dependent, far less beholden [on 
the environment and extemal social relations], far more 
autonomous and self-directed. Far fiom needing other 
people, growth-motivated people may actually be hampered 
by them ....[t hey have a] special liking for privacy, for 
detachment and for meditativeness .... 
SeKactualizing people are shultaneously seffish and 
unselnsh, Dionysian and Apollonian, individuai and social, 
rational and Ilrational, fûsed with others and detached fiom 
others, and so on. (Mastow 1968:34,35,91). 

Social withdrawal or disengagemenî, coupled with a desire for segregation, may 

therefore be integdly bound up with the concept of ~e~actualization. The curent 



propensity for some Third Age people to opt for voluntary segregated and age-ressricted 

retirement villages may therefore be one d e s t a t i o n  of the fact that in a societal 

context those in their Third phase of the life course have new midentid choices in ternis 

of how they pursue the process of self'acnialization. In 0 t h  words, there are new urban 

spatial opportunitics which may be linked to ~e~actualization as a social process. This 

potential withdrawal or intense focus on the self may appear to be a fiirther indication of 

what some would argue is a manifestation of hyper-individualism and an outward 

manifestation of a selfish, narcissistic, and hedonistic trivialization of social relations 

(Taylor 199 1 ). Yet this may not necessarily be the case. Both Maslow (1968) and Taylor 

(1 99 1) see such self-focus or selfiexpression as potentially liberating. Maslow (1 968: 1 85) 

states that 

looking within for the real Self [i.e. cutting off the outer 
world in order to permit the inner world to corne to 
consciousness] is necessary for self-actualization. Yet, 
... however paradoxicai this may sound, it is aiso 
simultaneously the path to experiencing one's specieshood, 
one's commonness with d l  other members of the human 
species (italics added). 

Taylor sirnilarly ciaimed that individualisrn is a necessary mord ideal-an ideai 

\.hich is liberating when it becornes authentic. From Taylor's perspective, self-focused 

social withdrawal may be necessary in order for an individual to M y  realize the meaning 

of his life-to be true to oneself. However, unless this search for the self can 

simultaneously be linked to the broder sociev, it remains aivialized (Le. not authentic), 

and retards the real development of a culfzire of outhenticity. In 0th- words, the moral 

ideal of individual self-fulfillrnent must be neated in a dialogical relationship bebveen 

the individual and community (Taylor 1991). This position essentially echoes that of 

Maslow-individual self-fulnllment or self-actualizatition should foster greater 

community bonds in which seEacRialization becomes a socieral and community trait. 

The extant theoretical and empincai literature therefore points to the fact that 

cornmunity (or specific dimensions of community) are related to weU-king, and 



potentially to self-achialization, even though the linkages do appear to be relatively weak. 

However, a number of M e r  questions remain unanswered to date. Are well-being and 

self-actualization dinmnt subjective concepts or are they related? Given that well-king 

meanues are often higher for those over the age of 65 (Campbell et al. 1976), is there 

evidence that self-actualization measuns are hi* for those living in their Third Age? 

Furthemore, knowing tbat both concepts involve cognitive, afTective, and behaviourai 

psycho-social dimensions, do a wider range of cognitive, affective, and behavioinal 

dimensions of community, rather than one or speculated dimensions, relate to weil- 

being and self-actualization? If community is related to these concepts, then what 

particular dimensions are related? Are some dimensions important and others not? 

Furthemore, given the fact that the intensity of specüic community dullensions has been 

shown to be differentiated by residential setting (Le. age-segregated retirement villages 

and in-situ aging community areas), do different dimensions of commun@ explain well- 

being and self-actualization differently in these residentid environments? If so, then what 

are the implications of this for the Theory of the Third Age? 

Not al1 of the specifics of each of these questions can be deait with in this chapter. In 

an attempt to answer some of the above deficiencies in our understanding of community, 

well-being, self-actualization, and residential segregation, three key objectives are 

addressed in this chapter: 

i. to measure the degree of well-being and self-al~uZfiation mongst those 

living in their Third Age. 

ii. to determine if there are significant Merences in well-behg and self- 

actualization by the type of residentiai setîing-i.e. voluntary age segregated 

retirement villages and in-situ aging comrnunity areas. 



iii. to explore the degree to which the behaviorwl, cognitive and affective 

dimensions of place-based community can explain or account for weil-being 

and self-actualization in different Third Age residential settings, and to 

determine which specific dimensions of community are significantly 

important. 

7.2 Methodology 

The method used for the computation of a s w a r y  indicator of well-being is 

derived fiom Campbell et al. (1976), who have show that their IWB is very reliable and 

captures both cognitive and af5ective evaluations of well-being. The Index of Well-Being 

(WB) is simply computed as the sum of two separate indices: the index of Overall Life 

Satisfaction (OLS) and the Index of General Anect (IGA). The denvation of the IWB 

fiom the OLS and IGA is shown in Figure 7.1 below. 

Self Actualization was measured with Jones and Crandall's (1986) 15 item Short 

Index of Self Acnialization. A six-point per item format rather than their original four- 

point format was used since it is a recognized improvement on the onginai instrument 

(Flett et al. 1991; Crandall and Jones 1991). 'Ihe SISA values range fiom 15 to 90, since 

the SISA is simply computed as the rn of the 15 item-responses which m numerically 

coded as illustrated in Figure 7.2 below. 

The comparative tests for ciifferences in the IWB and the SISA scores for the two 

residential settings were carried by applying T-tests (Le. one-way d y s i s  of variance for 

only two groups) to the WB and SISA scores. These tests determine if there are 

significant Merences in the mean value of the indices, and wii l  therefore show if 

residents living in voluntary age segregated retirement villages exhibit Merent degrees 

of well-being and self-actuaiization to those residing in in-situ aging cornrnunity areas. 



Overali Life Satisfaction (OLS): 

How satisfied are you with your iii as a whole these days? 

Completely Q CD @ @ @ Q @ Completely 
D issatisfied neutral Satisfied 

OLS = Score, Range = 1 to 7. 

lndex of General Affect (UA): 

Here are some words and phrases which we would like you to use to describe how you 
feel about your present life. For example, if you think your present Iife is very 'boring", put 
an X in the box right next to the word 'boring". If you think your present Me is very 
'interesting", put an X in the box right next to the word 'interesting". If you think it is 
somewhere in between, put an X where you think it belongs. 

boring @ 
enjoyable a 

useless Q 
friendly a 

full a 
discouraging a 
disappoinüng a 

brings out the best 
in me 

C scores 
IGA = 

n 
(IGA computed only if nr7) 

interesting 
miserable 
worthwhife 
fonely 
empty 
hopeful 
rewarding 
doesn't' give me 
rnuch chance 

Range is 1 to 7 

lndex of WeltBeindlWB): 

W B  = OLS + IGA 

Figure 7.1 Calculation of IWB from OLS and IGA 

The method used to explore the third objective-the degree to which the behaviourai 

and conceptuai identity dimensions of place-based cornmunity are related to weii-being 

and self-actuaiization-employs a multiple ngression technique. Recognizing the 

previously illustrated fact that socio-demographic characteristics may be important 

determinane of the IWB and SISA in addition to the potentially significant effect of 

cornmunity dimensions, the effects of two sets of variables were tested. The methodology 

therefore followed a two staged procedure. 



Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements in 

Statement: 
I do not feel ashamed of any of my 

terms of your own life. 

emotions. 
I feel I must do what others expect of 
me. 

I believe that people are essentially 
good and can be tnisted. 
I feef free to be angry at those 1 love. 
It is aiways necessary that others 
approve of what I do. 
I dont accept my own weaknesses. 
I Gan like people without having to 
approve of them. 
I fear failure. 
1 avoid atternpts to analyze and 
simpl i  cornplex sets of ideas. 

10) It is better to be yourself than to be 
popular. 

11) I have no mission in Me to which I 
feel especially dedicated. 

12) 1 can express my feelings even 
when they may result in undesirable 
consequences. 

13) 1 do not feel responsible to help 
anybody. 

14) 1 am bothered by fears of being 
inadequate. 

15) 1 am loved because 1 give love. 

Strongly 
D i g m  

Somawhat 
A g m  

scores 
@ O 

SISA = c scores Range = 15 to 90 

Som- 
Disagree 

Figure 7.2 Coding and Calculation of Short Index of Self Actualization (SISA). 
(source: Crandall and Jones 1991 344) 

Disagrsa 

In the fht  stage, the WB and SISA were separately regressed (using standard 

multiple regression) on a set of simple demographic characteristics (Le. the fîrst set of 

variables) for: i) respondents h m  age sepgated retirement villages, and ii) 

respondents fiom the in-situ aging commMity areas. This made it possible to determine 

which of these indicaton, and the d e p e  to which these indicaton, explain the variation 

in the IWB and the SISA m m .  Standard multiple regression was chosen as the 



preferred regnssion technique since the influence of all of the variables could be tested- 

individually and together, and this technique does not allocate the explained variance to 

variables simply as a result of the order in which they enter the regression equation. As 

Tabachnick and Fidell (1989) have demonstrated, this is a superior technique when 

interest centres around the relative importance of the independent variables rather than 

predictive model-building. In addition this method facilitates the cornparison of unique 

and combined variance effects. The unique contribution of signifiant predictor variables 

to the explained variance of the dependent variable (Le. IWB and SISA measures) was 

deterrnined by the s q m d  partial correlation coefficients (d), while the shnultaneous 

effects or shared variance explanation (sh) was detennined by the difference between 

total explained variance (R2) and ,que explained variance (un). 

The second stage employed an identical procedure, but involved the regression of the 

WB and the SISA on the factor scores of the seventeen dimensions of community 

identified in Chapter Six. The factor (component) scores fkom these dimensions formed 

the second set of independent variables. The analysis of unique and shared variance 

explanation followed the same procedure described above. This made it possible to 

detemine, for example, not only which dimensions of community uniquely and 

significantly contribute to well-being and self-actuabtion in isolation fiom the effects of 

the other dimensions, but the degree to which the community dimensions act in concert to 

influence weU-being and self-actualization. 

The results of these analyses and the discussion of their substantive meaning are 

presented in the following sections. 

7.3.1 The Degree of Well-Being aml Seif Actualiution in the Third A g r  

There is generd consensus within the literature that weii-being varies to some extent 

by age. Older pesons typicdy report higher degrees of well-being (Campbell et ai. 1976; 

Hertzog et al. 1982), although the cl- of this age link has been brought into question 

due to the influence of intervening factors (Hertmg et al. 1982). Generally, though, an 



increase in reported well-being is seen to take place at or about the age of retirement. 

Campbell et ai.'s &ta (197652) point to the fact that the age of 55 seems to mark a 

crucial divide in terms of well-being scores. Reported well being inmeases markedly fkom 

this age, peaks for the 65 to 74 year old age segments, and then begins to decline again 

after age 75. However, for al1 ages above age 55 the scores are above average, and for ail 

ages below age 55 the W B  scores remain below average. This lends m e r  support to 

the notion that the age rnarker for the transition fiom the Second to the Thïrd Age rnay be 

at around age 55. 

Cornparison of work status also shows that of the five categones studied by 

Campbell et al. (1 976) retirees report the highest scores on the WB. This &O potentially 

supports the hypothesis that the Third Age is the phase of life in which well-being is 

maximized. However, this finclhg must be interpreted with caution, since m e r  analyses 

of this relationship between retirement and well-being when controllhg for age (i.e. same 

segments) shows that retirement (and particularly-early retirement) may not be quite so 

powerful a force in determinhg wel1-being (Campbell et al. 1976:3 16). 

Unfominately the data presented by Campbell et al. (1976) are only summarized in 

ternis of z-standardized scores for the IWB, and in this study the targeting of the m e y  to 

those over 55 only means that iittie direct cornparison of the absolute values or the 

standardized values for the index can be achieved. However, some generalized 

correspondence in the trends cm be observed. R e d t s  nom the computation of the W B  

and the SISA are summarized in Table 7.2 for the total sample as we1l as for residents in 

each of the two types of residential setting. 

The data presented in Table 7.2 shows that in general the WB scores are high for the 

sample, with an average score of 1 1.45, and a standard deviation of only 2.1. E s  means 

that of dl those sampled, the average respondent is indicating a level of well-being which 

is 82% of the potential maximum value of the index which is 14. In f a t  93% of all 

respondents indicated levels of well-being which were more t h  hulf of the potential 

m m i m m  of the W B  (Le. IWB > 7.0). Futther breakdown of the data by age revealed that 



well-being measures peaked to an average of 13.3 for those aged 85 to 89. This indicates 

that for the rnajonty of the sample who may be enterhg their Fourth Age, a high ievel of 

well-being or aimost complete satisfaction is evident Nevertheless, for al1 of those aged 

75 to 89, the values were above average. With this typically high level of well-being, it 

must be  argued that for the people in the suburban and segregated village settings 

inte~ewed, the Third and early part of the Fourth Age are certainly phases in life during 

which individuals expenence a high degree of weii-king. 

This argument can also be made for the findings îkom the SISA. The degree of self- 

achializing occurring amongst those in their Thkd Age must dso be considered to be 

relatively hi& compared to previous findings on self-açnializatioa. Flett et al. (1991) 

reported fïndings fiom the identical index for young adult Canadians (average age = 21 3 

years)-in other words, for individuais who may be at the interface between the First and 

Second Ages. They discovered that the average measure on the SISA (also on a dpoint 

Table 7.2 Well-Being and Self-Actualization Statistics 
(source: calculations by author from field su rvey) 

Statistic Ovenll Life 
Satisfiwtion 

(OLS) 

Index of 
General 
Affect 
((GA) 

Index of 
Well Being 

(M) 

Short index 
of Self 

Actualization 
(SISA) 



response format) for this goup was 4422 out of a maximum of 90 (S.D.= 7.28). If this is 

a reliable indicator of self-actualization for those who are in the later stages of their First 

Age, then it must be concluded that on average young duits are only achieving about 

49% (Le. Zess than half) of the maximum possible self-actuaiization which can be 

summarized by this index. 

Compared to £ïndings such as those by Flett et al. (1991) noted above, Table 7.2 

shows quite a different pattern for those who are in their Third Age. The average for al1 

respondents was 64.62 out of a maximum of 90 (S.D. = 7.17). This means that the typical 

Third Age respondent in the Calgary sample is seIf-dl izing to about 72% of the 

maximum which could be summarized by this meanire. Moreover, 99.6% of respondents 

reported levels of self-actualization which wae more than half of the potentid maximum 

of this index (Le. SISA > 45.0). In other words, the average degree of self-achialization 

was much higher for those in their Third Age than it was for young aduit Canadians, but 

the degree of variability in the index was about the same as found by Flett et. al. (1991). 

Cleariy, those in their Thkd Age have higher levels of self-aaualization than young 

adults. The results fiom this sample lend m e r  credence to the notion that the Third Age 

may be the era of personal fùlfilhent a d  achievement. Given the emergent and 

increasing critical mass of the niird Age. this may have a profound potential for the 

unprecedented degree of collective and social self-actuaiization (Laslett 19% ; Dychtwald 

1990). Yet this optimism may potentially be tempered by urban geographical effects like 

voluntary residential segregation based on age. 

7.3.2 Well-Being and Self-Actualization in two Third Age Residential Settings. 

It has been stated in previous chapten that some in their Third Age may be 

attempting to maxllnize their weii being and self-actuafization by opting to reside in 

voluntary segregated retirement villages. It may be possible, therefore, that segregated 

retirement villages serve as settings through which those in thek Third Age may purnie 

higher degrees of weil-being and self-actualization arnongst age-peen within relatively 



homogeneous rwidential smings. However, the social coasequences of age segregated 

vs. age integrated residential environments are still being debated. 

The issue of whether or not age segregation results in higher degrees of well-being, 

self-fulfillment, or self-actualization has not yet been resolved in the gerontological 

literahire. There is Little consensus on whether age segregation is beneficial or 

detrimental. The most often-cited arguments for age segregation stem fiom work 

onginated by Rosow (1 967) who demonstrated that age-segregated environments do lead 

to significantly greater levels of social integration of the elderly. in f a t  Rosow (1967) 

argued that the individual and societal focus of social relations within one's own age 

grade is a nahual outcome of social structurai change. In his words, "social structure 

reinforces age grading, [and] erects barriers to intergenerational relations...". 

Following Laslett's (1991) and Rosow's (1 967) lines of reasoning, the structural 

aging of the population and the emergence of the Third Age could be imposing the age 

segregation of social relations, thereby encouraging the spatial development of age- 

segregated residential environments. It has also been argued that these types of residential 

environments foster greater degrees of morale or life satisfaction (Bultena 1974). Using a 

modified Life Satisfaction Index (or index of moraie), Bultena tested the differences in 

moraie found in both age-segregated and age-integrated communities, and the potential 

role of friendship networks as an intervening variable in determining moraie patterns. 

Signincant differences were identified by community type, with residents in voluntary 

segregated retirement villages exhibithg higher moraie scores. Friendship interaction was 

not found to be a significant intervening factor in morale scores. In addition, basic 

demographic characteristics such as age, income, education, occupation, and health were 

not identified as  important determinants of morale. 

Despite the extant evidence that points to signifïcantly higher levels of life 

satisfaction, morale, or well-king in age-segregated or age-homogeneous residential 

settings, not ali sîudies have empirically demonstrated this link. In fact it has been found 

that weiî-being may sometimes be higher in age integrated residential environments (see 



Berghom et al. 1978 on Poorkaj 1972). Some of the opinions against age segregation, 

however, are not quite as grounded in empirical evidence. Magnum (1982) has recentiy 

pointed out that age segregation is rarely viewed as a positive and fitoctional social 

phenomenon, despite the grrat deal of evidence which suggests that it is beneficial to 

many. Arguments aguiint age segregation, orfor age integration, usually centre around a 

number of issues. For example, it has been argwd that age integration fosters sociability 

and socialization. Other arguments against age segregation stem fiom conjectures that 

voluntary segregation is only a rninority and potentially deviant phenomenon, since most 

elderly prefer to reside in their own homes in residentially integrated neighborhoods. 

Other arguments focus on the issue of group isolation, and the potential impact of age 

segregated communities in fosterhg negative attitudes towards the elderly (see Magnum 

1982). 

In summary, there is littie theoretical or empuical basis to support the notion that 

voluntary age segregation is detrimental, but the generai thrust of most arguments is that 

it rnay not be socially very healthy, and may in fact promote a collective sense of 

gerontophobia (Longino 1982). Nevertheless, there is a great deal of evidence to suggen 

that well-being and life satisfaction (and potentiaily self-actualization) is generally higher 

amongst residents of age segregated retirement villages. A key objective of this chapter, is 

to test if this finding holds for Third Age residents in Calgary and to determine if self- 

actuaiization ciifferences show similar trends to those for well being and life satisfaction. 

Table 7.3 below reports the results of the test of the hypothesis that there is no 

difference in the average (mean) values for the IWB and the SISA for those sampled in 

camf* 
The most important finding demo-ted in Table 7.3 is that neither weil-being nor 

se~actualization scores are si@cantly different. In other words, it cannot be said, in 

the case of Calgary at least, that voluntary residential age segregation in retirement 

villages shows evidence of higher levels of weil-being and self-actualization. Rather, 

Calgary's Third Age population, whether d e n t s  of retirernent villages or in-situ aging 



commmity areas, seem to show a similarly high degree of well-being and self- 

actuaiization. These findings have important implications for the unresolved debate over 

segregation vs. integration, since they underscore the fact that the empirical evidence is 

certainly not conclusive that voluntary segregation is necessarily nor universally 

beneficial in tems of well-being. 

Table 7.3 Differences in Well-Being and Self-Actualization, Calgary 

Despite the ovemding findings summarized above, it should be pointed out that 

Table 7.3 does show evidence of a difference in one of the rneasures-.namely the Overall 

Statistic 

Life Satisfaction Index (OLS). This index has a mean value of 5.50 for residents sampled 

fiorn the in-situ aging areas and a mean of 5.86 for those sample nom the segregated 

retirement villages. The fact that the ciifferences are simcant @ < 0.05) means that life 

satisfaction is somewhat higher in the voluutary segregated settings. Yet the diffaence of 

only 0.36 on a scale of 1 to 7 also means that, though signifiant, the diffmnce is 

marginal. However, it m u t  be recalled that the OLS is only one component of the WB, 

which is a more sensitive and accurate globd measure than is OLS. It has previously 

been shown that the IWB incorporates both aective and cognitive ~e~assessrnents. The 

OLS is the most cognitive-laden of the meames which are incorporated into the IWB. 

This fmding therefore demonstrates that OLS, which is a cognitive-ladm assessrnent of 

lndex of 
General 
Affect 
(IGA) 

Ovenll Life 
Satisfaction 

(OLS) 

Difference Between 
Segregated and In-Situ 
Aging Respondents 

t test of: - - 
Ho: XVSRV = XISAC - - 
HA:xvs~v * XISAC 

0.44 

489 

0.664 

- 
lndex 

of WeII 
Being 
(WB) 

t value 

d.f. 

t sig. 
(2-tailed) 

Short lndex of 
Self 

Actualization 
(SISA) 

3.00 

587 

0.003 

1.69 

487 

0.091 

-1 .O8 

481 

0.283 



quality of life, is somewhat higher in the voluntary segregated retirement villages. In 

other words, it is only when a simple single-item (Le. single question) cognitive or 

rational assessment of life satisfacton is made that any signifiant ciifferences between 

the residential settings seem to appear. The affective or exnotional assessment, such as 

that summarized in the IGA, and which includes more items for consideration, reveals no 

major differences. It is possible that previous findings in the literature are s e I f - W g  in 

that they are too heavily weighted by strictly cognitive measures, and have failed to 

recognize that "affecty' is also a key dimension in weil-being measures. In other words, 

volmtary segregation may lend itself to higher satisfaction (or self-reports of it!), but not 

necessarily to well-being or to a greater self-actualization motive. 

The fact that the SISA reveals no sipifkant differences in self-actualization in the 

two types of comrnunity is important to reiterate. It demonstrates that in a psychological 

sense residents of segregated villages do not, on average, exhibit any greater degree of 

self-acnialization. If greater self-actuaiization is a feature of a greater fulfillment of 

personal and psychic needs (Maslow 1968), then perhaps the degree to which such needs 

are fùlfilled are not related to one's place-based community or residentid setting. In terms 

of Wilkinson's (1979) reasoning, this wodd seem to dernonstrate that the cornmuni@ 

field (see section 7.1) is not necessarily substantially different in segregated and 

integrated settings. In other words, the sets of community-based social relations and 

interactions which give rise to well-king and which foster the self-actualization motive 

may in fact be of the same structure and the same intensity in both retirement villages and 

in in-situ aging community areas. If this interpretation of W i o n ' s  (1979) ideas is 

correct, given the fact tbat no significant Merence in well-king and self-actuaiization 

can be found, then it should be expected that those dimensions of community which 

contribute directly to well-being and to ~e~acnialization will be universaUy manifest for 

ail those in their Third Age, and will not dBer by residential se<ting. Furthemore, since it 

has been shown that some of the behaviourai and conceptual identity dimensions of 

community are manifest with significantiy diffant intensities in in-situ aging and 



voluntary segregated areas (Chapter Six). then it wodd $Uow nom Wilkinson's 

reasoning that only those dimensions of community which are not significaritly différent 

will contribute directly to well-being and self-actualization. These propositions require 

7.3.3 The Impact of Behavioural, Conceptual Identity, and Affective Dimensions 
of Place-Based Community on Well-Being and Self-Actualization in 
Different Third Age Residential Settings. 

There are a senes of questions which mut  be anmrered to address the impact of 

community dimensions on well-being and self-actuaiization, and subsequently to address 

the degree to which only universal comrnunity dimensions contribute to well-king and 

self-actualization. For example, given that IWB and SISA scores are not signincantly 

different in voluntary segregated retirement villages and in-situ aging community areas, 

then what dimensions of community, if any, are related to or explain well-being and self- 

actualization? Does this explanation differ by community type-in other words is 

community more important for well-being or self-actualization in specific types of 

residential setting? Are the significant community dimensions, if any, those which are 

universal-Le. those which show no evidence of significant différences between the two 

residential senings? A series of multiple regression d y s e s ,  described in more detail in 

the methodology section, was employed in order to answer these questions. 

7.3.3.1 Determinants of Wei/-Being in Diffemnt Third Age Residential Settings. 

Tables 7.4 and 7.5 show the way in which a n u m k  of demographic characteristics 

and the community dimensions identined in Chapter Six cm be w d  to explain the 

different levels of well-being in both retirement villages and in in-situ aging community 

areas. The demographic characteristics have Little influence on well-being in Third Age 

residential settings in Calgary (see Tables 7.4 and 7.5). This may seem particularly 

surprising since it has been previously shown that a range of demographic charactexistics 

may be important predictors of weU-being (O'Brien et al. 1989) in other settings. 



in the Calgary study, marital status and widowhood were found to be significantly @ 

< 0.05), but only margidly related to welI-king in the voluntary segregated retirement 

villages (see Table 7.4). in f& these variables uniquely explain 4.5% and 3.3% of well- 

being scores respectively (see Table 7.4, d values). So the total unique contribution of 

these two charactenstics account for 7.7% of the variation in well-king scores. More 

importantly, though, is the fsct that in general, the overall demographic pronle of Third 

Age residents does not seem important in this regard. The multiple correlation coefficient 

of 0.267, which is not significant @ > O.OS), shows that the combination or set of 

demographic characteristics cannot be considered to be strongly related to weii-being in 

voluntary segregated communities. The combined or s h e d  variance explmation h m  

this set of charactenstics is nil, meaning that only the marital status indicaton, in 

isolation h m  the aflects of other dernogrophic characteristics, seem at ai i  imporîant 

These influences are only minor. 

The influence of demographic character on the well-being of Third Age residents 

living in in-situ aging comrnrmities is somewhat Merent. None of the demographic 

indicators shown in Table 7.4 are unique predictors of well-being. The combined effects 

of al1 demographic variables do account for some of the variation in well-king in these 

areas. However, with an R~ value of only 0.052, this means that oniy 5% of the variation 

in well-being can be accounted for by the total effects of demographic character. Since 

the multiple correlation coefficient of R=û.U8 is not signiscant, it must be concluded 

that there is no signiscant hear relationship between demographic character more 

generally and well-being in these residential sertings. Therefore, like the voluntary 

segregated retirement viilage sening, demographic characteristics do nor play an 

important role in detemirhg well-being in in-situ aging community areas. The 

underlying character or cognitive and siffective dimensions of "comrnunity" in these areas 

may be more important predictors of weîl-being. 



Table 7.4 Standard Multiple Regression Results for Demographic Character and 
Cornmunity Dimensions (IWB = Dependent Variable) 

Voluntay Segmgated 
Rairement Village18 

InSitu Aging 
Community Areas 

Education 
Household Incorne 
Retiredl~emi-Retiredl 

+ W1-5. Organization 
lnvoivement + B1I-G. Political Parücipation 

811-7. Supportive Milieu 
Perce~tion & Coanition + PIC-1. Age ldentity- 

Cornplex Cog. Mapping + PIC-2.Simple Cog. Mapp. + PIC-3. People ldentity 
Affective 
AF-1. Status Syrnbolism 

of Place + AF-2. Evaluation & Appraisal + Af-3.Nuisanœ & Annoyance 
AF-4. Safety and Seaifiîy 
AF-5. Empowerment + #-ô. Common Values + AF-7. Empathy 8 Balonging 

B = unstandatdizsd partial m g m i o n  coaffitiant 
Beta = standardized partial regression d c i e n t  
$8 = squarad semipartial conala!jon aiefficient-the unique variance contribution by each independent 
variable after the e f k b  of other independent variabies are remomd (only significant variables shown.) 
Constant = y intercept for u M t a n d a r d i  model 
Rf = sampk goodness of fit of muMple mgcession mode1 (proportion of variance in dependent variable 
explained by independent variables). is partitionad into shared variance contributions (sh) and unique 
variance contributions (un); Le. w h a r e d  + Unique variance. 
Adj.@ = adjuJttd p. unbiased population estimate of d 
R = multiple correlation coefficient. 
  am ad' Durnmy variable, û= No; 1 = Yes 

p < -05 ; * p c .O1 ; " p c .O01 ecommunity dimensions significantly. diffefent -sec Chapter Si 



Table 7.5 Pearson Correlation Coefficients 
for Demographic Character and Index of Well-Being (IWB) 

Voluntary Segregated Retirement Villages 

In-Situ Aging Community Amas 

l IWB 

IWB 1 Sex 1 Widowed ( Mamed 1 Education ( Retired ( Age lncome 
1 .O000 

WB 1 Sax 1 Wdowed 1 Manisd 1 Education 1 Retirsd 1 Age 1 lncome 
1 .O000 

Retired t"---1 
lncome 

The multiple regression of al1 seventeen cornmunity dimensions against the WB 

demonstrates that the cognitive and affective dimensions of commuuity me important 

detenninatlts of well-being. Table 7.4 shows that there is a signifiant correlation between 

the combined effects of community dimensions and well-being in both residential 

settings. 

In the case of voluntary segregated retirement villages, the multiple correlation is R = 

0.520 @ < 0.001), and in the in-situ aging areas, R = 0.342 @ c 0.01). This means that in 

both residential settings, the underlying "structure" or behavioural, cognitive and 

affective dimensionality of cornmunity does signincantly account for weU-king. It is 

worth emphasizing that this linear relationship is considerably higher in the voluntary 

segregated setting, meaning that there is a strcnger liak between "community" and weU- 

behg in this type of residential setting. 





Al1 of the seventeen community dimensions explain 27% of the variation in well-being 

scores in the segregated settings (R~ = 0.27), compared to only 12% (p = 0.12) in the in- 

situ aging areas. In other words, comnrunity may be more than îwice as important a factor 

in contributing IO weZ1-being in the retirement villages. This certainly seems to validate 

the claims by the developers of these areas, and may in fact signal that they have been 

successful in fusing the physical and social aspects of community into a commodified 

package which promotes well-behg. However, Table 7.4 also reveais that this must not 

be an imrnediate conclusion since the number of dimensions of community which are 

singular key detenninants of well-being are relatively limiteci, and are not considerably 

different fiom those dimensions of community which are key predictors of well-being in 

in-situ aging areas. 

In the voluntary segregated retirement villages, on& two of the seventeen community 

dimensions provide significant unique contributions to well-being (i.e. after the effects of 

other community dimensions have been removed). Only Evahation and Appraisal and 

Empathy und Belonging can be considered to be key predictors in isolation of the 

combined eflects of other convnunity dimensions. Evaluation and Appraisal uniquely 

accounts for 5%, whilst Ernpathy and Belonging uniquely accounts for a m e r  5% of the 

variation in the IWB in voluntary segregated retirement villages, once the effects of the 

other comrnunity dimensions have been removed. The importance of these two 

dimensions of community cm also be seen by the fact that they have the highest 

correlations (see Table 7.6) with the WB (-0.3580 and -0.3006 respectively). The 

negative correlations sirnply reference the fact thet negative factor scores on these axes 

are indicative of high values of evaluation and belonging. 

The unique importance of Evahation anci Appraisal does seem curious, since this is 

one element of community which has not previously been empirically identined in the 

literature. Yet intuitively this is a reasonable finding: weU-king is iinked to a positive 

rather than a negative evaluation of one's phyncal and social environment Since the 

provision of a neat, orderly, d e ,  and amenity-rich residential setting which is 



"maintenance fke" (i.e. maintenance costs embedded in homeowner or condominium 

association dues) is one of the main selling features of retirement villages, it is perhaps 

not surpnsing that positive evaluations are the nom, and that these influence one's sense 

of well-being. 

The important and unique link between well-being and Empathy and Belonging in 

retirement villages may also not be temb1y surprising. This is a dimension of community 

which has been similarly identified and refened to by others as a "sense of comrnunity" 

(Buckner 1988), and some of the basic traits of this dimension (e.g. belonging, latent 

mutuai aid, sense of community, cohesion, latent participation) have been previously 

shown to be related to individual well-being (O'Brien et al 1989). In essence, this finding 

in Calgary confirms previous findings, but demonstrates that even within segregated 

Third Age residential settings, a sense of community and the social attachments which are 

linked to it, rernains an important element in the definition of well-being. 

It should be emphasized that although Evaluation and Appraisal are key mique 

predictoa of well-being in retirement villages, these must be considered to be rclatively 

minor when ail of the cognitive and affective characteristics of community are considered 

together. Table 7.4 shows that the shmed impact of a l l  of the seventeen behavioural, 

cognitive and affective dimensions of community is alrnoa twice as important as the 

unique impacts of Evaluation and Appraisal and Empathy and Belonging. (R2 due to 

s h e d  effects is 0.17 compared to 0.10 for unique effects of the two key dimensions). 

This means that it is the overlapping, joint effects, or simultaneity of comunity 

characteristics which must be considered to be the key implication of community and 

well-being in retirement villages. In other words, it is the way in which there is a 

confluence of community dimensions, or the way in which different dimensions of 

cornmunity are simuitaneously experienced in retirement villages which seems to be the 

key to understanding individuai well-king in these areas. 

Three of the community dimensio~Eva1uation und Appraisal; Safity and 

Senaiv;  and Empathy and Belonging, provide'a signiscant and unique contribution to 



well-king in in-situ aging community areas. However, the unique impacts of these 

community dimensions are lower than those fotmd in the retirement village sening. 

Ev~!uatiion and Appraisai uniquely explains 1.5% of the variation in weu-behg in in-situ 

aging community areas, whereas Safety mid Senuity and Empathy und Belonging 

uniquely explain 2.1% and 1.6% respectively. Hence the total unique impact of these 

three dimensions is only 5.2%. Despite the low values, it is worth noting that in the in- 

situ aging areas, these community dimensions are considerably less important as 

determinants of well-being than they are in the retirement villages-the combined effects 

of these three dimensions is only about half of what the N o  key community dimensions 

contribute to weli-being in the retirement villages. Like the retirement villages, the 

greatest impact of community dimensions r d t s  fkom the combined or simultaneow 

effects of community dimensions on well-being. The majority 6.7% of variation in IWB 

scores in in-situ aging areas is determined fiom the joint effects of al1 community 

dimensions. Therefore, Iike the retirement viilages, it is the confluence of numerous 

dimensions of comrnuni~ which mut  be considered to be the major detemhmts of 

well-being. 

A number of differences in the impacts of community dimensions on well-being in 

the two different residential settings need to be understood in greater detail. Of particular 

importance is the dinerence between Empathy und Belonging, or sense of comrnunity. It 

may be expected that given the longer length of nsidence of those living in in-situ aging 

areas, a greater sense of community would be experienced. However, Chapter Six 

identified the fact that this dimension of community is experienced to a greater degree, or 

is more strongly manifest, in retirement villages. This higher level of empathy and 

belonging-what may be a key factor in the cornmodification of nich areasdoes seem 

to be a key source of well-being. Table 7.4 in fact shows ihat it contributes three times as 

much to well-king in retirement villages as it does in in-situ aging communïties (cf. s? = 

0.048 vs. = 0.016). It seems that not only do segregated retirement villages foster a 



sense of community or belonging in a relatively short tirne, but that this also translates 

into a greater degree of subjective well-being. 

The same can be said for community Evaluation and Appraisul. Chapter S u  showed 

that there were significantly higher degrees of evaluation amongst residents of in-situ 

aging communities, but that in general residents of bot6 areas had positive appraisals of 

their communities. What is curious, however, is that despite lower degrees of evahation 

and appraisal, this dimension of community is also three rimes more important as a 

determinant of well-being in retirement villages as it is in in-situ aging community areas. 

In other words, residents of retirement villages rnight not necessarily believe their 

neighborhoods to be the best they have ever resided in, but the degree of satisfaction they 

do denve fiom their neighborhoods contributes significantly more to their overall welC 

being. 

The fact that Sufity and Semity uniquely contributes to well-king in in-situ aging 

areas but not retirement villages is also intriguing. It was pointed out in Chapter Six that 

there is no real difference in perceived safety or security in the two different residential 

sertings. In fact in both types of axa individuals generdly feel very safe and secure. One 

potentiai reason for this distinction in t e m  of well-being rnay be that the hi& level of 

safety and security in retirement villages is taken for granted and does not factor into the 

evaluations which individuals make regarding their well-being. Given the fact that these 

are typically walled (and some gated) communities where relative safety and constant 

neighbor vigilance is a key selling feature, this may not be surprising. It is quite probable 

that in such environrnents, considerations of safety and security can be viaually factored 

out of an individual's s e w  of well-being. If this is the case, then retirement villages have 

certainly succeeded in terms of the fulnllment of this dimension of community. By 

contrat, in-situ aging areas are more! vulnerable, and in these areas, where safety and 

security Ulfluences may be more volatile, the consuint perception of the need to consider 

safety and s e c m  may play a far more important role in definhg one's sense of weii- 

being. 



Table 7.4 aiso reveals some key ilindings about the general and unique impact of 

community dimensions. Although in both residential settings it is the combined or 

sirnultaneous effects of comrnunity character which are most important, the empirical 

results do underscore the fact tbat very few of the dimensions of cornmunity have a 

unique impact on well-being. Even more pronounced is the fact that these unique impacts 

are limited to only one domain of community character. In other words, any unique 

effects seem to be domain-specific. In particular, the Aflecfive domain seems to be 

dominant. This means that it is the emotional attachments and evaluations of local 

neighborhoods which seem to be the key to understanding how communiîy impacts 

uniquely on individual well-being for those in their Third Age. Furthemore, the findings 

fiom both residential settings described above show that even within the Affective 

domain, the key or unique influences are dimension-specific. Only a limited number of 

Anective dimensions make a unique contribution to well-being. EvaZuution and 

Apprcisal, and Empathy and Belonging seem to be the key individual dimensions in both 

settings, dthough safety and Security is additionally important in the in-situ aging 

comrnunities. 

The fact that both Evaluution and Appraisal and Empathy and Belonging were 

previously shown to be si@cantly Merat between the raidentid types (see Chapter 

Six) is important because it demonstrates that while these dimensions may differ in 

intensity, they are univenally important conaibutors to well-being in the Third Age, even 

though their degree of contribution is Werent. In other words, these two dimensions of 

community matter for weil-king imspective of their spatid manifestation and 

irrespective of the degree to which they conîriiute to well-being. But at the same time 

that these key dimensions matter uniquely for weil-being in the Third Age, it must be 

recalled that 44community" more generaily does matter for weU-being, since it is the joint 

effects or multidimensionality of commdty which has the greatest impact on well-being. 

However, this Link canot be exaggexated since although co11111iunity matters twice as 

much in segregated retirement villages the major determinants of well-being (i.e. more 



than 70%) are beyond the realm of demography and place-based community structure. 

This is a reaüty which may be king masked in the cornmodification of Third Age 

residential environments. 

7.3.3.2 Detenninants of Seff Actuakation in Different Third Age Residential Settings. 

As with well-king, demographic characteristics in general are not a major 

determinant of sesactualkation for residents in either segregated retirement villages or 

for those in in-situ aging community areas (see Table7.7). 

In the former, demographic characteristics account for only 9% of the variation in 

self-actualization (R~ = 0.09), whilst in the latter they account for less than 3% ('R2 = 

0.025). In both settkgs the multiple conelations betwxn demographic indicators such as 

sex, age, education, retirement staw, and maritai statu are low (I 0.3) and are not 

significant @ > 0.05). In other words, there is no significant linear relationship between a 

range of demographic characteristics and self-actualization in either residential sening. 

Yet Table 7.7 does point to one key demographic characteristic which must be 

considered in isolation fiom the others. This is education. Lasiett (1991) drew attention to 

the fact that education in the Third Age is a cntical ingreclient for successful aging in both 

an individual and a societal context. In fact the term Third Age and much of the 

momentum of the social recognition of the Third Age has corne about within an 

educational context-particularly within the context of Universities of the Third Age and 

organizations like Elderhostel. 

Table 7.7 reveals that of ail  the socio-demographic indicators included in the 

regressîon analyses, only education makes a significant and unique contribution to self- 

actualization once the effects of the other variables have been removed. However, this 

relationship only holds for those in retirement villages w h e ~  the correlation between the 

SISA and education is 0.274 (see Table 7.8) and where it uniquely explains 8% of the 

variation in self-acnialization (s? = .077). 



Table 7.7 Standard Multiple Regression Resuits for Demographic Character and 
Community Dimensions (SISA = Dependent Variable) 

Perce~tion & Cmnition 
PIC-1. Age I d e n e  

Complex Cog. Mapping 
PIC-2.Simple Cog. Mapp. 
PIC-3. People Idenùty 

(Non-Intintate) 
BA-3. Informal Interadion 

(Intimates) 
8 / 1 4  Mutual Informal 

Cooperation 
BA-5.Organiz Involvement. 
Wt-6. Political Participation 
811-7. Supportive Milieu 

Note - 

s f  

- - 

Beta 

-.O25 
-.O09 

I Comrnunity ~irnensions 
Bahaviour 4 lntemttionq 
BII-1. Facility Use 
Wt-2. Informal Interaction 

-. 1 22 

-.154 

, 1.269' 
.366 

1.095' 

B 

-.159 
-.O66 

of Place 
AF-2.Evaluation a Apprais 
AF9Nuisanœ BAnnoyanœ 
AF4. Safety and Security 
AF-5. Empowement 
AF-6. Common Values 
AF-7. Empatfiy 8 Belonging 

Constant 
R' 

--- 

B = unstandardized partial regression coefficient 
Beta = standardized panial regression coefficient 
s? = squared semipartial correlation ~ c i e n t - t h e  unique varianœ contribution by aach independent 
variable after the &ds of other independent variablas a n  removsd (only signifiant varîabk shown.) 
Constant = y intempt for unstandarditad model 

= sampte goodness of M of rnultipts regmion mode1 (proportion of varianœ in dependent variable 
etxplained by independent variablar). R' is partitionad into shared variance contributions ( h )  and unique 
variance contributions (un): i.e. Rt-Sharad + Unique varianœ. 
 adj.^' = adjustad p. unbiascd popuiation esümata of R' 
R = multiple comlation coefficient 

-.O20 

-.O25 

.175 

.O59 
- -168 

-- 
.?A6 
-.192 
.503 

, -02.2 
-.739 

-1 -500" 

. -.O60 
-.142 
A33 
.597 
-.Ml 

. -342 

- 
- 

. -026 - 
.O26 

66.020 & - un. 
.179 .O79 -1 O0 

.O90 
-.O27 
.O70 
.O03 
-.O97 
-.199 

64.562 un, 
-162 .On .O86 

- - - - - 
.O33 

I 
-.O30 1 - 

1.403" 

.940' 

,646 
,949' 
A66 

-.O18 
.O62 

. .O91 
-. 1 O0 
-.O52 

- 
1 - - 

- - 

-179 

. i l 8  

.O85 

.123 

.O62 

.O27 

,012 

- 
.O14 - 



Table 7.8 Pearson Correlation Coefficients 
for Demographic Character and Self-Actualization (SISA) 

Vofuntary Segmgated Retirement Villages 

1 SlSA 

InSitu Aging Community Areas 

SlSA 1 Sex f Wiciowd 1 M a W  1 Edudon  1 Rstired 1 Age 1 lncome 
1 .O000 

S a  
Wdowsd 
Manied 
Education 
Retirai 
Age 
lncoms 

-.O422 1.a000 
.O455 3561" 1.0000 

-.O027 -.4733" -.7548" 1 .O000 
,2744- .O576 -.O267 .O1 15 1.0000 
.O861 -.2153" .O372 .MO9 ,0896 1.6006 
.O497 -.1317 .2129" -.O065 -.O1 94 .3565 1 .O000 
.O258 -.O670 -21 89" .3152" ,3161" -.1524 -.1573' 1.0000 

The fact that education is a unique predictor of self-acnialization in retirement 

villages and not in-situ aging community areas seems rather cimous when it is recalied 

that respondents from retirement villages had signifîcantly lower average educational 

levels than those fiom in-situ aging comrnuûity areas. This re1ationsbip may be an artifut 

of the distribution of values on the educational variable, since the sample from the 

retirement villages had a considerably higher proportion of residents (24%) with 

educational anainment which was low-Le. less than a high a high school diploma (set 

Table 6.7). B is primarily these rrspondents with very low educational attainment levels 

which exhibit low degrees of self-actualization. 

SlSA 
Sex 

3 

Widowed 
Mameâ 
Education 
Retired 

Age 
lncome 

SISA ( Sem 1 Widowed 1 Married 1 Educaüon 1 Retired 1 Age 1 lncome 
1 .O000 
.O170 1.OûOû 

-.O235 2278" 1 .O000 
-.O289 -.2674- -.730f" 1 .O000 
.IO1 1 -.1214' -.1475" .O156 1 .O000 
.O295 - . l m  .143t" -.O1 25 -.1429" 1.0000 

.O504 -.O549 .2124" .O772 -.2072" .5477" 1.0000 
-.O051 -.1229* -2274" 2334" -4156" -.3529" -.2376" 1 .O000 



Table 7.0. Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Community Dimensions and SISA 
Volunbry Segregated Reîirement Villages (refer to Table 7.7 for Communiîy Dimension Titles) 

Behaviour 1 lnteractlons 1 Perceplion 1 Cognition 1 Afiedive 
1 Sm m.1 1 811.2 1 6d-3 1 m-4 ( Bfl-5 ( 8116 1 811-7 ( pK-1 1 PIC-2 1 ?G-3 1 AF-1 1 AF-2 [ AF-3 1 AF4 1 AF-5 1 A F 6  1 AF-7 

I SlSA 1 1.0000 

In-SItu Agina Community Amas (refer to Table 7.7 for Community Dimension Titles) 
Behaviour I Interadions 1 Perception 1 Cogniüon 1 Affecthm 

SISA 1 en-1 1 an-2 1 Bn-3 1 8n-4 1 an-5 1 Wl-6 1 B/I-7 1 pK-1 1 Pa-2 1 PIC-3 1 AF-1 1 AF-2 1 AF-3 1 AF-4 1 AF-5 1 AF-8 1 AF.7 
SISA , 1 . m  
ûfl-9 .O522 1.0000 



This f i n h g  reinforces Laslett's (1991) cail for education to be a basic and key force of 

change within Third Age societies, but shows that for self-actualization in the Third phase 

of the life course, a crucial threshold of educational attainment is at minimum a high 

school level of acbievement. Potentially, however, when the mjority of the better 

educated Baby-Boomer generation enters this phase of the life course, education may not 

be such a unique predictor of self-actualization, since it seems that the key role of 

education is that very Iow levels of education produce lower levels of ~e~actualization. 

For post-secondary educational attainment, the level of education seems to play a lesser 

role in defming self-acnialization. Yet regardless of educational aaainments, the role of 

community seems even more important as a determinant of self-achialization. 

Table 7.7 shows the results of the regression of the seventeen dimensions of 

cornmunity on the SISA scores in both the voluntary segregated retirement villages and in 

the in-situ aging community areas. In both seîtings, the dimensions of cornrnunity c m  be 

said to make a signincant contribution to ~e~actualization, though the degree of 

expianation is relatively minor. 

In the retirement village setting, the seventeen behavioural, cognitive, and affective 

dimensions of community together account for 16.2% (It2 = 0.162) of the variation in the 

SISA scores, and the coefficient of determination or multiple correlation coefficient of R 

= 0.402 is significant @ < 0.05). In other words, there is a significant Liwar relatiomhip 

between the total behaviourai, cognitive, and afZective structure of commULZity in these 

areas and measures of self-acnialization. Yet the fact that only 16.2% of the variation in 

SISA scores is explained by these community dimensions is a cogent reminda that this 

relaîiomhip is on& partial-the majority of ~e~actualization mwt be determined by 

factors outside of the realm of the behavioraal, cognitive, and affective character of place- 

based communities. Nevertheless, a number of specific dimensions of community are 

more influentid than others. Table 7.7 shows that in the retirement village setting thRe 

dimensions are uniquely significant predictors of self-acnialization. Two are linked to the 

Behavioural domain of community and one to the Perception and Cognition domain. 



These three dimensions uniquely account for more than half (Ft2 unique = 0.085) of the 

combined or joint effects of al1 of the dimensions (FL2 = 0.162) of community on self- 

actualization. 

Orgrnizution lmolvement , such as in neighborhood, fraternal, and other voluntary 

organizations, is a significant and unique predictor of self-actualization in retirement 

villages when the simultaneous effects of the other community dimensions are removed, 

explaining 2.6% of the variation in isolation fiom the other dimensions (d = 0.026). 

This dimension is significantly comlated with self-actualization (r = .2256, see Table 

7.9), though there is clearly no direct cox~espondence baween the two. Interpretation of 

the sign of the regression coefficient within the context of the factor loadings for this axis 

means that it is higher rather than lower levels of organizationsil involvement which are 

linked to higher levels of self-actualization. Although it has been s h o w  that a potential 

withdrawai or deciine in organhtional involvement occurs with the onset of retirement 

or old age (Rosow 1967, this fincikg illustrates that continued involvement in formal 

organizations, and particularly those within one's conimunity of residence can contribute 

to a greater degree of ~e~actualization. Yet this dimension of community was not found 

to be a significant predictor of well-bentg in retirement villages. This means that those in 

their Third Age residing in segregated retirement villages potentially do not need anything 

fiom such organizations for their individual well-being, but belonging to a d  giving to 

these organirations can significantly enhance one's individual se~actualization. Active 

and unselfish involvement in community-based organiclations, in addition to major 

cultural Wtutions, may in fact be one mode through which individuais cm attaio higher 

levels of self-actualization. It is p&ps not surpnsing, therefore, that one of the key 

selling features of retirement villages is the presence of a locality-based neighborhood or 

village organiirrition and the provision of a local clubhouse or meeting facility through 

which organizational activities are ananged and serviced. 

A second Behavioural dimension which is a sipnincantly unique predictor of self- 

actualization in retirement villages is what was defined in Chapter Six as the Szqportive 



Milieu. This axis summarizes the real and perceived support for the local m a  which rnay 

be attained through contacts with orgaikations and agencies which are protective of the 

interests of the neighborhood. Interpreting the positive regression coefficients within the 

context of the positive factor loadings for this axis means that when individuals perceive 

there to be a hi& degree of support for their ma, they also tend to have higher degrees of 

self-actuaiization. In other words, the existence of a set of behaviours which enhance, or 

are believed to enhance, the overail security or fieedom nom k a t  to the community, is 

linked to self-actuaiization. However, this linkage must not be exaggerated, since it is 

only marginal (r = 0.1903, sr2 = 0.026). The correlation is significant @ < 0.05) but low 

(C 0.2), meaning that the relationship behween what has been called the supportive milieu 

and self-acnialization is certainly not direct or strong. Likewise, this dimension of 

communi~  only accounts for 2.6% of the variation in self-actualization in isolation fiom 

the other community dimensions. Nevertheless, at least the perception of such a milieu is 

perhaps indicative of the fact that a need for secunty fiom external threat has been met, 

and that such peace of mind from negative extemal influences rnay foster what Wilkinson 

(1979) called the self-actuaiization motive. nie insular and agezxclusive nature of 

retirement villages may act as a b a e r  from many such tbreats, but the fact that residents 

in these villages perceive that they can easily muster extemal support also demonstrates 

that to some extent there is a perception that their residential envïronments are safe 

havens which others would be willing to protect on their behaif. 

A third community dimension which is a uniquely significant predictor of self- 

actualization in retirement villages is what was dehed in Chapter Six as Snnple 

Cognitive Mappability and which is linked to the Perception and Cognition domain of 

community. This axis sunmarizes a n u m k  of attributes which are related to an 

individual's ability to recognize the simpler f a e s  of the neighborhood and community 

area such as very basic landmarks. The positive signs of the regression coefficients and 

factor loadings means that a greater knowledge of the local area is one, though minor, 

determinant of self-actualization. This dimension is signincantly correlated with self- 



actualization (r = .225 1, see Table 7.9, but again the h e a r  nlationship is weak, meaning 

that there is only a limited direct correspondaice between this aspect of community and 

self-acnialization. Furthermore, this community dimension only explains 3.3% of the 

variation in self-actdhtion scores (s? = 0.033). It may seem odd that this kind of 

elementary lrnowledge of one's place-based community of residence should be related to 

self-actuaiization. However, inhiitively such a finding may be quite reasonable if it is 

considered that place farniliarity potentially situates the individual within a geographical 

context which is cornfortable, readily interpretable, and which facilitates interactions 

within, and negotiation of, the spatial environment (Rowles 1978). Thus the wed to 

understand and recognize key physical featiaes and basic landmarks of the commmity 

may be representative of a fiuidamental need which must be M l e d  in order to atîain a 

sense of place security and subsequently foster a self-actuaiization motive (Wilkinson 

1979). The fact that this dimension of community is important in retirement villages and 

not in in-situ aging community areas would seem to signal the fact that to some extent the 

simple and relatively homogeneous physical environment inherent in the design of these 

places has succeeded in removing some of the cognitive complexity h m  the community 

environment. 

The influence of all seventeen of the dimensions of comrnunity on self-actualization 

in in-situ aging communities is virtuaily identical to that found in the retirement 

villages-these dimensions explain 16% of the variation in self-actualization scores 

amongst respondents in these areas (cf. R' = 0.179 vs. R' = 0.162). There is also a 

significant multiple correlation between this set of community dimensions and self- 

actualization, of a shilar magnitude to that found in retirement villages (R = 0.423, p < 

0.001). In other words, there is also a signincant linear relationship between the total 

behaviod, cognîtive and a&ctive structure of commmity and self-actualization in in- 

situ aging community areas. As in the retirement village case descxibed above, thexe are 

also a number of dimensions of community which are more important than others in 

denning this linkage in that their unique contributions to the total explained variance is 



signincant. However, uniike the retirement village case described above, the dimensions 

of community which are unique and signincant predictors of self-actualization in in-situ 

aging community areas are different. Three dimensions h m  the Behavioural, one nom 

the Perception and Cognition, and one fiom the Anective domain are uniquely significant 

predictors of self-actualization in the in-situ aging community areas. 

Informal Interaction (Intimates) is one of these dimensions fiom the Behaviourai 

domain. Chapter Six showed that this axis nmimarizes social networks and relationships 

which are considered relatively intimate, such as the degree to wbich fnendships cluster 

in the neighborhood, the degree to which new close friends are developed within a 

neighboring conte* and the realization of very close fkiendship ties amongst neighbors. 

ïhis axis is significantly but oniy marginally comlated with self-acnialization (r = 

0.12 13, see Table 7.9), and does make a unique contribution (2.7%) to self-actuaiization 

when controlling for the effects of the other communîty dimensions (s? = 0.027). Since 

the unique contribution is so low the overall impact of this dimension of community 

cannot be exaggerated. Nevertheless, some understanding of this marginal but s i e c a n t  

effect is required. Since the regnssion coefficient is positive and the factor loadings of 

this axis are negative (see Figure 6.4), Table 7.7 reveals that it is not relatively high, but 

relatively Zow degrees of intirnate infonnal interactions which signincantly contribute to 

self-acnialization in the in-situ aging community areas. Although the intensity of ~ c h  

community-based social relationships were generally shown to be relatively low (see 

Chapter Six), this kding points to the fact that highly selfactuulinng individuuk in in- 

situ aging meas do not necessoriy need or require intimate neighborhood fnendships. 

This would seem to support the stance of Maslow (1968), in the seme that nich 

individuais may have psychologically overcome the need for such kinds of social 

engagement and so would be more wiuidrawn, disengagecl, or introspective. The fact that 

this low degree of întimate interaction is a sigdicant predktor of ~e~actualization in the 

in-situ aging areas and not the segregated retirement villages is intriguing. It may be 

indicative of the fact that those who do choose to reside in retirement villages both need 



and want higher levels of intimate social interactions in order to foster their own self- 

actualization. Thus the retirement villages may be fulnllùig an unmet psychological need. 

The opposite (negative) sign of the regression coefficient for this dimension in the 

retirement village sample does support this observation, though such a proposition carmot 

be claimed to be significantly predictable. But if this is indicative of such a trend, it may 

also point to the fact that diffe~nt  kinds of geographical or community residentid 

sertings provide dinerent situational contexts in which intimate niendships and self- 

actuaiization emerge. In other words, there may be a .  emergent polanty in the way in 

which those in their Third Age self-actualize with respect to intimate community-based 

£kiendshipsy and different Third Age residentid environments may simply be a spatial 

manifestation of this difference. Confimation of such speculation cannot be obtained 

&om the IMited data available fÎom this study and would ultirnately require considerably 

more in-depth research on this specific question with diffmnt methodologies. 

A second Behavioural dimension of community which makes a unique and 

significant contribution to self-acnialization in the in-situ aging anas is Muîual Informa2 

Cooperation. Chapter Six demonstrated that this axis summarizes such activity as 

borrowing, informational aid, physical aid, and visiting amongst neighbors. Such 

activities were generally manifest to a lower degree in the in-situ aging areas compared to 

the retirement villages. In other words, those in the in-situ aging areas do not engage in 

munial cooperative behaviours to the same extent as those residing in voluntary 

segregated retirement villages. So this immediately begs the question of how this 

generaily lower level of mutual informal cooperative behaviour should be a unique and 

significant predictor of self-achialization in in-situ aging areas and not in the retirement 

villages. The answer is not immediately evident. Figute 6.6 showed that positive factor 

loadings on this axis are indicative of higher levels of muaial informal cooperation. Table 

7.7 ais0 shows that the regression coefficient for this axis in the in-situ areas is also 

positive. This means that even in i n d u  aging areas, it is a higher rather than lower level 

of munial idormal cooperation amongst neighbon which is implicated in higher levels of 



self-actuaiization. Yet it must be recalled that, though signifiant @ c O.OS), the impact is 

low-higher levels of mutual idormal cooperation explain only 1.2% (s? = 0.012) of the 

variation in SISA scores. Nevertheless, such a finding h w s  kit0 question the perspective 

that introspective withdrawal fiom othm may be a defining characteristic of self- 

acnialiPng individuais (Maslow 1968). Rather, even in neighborhoods or community 

areas where the aggregate levels of such activity are low, those individuals who do 

actively engage in mutuai cooperative behaviours with their neighbors are also those who 

are more self-achialiPng. So locality or community-based interactions must be seen as 

contributing to individuai self-actualization. 

Yet it seems that there is some kind of balance which must be stnick in ternis of how 

such interactions are related to self-actualization. Either too little or too much of these 

kinds of community-based interactions may reduce or contribute to self-actualization in 

negative ways. It does seem curious that even though this axis showed significantly 

greater degrees of interaction in the retirement villages (i.e. more muhial informal 

cooperation), it was not a sigrilficantly unique predictor of self-acnialization in the 

retirement villages-what would be expected if higher levels of munial cooperation 

consistently yielded higher SISA scores. Furthemore, the regession coeBciait for this 

axis in the retirement villages is negative (Table 73, meaaing that in these areas high 

levels of such interaction contribute to self-actuaiization in negative ways. Perhaps, 

therefore, retirement villages may lend themselves to a problem of overbearing 

neighbon-comrnunity or neighborhood interactions which do not contribute to self- 

acnialization at the individuai level. Again, however, the results of Table 7.7 do not 

demonmate that this ir a consistent or signincant relationship in the retirement villages. 

Yet they do invite m e r  specuiation on these effects and point to the fact that there are 

spatiai variations in the way in which munial t0foRnal cooperative behaviom in a 

comrnunity con- contribute to self-actualization. For some of those residing in in-situ 

aging cornmmity areas, nich interactions may be especially important. 



A third Behavioural dimension of community which uniquely contributes to self- 

actuaiization in in-situ aging community areas is Political Participation. This may also 

seem rather odd since it was shown in Chapter Six that in these areas Thud Age residents 

typically participate in community and municipal politics to a lesser extent than do those 

in retirement villages. Yet the positive sign of the regession coefficient and the positive 

sign of the factor loadings associated with higher levels of political participation 

demonstrates that it is higher rather than lower levels of political participation which are 

linked to higher levels of individual self-achialization. In other words, those residents of 

in-situ aging cornmunity areas who do participate in cornmunity and municipal politics 

are also generally those individuals who are attaining higher levels of self-actualization. 

Again this draws into question the proposition that highly self-actualizing individuals are 

sociaily or behaviourally withdrawn (Maslow 1968). Although Iimited in explanatory 

power (only 1.4% of the variation in SISA scores), Table 7.7 shows that political 

integration (i.e. engagement rather than disengagement) within a local community context 

may be one o f  many important sources of self-actualization. 

People Identity is the only community dimension fiom the Perception and Cognition 

domain which significantly and uniquely contributes to ~e~actualization in in-situ aging 

areas when the joint effects of the other community dimensions are removed. Again, 

however, this unique effect is only marginal-since it accounts for only 1.4% of the 

variation SISA scores in these areas (s? = 0.014). Chapter Six showed that in both 

retirement villages and in in-situ aging areas nsidents did not have a very strong sense of 

ethnic or visible social homogeneity, although those in retirement Mages signifïcantiy 

perceived their communities to be more socidy homogeneous than did those in in-sihi 

aging areas. The fact that perceived ethnic and visible social heterogeneity is a significant 

predictor of self-acnialization in in-situ aging community areas and the fact that even 

ethnic and visible social homogeneity is not a signincant predictor of self-afnialuation in 

retirement villages may hold some important insights into the understanding of the 

geographical manifestation of self-actualization in the Third Age. Clearly some 



individuals in their Third Age derive psychological benefits h m  living in what they 

perceive to be socially diverse neighborhoods and communities-social heterogeneity and 

the ability to sociaily and visibly Merentiate oneself from others in the community 

enviromnent may be an important dimension in the way in which community is 

experienced with respect to ~e~actualization. Yet the spatial importance of this 

dimension seems to be confined to in-situ aging areas. It is perhaps somewhat surprishg 

that the degree of perceived people homogene;ty or heterogeneity does not impact to the 

same extent on self-actualization in the voluntary segregated retirement villages. In many 

ways the advertising featues and the nsidentid locations of these kinds of developments 

are directiy targeted towards achieving a high degree of social homogeneity-especially 

on the basis of age. The residents sampled in this study bave also indicated that there is a 

significantly higher perceived homogeneity in terms of ethnic and visible characteristics 

in addition to age. So while social homogeneity on a number of characteristics may be 

packaged and achieved within the concept of retirement villages, these factors do not 

seem to have any unique bearing on individual self-actualization and self MlIment in 

these areas. Perhaps, therefore, increased levels of individual self-actualization can be 

achieved through the development of more socially diverse retirement villages-a trend 

which seems to be opposite to what is occtmhg in current developments of this kind. 

Of ali  the separate affective dimensions of communïty in the Third Age, only 

Empathy and Belonging has a singdarly unique influence on self-actuaiization within in- 

situ aging community areas. This axis explains 3.3% (& = 0.033) of the variation in 

SISA scores-more than twice the contribution of any other single dimension. Chapter 

Six demonstrated that in both residential settings there was generally a strong sense of 

community or overall sense of empathy and belonging, but in general it was signifïcantly 

stronger in the segregated retirement villages. However, Table 7.7 shows that despite this 

difference, Empathy ond Belonging is more important as a communiîy-derived source of 

self-acnialization amongst those residing in in-situ aging community areas. The negative 

regression coefncient and negative factor loadings on this axis means that a high level of 



empathy and belonging is associated with a high level of self-acnialization-a point also 

confmned by the signifïcant though marginal correlation b e m n  this dimension of 

community and self-acnialization (r = -0.200, see Table 7.9). This indicates that, although 

Third Age residents of in-situ aging communities reside in community environments 

where the aggregate level of empathy and belonging is lower, for those individuals who 

do situate themselves within this community context and do derive a high sense of 

empathy and belonging within the area, high levels of self-actualization are also possible. 

in other words, in in-situ aging areas it is perhaps the integration or situation of the self 

within the community which results in a greater self-actualization motive. This lends 

furthet weight to the argument that belonging within a commulzity context is an essential 

ingredient for successful self-acnialization or self-fulfillment (Laslett 1991). Yet it could 

also be argued that those in retirement villages have also situated themselves within a 

community context in which there is an even higher aggregate degree of empathy and 

belonging. This hed ia te ly  begs the question of why empathy and belonging should not 

be a key cornrnunity-based factor in defining self-actualization in these areas. Although 

conclusive proof cannot be delivered here, one potential reason for this is that there may 

be a crucial distinction which needs to be made between d f i l l e d  and M U e d  needs. If 

il is considered that well-being is a concept which reflects a lower degree of needs- 

fdfillment than self-actualizatio~which, by Maslow's (1968) definîtion can only occur 

when al1 other needs such as weU-being have been fulfilled, then the role of empathy and 

belonging in well-being and self-actualization may shed some light on this issue. 

Table 7.4 showed that in retirement villages, empathy and belonging was far more 

infiuential in defining well-being than it was in in-situ aging areas. Furthemore, Table 

7.7 shows that empathy and belonging was more important in denning self-cciaZrZution 

in in-situ aging areas. Thus there may be a key distinction here. Empahy and Belonging 

in retirement villages, which is high, may be potentially seMng unmet psychological 

needs. In contrast, the need for empathy and belonging may have been largely met by 

those Third Age residents living in in-situ aging areas and so empathy and belonging 



within place communities is able to serve as a higher source of self-acnialization. If this is 

the case, then this seriously calls into question the future role of segregated retirement 

villages as the solution to enhanced seif-actualization in the Third Age. 

7.4 Summary 

Since the Third Age as an individual phase of the M e  course is very much about self- 

fbifihnent, well-being, quality of life, and self-actualization (Laslett 1991; Dychovald 

1990), this chapter briefly explored the differences in these kinds of subjective measures. 

A review of these concepts showed that while there may be some overlap in their 

meaning? the concepts of subjective well-being and seIf-octziuIizution may be par?icularly 

relevant fol the study of the niird Age. The relevance of well-king stems fiom the fact 

that it successfully includes both cognime and Hecrive self-assessments over a number 

of life domains. In essence, it measures individual subjective well-king in a 

comprehensive way. The relevance of self-acnialization stems fiom the fact that this 

concept represents a more advanced psychological state-a state when mon or d l  of the 

needs associated with well-being have been met and individuals are in the process of 

maximinng their full potential (Maslow 1968). The social structurai emergence of the 

Third Age and the new divisions of the Life course discussed by Laslett (1991) have 

potentially created new possibilities for sef-actualization. This may be a key überating 

feature of the Third Age (Laslett 1991). By ushg existing measurement instruments, both 

well-being (Campbell et al. 1976) and ~e~actualization (Jones and CrandaIl 1986; 

Crandail and Jones 1991) were measured for Third Age residents in the two different 

residentiai setiings in Calgary. In comparison with prwious work, both measures were 

found io be high. In other words, those in their Third Age experience well-oeing &self- 

actualïzation to a high degree. There was not, however, signincant Merences in the way 

in which this was manifiest in voluntary age segregated and in-siîu aging communities in 

Cakary* 

It was s h o w  in previous chapters that '%ommuniîy" may play an integral part in 

denning the level of well-being and self-actuaiization amongst individuals. Not only is 



the structural condition of the Third Age producing relatively age segregated residentiai 

areas in Canadian cities, but some in their Third Age are opting to reside in voluntary 

segregated retirement villages. In fact a number of different social aspects of 

"comrnunity" seem to be embedded within the concept of retirement villages-and seem 

to be an integrai part of the commodification of such areas. Thus the search for place- 

based "community" in cities may be one way in which some in their Third Age are 

seeking to e h c e  their potentiai well-being and self-actualization. Previous nsearch, 

though limited, has shown that a number of different dimensions of neighborhoods or 

communities are significant but very minor determinants of well-being. Yet the linkages 

between well-being or self-actualization and a more comprehensive set of behavioural, 

cognitive, and afTective dimensions of place-based communities have not previously been 

investigated. The major objective of this chapter was to investigate this relationship 

w i t b  the context of the Third Age in two residential settings in Calgary. 

The major conclusion fiom this chapter is that the behavioural, cognitive, and 

affective structure of place-based community does matter for both well-being and fur self- 

actualization. In both voluntary segregated retirement villages and in in-situ aging 

community areas, there is a significant relationship between the dimensions of 

cornmunity and the degree of weU-being and self-achialization. Place-bused communities 

do connibute to well-being and self-actualization in the Third Age. 

The findings fiom the Calgary case snidy also reveaied that there are important 

differences in the degree to which these dimensions of comrnunity impact on well-being 

and selfatualization. The behavioural, cognitive, and affective structure of place- 

cornmunity is twice as important in explainhg well-being in voluntary age segregated 

communities as it is in in-situ aging areas. In the former, the community dimensions 

explain 27% of the variation in well-being whilst in the latter the commUIYty dimensions 

explain 12% of weU-being. One possible expianation for this is that these areas are 

providing a set of unmet community-derived needs, and may account for the emphasis on 

" c o m m ~ t y "  in the promotional Literature for these places. By contrast, the need for 



community-derived neeàs may have been previously met by those residing in in-situ 

aging areas and so their well-being is not as dependent upon the community environment. 

The degxee to which the behavioural, cognitive, and Hective structure of community 

explains self-actuaiization is relatively consistent in both types of residential setting- 

explaining 16% in retirement villages and 18% in the in-situ aging commdty anas. So it 

must be emphasued that in both types of nsidential setting the explanation is only 

partial-the vast majority of the variation in weU-being and self-actualization must be 

explained by factors outside of the realm of the behaviourai, cognitive and affective 

domains of place-communities. Nevertheless, the underlying character of place-based 

communities cannot be dismissed as playing an inngnificant role in either weil-being or 

self-actuaiuation-they are integrally involved in defining both well-being and se& 

actualization. 

This chapter aiso revealed that, although the simuitaneiry or total combined impact of 

the community dimensions is important, there are domain-specific and dimension- 

specific impacts which are more important than othen and need to be considered 

separately fiom the simultaneous impact of ai l  the communiîy dimensions. The emotional 

feelings and attachments to place community are the most important predictors of well- 

being in both residentiai senings. In other words, the Affective domain is the dominant 

link between place-community and well-being. In the Calgary study Affective dimensions 

were the only ones to have a unîquely significant impact on well-being. In addition, there 

are a number of specinc dimensions within this domain that seem to be key determinants 

of weil-king. Evaluation and Appraisal, Safety and Sec-, and Empathy and 

Belonging stand out as those which influence weii-being more than othen. This means 

that well-being is partially a hc t ion  of the extent to which the individual is situated 

within a community context in which these attributes are maximized. 

The Behavioural domain seems to be the dominant link between place-based 

community and ~e~actualization, although the Link between cornmunity and self- 

actualization is more complex because dimensions h m  multiple domains are uniquely 



si$nincant predicton. There is aiso a basic spatial différentiation between retirement 

villages and in-situ aging cornmunities in the way in which the dimensions of community 

seem to influence self-actualization. The unique predictors of self-actualization are 

completely different in the two sethgs. Behaviourai factors such as O r g d t i o n  

Involvement, and the development of an extanal Supportive Milieu, together with a 

Simple Cognitive understanding of the midential enviroxment have unique influences of 

self-actualization in retirement villages. Thus belonging and contribution to place-based 

community orght ions ,  the belief that others will assist in the protection and stability 

of the residential setting, and the ability to recognke and easily negotiate the residential 

environment are unique sources of ~e~actuaiization for those in retirement villages. 

The link between community and self-actualization among Third Age people 

residing in in-situ aging community areas is considerably more complex. Over and above 

the simultaneous or joint impact of numerous dimensions of cornmunity, a more complex 

suite of community dimensions uniquely impact on ~e~actuaiization in these areas. 

Behavioural factors such as Intimate Informal Intetaction (i.e. a low degree of intimacy), 

Mutual Idormal Cooperation, and Political Participation; Perceptual or Cognitive factors 

such as People Identity (people heterogeneity); and Affective factors such as a sense of 

community or Empathy and Belonging provide a unique input to self-actualization. 

This chapter has therefore empirically measured the extent to which community-in 

the sense of a wide-ranging set of empirically distinct behavioural, cognitive, and 

affective dimensions-fom a part of the complexity in the locational dimensions in 

which elderly people live their Lives, and is integrally bound up with the social and spatial 

realization of weU-being and ~e~actuakation in the Third Age. The realization of place- 

based community, though in dinerent guises, is therefore part of the social and individuai 

reaiization of the Thkd Age. In other words, the geography of age sewgation and of 

comrnunity does impact on the social M e s t a t i o n  of the Third Age. 



Summary and Conclusion 

8.1 Situating the Elderly in Geographic Research 

The introductory chapter to this dissertation pointed to the f a  that western societies 

are aging in an unprecedented way. There is now an acute awareness in corntries of the 

western world that the age structure of their populations is king transformed, and that 

this transformation is having a profound effect on many dimensions of social life. These 

changes in age structure and their impact on social organhtion have resulted in changes 

to the individuai and collective Life experience. In the long nm, these changes have also 

impacted on the nature of the Me course, but in particular, have provided many with an 

unprecedented oppomuii~ to puMe Third Age lifestyles. 

Chapter One also identified a need to m e r  understand the geographical 

manifestations of this kind of change in social structure and its impact on individual and 

collective expenence. This is not because geographers have not studied the elderly and 

their environment. As Wames (1990) argued, it is because most previous geographical 

work in this area seems not to have provided a geographical perspective on broader social 

and gerontological kinds of issues. Rather, most geographical research on the elderly or 

on aging has focused on the elderly as one specific example of a geographical 

phenornenon such as migration. Hence these works have received little attention from 

social scientists outside of geography, thereby resuiting in a limited contribution by 

human geographers to the broader study of the relationship between the elderly and 

sociev (Warnes 1990). Warnes (1990) identified the need to reverse this perspective, and 

to situate the elderly as one key f o m  of geographid research, nich that geograpbical 

approaches to the study of aging or the elderly malce a more meaningful contribution to 

broader social and gerontological knowledge. Thus there is still a need to identify the 



spatial impact of this kind of societai change and the spotal dimensions in which elderly 

people live their lives. This dissertation attunpted to address two of the key areas where 

such knowledge gaps exist and where the most fiuitfiil potential for contributions have 

b e n  identified: the global evolution of demographic aging; and the locational dimensions 

in the circumstances of elderly peaples lives. This attempt has k e n  made by welding 

together ideas on the demographic aging of populations, the changing structure of the life 

coune and its potentially liberating effect, and the specific role that place-based 

communities may have in this transformation. The synthesis of these ideas provides a 

unique urban geographical focus which contributes to OUT understanding of the locational 

dimensions in which elderly people live their lives. Laslett7s (1 987,199 1) 'Theory of the 

Third Age" was used as a conceptual fiamework within which to situate the elderly with 

respect to demographic aging and changes in the structure of the life course, and as a 

conceptual platfonn fiom which to M e r  explore the more specific geographical 

manifestations of these changes. 

8.2 The Conceptual and Empirical Validity of The Third Age 

The concept of the Third Age (Laslett 1987, 1991) is both complex and simple. It is 

cornplex because it deais with the long-nm historical forces which have resulted in 

changing age structures, and the impact of these changes on the individual and collective 

social experience, particularly through the expansion and compression of difTerent phases 

of the life course. The expansion of the Third Age or third phase of the life course is an 

especially si-cant part of this complexîty. The concept of the Thkd Age is also 

complex because it is not simply a descriptive device-iit is as much a program or cal1 to 

action, in that both an individual and societal recognition of the social structural 

properties of the Third Age is required before the true liberating experience of the Third 

Age can be d i z e d .  This Liberating experience centres around the unprecedented 

opportunity for individual and collective self-fidfïhent. In other words, the Third Age is 

about a social sfxucîural condition in which, in a long-nui historical sense, most material 

and social needs have been met, and individuals who are in their Third Age or third phase 



of the life course have an unprecedented opportunity for ~e~fiilfillment, or in Maslow's 

(1968) terms, for self-actualization. It mut be emphasized b t  Laslett's (1991) 

conceptual development of the Third Age is largely based on macro-scale or population 

aggregate characteristics-a common prhciple of demographic study (e.g. life 

expectancies). Thus, for example, claims that Canada, dong with other counîries, can 

now be classified as Third Age, are based on historical demographic trends. This dso 

means that the Theory of the Third Age should not necessarily be considered to be 

universai-individuaIs and perhaps sub-segments of society may not have the same 

culniral, economic, or personal possibilities of realizing the Third Age as a rewarding 

phase of life. Furthemore, even within a demographic context, it must be noted that some 

cohorts rnay have better possibilities for the realization of well-king than others (Foot 

and Stoffnan 1996). The inability of the conceptuai Theory of the Third Age to address 

issues such as how the pûor, the disadvantaged, or the mentaIly il1 mi@ fit into the broad 

heuristic framework of the Third Age is a distinct limitation. However, the concept of the 

Third Age is also complex because it must be seen to be recursiv~such that social 

structure impacts on individual human agents pursuing Me in their Third Age, but the 

situation of the individual life course within a social and historical hmework means that 

there is a recursive feedback effect whereby social structures and human agencies 

continuously rnodify each other. 

Yet the Third Age is also concepnially simple. It is simply about the individual 

expenence and the situation of the individual within a social context. Since al l  social 

contexts occur within and through space, and have particular spatid impacts and 

manifestations, the Third Age should dso be about the geograpby of changing age 

structures, life course change, and the spatial search for self-fulnllment This spatial 

dimension to the Third Age was not integrated into Laslettas (1 991) Theory of the Third 

Age, and so this dissertation has attempted to address this omission and provide a spatial 

contribution to this theory within a CanAdian context. 



A key question to be addressed was the conceptual and empirical validity of the 

Third Age. Laslett (1991) ernpincally demonmted the amval of, and subsequent (non- 

spatial) expression of, the Third Age in Britain, but claimed that seventeen countries, 

including Canada, are now Third Age societies. Chapter Three addressed the empincd 

evidence to support this clairn. Although some of the peculiar aspects of the Third Age 

such as cultural integration were found to be conceptudy fuPy and diacult to 

operationalize for empirical assesmient (a point well noted by Laslett 1991), Chapter 

Three demonstrated that Canada is a Thbd Age society with social s û u d  and life 

course attributes which confonn closely to those which Laslett (1 99 1) identified as being 

the key properties of the Third Age. in essence, Canada must now be considend to be a 

Third Age society, though the timing and arriva1 of this condition has been relatively 

recent. Considering the many characteristics which Laslett identified as markers of the 

Third Age, in the fullest sense Caaada has been a Third Age society for littie more than a 

decade. This study has therefore contributed to a broader knowledge base of the arriva1 

and conditions of the Third Age in the westem world. 

RecogniPng that there are limitations to the Theory of the W d  Age and that the 

potential for individual realization of a third phase in the life course (e.g. the indigent and 

the homeless elderly) is not universal, this study, has nevertheless, show that both 

conceptuaiiy and empirically, the Third Age provides a valid and usenil heuristic 

schemata for situating the elderly within an interacting and recursive social structurai and 

individual life course context. Given the need to fùrther add a spatial dimension to our 

understanding of the Third Age, the next question to be addressed in this study was the 

spatial manifestation of the Third Age. 

8.3 Adding a Geographical Dimension to the Third Age 

Although Chapter Three showed that the Third Age is now manifest in Canada in a 

national context, Chapter Four focused on the different scales at which the Third Age can 

be seen. Although differences in the regioml or provincial age structure or age 

composition of the population are evident in Canada, the geography of the Third Age 



does not show marked regional effects. In other words, there is littie evidence to 

that the elderly are predombntly concentrated in regional blocks of provinces. 

the regional impact is most evident as a d t  of long-distance retirement migration 

streams to pmticuZm locules, though it m u t  be emphasized that this is a minonty 

phenornenon and its spatiai effect develops very slowly. Canada's long-distance 

migration streams are becoming more polarized through tirne, with those in their Third 

Age selecting diffaent destinations to those in their Second Age. This is producing 

regional concentrations of the Third Age in particular places nich as Victoria, the 

Okanagan, and the Niagara peninsula Yet the pluce-specifc impact in defining regionai 

variations in the manifestations of the Third Age mut also be considered within the 

context of scale. Despite claims that Canada's smail towns provide the moa visible 

spatial expression of the Thud Age, either through in-situ aging or migration, there is 

linle evidence to suggest that the elderly are overwhelmingiy concentrated in any specific 

scaie or size of place. The age structure impacts of the Third Age are manifest at 

numerous scales, with the elderly showing no particular preference for any one size of 

urban area. Furthemore, it is now recognked that the place-specific regional effects are 

very much linked to environmental quality profileofactors which have become more 

important in the residential location and migration destination decision process through 

time. 

Despite the importance of place-specific impacts in tenns of the local age structure 

effect, and the lack of evidence for particular sa le  effects in age composition, Chapter 

Four also showed that a key characteristic of Third Age societies is the high degree of 

wbanuation of the population including the seniors population. More importantly, not 

only are Third Age societies highly urbanized, but the majority reside in large urban or 

metropolitan areas. This is equally mie for seniors as it is for the whole population. In 

essence, therefore, metropolitan meus m u t  be conridered to be the major containers of 

Third Age societies. It was argued that this fact bas a crucial bearing on our understanding 

of the geography of the Third Age. It means that the pmdominant spatial expression of the 



Third Age is metmpolitan, and that the majority of social and spatial interactions within 

the Third Age will occur within a metropditan context In other words, the locational 

dimensions in which the vast majonty of elderly people live their lives in Canada will be 

found within a metropolitan context. Metropohtan areas are also the urban scale at which 

the social structural properties of the Third Age are most likely to be manifest. 

8.4 Age Segregation and the Urban Social Environment Spatial 
Expression of the Social Structure of the Third Age and the Spatial 
Search for Third Age Lifestyles. 

Although no existing work has specifically investigated the inna-urbm or intra- 

metropolitan manifestation of the stmctural properties of the Tbkd Age, Chapter Four 

showed that, at least in a tangentid way, urban geographers have been deaiing with the 

spatial manifestation of the age-related structural transformation associated with the Third 

Age. This is particularly evident fiom factorial ecology midies of CanaAian metropolitan 

areas, where it has k e n  shown that a number of key dimensions of urban social 

differenâiation are linked with age structure. Furthemiore, the age linkages with many of 

these dimensions of urban social variation have become stronger through time, meaning 

that age structure is exerting a more powerful force in defining the intra-metropolitan 

social geography of the city than it did in the past However, an important aspect of 

previous factorial ecology findings is that they underscore the fact that residential 

segregation on the basis of age is an integral part of the social structure of cities, and may 

become more important within the context of the Third Age. 

Although the factorial ecology evidence points to residential segregation in Canadian 

metropolitan areas on the basis of age, Chapta Five dealt with the need to disentangle the 

specific age influences fiom other related or spatially comlated social characteristics. 

The objective of Chapter Five was to measure, in a more specifc age context, the extent 

of age segregation in Canaâian metropolitan areas and the way this varies for those 

groups which fonn the major life course divisions idmtified by Laslett (1991). 

Furthemore, Chapter Five empirically identified the degree to which the Third Age or 

those in their third phase of the Me course define alI of the age segregation in Canadian 



metropolitan areas. The atternpt was to M e r  our understanding of age segregation as an 

intra-urbm m e s t a t i o n  of the Third Age. 

A number of key findings relating to age structure and age segregation within the 

context of the Third Age in Canada need to be emphasized here. The impact of the 

structurai aging of the population has been universally manifest in al1 Canadian 

metropolitan areas-al1 25 of Canada's metropolitan anas have shown a trend towards 

"older" age structures over the past two decades. The empyical evidence presented in 

Chapter Five also demonstrated that there are M'nt kinds of in-urban age 

segregation effects which are apparent for the four "Ages" which comprise the Life course 

typology of the Third Age. The First and Second Ages-those who are children and 

adults in the working and family-raising stages of the life course-are relatively non- 

segregated. The impact of the Third Age is considerably diffmnt, since those in their 

Third Age or third phase of the life course can be differentiated by levels of intra-urban 

segregation which are twice those of the First or Second Ages. There is a m e r  doubling 

of age segregation effects which mark the transition fiom the Third to the Fourth Age. 

The social context of this segregation is important in a Canadian context. Unlike other 

countries where age segregation is minor compared to other forms of social segregation 

such as ethnic segregation, the residentiai segregation of the Third and Fourth Ages in 

Canada is similar to that of ethnic segregation. Although îhe segregation indices do not 

index extreme levels of segregation, the spatial imprint of  the ïhird and Fourth Ages is an 

important part of the intra-urban social Werentiation of CanaAian metropolitan areas. 

This importance is reinforced by the mdtivariate evidence fiom Chapter Five, which 

demonstrated th* although those in their Third Age npresent only about one of the 

metropolitan population, they are ovenvhelmingly responsible for the majority of all of 

the simultaneous age segregation effects. In other words, when siniuZtuneou.sZy 

considering al1 of the four Ages associated with Laslett's (1991) life course typology, the 

l'hird Age contributes almoa three times as much to segregation as the other groups. This 

is not simply a size effect, since the Fourth, not the niird Age, is the mailest, but 



contributes less to segregation. Residential segregation, at least at the census tract or 

community area scale, is therefore an important geographical property of Canada's 

metropolitan Third Age society. 

Age-related residential segregation is not only apparent fiom the factorial ecology 

findings. It is well known that concentraîions of elderly people can be found in the 

warrner and mon environmentally appealiag areas of rnany countries, such as the sunbelt 

in the USA, the southeast coast of England, or the West coast of Canada. However, within 

cities or metropolitan areas there is now increasing evidence that age segregation may be 

a sought &er urban geogaphical feature of the Third Age. The relatively recent growth 

of and popularity of age-exclusive intmurban retirement villages suggests that the Third 

Age is now also becoming manifest at a micro-communiîy scale. These "niche 

commmities" represent a form of voluntary age segregation, thus adding a M e r  force 

for age-based tesideda1 segregation in the city. Chapter Four showed that in many ways 

these developments represent a commodificaîion of community, in which a number of the 

social aspects of the Third Age are packaged for sale together with a particular set of 

housing amibutes. More particularly, the commodification of these areas centres very 

much around the issue of self-fiilfiIlment in the Thhd Age, with "lifestyle" being a key 

characteristic in the promotional literature. The idea of "community" seems to be 

especially important in temu of the reaiization of Third Age lifestyIes. Developers have 

seized upon and are promoting a number of aspects of "community", such as security, 

neighborliness, social peers, sûong fiiendship ties, and a high degree of neighboring, 

social interaction, and a sense of community. In short, these age segregated residential 

sethgs or place-based "communities" are being sold as, and potentially do constitute, 

one geographical mode through which individuals in their Third Age may enhance theK 

own seif-fitlnilment or self-actLialization. Chapter Four showed that, despite what may 

seem to be dialectical or opposing forces, the reaiization of the "seif" may be integrally 

bound up with realisration of c'community" within a geographical or place-cornmunity 

conte= In o t h a  words, a panicular urban geographic manifestation of the niird Age may 



be a desire to live in a residential area that f o m  a "commutilty". Furthemore, given the 

recent trends towards age-exclusive retirernent villages, this immediately calls attention to 

the potential for a geography of unequal seKfulfillment and self-actualization within the 

ïhird Age. Therefore, Chapter Four concluded with the suggestion that understanding 

what constitutes place-based communities, or the underlying dimensions associated with 

such a concept and how they may diffa by residentid setting, may not only contribute to 

our understanding of the locationai dimensions in which elderly people live their lives, 

but may contribute to our understanding of the way in which geography can influence the 

individual and societal realization of the Third Age. These suggestions were further 

explored. 

8.5 Place-6ased Community in the Third Age 

Just as Laslett's (1991) concepnial friimework of the Third Age was adopted as a 

heuristic device or concephial p l a h  fiom which to explore the role of structural or 

demographic aging and life coune change and its potential geographic expression, 

Chapter Six adopted a recent concepnial schemata of the multidimensional complexity of 

place-based cornmunity in order to empirically investigate what constitzites placedared 

communiîy in the Third Age. This concepnial hmework was recently developed by 

Davies (1 992,1995; Davies and Herbert 1 993) fiom a thorough ovewiew of the literature 

on commmities. The utility of this schernata is that it situates the complexity of the 

comunity concept witbin an mban geographical context In other words, it provided a 

preiiminary checklist of the potential variation to be found in Third Age communities and 

the way in which these variations may be linked to broader domains of community. Two 

of the five major domains identified by Davies-the Behaviourul and Conceptual Identity 

(Cognitive and Affective) domains-were empirically tested through a case study of 

almost six hmdred Third Age residents in two diffèrent kinds of residential settings in 

Calgary, Alberta. 

A comprehensive survey instrument was designed to tap into the potential 

dimensions of variation associated with these domains, and an extensive data set 



comprising 54 variables computed fkom the results was subjected to both h e m  and non- 

iinear data reduction techniques in order to empirically identify the behavioural, 

cognitive, and aective dimensions of community in the Third Age. Although the two 

techniques produced almost identical results, a linear solution ident-g seventeen 

dimensions was considered to be the rnost appropriate summary of the data 

These dimensions demonstrated a remarkable similarity between the conceptuai 

hmework developed by Davies and the empkicai structure of community in the Third 

Age. Although there were minor variations in the empirical structure of the dimensions 

and the ways in which some of these w m  linked to the different domains, the ernpirical 

results fiom Chapter Six generally confirmed the utility of this conceptual framework. At 

the same tirne, the concepnial framework made it possible to organize the seventeen 

dimensions into a coherent set of place-based community characteristics. 

Chapter Six showed that place-based 'bcornrnunity" in the Third Age can be 

empirically d@erentiated according to these major domains. A distinctive set of 

Behaviourul or interaction dimensions can be identified. In other words, those in their 

Third Age demonstrate a nurnber of dinerent or discnte kIn& of place-based behaviours. 

These are factors such as Facility Use; Informai or non-intimate kinds of social 

interaction or nei&boring; Informal Interactions of a more intimate nature such as the 

development of local confidants; their degree of Mutual Informal Cooperation in the 

community; the degree of locality-based Organization Involvement; degree of Political 

Participation, and behavioun which foster a Supportive Milieu. 

Different dimensions of Perceplion and Cognition are also apparent. Age Identity 

and Complex Cognitive mapping skills is an empincally separate source of community in 

the Third Age; as are Simple Cognitive mapping skiils and understandings of People 

Identiq or homogeneity. A more complex anay of Afecrnte community dimensions exist 

in the Third Age. Place-based communities do offer a feeling of Status Symbolisrn; and 

Evaluations and Appraisals of the area; the feelings of Nuisances and Annoyances; sense 



of Safety and Sec*; feelings of Empowerment; felt Common Values; and a sense of 

Empathy and Belonging can be empincaily recognized as distinct Anective dimensions. 

A key issue with respect to the inira-urbun geographical manifestation of  the Third 

Age was whether or not these dimensions were spatially differentiated, particularly withui 

the context of voluntary segregated retirement villages and in-situ aging community 

areas. The "comniodification7' of some of the social characteristics of comrnunity in 

retirement villages suggested that some of these dimensions should have a monger 

spatiai manifestation in these areas. In particular, community amibutes like informal 

interaction or neighboring, age identity or age perceived age hornogeneity, and a sense of 

community or empathy and belonging are seen to be key seliing features of these areas. 

Ernpirical tests for these kinds of differential impacts in the dimensions of 

community revded that the majonty of cognitive, behaviourai, and affective dimensions 

of community are signifcuntly dwerent in texms of their spatial manifestation in 

voluntary segregated retirement villages and in-situ aging community areas. Eleven of the 

seventeen distinct community dimensions had a signifcantly different spatial 

manifestation. More importantly, however, the differences in the expression of the 

community dimensions Say a great deal about the different manifestations of 

"cornrnunity" in these residential settings. Chapter Six showed that most differences can 

be traced to the fact that the community dimensions are more srrongly or more posirivei'y 

felr in rhe segregated retirernent villages. Residents in these areas have higher levels of 

behaviourai interactions within their place-communities. They show higher degrees of 

informal interaction such as neighboring; higher degrees of muwil informal cooperation 

such as borrowing and lending assistance; are mon involved in local organhtions; and 

are more politically active in local affairs-even though the interpretation of local area 

may not be consistent. In short, people in retirement villages demonstrate behavioural and 

cognitive attributes which provide them within a particularly nch set of relationships or 

associations tbat help to define "community". 



The perceptual or cognitive diffaaices in the manSestation of the community 

dimensions were s h o w  to be not so much differences of degree, but distinctions fiom 

those living in in-situ aging commimities. Hence these attributes are not necessarily 

stronger manifestations of community-they are simply indicative of alternate perceptd 

or cognitive elements of place-community character. 

The affective dimensions which are different are primady differences in degree- 

and differences which point to a stronga bbcomrnunity'y environment in retirement 

villages. Thus residents in these areas feel les susceptible to nuisances and annoyances; 

have a higher sense of common values with their neighbors; and have a higher sense of 

ernpathy and belonging to their local community. In short, these affective attributes 

demonstrate a greater intensity of ufect or emotiooal attachment with place-based 

community in retirement villages. 

The spatiai evidence of residential segregation on the basis of age, the increasing 

propensity for those in their Third Age to opt for voluntary segregated retirement villages, 

and the evidence that age segregated retirement villages exhibit many stronger or more 

intense attributes of place-based community, does draw into question the role of 

geographical segregation and the reaiization of "community". It may seem antithetical 

and potentially dimubing that bbcommimity" is realized to a greater degree in socially 

segregated residential senings. In many respects the empirical evidence of the dinmnces 

in community expression validates the claims of developers who actively 'bcommodifY' 

the social amibutes of place-based communities. To some extent this cannot be 

considered a false commodificatio~these places do have, or do develop, many positive 

amibutes of cornmunity which bind the Third Age individual to othen within a spatial 

context. Place-based community is therefore an important set of factors which underlie, 

and which create clifferences, in the life course experiences of those in their Third Age. In 

other words, the behavioural, cognitive, and dective dimensions of place-community 

does say something about the geography or spatial variation in the locational dimensions 

in which elderly people live their ïves. However, perhaps of more concem in the 



locational dimensions of elderly peoples' lives is the extent to which local place-based 

community really contributes to the tme reaiization of the Third Ag-the fulfillment of 

the self. 

8.6 The Role of Place-Based Community in the Realization of the Third Age 

It was claimed in earlier chapters that the spatial search for commuaity witbh an 

urban environment may be one of the particular geographid &estations of the Thkd 

Age. More specifcally, it was postulated that place-based community potentially serves 

as a medium through which those in their Third Age actively seek to euhance their own 

self-fdfillment and self-actuaiization potentid. This idea was aiso empiricdly tested. The 

impact of the behavioural, cognitive, and affective character of community in the Third 

Age was investigated with respect to two measures of se~fulfiuinent-well-being and 

self-actualization. Shce the theoretical basis of the Third Age is very much about the 

realization of self-fulfillment it was expected that those in their Third Age should exhibit 

high degrees of well-being and ~e~actualization. Empirically, this was shown to be the 

case. The degree of well-being und seIf-actuaIization in the Third Age can be considered 

ro be relatively high. However, these ZeveZs of seIf-ficlfiIImeni do not vmy by residential 

setting-those in age segregated retirement villages exhibit the same levels of self- 

fulfiliment as do those in in-situ aging comrnunity areas. 

This fact injected an additional degree of complexity into this study of residential 

senin$s, community character, and self-fiWhente Aithough it was found that there were 

significant differences in community dimensions, how could this be reconciled with the 

fact that there were no major differences in self-fiilfillment in these areas? Was this 

because community itself had no bearing on of seKfulfîlIment in the Third Age-and 

hence no bearing on the geogiaphicd reaZrZation of the Third Age? Or was it because 

different combinations of community had a differentid impact on ~e~fiilfillment in 

different areas? In other words, do the @ai variations in the locational dimensions in 

which eiderly people Live their lives result in dzferent sources of well-being and self- 

actualization? 



Empirical assessrnent of these questions enabled a number of key generalizations in 

this regard. in short, although there is no difference in the overall degree of well-king 

and self-acnialization in the nvo types of residentid seaing, commulzity as a set of place- 

based behavioural, cognitive, and affective dimensions, is a predictor of both well-being 

und self-c~ctuaIization in borh residenrial setrings. However, it must be emphasized again 

that in terms of either weU-being or seif-actuaiization, and in terms of retirement villages 

and in-situ aging communiîy areas, the net contribution of the seventeen community 

dimensions of place-bwd community is low although it is signifïcant in a statistical 

sense. However, there are important geographical differences, even for these relatively 

low contributions. The combined impacts of community character explained one quarter 

of individual well-being in retirement villages and only one eighth in the in-situ aging 

areas. Almost no differences were evident in the combined impact of cornmunity 

character on self-actualization-in both areas these dimensions explained between 16% 

and 18% of self-actualization. 

A more important conclusion is that when the individual effects of community 

dimensions are taken into account, there are distinctions as to which dimensions of 

comrnunity account for well-being and self-actualization. In both residential senings, a 

number of Affective dimensions are unique predictors of well-being? whereas in both 

settings the Behavioural dimensions of cornmunity seern to be the strongest predictors of 

self-actualization, aithough it must be emphasized that in the in-situ aging areas the 

impacts of individuai dimensions are considerably more cornplex. The key point, 

however, is that the locational dimensions in which elderiy people live their lives, 

particularly those dimensions associated wîth place-based comrnunîty, do lead to dzyerent 

sources of well-being and self-actualization. In other words, the geographicai variation in 

place-community dimensions leads to different combinations of inputs into the 

geographical realization of the Third Age. 

These inputs must not be exaggerated since the empirical evidence of this study 

points to the fact that the vast majority of factors which contribute to well-being and self- 



actualization, and hence to the realization of the Third Age, lie beyond the realm of place- 

communines. Therefore, the communify efect is on& pmtiui. This means that although 

the Third Age may be here to stay, and may increasingly be msuiifest in a geography of  

intra-urban age segregation and social polarization, voluntary segregation may not be the 

spatial panacea to achieving an individuai or collective realization of the Third Age. 

8.7 The Third Age and Urban Geognphy 

This dissertation has attempted to make a contribution to both geographicai and 

gerontological issues in that it bas added a quantitative dimension to some of the complex 

sociai and psychological aspects of rnetropolitan and community life within the context of  

the Third Age-issues which humanistic geographers have deait with in a more personai 

or qualitative context. This has made it possible to more precisely defhe the empirical 

structure of the locational contexts in which people live in urban environments, and the 

extent to which geographical conrexts of community impact on individual lives. The fact 

that the relative influence of geographical contexts iike place-community can be 

measured is an important complement to more humanistic approaches, and the fact that 

the measurement of these effects reveals that their explmations are only partial also 

reinforces rhe need for a varie& of geographical approaches to better understand the 

locational dimensions in which elderly people live their lives. 

This study has also attempted to contribute to geographical and gerontological 

approaches in that it has show that the demographic forces of strucniral aging and the 

locational dimensions in which elderly people live their Lives can be integrated within a 

spatial context-their spatid expressioos are mutualIy reinforcing. Moreover, by linking 

these kinds of spatial effects to broadex sociai theoretid perspectives iike the Theory of 

the Third Age, it has been show that a spatiai focus must be included in the 

understanding of structural aging and Me course changes-since these forces are played 

out in a complex metropoiitan spatiai environment. 

In a more specincally urban geographical context this study has contributed to an 

ongoing interest in the social and spatial polarization which is o c c ~ g  within Canadian 



cities. It is now evident d e r  a century of work on the social geography of the city that 

profound changes have occumd in the past few decades-in large part as the secondary 

outcome or spatial manifestation of social structural change. Cities are increasingly 

complex, spatially differentiated, and potentially becoming more socially polarized. 

While gender and income seem to be some of the key forces which continue to result in 

urban social p o l ~ t i o n ,  this study has shown that age must also be considered to be an 

additional factor. This is because, jwt as income may k linked to an ecology of well- 

being (Bourne 1993), age-structure and the changes in the Metourse which are 

prornoting the individual and spatial search for well-being and self-actualization are also 

reshaping the social geography of the city. This study has therefore pointed to the way in 

which the Third Age may be resulting in a more differentiated urban topography of age 

related and place-communiîy related weii-being. In short, the development of the Third 

Age may be leadiag to M e r  urban social polarization in the form of more differentiated 

geographies of self-actuaIization. The degree to which such a spatiaily differentiated 

potential for well-being and self-actualization may retard the societal realization of the 

liberating qualities of the Third Age is a question which will have to wait funher 

attention, but which will also demand a geographical perspective. 
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Appendix A 

Methodological Notes on Intra-ürban 

Age Segregation and Segregation Indices 

A.1 Introduction. 

It is surprising to find that research on age segregation in cities has been relatively 

scarce compared to the voluminous work on the other kinds of social segmgation, 

whether ethnicity, race, social class, and religion. Moreover, unlike ethnicity studies, the 

methodologies and measures of segregation employed by existing midies of age 

segregation have k e n  relatively unsophisticated in that they have typically been restricted 

to the segregation of seniors (to the exclusion of other population segments), and have 

typically ody used one measure of segregation-namely the Dissimilarity Index. Very 

littie of the conceptual and methodological advances in the field of segregation -dies 

has been addressed within îhe context of age segregation. It is now hown that spatial 

segregation is not a unidimensional constnict, but consists of multidimensional amibutes. 

Yet îhis kind of complexity has never been investigated in terms of age segregation, 

meaning that our knowledge of age segregation in cities is missing a great deal of 

information which requires integration wiihin the field. This Appendix briefly outiines 

past approaches to the study of age segregation and the general findings; iilustrates why 

multiple rather than single age segments need to be considered, and attempts to develop a 

methodological fiamework for age segregation which incorporates some of the more 

recent advances in the fieled. 

A.2 Previous Appropchw to the Study of Age Segregaüon 

Compared ro the vast array of literaîue on ethnic residentid segregation, the study of 

urban age segregation has received relatively little attention in the social science 

Iiterature. This is somewhat surprishg givm that " ... age stratification is one of the moa 

profound and universal fonns of social stratificationn (Olûalai 1987:432). In a more 



general urban social structure sense, Fomst and Johnston (1981) argued that the analysis 

of age structure has largely been subsurned within the family status dimension of social 

area analysis, so the specifics of age segregation have been lost. Following fiom social 

area analysis, the extension of faftorial ecology srudies has furthered the understanding of 

age-related segregation, but typicaiiy in a more composite sense by linking age-related 

variables with other spatially correlated social indicators. Nevertheless, factorial ecology 

studies, particulariy in Canada (Davies and Murdie 1991 a, 1 99 1 b), have demonstrated 

that age is not simply iinked to the family statu dimension, but to other and more ment 

sources of urban social variation. Age segregation research in a more specinc context- 

that is, only dealing with age segregation-has generally been shown to focus on two 

main avenues of research (Okrarku 1987): studies of individual cities; and segregation 

and its causes in sets of cities. 

A2.1 Individual City Studies. 

The major aim of studies wbich have concentrated on age segregation in single cities 

has been to explore segregation patterns, the spatial location of segregated groups, and 

changes in these characteristics through tirne (Olaaku 1987; Golant 1972; Compton and 

Murray 1982). These studies have typically ody been concemed with one population 

segment, rsually the clderly or over 65 population. This has largely s t emed  fiom the 

fact that the elderly have been perceived to be discriminated against like ethnic minority 

groups, and so face economic difficulties in cornpethg in community and housing 

choices. Seniors and ethnic minorities are thus seen to be subjected to similar ecological 

discriminatory forces (Okraku 1987). 

Not al1 singletity midies have been restricted to the study of the elderly alone. 

Coulson argued in 1968 that 'tirtually nothing is known about within-city age structure 

distributions and their rneaning" (Coulson 1968:155)-a finding that may still be 

applicable today. He examined the complete age structure pronles for d c e m  tracts in 

Kansas city, and developed the age structure index to give a nmimary measure of the 

shape of the population histogram in each area This index is essentially denved fiom the 



linear least squares regression line fitteà to the age histograxn, such that a steep siope is 

indicative of a 'Young" population whiie older populations are characterized by flatter 

dopes. Coulson (1968) was also able to demonstrate a basic concentricity in the 

ecological patternhg of urban age structures7 with older populations concentrated in the 

central city. 

In a similar attempt to  cla as si^ sub-area age structures accordhg to their composite 

profiles, Forrest and Johnston (1981) employed a multivariate entmpy classification 

procedure denved from information theory. They also critically re-examined Coulson's 

index, arguing that the index fails to adequately characterize areas of mixed demographic 

structure and especially older population structures (i.e. non-pyramidal age histograms) 

because the same regression iine could describe very dinerent age profiles. However, 

while Forrest and Johnston's technique demonstrates an advance in the "classification7' of 

age groupings, this method is more applicable to the identification of life-cycle groupings 

and their spatial variation than it is to the specifics of age segregation for individual 

population components. 

A.2.2 Segregation in Sets of Cities. 

The second major thrut of age segregation research has been concemed with the 

larger-scale analysis of large sampies of cities, with the a h  of identifjbg generalized 

patterns of segregation, trends through tirne, the degree of age segregation in contrast to 

other social segregation, and searching for basic ecological or demographic explanatory 

mechanisms (Cowgill 1978; Okrahi 1987). Indeed, most of the extant age segregation 

research is of this type, like the fkst type, has generally only been concemed with the 

segregation of the elderly or over 65 population. 

For example, Cowgill (1978) studied eiderly segregation in 241 Standard 

Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) in the United States for each decade firom 1940 

to 1970. Like most studies of this nature the Dissimiiarity Index was the only measure of 

segregation employed, and some attempt was made to link this segregation indicator with 

basic demographic and urban growth factors. Cowgill demonstrated a basic trend toward 



inmeashg sepgation of the elderly through t h e ,  though the most profound increases 

seem to have occurred during the 1950s with sorne stabilization of the patterns occurring 

by 1970. in addition it was found that, with Dissimilarity Index values ranging between 

0.152 and 0.444 (on a O to 1 sale), seniors segregation was Iess then that of similar 

findings for ethnic or racial minorities. Cowgill also tested the idea suggested by the 

urban ecological model that cunmt age segregation patterns would be due to previous 

urban growth dynamics and the compositional structure of the urban population. He 

demonstrated a number of correlates with age segregation. The rate of growth of the 

urban population was most highly and positively correlated (r = 0.530) with seniors- 

segregation; while the compositional structure of the population (Le. percentage of 

seniors) was negatively correlated (r = -0.397). In addition a weak link between urban 

size and age segregation was shown. So at a very basic level there was a tendency for 

highly segregated places to have experienced high rates of population growth, to be 

relatively large, and to have relatively small proportions of seniors. 

Okraku (1987) performed a very sMilar analysis for Canadian Census Metropditan 

Areas (CMAs) and some Census Agglomerations (CAS) using 1971, 1976, and 198 1 data. 

Again the Dissimilarity Index was employed as the standard or accepted measure of 

segregation. He also showed that the explanation of seniors age segregation could be 

approached fiom three separate viewpoints. The ecological model emphasizes 

competition for space and the economic resources with which senion can compek in the 

housing market. A political perspective would emphaske the political powers at the 

control of Werent population segments and their ability to ifluence the market-place 

tbrough political and institutional linkages. A cultural model would emphasize individual 

preferences, Me-style interests, and values which would relate to the satisfaction of 

housing needs and the symbolic significance of residemtid locations. However, he 

suggests that the approaches to the study of the latter two are largely subsumeci withîn the 

ecological Mework.  



Okraku's (1987) hdings were very similar to those of Cowgill (1978). In temis of 

seniors segregation levels within Canadian CMAs, it was found thaf with a 198 1 range in 

DI values fiom 0.196 to 0.382 and an average of 0.288, "substantial levels of segregation 

based on age exist in Canadian cities and ... the levels Vary widely fiom city to city" 

(Okraku 1987:436). Whiie these "substantial" levels of age segregation were found to be 

not quite as high as those for ethnic segregation in Canadian cities, they must certainly be 

considered substantially lower than ethnic segregation trends found in US SMSAs where 

ethnic Dissimilarity indices average about 0.500 (Massey and Denton 1987). 

Nevertheless, like Cowgill, Okraku (1987) also identified a trend towmds increasing 

levels of segregation, though by 198 1 there appears to have been some stabilization of the 

panmis. In addition some important differences were found between the metropolitan 

areas and the census agglomerations. The CM& had higher rates of increase in 

segregation between 1971 and 1981 than did the CAS. In addition, Okraku (1987) showed 

that in general the mialler CMAs had expenenced higher increases in segregation thao 

the larger CM&. In tems of explanatory mechanisms, Okraku (1987) claimed that the 

ecological mode1 is the most beneficial. Testing a range of ecological and demographic 

indicators, it was found that high degrees of seniors segregation were related to high 

population growth (r=-530). high housing costs (r = 0.503), high population densities (r = 

0.392), low degrees of residentid stability (r = -0.650), and low proportions of over 65 

population (r = -0.389). 

While these limited examples of age segregation research serve to illustrate the two 

major thrusts of work in the field, it should be emphasized that, as far as can be 

determined by this author, those studying age segregation have not entered the complex 

debate over methodological or memernent issues, and so this must be considered as a 

separate issue which needs to be addressed within the context of age segregation research. 

A 3  Alternate Indices and Measurement Issues. 

For nearly twenty years after Duncan and Duncan (1 955) demonstrated the validity of 

the Dissimilarity Index, it was considered to be the accepted masure of social 



segregation, and indeed this is the index of prefermce employed by age segregation 

researchers. However, Cortese, Falk, and Cohen's (1976) critique of the index ushered in 

a new phase into the debate on segregation measurement, leadhg to numerous rounds of 

definition and redefïnition of segregation and the way in which it should be measured. 

Most of this debate has continued the critical evaluation of the use of the Dissimilanty 

Index as a measure of segregation (see Massey and Denton 1988). 

Some have argued that the Dissimilarity Index is a weak indicator. Waldorf (1993), 

for example, c l a h  that this index which is simply a descriptive device is unable to 

adequately capture some of the more important aspects of segregation, namely the social 

or behavioural processes underlying segregation such as rent inmeases or individual 

preference structures. This led Waldorf (1993) to propose a modification to the 

DissimilaRty Index, namely a relocation-based segregation index which would combine 

both description and measurement with processes. Given the complexity of the 

computation of this index, however, it seems that it would be of limited utility is large- 

scale or city-comparative studies. Geographers have similarly criticized the use of the 

Dissimilarity Index, particularly since it does not include the way in which the shape or 

geomeo of sub-areas contributes to segregation. Thus Wong (1993) for example, argued 

that 'king D to compare the segregation levels of any two study regions havhg dinerent 

spatial resoiutions is not rneaningfid" Wong 1993571). He proposed a modification to 

the Dissimilarity index which would capture the shape and geometry effects of the sub- 

areas. However, again, for large-scaie d e s  this modified index becomes excessively 

cumbersome, since intricate knowledge of the shapes and sizes of every areal subunit is 

required. Goodman's (1987) study similarly opted for an alteniate measure-the Gini 

Coefncient- to summarize the segregatian of seniors and poor seniors as a subgroup. 

The debate over the Dissimilarity Index in the field of segregation has been weii 

covered elsewhere (see Massey and Denton 1988). They recently argued that "the field of 

segregation research is presentiy in a state of theoretical and methodological disarray, 

with different researchers advocating dîBerent definitions and meaMes of segregation" 



(282). In what is probably the most comprehensive published summary of the variety of 

indices available to date, they systematically examined 20 separate indices for 

comparability. These indices are s h o w  to be conceptuaily related to five basic domains 

of segregation. Using a large sample of 60 SMSAs in the USA and three separate ethnic 

groups, they tested the utility of each of the 20 indices. Factor analytic techniques showed 

that the empirical structure of segregation does indeed have five major dimensions as 

postdated, though it should be noted that these are empirically comlated (i.e. oblique 

axes) to each other and so are not dismete and mutually exclusive facets of segregation. 

Thus segregation may be both concepnialized and measured according to i) 

Evenness/Unevenness, ii) Expowe, iii) Concentration, iv) Cenhalizaton, and v) 

Clustering. Massey and Denton (1988) determined that the h t  three are the larges or 

moa important axes, and account for, respectively, 36%, 36%, and 11% of the variation 

in ail of the segregation measmes. The latter two dimensions are not only of lesser 

importance in terms of their explanation of the variation in segregation measures, but also 

require rather detailed knowledge of the relative location of every areal sub-unit, such as 

the centroid distances berneen the subunit and what is considered to be the city centre. 

Clustering measures also require knowledge of residential contiguity pattern. The 

measurement issues surrounding these latter two dimensions therefore make them 

particularly cumbersorne for large-sample shidies of segregation. Given that the vast 

majority of the variation in segregation trends can be ~mmarized by the h t  three 

dimensions, there seerns littie benefit in including centraiïzation and clustering in large 

sample studies of segregation rmless these minor dimensions are the key focus of 

investigation. 

Massey and Denton (1988) determined that individual indices, rather than a battery 

of indices, were the most appropriate summary measures or key indicators of each of the 

dimensions. Empuical tests revealed that Unevenness is best measured with the 

Dissimilarity Index, Ekpowe with the Isolation Index (see Lieberson 1981), and 

Concentration with the Relative Concentration Index (see Massey and Denton J 988). The 



reaflmotion of the utiliiy of the Dissintilmiry Index is important, since it means thut 

previous work c m  be accepted insofar as it meawos unevenness. Furthemore, since 

this has been the rnost srfrequently udopted meenae in previous studies, cornparisons of 

previous undfuture studies will be facilliated. 

Unevenness, as one of many dimensions of segregation, refers to the "differential 

distribution of two social groups among ared uni& in a city" (Massey and Denton 

1988:283), and is not measured in an absolute sense, but is scaled relative to some other 

group. The best single measure of Unevenness is the Dissimilarity Index. It shouid be 

emphasized that the DI simply relates to the two-group situation. In other words the 

population is simply dichotomized in the calculation of the index. In ternis of seniors 

segregation, this is achieved by simply dividing the population into those aged 65 and 

over (the minority group) and those less than 65 yean of age (the majority group). This 

means, therefore, that this index is simply comparing the spatial location, but more 

particularly unevenness (Massey and Denton 1988), of the 65 and over population with 

the rest of the population. More specifically the index "measures the departure from 

evenness by taking the weighted mean absolute deviation of every unit's minority 

proportion from the city's minority proportion, and expresses this quantity as a proportion 

of its theoretical maximum" (Massey and Denton 1988384). A comrnon formula for this 

index is: 

Equation A. 1 Dissimilarity Index 
(source: Massey and Denton 1988) 

where: 
r, = total population of areai unit (Le. census tract) i. 
pl = minor* proportion of areal unit i 
n = number of areai units (census tracts) in the Éity (Census Metropolitan Area) 
T = total population of the whole city (Le. Census Metropolitan ATM). 
P = minority proportion of the whoie city. 



in terms of age segregation the Dissimilarity Index can be interpreted as the 

percentage of the senior population that would have to be redistnbuted over the census 

tracts of the city in order to equal the distribution of the younger population over those 

tracts (Okraku 1987; Duncan and Duncan 1955). The index may be computed on either a 

O to 1 scde (Massey and Denton 1988) or a O to 100 scale (Lieberson 198 1 ; Okraku 1987; 

Johnston et.al. 1986) depending upon whether or not proportions or percentages are used. 

An index value of zero indicates no dissimilarity at dl, and an index value of 1 indicates 

complete dissimilarity. However, as Wong (1993563) demonstrates, a value of 1 .O can 

index very different spatial arrangements. 

Exposure refers to the degree of potential contact, or the probability of interaction, 

between two or more groups of the population (Lieberson 1981; Massey and Denton 

1988:287), and hence is a rneasure of the experience of segregation. It nay be measured 

using the Interaction Index when the probability one subgroup interacting with another 

subgroup is being investigated, or the Isolation Index when the probability of a member 

of one nibgroup interacting with someone else fiom the same subgroup is being 

investigated. The Interaction Index is asymmetrical, meaning that the probability of 

someone fiom group x interacting with someone fiom group y is not identical to the 

probability of someone fiom group y interacting with someone nom group x. This is 

because the Interaction index is compositionally variant, meaning that the probabilities 

are partially derived fiom the composition of the population or the relative sizes of each 

of the sub-groups. However, this index is also simultaneously dependent upon the 

unevenness of the minority group, and so there is no necessary direct relationship 

between population composition and isolation measures. Lieberson (1981) descnbes 

specific conditions under which the Interaction index becomes symmetncal-namely 

when there are only two grops which are equal proportions of the population. The 

Isolation Index, which is also compositionally dependent to some degree, has been show 

to be the moa beneficial measure of exponire in t e m  of indexing the experience of 

segregation (Massey and Denton 1988), whilst Lieberson has demonstrated that the index 



is readily interpretable (Lieberson 1981). The index ranges fkom O to 1, and may be 

interpreted as the probability that a randomly drawn X-member (senior) shares a census 

tract with another X-member (senior). In other words, it @es the "average proportion X 

(seniors) is of the population in each sub-ana weighted by the number of X's residing in 

each of these subareas'' (Lieberson 1981:67). Therefore an index of 0.4, for example, 

means that the average senior lives in a census tract where 40% of the tracts population is 

seniors. This index is computed as the minonty-weighted average of each census tract's 

minority proportion, and may be computed as: 

Equation A. 2 Isolation (xPx) Index 

(source: Massey and Oenton 1988) 

P*. = C [x, X I  [x, 1 f , ]  

whem 
n = numbcr areai sub-units (eg. census tracts) in the city 
x, = the number of m m k r s  of group Xin areal unit (census tract) i. 
r, = the total population of arcal unit (census tract) i. 
X = the number of mernbers of group X in the whole city (Census Metropolitan Area). 

Concentration has been shown to be the third major dimension of segregation 

(Massey and Denton 1988). This dimension diffen from the others in that it describes the 

relative arnount of physical s p c e  occupied by a rninority group in the city. Groups who 

occupy a small share of the total urban area are said to be residentially concentrated. 

Massey and Denton's (1988) comprehensive rewiew of the literature on segregation 

indices only identified one real spatial concentration index previously employed, namely 

the Delta Index proposed by Hoover (1941) and later adapted by Duncan, Cuzzort and 

Duncan (1 961). The Delta index (Equation A.3) is an area-size-density specinc variant of 

the Dissimilarity Index. 



Equation A. 3 Deka Index 
(source: Massey and Denton 1988) 

where: 
n = number of area subunits (cg. census tracts) in the city. 
xi = the number of X-mernbers (minority group) in areal unit i. 
X = the number of X-membcrs (minority group) in the city. 
a, = the land ana of anal unit (census tract) i. 
A = the land a m  of the city. 

The index requires that variables m e h g  ihe areal size of each tract in the city be 

known, and cornputes the "proportion of X-members residing in areal uni& with above 

average density of X-members" (Massey and Denton 1988:290). Without specific areal 

data on each census tract or sub-area this index cannot be computed. 

Thomas (1981) argued that Redundancy is also a measure of spatial concentration. 

The Redundancy Index (Equation A.6) is computed as the complement of Relative 

Entropy (Equation AS), which itself is a standardkation of Shannon's Entropy meaSuTe 

(Equation A.4). 

Equation A. 4 Shannon's Entropy 
(source: Johnston and Sernple 1983) 

where: 
p, = minority proportion of areal unit i 
n = number of areai units (census tracts) in the city (Census Metropolitan Arta) 

Equation A. 5 Relative Entropy 
(source: Thomas 1981 ) 

C PI 1% (11 P,) 
Re1 Ifn = "' 

log n 



Equation A. 6 Redundancy Index 
(source: Thomas 1981 ) 

Redundancy = 1 - Re1 H, 

Shannon's entropy measure (Equation A.4) is reaiiy a measure of the deviation of a 

distribution fiom ideal& equal proportions. For example, suppose a city had n = 50 

tracts. The ideal or even distribution is one in which every tract contains '/so of the 

population segment under consideration. Shannon's entropy measures the departure fkom 

this perfectly even distribution. The upper lirnit of the index is dependent on the number 

of observations or number of category partitions, and reaches a maximum value of log n. 

So for the above example pedect evenness (ail areas having identical proportions) the 

index is maxirnized at log n (i.e. log 50) = 1.70. Since this statistic is dependent on n, 

standardization is achieved by dividing by log n to give a measure of Relative Entropy, in 

which a value of O corresponds with maximum departure fiorn equal distribution (i.e. the 

entire population segment resides in one tract) and 1 .O in which d l  tracts have identical 

proportions. The Redundancy Index as a so-called measure of spatial concentration 

simply transfom the Relative Entropy index so that 0.0 corresponds with equal 

proportions and 1 .O with maximum departure fiom ideal or equal proportions. 

Despite the fact that Thomas (1981) and others (Johnston and Semple 1983) have 

adopted entropy and redundancy indices in terms of so-called spatiai concentration, these 

indices are more properly related to measures of evenness-unevermess than to spatial 

concentration in the sense of the relative amount of physicai space occupied by a group 

(Massey and Denton 1988). This is because entropy measures only surnmarize the 

departwe flom evenness within either a categorical or spatial distribution, and so these 

measures do not really identiQ concentration as a dimension of segregation which is 

distinct fiom unevenness. 



A.4 Limitations and Multivariate Opportunities. 

Ail of the above approaches to the measurement and description of residentiai 

segregation are severely limited by the fact that they are all based on a dichotomization of 

groups (eg. seniors vs. non-seniors, Blacks vs. Non-Blacks). For example, in ethnic 

midies, the evenness-unevenness (Dissimilatity) of a minority group is computed for the 

ethnic minority population against al1 îhose in the population not a member of the 

rninority group. Likewise in age segregation research, the evenness-unevenness of the 

seniors (65+) population is computed for the 65+ population against ail those under 65. In 

other words, each minority group or population segment is described only in terms of its 

segregation across the census tracts of the city as  a group or in relation to the majority or 

remainder of the popuiation. While usefùi in a comparative context, there are two major 

limitations to this approach. First, the previous measures give no indication of the overall 

degree of age segregation of al1 groups in a city, and hence a summary of which cities are 

most totally segregated. Second, although cornparisons of individual groups' segregation 

can be detemhed in terms of their unevemess, exposure, and concentration, the above 

statistics do not provide a means for investigating how specific groups contribute to the 

total segregation which is taking place in the city. A multivariate approach to segregation 

must be ernployed to answer these kinds of questions. 

Very little has been written on muitivariate approaches to the study of segregation in 

generai, and no age segregation studies to date seem to have adopted a multivariate 

methodology. The one possible exception is Forrea and Johnston's (198 1) study of sub- 

area age profîles in Rockhampton Australia However, as outlined earlier, this particula. 

approach, which is redy a "classification" technique, was more related to a speciaüzed 

form of cluster analysis which dowed for the use of a closed number data set. 

The use of closed number data sets of population distributions does pose some 

problems with many multivariate methods such as Factor Analyses and MANOVA 

(Foma and Johnston 1981). ûther techniques such as entropy measures derived fiom 

Shannon's entropy do partially solve some of the problems of closed number sets. 



However, although entropy statistics cm be applied in a multivariate context, they do 

pose additional problems, the most senous being the fact that even extension to the 

muitivariate case still only summarizes the deviation or unevenness of a distribution in 

tenns of the idealized distribution of equal proportions. Intuitively and ernpirically it is 

known that in temis of age  structure!^ an idealized distribution of equal proportions cannot 

be supposed. For each city, as well as for each census tract, it is not difficuit to visualize a 

population pyramid or histogram based on a number of age categones which will be 

inherently unequal even if only as a result of the age-linked survival function. 

Furthemore this population structure in either single-area or tract te=, and in multi-area 

or city-wide te-, is also unlikely to exhibit equal proportions. Thus there is both age 

category and spatial inequality in the urban geography of age distributions. What is 

required, therefore, is a multivariate technique which cm compare the muItivariate 

structure of hypothesized unequai distributions with actual unequai disnibutions. 

Thomas (1981) and Johnston and Semple (1983) have provided key works on the 

geographical application of multivariate entropy procedures and information theory (see 

also Kullback 1959; Walsh and Webber 1977; Chapman 1970; Medvedkov 1970; Semple 

and Golledge 1970) in the context of classifkation and spatial segregation. The work of 

Thomas (1981) is especially valid in the case of age segregation research since he 

demonstrates the application of multivariate entropy and its extension to information 

theory for the study of segregation. The applicability of the information theoretic 

approach is especially important, shce this method ailows for the w of closed number 

data sets (as in age structures) as weli as  the potentid for studying segregation not as 

some deviation from ideally even distributions (as in entropy measures), but as the 

uneven deviation fiom multiple expected uneven distributions. So given the unequal age 

structure of contemporary western societies (i.e. age category variations) and the f a  that 

urban sub-areas will not necessarily contain equd proportions of the total population (i.e 

intra-urban spatial weighting variations), the information theoretic approach is especially 

important. This is because both kinds of variation can be considered simultaneously to 



identify the overail or composite degree of segregation in the city. This composite 

measure of segregation simdtaneously allows for variations in evenness, the relative 

sizes of groups (and hence exposure), and the relative concentrations of dl gcaups. 

A M e r  advantage of the information theoretic approach is that the statistic which 

sumnarizes total or composite segregation can be decomposed into separate parts, 

i d e n m g  the specific sub-meu elements of segregation as well as the degree to which 

each of the subgroups contributes to the total segregation taking place. Thomas (1981) 

has employed this method to detail politicai voting patterns in Liverpool. The following 

section bnefly summarizes the methodology of the information theoretic approach but has 

ken adapted fiom Thomas' work to provide special reference to the study of intra- 

rnetropolitan age segregation. 

A4.1 I nfonnationlf heoretic Approach to Age Segregation 

The Total Information Gain, as a measure of total or composite age segregation is the 

amount of information gained or information change between a prior (expected) and a 

posterior (actuai) probability or proportion matrix (see Figrire A.l). The Total 

Information Gain is a measure of the "goodness of fit" of the acnial (or posterior) to the 

pnor (or expected) distribution matrix. The higher the value, the poorer the fit or the 

higher the degree of overall segregation. 

The prior or expected probability matrix is simpiy derived fiom the o v e d  age 

structure of the city and the population weighting of each census tract. For example, 

suppose a city has 6% of the population aged 85 and over (i.e p, = 0.06). It would be 

expected that if no segregation is taking place, each census tract has its share of this 6% 

based on the total population of the tract in relation to the total population of the city. 

Suppose an individual tract contained 5% of the city's population (Le. pi = 0.05). Thus it 

shouid be expected, under conditions of no age segregation, for this tract to contain its 

weighted share of the 85+ population. So in this case the expected proportion of this 

group for this tract in the total probability maaix (Le. pu) would be 0.05 x 0.06 = 0.003. 



Figure A. 1 

Prior and Posterior MatrÏces for Derivation of Information Gain Statistics. 
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where: 
pi= (total population of area (census tract) i / total population of city). 
p? = (total population of group j in city / totai population of city). 
PI,= p * pi = population weighted expectcd proportion of group j in area i. 
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The posterior or actual proportion matrix is simply the matrix of proportions acnially 

found, and is denved directly fiom the âvailable census data The total degree of o v d  

age segregation or Information Gain is thus computed as the cumulative positive and 

negative deviations of the ucncal population distribution fiorn what would be expected 

fiom the popdation and category weighted distribution. The Total Monnation Gain 

between these two probability or proportion matrices may therefore be written as 

Equation A.7 (see Figure A.1 for notation): 

Equation A. 7 Total Information Gain (Total Segregation) 
(source: Thomas 1981 ) 

where: 
I(q:p) = total information gain between a prior probability (proportion) 

manix p and posterior probability (proportion) matrix q. 

The Total Information Gain cm be decomposed into the nim of two major components: 

the between-category information gain and the within-category Ulfonnation gain across 

spatial areas. Thus Equation A.7 may also be written as: 

Equation A. 8 Total Information Gain (altemate) 
(source: Thomas 1981) 

or in expanded fom as: 



Equation A 9 Total Information Gain (expanded) 
(source: Thomas 1981) 

where: 
k=mxn.  
rn = number of categories 
n = number of areas or census tracts 
Ik = total information gain 
Im = between category information gain: 

.1 
Equation A. 10 Between-Category Information Gain 

(source: Thomas 1981) 

1 

IMm = average information gain for categories within the n sub-areas: 

Equation A. 1 1 Waiin-Category (Areal) Information Gain 
(source: Thomas 1981) 

# \ 

Note from Figure A.l and Equation A.10 that when the expected and the actuai 

distribution matrices are based on identical pi, p,, qi, and e values, the between-category 

information gain is not a concem. This is the situation within an age structure context. In 

fact for age structures the between-category information gain can be set to zero if the age 

structure histogram for the city and the census tracts are considerd the same. Since these 

values are the same, substitution into Equation A.8 reveals that I,,, equals zero. In other 

words, the segregation is being computed only for the information gain within categories 

in a spatial conte% so that in this particular application 4 = lu, Note that & values of 



zero indicate a perfkct fit between actual and expected distributions (Le. no segregation in 

a multivariate context). 

The spatial information gain-the average idonnation gain for the rn categories 

across the n spatial units, (i.e. Ibn) can be m e r  decomposed into four sepmate 

elements, al1 of which give part of the picbire of segregation which is taking place. 

i) First, the information d@rence between the observed (posterior) and the expected 

(pnor) proportion for thejth category and the ith areal sub-mit can be determined as per 

Equation A. 1 2. 

Equation A. 12 Information Difference Statistic 
(source: Thomas 1981) 

Information Difference for = 
category j in areal unit i 41 Py 1 P, 

Values f?om Equation A. 12 may be either negative or positive. Negative values indicate 

the observed proportion is less than the expected proportion, whilst positive values 

indicate the observed proportion is greater than the epected. This statistic may be 

considered analogous to the Location Quotient since it meanires the relative 

concentration of each specific group in each sub-area or census tract. The Location 

Quotient is simply a m a u r e  of the relative concentration of some phenomenon in a 

subarea compared to the degree of concentration of the wune phenomenon in a larger area 

of which the subarea is apart and is cornputcd as per Equation A.13. A location quotient 

greater than 1.0 means the tract has a higher relative concentration of some minority 

group that does the city as a whole. A location quotient of 2.0 means that the tract has 

Nvice the relative concentration of the minority as the city as a whole. 



Equation A. 13 Location Quotient 
(source: Johnston et al. 1 986) 

where: 
pi = minority proportion of  arcal unit i. 
P = mhority proportion of  the whole city. 

The statistic defined in Equation A.12 is dzferent to the Location Quotient in that it 

measures the information difference beh~een the observed proportion of the population 

segment in the ith tract and the population-weighted expected proportion of the 

population segment based on the overail age-structure profile of the city. Nevertheless, 

empirically the location quotient and the information difference statistic seem to measure 

the same thing, namely the degree of concentration of each segment at the tract scale. 

This empincal relationship was tested for the Calgary CMA in 1991 using the four age 

groups associated with the Third Age. Simple Location Quotients for every tract and 

every age group were compared with the Information Difference statistic. The 

correlation's between these two measures are shown in Table A.l and demonstrate how 

similar these measures are. 

Table A. i Pearson Correlation Coeficients between 
Information Difference Statistic And Location Quotient, 

Individual Aga Segments, Calgary CMA, 1991 (Nt1 53 Tracts) 

1 AGE GROUP 

1st AGE 1 2nd AGE 1 3rd AGE 1 4th AGE 

Like the Location Quotient the Information Diffnence statistic is a sub-area 

statistic and is dependent on the CMA age profile as weil as the actual proportions 

resident in each sub-area. This means that the statistic is of little utility in any cross-CMA 

comparative context However, as Thomas (1981) has demonstrateci for political voting 



patterns in Liverpool, the values may be plotted on individual maps to illustrate the 

locational paaeming of areas of under and ovenoncentration. 

ii) The second element is a measure of the wnveighred local concentration of each of 

the categories or groups, and is computed as the sum of the values (i.e summation for 

category j over n areas) derived from Equation A. 14 above. This is more forrndy srated 

in Equation A.14. For each specifïc city this gives an indication of the degree of local 

concentration of each group. The value is zero when the degree of overrepresentatjon and 

underrepresentation of the specinc group balances out 

Equation A. 14 Unweighted Segment-Specific Concentration 
(source: Thomas 1981) 

Unweighted Concentration 
of category (groupl j = 2 - log 

across n areas I q~ 

iii) Third, the relative or weighted concentration of the jîh category or group may 

be computed (see Equation A. 15). This simply transforms the above statistic by weighting 

the vaiues according to the overd size or proportion o f  the group in the city's ovedl 

population structure. 

Equation A. 1 5 Weighted Segment-Specific Segregation 
(source: Thomas 1981 ) 

qv ' q1 M. conc. Category, = qJ 2 5 log (-) 
q~ P~ / PJ 

The s u .  of these values across m categories is a mesure of the average within- 

group information gain or the average concentration of all groups (Le. Ih), which in this 

paaicular application is also a measure of the Total Information Gain (i.e. Ik). 



iv) Finally, and perbaps most important in terms of the overall structure and 

comparability of age segregation and in temis of the comparability of the indices between 

cities, is the calculation of the relative or weighted con~rr~bution of euch group or 

category ro the average concenîration of alZ groups. This is standardized, for cross- 

comparison, to percentage form and is given by Equation A. 16. These values summarize 

the percenrage of the overaZZ degree of age segregation which can be amibuted to each 

of the specifc caregories or groups, so provide a clear interpretation of which groups 

define the age segregation existing in each ciW. 

Equation A. 16 Segment-Specific Contribution to Total Segregation 
(source: Thomas 1981) 

Rel Contribution of category 

(group m) to Al1 Segregation = 

A.5 Summary 

This Appendix has provided a brief overview of the techniques used in existing age 

segregation research and the methodologicai issues smunding the measurernent of intra- 

urban segregation. Despite a vast iiterature on ethnic segregation and measurement 

techniques, the study of age segregation has been shown to be primarily resaicted to the 

study of seniors only. Furthemore, these snidies have consistently relied on a single and 

rather sîrnplistic measure of seniors segregation, meaniag that little is known about other 

dimensions of senion segngation. The segregation dynamics of non-seniors population 

segments have not been adequately addtessed in either a conceptuai or empirical way, 

meaning that there is linle in the way of comparison of age structure segregation. So 

comparative work in this area, using commonly used and understood indices, is now 

warranted. 



The methodologicai limitations associated with most age segregation studies have 

s h o w  that a fuller understanding of the simulrmieous segregation effects of difEerent age 

segments is required-and that this approadi requires the adoption of a more complex 

muitivariate methodology. The fact that age structures are inherently unequai in their 

distribution and the fact that urban sub-areas will have differential population weightings 

means that the most appropriate technique to study this kind of segregation is through the 

application of an Information Theoretic approach. This methodology was descnbed above 

and it was demonstrated that this method makes it possible to determine precisely the 

degree of total or mulrivariate uge segregation o c c h g  in cities, and to identiQ the 

specifc contributions rhar each nge segment makes to total age segregation. With 

particular reference to the Third Age, this means that it is possible to define the age- 

specific innuences on intra-metroplitan age segegation in Canada Some of these 

empirical findings are M e r  discussed in Chapter Five. 



Appendix 6 

Methodological Notes on the Derivation of 

Community Dimensions: PCA and PRINCALS Solutions 

B.l Introduction. 

Chapter Six outlined the rationale for the survey questionnaire and the objective of 

measuring the behavoiurai, cognitive, and afFective dimensions of place-based 

cornmunity within the context of the conceptual fhmework developed by Davies 

(1 992,1995; Davies and Herbert 1993; see also Figure 6.1). It is known that "community" 

is a concept which is multidimensional in its complexity. So a basic question to be 

addressed with respect to the measurement and identification of the different dimensions 

postulated in Figure 6.1 is whether or not they are indeed empirically rather than 

conceptdly distinct or b'separate" dimensions of place-cornmunity. In other words, cm 

the behavioural, cognitive, and affective structure of community in the Third Age be 

empirically identified and measured on a series of separate scales which reflect some of 

the multidimensional comp1exity of community? If so, then how many dimensions are 

evident? 

The m e r s  to these kinàs of questions can generally be derived fiom data reduction 

techniques in which a numkr of underlying dimensions are sought fiom or derived nom 

a more complex array of indicators or variables-the dimensions king derived nom those 

indicators which are empiridy correlated and hence sMMariang Jimilar sets of 

atîibutes. One of the most commonly appiied techniques of îhis khd, particularly within 

an exploratory rather than confirmatory or hypothesis testing context is PCA or Principal 

Components Analysis (Daultry 1976; SPPS 1990; Tabachnick and Fideli 1989). 

However, since this technique is one of many procedures which are based on the general 

Iinear mode1 (Tabachnick and Fideii 1989), it imposes linearity on the results. For this 



reason it should only be used when there is some a priori expectation that the input data 

is in fact related in linear rather than non-linear ways. At present there is little or no 

empirical justification to suggest that such a complex array of behaviourai, cognitive and 

affective attributes of place-commUllj.ty as outlined in Figure 6.1 are distinctly related in 

linear ways, although previous work has suggested that some of the characteristics may 

be (see Chapter Six). So there is little a priori basis to expect that the many commuoity 

dimensions identified in Figure 6.1 wiU exhibit a seictly linear structure, although the 

underlying structure may in fact be linear. This means that r e d t s  fkom techniques like 

PCA may prove to be poor Nmrnaries of the tnre nature of the dimensions of community 

if the inherent structure of community is non-linear. For this reason, non-linear data 

reduction techniques such as Principal Componeats with Altemathg Least Squares 

(PRINCALS) shodd also be considerd. 

Data reduction techniques like PRINCALS can also be used to denve the underiying 

structure or dimensions of community. Weenig et al. (1990) exnployed this technique 

within the context of oniy two dimensions of commmity. PRINCALS is essentially a 

non-linear and mixed mode data reduction technique which can also be used with closed 

number data sets (Gifi 1991 ; de Leeuw 1982,1984; de Leeuw and van Rijckevorsel 1980; 

SPSS 1990). One of the major utilities of this technique is that it wiU derive non-linear 

dimensions (Le variables related to each other and disti~ct fkom other dircensions in non- 

linear ways) but will also derive linear dimensions if in faet the inherent structure of the 

data reveals that the underiying dimensionaiity is linear. A second advantage of this 

technique is that it allows for Merent  levels of "quantification7' of the variables to be 

asigned. These levels of "quantification7" (single nominal; ordinal, multiple nominal, and 

numerical, or niixed combinations of these) essentidy relate to the way in which the 

procedure anulyzes the underlying structure of the data in te- of the search for non- 

linear relatiomhips, irrespective of the level at which the variable itself is actually 

rnoanired However, for "ordinal quantification'", the integretity of the ordinal structure of 

the original data is also maintained (SPSS 1990; Gifi 1991). This means that it is a useful 



aitemative to PCA, and can serve as a check to avoid technicaily dependent and possibly 

misleading dimensions being identified. 

8.2 Methodology. 

For the reasons described above, both the PCA and PRINCALS techniques were 

used to investigate the behavioural, cognitive, and affective structure of community in the 

Third Age, based on the resulu from the n w e y  study in Calgary (see Chapter Six and 

Appendix C). In particular, the results fiom the two techniques were examined in order to 

determine the extent to which a linear or non-linear set of dimensions was the best 

solution, and to eliminate the potentid of defining dimensions of cornmunity which were 

spurious because of technique dependency. 

For both analyses the input &ta conZsted of a ma& of 598 obseravtions (individual 

respondents) by 54 variables. The 598 respondents represented the Third Age residents 

from both voluntray segregated retirement villages (n5218) as well as those fiom the in- 

situ aging community areas (n=380). The 54 variables were computed nom the survey 

results to index. the attributes associated with seventeen possibly distinct behaviourd, 

cognitive, and affective dimensions of community identified by Davies (1992,1995; 

Davies and Herbert 1993; see also Figure 6.1). The relationship between the variables and 

the domains and dimensions of communïty which they potentially indexed are 

summarized in Table B. 1 below. 

The PRINCALS technique posed one specinc restriction for the analysis in that al1 

variables required positive integer coding or "categories" for the variables (Gifi 1991; 

SPSS 1990). Since the initial questionnaire responses had an inherently ordinal level of 

memement this posed no major concerns for the PRINCALS analyses. However, some 

of the variables with initial coding of zero values required recoding for this purpose (see 

Table B.1). However, in the use of the linear PCA procedure, this posed more of  a 

concern. This technique should really be w d  with variables measured at an interval or 

ratio IeveI. However, many researchers do tteat Likert-scale responses as interval-level 

data and employ interval level techniques nrh as PCA with this kind of dam 



Table B. 1 Derivation and Coding of Variables Used in PCA and PRINCALS 
Analyses (for questionnaire items see Appendix C) 

1 TITLE) 1 (see abo Table 6.5) 1 Qdonnaire 1 ( (-missin$ value recode) 1 

Variable Name Variable Colculation 
and (SHORT ûescription from 

intensity mported fbr 
any one teulîy. 

fadlities in the 
comrnunity 

Original Variable Type 
and Codïng Scheme 

where mponse 
i "not in my 
ama' and # 

'missing". 

Ra-Coded Values for 
PRINCALS and PCA 

Count of D5a- 
D5h when 
response * "not 
in my anam and 
+ 'rnissingm. 
Sum of Osa-D5h 
whem value t 
'not in my ami' 
and t 'mksing" 

I nearest neighbors 
able to recognize on 1 
the street 

1 v5. NBRCONV 1 
I 

number of 20 

I nearest neighbors 
converse with on the 

value h m  06b 

1 Street. 
v6. NBRFIRST ( number of 20 value h m  D6c 

v9. NBRCONF 

v10. FNDCLUS 

nearest neighbon 
know by first name 
number of 20 value from 06d 
nearest neighbors 
Wit with rnonthly 
number of 20 value from 06s 
nearest neighbors 
consîâersd close 

1 fiends 

friands 

number of 20 
nearest neighbors 
'confidanr 
percentage of al1 
fricna r i ng  within 3 
or 4 blocûs 

vl 1 - NEWFND 

USE. 
Ordinal 1 Ordinal 

value from 06f 

value fram D7 

-1 =unaware of fadlity 
û=newr 
2=lsss than once a month 
Wnce per montti 

&?ive or more times a 

number of blodr 
neighbors which 
have beccime dose 

1 =unawan of tacitw 
2=mver 
3 = b  than once a month 
+once par month 

M v e  or mon tirnss a 

value fiam 08 

month 1 month 
Ordinal 1 Ordinal 
Omo f a c i l i i  
1 =l fadlity 

8=8 fac i l i i  
Ordinal 
Ob48 
Cnevef mtighted as O..... 
*5+lmo. weighted as 6) 

l=no facilitiss' 
l=ina'lity 

,,ri 
Ordinal 
1 =O to 4' 
2 4  to 9 
3=10 to 14 
e l 5  to 19 

1 -20 or more 
ION 
Orâinal 1 Ordinal 

same as v4 abwe 

urne rrv4abova 1 m e  u v 4  above 1 
Inteml Ordinal 

1=O 10 9- 
2=10 to 19 

1 6=50 or more 
Interval 1 Ordinal 1 
O to 20. 1=0 to 1' 

2=2 ta 3 
3=4 to 5 1 Ht07 1 
5=8 or more 



83 BEHAVlOUR AND INTERACiION: M 
1 V12. BORROW 1 ffequency of 

Table B.1 (Cont.)Summary of Variable Derivation and Cading 

ItliAL INFORMAL COOPERARON. 
value from D9a 1 Interval 1 

bonowing h m  
neighbon in last 
month 

Variable M m e  
and (SHORT 

rmE) 

HOMECONT neighbon house in 
last month 

Calculotion 
h m  

Q w 8 ü o n ~ i s  

Variable 
lhrcription 

(me ais0 Table 6.6) 

enone 
1 =once 
2=twice 
3th- me times 
M u r  tirnes 

1 =none 
2=onœ 
3-ce 
-me times* 
5lo- ur tirnes 
6 - =  or more tirnes 

Original Varkble Type 
and Coding Scheme 

Rm4od.d Values for 
PRINCALS and PCA 

pmissing value re-code) 

ume  as VI 3 above 
v14. INFA10 

requesting info I 
advice from 
neighbors in last 

1 month 1 1 1 
v15. PHYSAID 1 ffequency of 1 value from Wd 1 

frequency of 

I requesting physical 
help from neighbors 1 

1 in last month 1 
84 BEHAVlOUR AND INTERACTION: ORGANUATlONS (F( 

value from D9c 

l 
IRMAL). 
lntsrval 
O=none 
1=0m 

&six 
1 Ordinal 

O to 24. 

5-fiva- or more times 

- 

v16. number of 
ORGANVOL organixations is a 

member of 

count of 
responses from 
DllbD11f 
where response 

7=six. 
Ordinal 

1 1 = YES" 
V17. 1 dedication score- 1 h m  D l  la-Dl i f  
ORGANDED . Sum of scorcrs 

of 1eve1 of 
invohrernent 
computed by 
weights: 
1 =-don't get inv." 

I I office- I I 
65 BEHAMOURAND INfERACtlON: POUTlCAL PARTICIPA'TION. 
VI 8. LOCALORI 1 '10~al orisntationœ- 1 awnae of Dl3a 1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 

l average proponsity 
to vote in cornmuMy 
assocTation and civic 

and Dj3b. 

orientation'- and 0'13d. 
average propensity 
to vote in provincial 
and faderal eiecüonrr 



BB BEHAVlOUR AND INTERACTION: SUPPORTNE MILIEU. 
v2O. GOVSUPP 1 percaivsd support of value from D14b 1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 

Table B.l (Cont.). Summary of Variable Derivation and Coding 

local govt. agències 
for needs of 
cornrnunity 

FzI-coded V a l m  for 
PRlNCALS and PCA 

Pmissing value re-code) , 

1 for local community 1 1 I 
CPi CONCEPTUAL IDENTITY, PERC & COGN: PLACE I0ENTWNTfTY 
v22. MAPPABIL 1 pereeived abilii to 1 value from A41 1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 

Original VaiI.bie Type 
and Codtnq Schome 

Variable Nome 
and (SHORT 

I 

~ 2 1 .  ORGSUPP 

map main 4 or 5 
streets in wmmunity 

1 1 1 5--very easy I Svew easy 
v23. S T R W E  1 perceived ability to 1 value from A4b 1 1 

Vatiable 
üoscdpüon 

(&a abo TaMe 6.5) 

perœivetâ support by 
organirations in city 

Calculation 
from 

Questionnain 

value from D14d 

v24. TRANSIT 

1 convenienœ store 1 I I 
CP2 CONCEPTUAL IDENlTW, PERC & COGN: PEOPLE IDENTfTY 
~ 2 6 .  PEOPIDEN 1 perceived similarity 1 value from CZc. 1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 

v25. CONVLOC 

in age, appearance, 
wealîh, behavior of 
midents 

+s&ngty asree 

same as v20 above 

name main 4 O; 5 
sùeets in comrnunity 
perceived ability to 
locate nearast transit 

Iistrong ly disag ree 
2=diiagm 
3neutral 
4 a m e  

~ssknqiy agree 

same as v20 above 

stop 
perceived abi1.W to 
locate neamst 

value fram A4c 

value from A4d 

1 residents 1 1 1 
CA1 CONCEPTUAL IDENTITY, AFFEClWE SYMBOUSM OF P U C E  
v30, FINSYMB 1 desne to which I value from C l  1 a 1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 

same as v22 ahve 

same as v22 above 

I 

v28. ETHIDEN 

v29. APPSIM 

whmunÎty signifies 
financial succes 

same as v22 above 

same as v22 above 

same as v22 abow 

- v27. AGEIOEN 

community signifies 

same as v22 above 

1 

block 
perteivad ethnie 
identity of block 
perteivad 
appeaanœ 
similanty of block 

l=stmngly diigrse 
2 4 i g r s s  
3rr- eutal 
4=agrse 
Ç = n a b  agree 

5*- nqfy agree 

same as v26 above 
perceiveâ age 
hornogeneity of 

5-=&ngfy a g m  

same as v26 above 
value from C2e. 

value frorn C2f. 

value from C ~ Q  
same as v26 abow 

same as v26 above 

same as v26 above 

same as v26 above 



Table 8.1 (Cont). Summary of Variable Derivation and Coding 

v40. PROPFEAR Ï 

relative saüsfadion 
with community 
compared to othen 
lived in. 

Variable Nome 
and (SHORT 

TmE)  

relative de&ability 
of community 
compared to others 
lived in. 

Calcukaon 
from 

_ Queaüon~in 

Variabk 
Description 

(sac aîso TaMe 6.6;) 

degrse of nuisances 
ocwmng within 
communw area 

degree of 
annoyanees from 
outside wmmuntty 
area which impinge 

Original V-b Type 
and Coding Schmo 

perceiwd safety in 

Rb-Cod.d Valuus for 
PRINCALS and PCA 

W i i n g  value made)  

community after 
dark 

percaived safety 1 
Sewrity of local 
neighborhood 
mrœived fear for 
personal safety if 
alone 

perœived bar of 
break-anbenter or 

value from C3 

value FIOm C4 

E NUISANCES P 
value from C5 

value h m  C6 
rNO"=rero) 

E: SAFETY AND 
value from C7a 

value from C7b 

value horn C7c 

value from C7d 

Ordinal 
l w u c h  lass saüsfied 
2=a little les8 satwfied 
*no more or Iess satisfied 
4=a little more satisfied 
m u c h  more saüsfied 
Ordinal 
l=mu& less desirable 
2=a l i i  tes8 desirable 
3=no more or iess 
desirable 
4=a litüe more desirabla 

Ordinal 
1 =much lsss satisfied 
2- little less saüsfied 
*no more or less saüsf.' 

*much more sa- 
Ordinal 

ID ANNOVANCES. 
Interval 1 Ordinal 1 

ltmuch less desirable 
2- l i i  less desirable 
*no more or laJs desir.' 
&a liW more desirable 
Smuch more desirable 

I 
ECURITV 
Ordinal 1 Ordinal 



v42. 
INFCOLPWR 

Table B.1 (Cont.). Summary of Variable Derivation ai 

v43. 
FMCOLPWR 

. - . . - - - - - 

v48. NHDLPART 

Original Variable fym 
and Codlng Schme 

Varfable Name 
and (SHORT 

TmE) 

id Coding 

PRINCALS and PCA 

F i n a l  Pomrr or I value h m  Cl Oa 1 Ordinal 1 

Variable 
Demcriptlon 

(see abo Table 6.5) 

influence -in 
opposing unwanted 
development 

C;ilcuJrtion 
from 

Qu#tionnaim 

1 =basicalty powerîess 
2=might have some infl. 
3scsrtain to have s o m  
infl. 
Wmat deal of influenœ 

I 1 ~=&n controt âecisions 
informal colledive 1 value frorn C l  Ob 1 
power (neighbon 
uniüng) in opposing 
unwanted 
devekpment 
fanal collective 
power in opposing 
unwanted 

Ordinal 
1 =bsically powerks 
21migM have some infl. 
3tœrtain have some 
infi.* 
4=oreta deal of influence 

value from Cl& 

development 1 1 1 
L IDENnn, AFFE- PUCE APPEARAlYCE AND AESTHETICS 
raüng o f  tidiness / 1 value frorn Cl 3 1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 

same as v41 above 

i t ~ r y  untldy/poorly maint. 
Ssomewhat untidy 
3=~nixed tidylunîidy 
4--somewhat tidy 
m r y  tidy/wall maintained 

1 =somewhat untidy 
2=mW bdylunüdy* 
3ssomewhat tidy 
4 = r y  tidy/iivell 

1 t 1 maintained 
rating o f  betauty of 1 value frorn C9 1 Ordinai 1 Ordinal 
presÜnt cummunity 
to othen in aty I t kast beautiful 

Sbeiow average 
3=average 
4=abave average 
Samong five most 

1 =below amrage 
2=avenge* 
*abwu average 
4=among 5 most beauüful 

f 1 beauüfuï 1 
- 

L IDENTITY. AFFECTIVE: LATENT INVOL~ENTIPARTlClPATION. 
expeckd willingness f value from C14a 1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 
of neighbon t o  
collect mail and 
che* house if away 

1 1 â=strongîya~m 1 4=strongly aoree 
pemption fhat 1 value from C14b 1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 
neig hbor 
participation is 
obligatory 

degree to which 
&dents in geneal 
are perceived to be 
aIways willing to help 

value h m  C14c Ordinal 
~st to ig îy  diiagree 
Ordinal 

l=strongîy dùagree 
24- isagree 
Wneutml 
&agise 
SriWongly =me 

l=strongly disagtee 
2 4 i g m  
3=neutrar 
4-9- 
5-nqly aqree 



Table B.1 (Cont.). Summary of Variable Derivation and Coding 

I &rnmonalii about 
what is important in 

v50. MORALSIM perceived 
çornmonality of 
social and moral 

Rs-Codrd Val- for 
PRINCALS and PCA 

r=missing value recade) 

1 behavior 
v51. 1 some people on 

0rfgIri.l Variable Type 
and Coding Scheme 

OFFENSIVE block have offensive 
iiityies 

Calcuktion 
h m  

Qwrtionmiro 

Variable Name 
and (SHORT 

flTLE) 

I 
CA9 CONCEPTUAL IDEIiCTITV, AFFECl 
v52. BELONG 1 feeling that Wuly 

Variable 
ôescription 

(sue abo Table 6 4  

belong' in the 
neighborhood 

1 cornmunity 
v54. COHESION 1 index of cohesion 

v53. 
SENSCOMM 

(average of five 
indicators: 
belonging; sense of 
cornmunity; feeling 
at home; loyaiiy to 

neighborhood gives 
a sensa of 

. . .  

l=strongly dïsagree 
24- isagree 
rneutral 
4=agrsa 
SIStmnglY aaree 

value fmm C l  Sb 
same as v49 above 

I 
E: EMPATHY/BELONGING 
value fmm C i  71 1 Ordinal 1 Ordinal 

1 5=skngly a g m  1 ~ s h n q t y  aqne 
value from C? 7b 1 1 

To maintain the integretity of the data set with the two techniques the ordinal structure of 

the data meant that the PCA resuits had to be computed on the Spearman Rank 

correlation coefficient rather than the Spearman correlation coefficient upon which the 

procedure is normally based. 

A second Iimitation of the PRINCALS technique is tbat there is as yet no algorithm 

for rotathg the axes in order to better their interpretability with respect to their 

component loadings. Rotation of this kind is probably undesirable in the case on non- 

average of non- 
rnissing Cf 7a- 
Cl78, wtiere for 
each 
1 =low score 

5=high score 

Interval 
1 to S where 
1 =low 

5=high 

Ordinal 
1 4  to 1 
2=1 to 2 
3=2 to 3' 
4=3 to 4 
M t 0 5  



linear axes, but is desirable when there is an inherent linearity in the data. This meant that 

the PCA technique offers a distinct adavantage over PRINCALS in the case of 

dimensions which are linear, since a variety of rotation procedures are available which 

lead to more interpretable axes. One rotation technique which has often k e n  shown to 

improve the inferpretability of axes and which does not impose stria orthogonality on the 

results (i.e. allows the axes to become partially correlated) is Direct Ob- rotation. 

This kind of rotation is especially valid where there is no a prion reason to claim that the 

axes are perfectiy orthogonal or unrelated-as in this instance with the potential 

dimensions of community. Therefore both Varimax (orthogonal) and Direct Oblimin 

(oblique) rotations were carried out on the PCA results. 

A number of solutions fiom each technique were examined, and commonly applied 

critena were used to determine the optimal number of dimensions or axes to extract 

(Davies 1984; SPSS 1990). In the case of the PCA analyses, three "rules of th& have 

been proposed and are widely used (Davies 1984). These consist of i) Canell's Scree 

Test; ii) Communality Tipping Points; and iii) Factor Complexity of Fhst ranbg 

Loadings (Davies 1984). 

Cattell (1966) proposed that plotting the eigenvaiues or percentage variance 

explanation associated with each factor extracted fiom the unrotated initial factor solution 

would provide a "scree slope", at which the break in slope should indicate the number of 

axes to extract. Yet Davies (1984) has demonstrated that since many factor solutions do 

not result in a "clear" break of slope, or may result in a number of breaks in slope, the 

scree test does not always pinpoint the best solution. Rather, the scree test may be applied 

in these cases to ide- a "general decision zone, within which the investigator can 

explore the effect o f  extracthg more or less axes" (Davies 1984: 176). 

The comrndity (percentage variance of the variable accounted for by the number 

of factors extracted) increases with the number of axes extnicted. A second rule of thumb 

has been proposed in which factor extractions case  when "extraction of more and more 

axes does not reaily add any more variables into the anaiysis in the sense that more than 



half their variance is accounted for by the model" (Davies 1984: 176). Thus when 

successive factoring does not reduce the number of variables having communalities less 

than 0.5, factor extraction should stop because it identifies the extraction stage at which 

little more variance of the variables is explained by the model. 

A third d e  of thumb for extracthg factors in PCA is the factor complexity approach 

described by Davies (1984). This is based on Burt's "1 in 20" d e ,  in which an axis or 

component has to have at least 1 in 20 first ranlcing variable loadings before it can be 

considered worth interpretation. Thus for a sixty variable data set, for example, this 

would mean that a component should have at least three highest rauking factor pattern 

loadings to be considered for interpretation. The objective of this test is to determine the 

solution at which dimensions are poorly indexed by variable loadings and thus represent 

poor interpretations of the underlying stmctm of the data. However, this rule of thumb 

must be w d  with caution since the extraction of axes with smali nurnbers of high 

ranking loadings may simply signal that these axes are highly specific and distinct fiom 

the other axes with more high ranking loadings. 

The decision criteria for stopping component extractions in PRINCALS analysis 

have not been as well documenteci, and there are no generlaized W e s  of thumb" to 

apply. In the case of the PRINCALS analyses, the cutoff criteria were based on the 

recommendataion that for ordinal level 41~1Zyses or ordinal level "quantification" axes 

should stop being extracted when the eignevalue for the last axis falls below lentunber of 

variables (SPSS 1990). This is analogous to the proportion of total explained variance in 

classicai PCA analysis. In this case with 54 variables the smallest of the axes extracted in 

PRINCALS should explain more than 1+544.0185 or 1.85% of the total variance. The 

resuits of these analyses and the rationale for choosing a seventeen axis PCA solution as 

the fird and optimal solution is outlined beiow. 



B.3 Results. 

Before intexpreting the separate solutions, the Spearman Rank Correlation 

Coefficient matrix between the 54 variables (Table B.2) was inspected. Table B.2. does 

indicate a substantial number of high correlations above 1.701, but also a reîatively large 

number of minor correlations below 1.301. However, for every variable, there is at least 

one correlation exceeding 1.301. This would initia& seem to indicate that though a linear 

reduction of the data set tbrough PCA might be appropriate, it may not provide the best 

reduction or 'W' of the data set given the numbers of medium and low comiations. In 

other words, some of the low correlations identified in Table B.2 may in fact be due to an 

inherenrly non-linear structure in the data. If this were the case, then this structure should 

be identified with a better ''fit" to the data by a non-linear data reduction technique such 

as PRINCALS. If the latter technique does not produce a substantially better fit or level of 

explanation of the variation in the original data, then there are grounds to suggest that the 

structure is fûndamentally linear and that PCA redts would be appropriate. 

8.3.1 Results from the PCA Analysis. 

A series of R-mode Principal Axes analyses were c h e d  out on the 54 x 54 ma& 

of Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients identified in Table B.2. The solutions were 

examined in terms of the three d e s  of thumb outlined above. These provided 

justification for a seventeen axis Direct Oblimin rotated solution. 

B.3.1.1 Cattell's Scree Test 

The scree diagram of the unrotated initial factor solution is given in Figure B.1 

below. The scree test does not identify a very dean break in slope, and so can bea be 

considered to provide a "general decision zone7' in the range of about 13 to 18 factors, 

these fding on either side of the default eigenvalue 1.0 cutoff.. Thus M e r  investigation 

of the individual rotated solutions within the 13 to 18 f a o r  range were canied out. 



Table B. 2 Speaman Rank Correlation CoffÏcients 
for Variables Used in PCA and PRINCALS Analyses 

v l  1 v2 I v3 1 v4 1 v5 I v6 1 



Table 8.2 Speaman Rank Correlation Cofficients 
for Variables Used in PCA and PRINCALS Analyses 



Table 8.2 Spearman Rank Correlation Cofficients 
for Variables Used in PCA and PRINCALS Analyses 

1 VI 3 1 v14 1 v15 1 v16 1 VI 7 1 vl8 1 



Table 8.2 Speannan Rank Correlation Cofficients 
for Variables Used in PCA and PRINCALS Analyses 

1 v19 1 v20 1 v21 1 v22 1 v23 1 v24 1 



Table 8.2 Spearrnan Rank Correlation Cofficients 
for Variables Used in PCA and PRINCALS Analyses 



Table 8.2 Speaman Rank Correlation Cofkients 
for Variables Used in PCA and PRINCALS Analyses 



Table 8.2 Speaman Rank Correlation Cofficients 
for Variables Used in PCA and PRINCALS Analyses 

1 v37 1 v38 1 v39 1 v40 r v41 1 v42 1 



Table 8.2 Speaman Rank Correlation Cofficients 
for Variables Used in PCA and PRINCALS Analyses 

1 v43 1 v44 1 v45 1 v46 1 v47 1 v48 1 



Table 8.2 Speaman Rank Conelation Cofficients 
for Variables Used in PCA and PRINCALS Analyses 



1 Eigenvalue 1 .O cut-offu 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

Number of Components Extracteci 

Figure B. 1 Scree Diagram of Eigenvalues 

B.3.1.2 Cornmunality Tippin, Points 

An examination of the commdties for the 13 ?O 18 factor solution is given in 

Table B.3 below. 

Table B. 3 Communalities for 13 to 18 Factor PCA Solutions 
Number of Components in Solution 

' Number of Variables 
with Comrnunalities 
Higher than: 0.7 ?4 f i 16 i 19 f 25 
(total variables = 54) 0.8 2 f 4 i 6 i : l l t T  

0.9 O i ~ r  O i 2 7 - 2 2  t 2 1 



Table B.3 show that aot mtil the 17 factor solution do ai1 54 variables in the analysis 

have comrndities over 0.5. This means that the extraction of additional axes cannot 

result in the addition of more variables with more than half of theu variation which is 

accounted for by the solution. 

B.3.i .3 Factor Complexity: Fimt Rankings 

An analysis of the first ranking loadings for the 13 to 18 factor rotated solutions is 

given in Table B.4 below. 

Table B. 4 Factor Complexity for PCA Solutions 

Number of Components in Solution 
13 1 14 1 15 1 16 1 17 1 18 , 

Number of First Ranking 
Loadings on 
Component Number 
(total variables = 54) 

The 1 in 20 ratio of fUst ranking loadings associated with this rule equates with 2.7 

for the 54 variable data set of this study. Therefore components with less than th= (2.7 

rounded upwards) highest fmor pattern loadings potentidy index factors which are poor 

measures of the structure of the data. Table B.4 .shows that this d e  of thumb must be 

applied with caution since throughout the separate analyses an axis (component ninnber 

9) is continuously e~aacted which contains less than three highest ranking loadings. This 

means that this axis is unique enough throughout to be defined by only two of the 



variables. Table B.4 also points to a 17 axis solution in that it demonstrates that one of 

the largest and most stable axes (component number 10) becomes fractionated or spiits 

with the extraction of the eighteenth component. 

These three criteria, as weU as the eigenvalue 1.0 cutoff nile aIl identiQ the 

seventeen component solution as being the most stable and interpretable of the PCA 

solutions. This solution accounted for 68.1% of the variation in the original data matrix, 

al1 variables had communiaiities, over 0.5, no factors were single variable factors and so 

al1 are perfonning a generalization hction, and the rotated components were readily 

interpretable. 

8-32 Results from the PRINCALS Analysis 

Although the different modes of "quantification" in the PRINCALS solutions 

produce different redts, the lower the level of transformation allowed in the 

quantification of categories (eg. nominal compared to numeric), the berter the "fit" or 

degree to which the solution explains the original data. So in the PRINCALS analysis it 

becomes somewhat of a trade-off as to whether the best data fit is required despite 

deviation fiom the inherent structure of the data. Table B.5 reveals that for the variables 

used in this study there is only marginal benefit in terms of total explained variance to be 

gained by reducing the level of quantification, and given that the original data is 

inherently ordinal, an ordinal level of transformation was considered to be most 

appropriate. Using the recommended procedure to stop extracthg components when the 

component itseif explains less of the variation in the solution than a single variable (in 

this case 1.85%), Table B.5 shows that a seventeen component solution was deemed most 

suitable, providing the most suitable eigenvalue cutoff as weii as increased comrnunaiities 

throughout the variable set. 



Table B. 5 PRINCALS Solutions for 15 through 20 Axes Extraded 

Number of Dimensions Extrâcted 

I Levelof 1 

8.3.3 Cornparison of PCA and PRINCALS Solutions 

The ordinal PRINCALS solution for seventeen axes demonstrate a slightly betterfir 

to the data than the PCA results for seventeen axes with 70.6% of the variance in the data 

set accounted forby the former compared to 68.1% for the PCA solution. This marginaily 

supenor fit applies throughout a range of dinerent component solutions, as shown in 

Figure B. 1. Generally, therefore, the two dBerent techniques Ied to similar resuits in 

terms of their reduction in the complexity of the community variables. 

Despite the fact that the data reduction utility of the two techniques appearr very 

similar with respect to the data set used h m ,  a M e r  issue that requires investigation is 

whether or not the two techniques were producing axes with substantively Werent 

combinations of variables-in o k  words dinerent h d s  of meaning in the nmimary of 

the sîructure of community. It can be suggested that if the structure of the individuai 

components produced (in ternis of their component loadings) by the two tedinques is 

similar, this would indicate that the dimensionality of community is fundamentally linear. 

This is beacause the PRINCALS solution, der having found no no-linear axes, would 

have identified axes which are linear and hence simiiar to the PCA results. 

Quantification 
Nominal 
Ordinal 
Numeric 

uTotal Fit" or Proportion of Explained Variance 
.672 
.669 
.641 

.690 

.687 

.660 

.309 

.706 

.679 

-725 
.722 
.697 

.740 

.738 
,713 

-755 
.752 
.726 



The PCALS soiutions reprsrent the Totai Fit obtained 
by the numbei of solutions show in X 
Uni i i  PCA, îhe tdal fa is nd a cumubüve aâdiiaon of 
the ariana explaind by the next successive 

PCA Solutions d i i b n .  

. . . . . m . . . . . .  1 1 1  1 1 1  

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Number of Dimensions Extracted 

Figure B. 2 Cornparison of the Level of Explanaüon or "Fi of the Data Using 
PCA and PRINCALS for 5 through 23 Component Solutions 

A test of the simüarities in the structure of the resuits between the two techniques 

were carried out ushg Conpence CoeEcients applied to the unrotated factor loading 

matrices since no rotated solutions are possible within the PRINCALS technique. These 

congruence coefficients are essentially vector comparisons, and are given by Equation 

B. 1 

Equation B. 1 Congruence Coefficient 

(source: Davies 1984) 

where: a, is the factor loading of variable j on firctor p 



Table B.6 shows the congruence coefficients between the unrotated component 

loading matrices for the seventeen axes derived fiom the PCA solution and the seventeen 

axes derived fiom the PRINCALS solution. This table shows a remarkable simialrity in 

the structure of the two sets of results, with Wtually a i i  axes fkom the PCA results having 

a hi& coefficient of congruence with one axis fiom the PRINCALS solution. The order 

of extraction of the components is also similar, with the majority of the highest 

congruence coefficients being for the same axis (e.g. axis 3 fiom the PCA solution has 

highest congruence with axis 3 fiom the PRINCALS solution). However, the fact that not 

al1 of the axes have this correspondence does illustrate that there was some difference in 

the way in which the two techniques derived the components (e.g. factor 17 fiom the 

PCA solution has highest conpence with component 16 fiom the PRINCALS solution). 

These minor discrepancies Sem to be reiated to the smallest or last axes extracted, some 

of which are weakly bipolar. The key point of this cornparison, however, is that whilst 

there are some subtle differences in the results of the two techniques, for the mon part, 

the size, fom, and structure of the components extracted are similar. 

8.4 Summary 

ï h e  general findings fiom these results is that the two techniques produced similar 

results in t e m  of the number of suitable axes to interpret, the degree of expianation or 

variance accounted for by the solutions, and in terrns of the inherent structure or meaning 

of the separate dimensions. This similarity has reinforceci the fact that the community 

dimensions c m  be considered to be inherently linear, and so a linear technique such as 

PCA is suitable for identifying the constituent dimensions of community. Further 

rationale for interpreting the resuits fiom the PCA rather than those fiom PRINCALS 

solution relate to the fact that the former dows for rotation to simple structure, and hence 

added interpretability of the components, whilst the latter provides no rotation 

algorithms. The structure of the seventeen axis PCA solution with Direct Oblimin 

rotation, and hence added interpretabiliîy of the individual components, is shown in Table 

B.7 below. The interfactor comlations are presented in Table B.8. 





Table B. 7 PCA Rotated (Oblimin) Factor Pattern Math 

v4 Neighbor Recognition 
ve Neïghbor Fm Name 
v7 NeighborVisitl 
v32 Age Symbolh  
v26 People Simhnty 
v27 Age Similanty 
v23 S m  Naming 
v22 Mapwlii 
v28 Ethnic Simüanfy 
v20 Appeamnce Similafity 
VIS PhysKal Aid 
v12 Bormwinp 
v14 Informational Aid 
VI 3 Home Contact 
1 

vl6 Organizafion Volume 
v17 Otganaatlon Dadicaban 
v42 Inf. Colkctiva Power 
v41 Pemnal Power 
v43 P- 
v39 PmmI Fear 
v37 Night Sa* 
v38 GenwaiSafaZy 
v40 Proparty Fear 
v3 Facilty Use Score 
vl MaxFaciiHy Use 
d Parceiwd F a Q i i i  
v33 Relative Sathfactjon . . . . . . .  

.---..S.- ....... 
VM ~ a ~ i t i m  Desrraeatii 
6 2  Wnging 
v46 Latent  id 
vS3 Sansa of Cornmunrty 
v54 Cohesion 
v48 ~hood Latent particip. 
v47 N d b l ' i  Aid 
v2S Conveniem8 Lœaîton 
v24 Transit Stons 
v35 Local Nuisanas 
v36 Exta-Local Annoyances 
v44 Appaotanœ Rating 
v18 Local Political Orientation 
v19 Exfra.W Poikicai 0"bmiition 
v30 FiMnOQI Symboüsni 
v31 stawsymwm 
v45 Ralotive Beauty 
v50 Moral Simihfity 
v49 Life Agreement 
v51 Olfansive Lifmyles 
VI O Friendship Clustering 
vll New Friands 
v8 NeighbofClosaFrienâs 
VQ NeighborCont[dant 
v20 Govt Agmcy Support 
vZ1 olgoninoonolsupport 
Eigmaiue (folated solution) 
Per#ntofVatiana(ioîai=W-O) 5.59 4.22 3.61 4.31 3.71 3.88 3.89 3.W 3.64 4.90 3.88 2â5 272 3.30 3.28 3.70 2 6 0  



Table B. 8 Interfactor Correlations 

Component Number 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1s 16 17 

Finally, the solution shown in Table B.7 reveals a remarkable similarity to the 

separation of domains and dimesnions of community character postuiatated by Davies 

(1992,1995; Davies and Herbert 1993; see Figure 6.1). These techniques have therefore 

provided a first quantitative verification of some of the complexity associated with Figure 

6.1, and has demonstrated that place-baseà community carmot be measured on a singuiar 

scale. It is muitidimensional, but can be deciphered 



Appendix C 

S u ~ e y  Questionnaire 

A Suwey on Neighborhoods, 
Community Identity and Interaction, 

and Individual QuaIity of Lûe. 

Ivan. J. Townshend 
Depariment of Geography 

University of Calgary 
2500 University Drive N.W. 

Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
T2N IN4 

Note: 
The formatting (font size and spacing, etc.) of the survey questionnaire presented in 
this Appendix has been siightly modified fkom the original instrument used in the 
study. This has been necessary to allow for Wmnt rnargin and header requkements. 



A Survey on Neighborhoods, 
Community Identity and Interaction, and Individuai Qliality of Lire 

1) Introduction. 
This survey is being conducted for a dissertation by Ivan Townshend, a doctoral candidate in the 
Department of Geography at the University of Calgary. The study is in no way Iinked to any fum or 
commercial organization and no ûrm will have access to the questionnaire responsts. This stucty is 
king financed by the student who has received research scholarships h m  the Social Sciences and 
Hurrianities Research Council of Canada, the Province of Alberta, and the University of Caigary. 

The survey has bcen designeci to investigaîe peoples perceptions and feelings about their Iife and 
society these days; their choice of housing; their residential neighborhoods and ncighbors; and the way 
these differcnt k to r s  might intetact. An important part of this nsearch will be the attcmpt to tind out if 
there are specific aspects of residentid neighborhoods and communities which improve peoples lives 
and their sense of individual and collective well-being. A wide range of different residentiai settings and 
a wide range of different age groups are being surveyed in a nurnber of provinces so that we cm bener 
understand how neighborhoods and communities &ct peoplts iivcs at different stages in life, and in 
different parts of cities. 

2) Confidentiality. 
Your responses will remain completely confidentîal. Al1 idonnation received will be aggregated and 
individual rtsponses will not be idcntified. Since this research deah with humm subjects, this survcy 
has been screened by the University of Calgary Ethics Cornmittee to ensure that the research conforms 
ro ethical social science practices. 

3) Instructions. 
The questionnaire is divided into six sections. Please ansuer ail of the questions in secdons A, B, C, D, 
und & Section F is optional, and has becn provided for you to make additional comments. Instnictions 
are provided with each question on how to mark your responses. If you select certain responscs you will 
notice by an arrow (e) that more information is rcquired. Plcase complete these sub-questions before 
moving on to the next question. The questionnaire will likely take l e s  than 45 minutes to complete, but 
you may take as long as you like to complete it. 

4) Questions or Concerns About thb Researeh. 
If you would Iike additional information about this study, or if you have any comments or concenis, 
please do not hcsitate to contact me at the address below. 

1 would like to take this opportunity to thank you for participating in thïs study. Your assistance is very 
sincerely appreciated. 

Ivan J. Townshend 
ch Department of GEOGRAPHY 
University of Calgary 
2500 University Drive N.W. 
Cdgary, iulem. 
T2N 1N4. 

Telephone: (403) 220-5597 
F a x  (403) 282456 1 



SECTION A 
YOUR RESIDENCE AND COMMUNlTY AREA 

A 1 How long have you lived at your cumnt addrcss? @hce an X on the scok)). 

1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 I 1 
I I I I I I I I I I 1 

few monîhs ly t  2yrs 3yts 4yrs Syrs 6yn 7yrs 8yrs 9yrs 10yrs or more + 
if l e s  tbaa 10 years, then 

How many different residences have you lived in d w g  the past 10 years? 

A 2  Think of the area which you would define as your communitv a m  or the specific part of the city you 
live in. What is the name of this am? rn 
In your view, is this community a m  Iarger than what you would cal1 a distinctive 
neigbborhood? 
O NO 
O YES + If  yes, how many different or distinctive neighborboods do you feel exist in your 

community area? 

A3 When think of the pame of your community area, does this nome bring to mind some kind of image 
or motion (for example, "heighîs", "seclusion", "spaciousness", "smalInessn, etc.)? 
O NO 
O YES .) what is the image or emotion the name of your community area has for you? 

A4 Without looking at a Street rnap, how easy would it be for vou to 
@lace on X in one box on each h e ) .  

. d ' E R v t W  Wu WURE OirriCWT vERYOimCuLf 
a) draw a map of the main 4 or S sttsets 

in your commun@ ana? ............................................... 0 B 0: U 3 
...................................... b) name al1 the streets on this map? 13 D O 3 O 

c) Iocate the n e a m  bus stop on the map? .......................... .d 0 O n C 
d) locate the n e a m  convenienœ store on the map? ............ 3 U O i l  U 

A5 Immediately prior to living at your present address, where did you live? 
@hce un X h box, m d p  In the approprkte infotmatwm)). 

E less than one haff (1 R) mile from when you now lii.* How long did you iive there? years 
a in the same cHy but in a dHtrnnt community a m  How hr was this 6om your present home? 

t in a difiennt tity in the same province what city or town? 
c in a diifennt provint. what province? what cîty or town? 
a in a diffsnnt counûy whaf couniry? 



A6 What were some of the reasons wby you chose your present bouse? (Urr the remom). 

most important nason 
second most important reason 
third most important reason 

A7 What were some of the nasons why you chose your present communitv a m ?  (iïs~ rhe reusons). 

m a t  important mason 
second most important reason 
third most important reason 

A8 Do you currently 

3 Rent your residence, OR 
3 Own your residenœ + If Owned, is this owned G Char ütîe (no mortgage), OR 

O wiVi outstanding mortgage 

A9 Do you expect that you will move to another residence or home during your lifc? 

O NO 
O YES + What would you expect to be the main reason for such a move? 

A 10 Other than short vacations, weekend trips, or &on business trips, do you spend more than 3 
consecutive rnonths each year away fiom your home? 

O NO 
O YES 9 1s this because of 13 yourwork? 

O retirement travel? 
C other? (speafy) 

SEcTrON B 
YOUR LIF'E AND SOCIETY 'RIESE DAYS 

B 1 How satisfied are you with your life as a whole these days? @ k e  an X Ui one box on&). 

B2 Here are some words and phrases which wc wodd likt you to use to descriie how you feeI about your 
present life. For exampte, if you think your prcçent lifk is very "boring", put an X in the box right next to 
the word "boring". If you think your present life is very "intcrrstmgn, put an X in the box ri@ next to 
the word "interesting". If you think it is somewhere m bawcen, put an X where you think it 
belongs-(Place an Xln one box on each h e )  



boring 
enjoyabie 

weless 
iriendiy 

full 
discourag ing 
disappointing 
brings out the 

best in me 

83 The following set of stafements are fitquently used by social researchen to undersrnad differences in the 
way individuals think of themselves and their relations with other people and society in general. 
Pltase indicate how much you agree or disagrte with of the following statements in ternis of 
your own life. 

@&ce an X Ui one box on each Une). 

a) I do not feel ashamed of any of my emotions ........................... O U O 
b) 1 feel 1 must do what ottien exped of me. ................................. O O O 
C) 1 bslieve that puopla am essentially good and can be tnisted. ... 9 C O 

CI .......................................... d) 1 feel frae to be angry at those I love , Z C 
e) It is always necessary that others appiove of what 1 do. ............ O S O 
f) 1 don7 accept my own weaknesses ........................................ G O O 
g) I can like peopie without having to apprm of them. ................. O Cl O 
h) 1 bar  failun ................................................................................ C 3 O 
i )  I avoid attempts to analyre and sirnplify cornplex sets of ide as... l2 O O 

............................... j) It is better to be yourself than to be popular. O 3 
k) 1 have no mission in Iife to which 1 feel especially dedicated. ..... O O E 
1) I can express my feelings even when they may result in 

....... ................................... undesirable consequenœs. .... C 5 
m) 1 do not feel responsible to help anybody .................................. O a Z 

.............................. n) I am bothered by bars of being inadequate. O 2 
O) I am loved because 1 give love ................................................... O O 3 

84 When was the last timt you 
@&CC one X on each line) 

a) took an adult cducational cowse for crcdit? 
,b) took somc kind of instruction for a hobby or special 

intmst? 
C) attendcd a perfomiing ans event (cg. a play, ballet, 

musical performance, etc)? 
d) uscd a public Iibrary? 
c) visited a museum or art gallcry in Canada? 
f) travelled ouside the Province you now livt in? 
g) travcllcd outsidc of Canada or the United States on 

MEVER 
INTHEUST 

1 

i 

W R E N 2  
-AG0 

LNTHEtASl6 
V a M H M m m s r u R  

R I T H E M  iNMUST2 
vURS 



85 To what extent do you agrce or dhgree with g& of the following stwements? 
@lace an X in one box on each &te). 

a) The most fuîtïlling things I have done in my life have 
been those which 1: have dons by myself ...................................... O O 3 O O 

b) I have achievetd very lit& personal saüsfadion in my life 
by doing things with others ............................................................. O O U 0 3  

.......................... C) I prefer to spend my tirne doing thinm with othem. O U O U C  
d) 1 often enjoy k i n g  by m p t f  more than being with other people. .... O O O LI C 
e) The most fuffilling things in life can oniy be achievad when peopk 

join together wiîh wmmon goals ................................................. O O 9 9 O 
f) It is beüer that the intaraas of the major@ should corne before 

C those of any individual. ............................... ,.., .......................... O 2 G S  
g) 1 feel most cornfortable socialking with people of my own aga. ....... a O 3 O O 
h) 1 prefer to live in the same neighbarhood, or M i n  a few 

blo& of pempk my own age. ....................................................... O O O G J  
i) I fed uneasy about living near peopk who a n  wry 

different to myself. ......................................................................... 3 O O O O 

B6 in the past ten yean, have you ever felt dhcriminated against, for any reason, because of 

w y m  
your racial or ethnic background? ........................... O 0 @lace one X on each me) 
your age? ................................................................ O O 
your marital statu? ................................................ O O 
your gender? .......................................................... O 0 
other? (specify) ................... O O 

B7 How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statcments? 
@lace an X in one box on each line). 

a) Retirement is a time for punuing l i t ime goab and desires. .......... O O O O 3 O 
b) Senior atPhns should never be denid acœss to any public cultural 

faciiii or event because they cannot afford the admission pnœ. ... !J D O 5 C O 
..... C) lt is best to 7ive liib to the fuIleSrearliir maisr than bter in li. O D O O O 

d) The elderiy in Canada are very mtll respacted. ............................... Cl O G 9 O O 
a) Retirement is a time for geîüng the most satisfaction 

and fuffillment from life. .............................................................. O O O 3 Ci O 
f) I have often deliberptaly gone without things so that I would be 

able to afford them later in l i i .  ................................................... Ci ff O Cl 13 O 
g) A person should have formuhted a wsll definad set of personal 

goals for their IHh by the time they are 40. .................................... O O O O O O 
h) Many persanal ambitions and goab must be sett aside or 

postponed wtiilst working and nising a family. .............................. 13 O G O O O 
i) Young adults should by to imagine their whole future life, 

and begin to plan for Meir whok Mura Iife aœordingty. ................. D O C 3 O 
j) It is impossible as a young adult to know what one will want 

to do with thair I i  anhr retirament ................................................ t3 O 5 O U O 



SECTION C 
PLACES, FACES, AND NEXGHBORHOOD IDENTITY 

C 1 Think of the area and the name which you describcd as your local community area. How would you 
persomaiiy fwl if for some m o n  you had to move away kom this community area next month? 
(mark an X on I r  scak to show how you wouid feei). 

C2 How much do you agree or disagrce with each of the following staternents? 
@&ce an X in one box on each &e). 

STRONQY STRONGLY tu 
AQIEE AGREE MllTRKDIçKiRBEDisAGREEORHO(J 

a) Most people in my neighborhood probably atl think 
of the same name and same gwgraphic area when 
they desaibe this cornmunity ama ................................................ 13 O O E O O  

b) My community ana has very distinctive architeduml 
chandefistia which makss it quite difbnnt to oîher 
communities in the city. ................................................................. O  O E S U O  

c) My 20 neamst neighbors sadm to be very simikir in tem of 
their age, their appearance, th& woalth, and their khwiour. ..... C O 0 0  

d) People in my neighbohoad tend to show wry 
individuatiitic tasies and preferences in the way they 
dearate their homes and gardens. ........................................... C1 C E  O O  

8) Peopla that belong on my block are easify 
racognizeable by their age. ............................................................ J O G û O O 

f) People that belong on my block a n  easify 
mcagnizeable by îheir ethnie or cultural background. ................ O O C O O  

g) Peopla that belong on my blodc are easiiy 
..................... recognizeable by the style of ddhing they wear. ,.. 0: D O 0 0  

C3 Compared to al1 other neighborhoods or communities you have lived in, how satisiïed are vou with 
the neighborhood you are now living in? @ut an X in a box on@. 

@ much more satisfied with this neighborhood than you have h n  with othw neighbrhoods you have Nad in. 
O a IWe more satisfird with your prssant neighborhoad. 

no more or no l u s  rrtrHiwl with thb neighborhood than you wre ring in other neighborhoods. 
O  a IWe les8 rrtirfird with your p m n t  neighborhood. 
Il much les8 8ablrfl.d with thb neighborhood thon you have been with other neighborhoods you have l i i  in. 

C4 Compared to ail other neighborhoods or communities you have lived in, how desirable as a dace to 
live is your present neighborhood or community? @ut m X m  one bar on&). - 
3 the most chsirable of al1 neighborhoods you have T i  in. 
a a lHtk mon duinble than other neighborhoods you have T i  in. 
O no more or no les8 ôeshbk than m e r  neighbohoods you have livad in. 
C a IWe less dosirable !han other neighborhoods you have I i i  in. 
Ci much leu dasirabk than other neighborhoods p u  have I i i  in. 



CS Do you find that the= is anytbing occuring witbin your neighborhood which is a nuisance to you (for 
exampIe: litter, graffiti, lack of privacy, etc.)? 

O NO O YES + If  Yes, what is it that is the wont nuisance? 
$( 

On a scale of one to fivt, how much of a nuisance is this? (mark the scale wirir an X). 

1 2 3 4 5 
I I I 

not much extrame 
of a nuisance nuisance 

C6 Do you find that the= is anything which gmeralIy occurs outside your immediate neighborhood which 
you find is annoying or which innudes on your neighborhood (for example, noise fiom sirens or 
traffic, through traffic, parking of non-mident vehicles, etc.)? 

O NO O YES * I f  Yes, what is it that is most annoying? . 
On a scale of one to five, how annoying is this? (mark the scale with an X).  

1 2 3 4 5 
1 I t I 

miîdly annoying axtremely annoying 

C7 How much do you agree or disagree with the following staternents? 
@hce an X in one box on each Iine). 

a) I feel safe walking alone in my neighborhood afbr dark. .................. O û C D O  
b) My neighborhood is gemrally a very safe and 

secun place in which to lia. ...................................................... U C O C Z O  
c) I often fear for my omi parsonal safety i f  1 am alone 

in my neighborhood. ...................................... .. ............................... ô C O E C 1 0  
d) 1 fear that my house will be broken into or my 

....................................................................... p r ~ p ~ r t y  ~ndalizsd. U O r l G O o  

CS People have very d i f h n t  ideas about what is beautifU1 or ugly. What do you consider to be the most 
beaudful and the most ug& aspects of your neighborhood? 

most beautifut 
most ugly 

C9 Compared to other community areas m this c e ,  how wouid you rate your own community in terms of 
its beau@ or visuai qpeal? @&ce on X m one box on&). 

!3 amongst the five most beautiful and Mually appealing. 
Y above average 
û avarage - no more or tess beautiful or visualîy appealing thon others 
n below average 
U amongst the five hast beautiful in the Citycity 



C 10 Consider the following tbree scenarios or examples (among many) of proposed reàevelopments which 
might upsct you and your neighbors, and thenfore meet witù seven opposition. 
For examp le: 

@ A fkeeway is being planned to nm ri@ through your neighbrhood. 
Q There are plans to eliminate your neighborhood park and build a shopping centre on the site. 
8 A developer wants to demolish houses and put up a hierise apartment building. 

Now suppose you wanted to takt action on these kinds of issues to prevent the devclopment fiom 
going ahead. How much power and influence do you believe you would you have in the final 
decisons if: 

@&ce one X on each he).  

a) you pcrsonally contacted the I d  
authoritics and your polifical 
rcprrsentativcs to express your 
opposition? 

b) you and yout neighbon unitcd 
informally and contactcd local 
politicians in an effort to prcvcnt the 
dcvclopmcnt h m  proing ahad? 

C) you and your neighbors took forma1 
collective action at a meeting of city 
council or the Developmcnt Appeal 
Board? 1 1 1 1 1 

Cl 1 How much do you agree or disagree with of îhe followiag statements? 
@lace an X in one box on euch line). 

STRONCLY SIRONGLY NO 

AGREE AGeE NRmULO[SKJIEEOISKiRBEOPIMQ)r 
a) The wmmunity ana 1 li in shows that I must have rcradied 

a certain level of financial suaass. ............................................... D O 13 O 0 O 
b) Living in this community ama has inmasad my status ................... O O O O G O 
c) It is obvious that residents of this neighborhood ara 

very simifar in age. ................................................................. 13 O O Cl O O 

CI2 When your family members or long-time fiiends look at the house and the community area vou now 
üve in, what impression do you think tbey arc likely to get? @lace an X m one box on&). 

O you am tinanaally weaithiar than you were ûefore. 
Cl your financial weaith has not increased for some tirne. 
!J .your financial weaith has nothing to do with when you Iiw or the house you live in. 
U your financial wealth has been dedining for same tirne. 
E you are financialîy worse off thon you were before. 





SECTION D 
PLACES AND ACTIWITES IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 

D 1 How fhr do you usually travel to do MOST of your grocery shopping? @&ce ru X in one bar) 

O only a few blodcs 
O more than a few bl& but less than 1/2 mik. 
S 112 to 1 mile 
s 1 to 2 mihs 
O more than 2 miles 

D2 What kind of store is it that you do MOST of your grocery shopping in? (for example: convenience 
store, supermarket, mega-store or superstore, discount buik fwds) 

D3 How do you usually travel to this store? @&ce an Xin one box) 

walk 
public transit 
your own vehicle 
taxi 
other (specify) 

D4 Where is your doctors office located? @lace an X in one bar). 

t less than 1/2 mile, or in the same community area as pur  home 
t 1/2 to 1 mile away from your home 
2 1 to 2 miles from your home 
2 more than 2 miles from your home 

DS Of the following kinds of facilitics which may be located in your community ara,  please indicate how 
often you typically use or atrend activities in them. 

@&ce one X on each fine) 



D6 Imagine thosc of your neighbors living in the 20 houses netuest to your own. How many people from 

D7 If you thought of al1 of your close fnends, what proportion or percentage live within 3 or 4 blocks of 
your own residence? @hce an X on the SC&) 

these 20 nearcst houses would you Say you penonaüy 
@&ce one X on each Une) 

D8 Since moving to your present home, how many of your ..=ighb)rs oz p u r  block have become close 
personal fiiends? (place on X on the scale). 

a) ncognizc on the ~tfttt? 
b) somttimcs taik to in the 

nrett? 
C) know by fint namc? 
d) visit with at least once a 

month? 
C) consider close personal 

fnends? 
f )  fctl able to discuss intimate 

personal problans with? 

I I I I 1 1 1 I 1 I 
I I I I 1 I I I I l 

none 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 or more 

NONE 

D 10 Who do you think is most important to you, or who do you depend on most for the foiîowing: 

D9 How many times in the past montb have you 
@&ce one X on ta& line) 

@&ce one X on each &te) 
t 1 1 1 1 

1 or2 

a) borrowcd anything h m  a 
ncighbor? 

b) gonc into a neighbors ho=? 
C) asked a ncighbor for advice or 

information on anything? 
d) askcd a ncighbor to physically 

help you with somcthing? 

3toS 

t 

NONE 

, a) companionship and social support? 
b) sociability (social actïvities)? 
C) hefp with rvqday kinds of activities? 
d) helpina in times of crisis? 

6b10 

SPOUSE OR 
PARTNER 

1 

11 îû 15 

3 

- 

2 

, 

OTHER FAMlLY 
MEMBERS 

MORE 
THAN 15 

r 1 

4 

MY CLOSE 
FRENDS 

5 OR MORE 

NOGHBORS . 



D 1 1 Look at the following list of organizations. Check off al1 those that you are a mcmber of and check 
off how active you would say you are in the organizaîion. @a an X in &e Yes or No ~ e n h ï p  
cùcfe, and ifyour m e r  is Yes îhcn phce one X in the bares on each linr to indikate hou 
active you are). 

How Active are you in this ûrganization? 
rli 

a) condominium association, 
homaowners association 
or dub 

b) neighborhood or 
cornmunity a-ation 

C) some othrr club or s@al 
interest group (for 
example, a hobby or 
sports club). 

d) fratemal organization (for 
example, Foresters, Elks, 
Leg ion) 

e) charitable organuation (for 
example, Red Cross) 

9 ottrer (s-) 

AreYou a 
Mernber? HAVE BEEN AN 

Np OFFICER 

D l 2  When you think about what are sornetirnes called neighborhood associations, community 
associations, or community teagues, what do you think is their most important role or function? 
(pfeuse mark the ont response you ihhk rinporîmî). 

îhey are quite a wrst. of üme, money, and Mort. 
!bey are important for establbhing friendships in the community 
they provide much n d e d  sockl and nci.ptional ewnb in local communities 
they are essential for midents to v o h  thmir conc8mr about a wide range of issues 
they help neighbors collecthmly dodâe what is important in their communiües 
they are the most powerful organkations M e n  2 cornes to fightlng city hall 

m e r  (spegfy) 
I donY have any opinion. 

D 1 3 How often do you vote in the followhg kinds of eletions: 

I b) municipal or local ciections? 1 1 1 I I 

@&ce one X on each Une). 

1 c) provinciai elcctions? I I I I I 

1 a) neiPbborhood or communiw association clections? 
NEVER USUALLY SUDOM ALWAYS 



D 14 How rnuch do you agree or disagree with the foIlowing sîatcrnents? 
@face an X in one box on each üne). 

StFKmQY SfROMjlY NO 
hGRE KnEE NUTRLLOWGR&DûAGREEORNION 

a) If t want my own intemsts to be repmsentsd I must vote and 
have an interest in poliücal affain. ................................................ O 2 Cl E 9 O 

b) Oifferent local govemment agendes (such as planning 
departments) are supportive of the needs of m&kmtS 
in this community area. ................................................................. D O LI O E O 

c) 1 try to keeip in touch with individuals and organizations which 
1 think have the powsr to influence what goes 
on in my community a m .  .......................................................... O O a O Q O 

d) If aie quality of our neighbohood was ewr threptenad, üiere 
are numerow organizations or agendas people in th& 
communrly area could rely on to support our cause. O O O C D O ..................... 

e) If tesidents in this community ana were to becorne tao aitical of 
local gowmment officiais. the neighbohood would likely sutfsr .... O 3 O 2 2 O 

SECTTON E 
BASIC DEMOGRAPEIC AND SOCTOECONOMIC INFORMATION 

E 1 Are you male or femak? 
O male 
O fernale 

E2 How many people Iive at your cuntnt residence? 
C 

How many of these are: 
MALES Ew!%!s 
less than 25 pars  old - lass thon 25 years oid - 
2554 pars  old - 25-54 old - 
55-64 yean o(d - 5564 pan old - 
65 and over - 65 and over - 

E3 How old were you at your last birihday? @face an Xin one box on&). 

O under 30 O 50.54 O 6569 O 80-84 
C 30-39 O 55-59 U 70-74 O 85189 
O 4049 O 6- O 75-79 O 90 or over 

E4 What is your mariîal status? @&ce an X in one box onm. 

0 singie (never marrieci) 
O mamed or comrnon-law 

E5 What ievel of education have you complcted? @&ce an Xin one box oniy). 

C grade 8 or lsJs 
9 some secondary (high) school 
D high school diploma 
C post-secondary (non-univenity). 

O some university but no degm 
U unïvenity undergraduate degree 
O uniwnity graduate or postgnduate dogme 



E6 Which of the following cattgones d e x n k  your current tmployment status? @lace on X in the one 
box whkh best describes your situation). 

7 employed outside the home, full-time 
C employed outside the home, part-tlrne 
C scrlftmiployed, full-time 
O self-employed, part-time 

E7 If you are now employed outside the home, seU-employrd, or if you are now rctired, which of the 
following occupational groups best reflects your principal occupation (now or prior to 
rttirement)? @face on X in one bar on&). 

O managerial l administrative 
t teaching and ralated fields 
S health and medical cam 
2 derical, salas, sawiœ 
C agriculture 

O manufaduring 
O construction 
G transportation 
G other (speafy) 

ES Which of the following categories best describes your la* year's total combined incorne, before taxes, 
îiom ail sources, for al1 membcn of your bousehold? @lace cui X ln one box on&). 

E9 How many motor vehicles do you have regular use of! 

If you have any additional commcnts you wouid like to make, plcase note them here. 

This is the end of the questionnaire. Thank you very mucb for your participation. 




